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FOREWORD

The Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs has established interdisciplinary research on policy problems as
the core of its educational program. A major part of this
program is the nine-month policy research project, in the
course of which two or three faculty members from different
disciplines direct the research of ten to twenty graduate
students of diverse backgrounds on a policy issue of concern
to an agency of government. This client orientation" -brings
the students face to face with administrators, legislators,
and other officials active in the policy process, and demonstrates that research in a policy environment demands special talents. It also illuminates the occasional difficulties of relating research findings to the world of political·
realities.
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This report evaluates U.S. Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) regulation of western coal rail transportation.
It also addresses the National Energy Plan's goal of encouraging major users of fuel oil and natural gas to embark upon
coal conversion programs. Special emphasis is given to the
implications for the State of Texas. Funded initially by
the Lyndon Baines Johnson Foundation, and afterwards by the
Ford foundation Program in Policy Analysis for State Environmental Management, the research project was undertaken at
the LBJ School in the academic year 1979-80.
·
It is the intention of the LBJ School both to develop
men and women with the capacity to perform effectively in
public service and to produce research which will enlighten
and inform those already engaged in the policy process. The
project which resulted in this report has helped to accomplish the former; it is our hope and expectation that the report itself will contribute to the latter.

Elspeth Rostow
Dean
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PREFACE

Recent western coal rate proceedings before the U.S.
Interstate Commerce Commission have become embroiled in
bitter disputes over the proper method of costing unittrain services and over the matter of what constitutes a
reasonable level of profit on coal traffic. The particular points of contention often involve quite complex issues; and, yet, the manner in which these issues are being
resolved has broad implications for various aspects of prevailing national energy and transportation policies. The
purpose of this report is to provide a comprehensive evaluation of the regulatory issues addressed in recent western
coal rate cases and in the still pending Ex Parte No. 347,
Western Coal Investigation--Guidelines for Railroad Rate
Structure. Federal coal policies, energy and environmental
issues, intermodal competition, and both intra- and interfuel competition also are discussed.
The policy research project team consisted of one pro~
fessor and eleven graduate students. Dr. Leigh B. Boske
served as project director and edited the report during the
summer of 1980. He also is the author of Chapters One and
Six and the coauthor of Chapters Three (with William E.
Keitel) and Four (with Charles B. McDonald). Ernesto J.
Dominguez, Ann Prud'homme Jennings, and William R. Presson
are the authors of Chapter Two; John Steven Carow, Steven
0. Palmer, and James R. Rock researched and wrote Chapter
Five; Arthur J. Duncan and Craig D. Pedersen researched and
wrote Appendix A; and Steven 0. Palmer is the author of Appendices B and C. Finally, Patrick L. Haar performed substantial background research and coordinated many of the
group discussions throughout the academic year. He assisted
the Texas Attorney General's Energy Division on western coal
rate matt&rs during the previous year.
The following experts and specialists from relevant
fields visited the LBJ School and shared data, information,
and ideas with project team members: Dr. Nathaniel B.
Clarke,* Staff Economist, U.S. Interstate Commerce Commission; Carolyn A. Emigh,* Staff Economist, Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations, Committee on Interstate and

* The above named persons have changed positions subsequent to rendering assistance on this project.
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Foreign Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives; David
Hughes,* Chief, Energy Division, Texas State Attorney
General's Office; Joseph E. Lema, Director of Transportation, National Coal Association; Arthur von Rosenberg,
Manager of Planning and Development, City Public Service
Board, San Antonio, Texas; and David M. White,* Coordinator, Coal and Geothermal Programs, Texas Energy and Natural Resources Advisory Council. In addition, Dr. Marlan
Blissett and Dr. Stephen H. Spurr, professors at the LBJ
School, shared their insights and advice on energy and environmental matters throughout the course of the academic
year. Deborah J. Paxton was responsible for typing innumerable drafts of this report.
This list is not exhaustive and in particular does
not mention many persons who provided their time and know1 edge to individual members of the project team. Literally dozens of people were consulted and were extremely
helpful in rendering assistance.

*The above-named persons have changed positions subsequent to rendering assistance on this project.
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CHAPTER ONE
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION
As a national resource, domestic coal supplies are
abundant--almost two trillion recoverable tons.

They also

present one of the most logical alternatives available to
reduce the economy's dependence on imported energy and to
check the inflationary spiral threatening our standard of
living.

Coal deposits vary in geographic distribution,

with all anthracite and eighty-five percent of bituminous
coal found east of the Mississippi River, and ninetyseven percent of subbituminous coal and an even higher
percentage of lignite found west of the Mississippi River.
The physical properties of this reserve differ in heating
value, amount of moisture, and ash and sulfur content.
A variety of coal supply options exists (depending on the
location of powerplants and other coal burning installations), but each is constrained in varying degrees by environmental, economic and transportation restrictions.
The characteristics of western coal transportation
differ significantly from those prevailing in the East.
Western subbituminous coal reserves are spPead over a much

-1 -

wider geographic area,* are far removed from their primary
markets in the Midwest and Southwest and, for the most part,
encounter extremely limited transportation supply options.
Virtually all western coal traffic presently moves in unittrains.

Unit-train service entails the dedication of an en-

tire train to hauling a single commodity.

The trains typi-

cally consist of one hundred or more cars and shuttle back
and forth between single origin and destination points in a
continuous service cycle.

Substantial cost savings are re-

alized because of the large volume of traffic involved,
greatly reduced turnaround times, and minimal switching and
car handling requirements.

The major western coal-hauling

railroads are the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway (ATSF),
Burlington Northern, Inc. (BN), Missouri Pacific Railroad
(MP), Southern Pacific Transportation Company (SP), and the
Union Pacific Railroad (UP).
Economic and legislative developments in the energy and
transportation arenas have coalesced to cause serious disruptions in the western coal transportation marketplace.

An im-

portant goal of recent federal energy policy and legislation
has been to encourage users of boiler fuel to substitute domestically produced coal in the place of increasingly expen-

*Western coal producing districts are located in the
states of Arizona, Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, North and
South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming.
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sive and uncertain supplies of fuel oil and natural gas.
Federal coal conversion programs began with the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (ESECA).
ESECA authorized the Federal Energy Administration to prohibit powerp l ants or major fuel burning installations (MFBis)
from burning natural gas or petroleum.
Ir. Apri

1

1977, President Carter proposed his comprehen-

sive National Energy Plan.

The plan outlined a coal conver-

sion program which, in modified form, became the Powerplant
and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 (FUA).

It proposed the

levying of a tax to raise the cost of oil and natural gas to
utility and industrial users, while at the same time providing an investment tax credit for coal conversion programs.
New powerplants and MFBis were to be barred from

burnin~

oil

or natural gas as a boiler fuel, but could acquire temporary
or permanent exemptions.

A general exemption could be

granted due to lack of alternative fuel supplies, site limitations, environmental requirements, or inadequate capital.
Existing plants with the capability to burn coal also were
to be prohibited from burning oil or natural gas.
Carter predicted that

th~se

President

regulations would cause domestic

coal consumption to increase by an amount equal to 6.5 million
barrels of oil equivalent per day by 1985, or 565 million tons
of coal per year above the 1976 level.

-3-

In May 1979, the Carter Administration submitted its
second National Energy Plan to Congress.

The Department of

Interior was directed to accelerate coal leasing on federal
lands in the West.

Increased funding for low-cost efficient

mining technology was promised, as well as support for coal
slurry pipeline legislation.

The second plan also recom-

mended intervention before the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) to promote marginal cost pricing for coal transportation.

All these activities have served to greatly in-

crease the value of western coal reserves as the predominant
source of incremental supply for the nation's coal burning
facilities.
An equally important legislative development was the
enactment of the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (4R Act).

As its title implies, the pri-

mary purpose of the 4R Act is to restore the nation's debtridden railroad industry to financial health and to reduce
the burden of economic

regulation~

Its major provisions re-

. strict regulatory jurisdiction to market dominant situations
so as to foster competition and place maximum reliance on
the marketplace; direct the ICC to make a continuing effort
to assist rail carriers in achieving adequate revenues; and
call for the promulgation of new procedures and concepts
for railroad costing and pricing.

-4-

These events occurred at a propitious time for western
coal-hauling railroads, allowing them to make abrupt changes
in their coal transport pricing proposals and practices.

In

response to the enhanced demand for western coal and the
revenue adequacy provisions of the 4R Act, the railroads
sharply increased their rate proposals in their negotiations
with shippers for long-term unit-train coal movements.

When

shippers refused to accede to railroad demands for higher
rates, the carriers simply filed tariffs with the ICC which
incorporated the higher rates.*

The resulting shipper pro-

tests and disruptions in coal transportation markets surfaced before the ICC only after many shippers had made irrevocable investment commitments in reliance on the lower
rate agreements established in earlier negotiations with the
~~

railroads.

These shippers found themselves locked into long-

term coal supply contracts with particular mines, contracts
to purchase large fleets of coal cars, and coal conversion
capital investment projects.

*The rate level is the feature of the unit-train tariff
which has been the focus of most attention. However, other
features also have been the object of bitter dispute between
shippers and railroads. These include: a written understanding of the duration and annual volume of coal traffic to be
moved; penalty provisions for failure to tender the minimum
required volume; requirements that shippers supply their own
freight cars; a rate escalation formula providing for automatic increases in rail tariffs; and switching charges, unloading provisions, and cycle times.

-5-

The ensuing rate proceedings resulted in decisions
which approved increasingly higher rates for western coal
movements, as the ICC attempted to develop a maximum rate
policy on a case-by-case basis.
western coal fields

Since the development of

is a relatively recent occurrence,

no well-established rate structure existed to afford a
reliable basis for conducting rate comparisons.

Instead,

regulatory ratemaking activities were progressively altered to implement the major provisions of the 4R Act,
principally by modifying traditional Rail Form A costing
procedures* to incorporate coal-related incremental investment expenditures, revenue need considerations, and the
1 i k e.

The remaining pages of this chapter summarize the
study s findings.

Every attempt has been made to document

all conclusions.

The reader is strongly advised to consult

1

the appropriate chapters of this report before rendering a
final judgment on a particular matter, as it is simply not
possible to clarify all economic concepts, adequately develop

*The ICC has frequently employed Rail Form A costing
procedures to evaluate the reasonableness of railroad rates.
Rail Form A was developed originally to compute territorial
cost scales for the purpose of assessing the extent to which
major railroad rate structures were systematically related
to differences in service costs. The costing methodology
is designed to associate changes in costs with changes in
traffic volumes when the costs of particular classes of service cannot be directly identified and assigned.

-6-

complex issues, fully cover contending viewpoints, and define terminology* within the context of an executive summary.
Furthermore, a discussion of specific recommendations for
western coal ratemaking, costing, and maximum rate regulation
is reserved for Chapter Six.
FINDIN~S

AND CONCLUSIONS

WESTERN COAL RATEMAKING AND COSTING
Rail Form A costing procedures are both inappropriate
and unnecessary as a method of costing western coal movements:
1. Rail Form A costs are based on the average costs for
all movements on a given railroad or for all railroads operating within a given region. The averaging procedures used do
not take into consideration the different levels of resource
utilization on various parts of a rail network. Although considerable adjustments have been made in estimating the average
movement costs of various classes of traffic, these adjustments still involve the distribution of average unit costs,
and there is reason to believe that the actual costs of specific services, especially unit-train operations, may differ
greatly from average movement costs.
2. The use of Rail Form A calculations always will be
retrospective in that the costs are derived from accounting
data pertinent to the operations of the previous year(s).
The calculations will provide a general indication of a railroad's margin of revenue over distributed systemwide average
costs, but will not indicate whether a specific, current rate
is adequate to justify n~w investment in an expanding service.
3. Rail Form A distribution procedures assume that all
traffic utilizes the same average vintage and mix of plant
and equipment, valued at original cost less accrued depreciation, as appears on each rail carrier's balance sheet.

*Appendix D contains a glossary of definitions of the
terms most commonly used in this study.
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4. Additional complications are associated with the
manner in which long-run variable costs are estimated.
Statistical regression analysis is employed to determine
what percentages of costs vary directly with changes in
output level over the long-run. These percentages are then
applied to particular components of a railroad's most recent annual operating cost to derive systemwide long-run
variable cost estimates. The problem is that application
of a percentage, defined as a phenomenon to take place in
the long-run, to historical data, which cover a single year
of operations, gives a number which is not subject to interpretation: it represents neither the long-run nor the
short-run.
The traditional problems associated with railroad ratemaking and costing activities are not applicable to western
coal movements.

Unit-train operations possess quite dis-

tinctive traits.

They are-characterized by large volume,

point-to-point shipments of a single commodity, moving over
well-defineLl line

~egments

of a rail network, in cars speci-

fically assigned to the service in question; in addition,
they typically involve rapid loading and unloading at points
of origin and destination, respectively, and entail minimal
yard service

requi~ements.

Insofar as their traffic and

operating characteristics can be readily identified and the
relevant costs of both fixed plant facilities and unittrain locomotive and car consists can be quantified with
relative ease, western coal movements lend themselves to the
development of specific actual cost data.
The initial expense of data collection is not a compelling argument for avoiding the

devel~pment

of specific actual

cost data; by the railroad industry's own pronouncements,
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literally billions of dollars are being expended by rail carriers to supply and expand coal traffic services, and the need
for detailed data collection and accurate costing procedures
should logically be tailored to the amounts of expenditure
being considered.
It is recommended that western coal rates be based on
the total service cost of unit-train operations, as delineated in Chapter Six.

The adoption of this kind of coal rate-

making framework affords several advantages to shippers and
railroads alike.

Economic efficiency would be promoted in

an indirect manner because no part of a railroad's redundant,
idle, or obsolete systemwide asset base would be allocated
to coal movements for purposes of rate determinations.

This

is in marked contrast to Rail Form A costing procedures.
primary concern of railroads would be addressed:

The

that coal

traffic revenues produced over time be sufficient to recover
the entire capital costs of existing and future coal-related
investment projects.

Shippers would be given reasonable as-

surances of a degree of rate stablility necessary to enable
them to make rational, long-term corporate decisions about
their business operations.

And, finally, uncertainty over

transport costs would be removed as an inhibiting factor in
the achievement of the National Energy Plan's goal of increased reliance on domestically produced coal.
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ADEQUACY OF REVENUE
Section 205 of the 4R Act requires the ICC to:
develop and promulgate ... reasonable standards and
procedures for the establishment of revenue levels
adequate under honest, economical, and efficient
management to cover total operating expenses, including depreciation and obsolescence, plus a fair,
reasonable and economic profit or return (or both)
on capital employed in the business.
It is the above language that railroads have embraced and
have used effectively in recent coal rate cases (see Chapter
Four) and elsewhere to urge the ICC to determine a fair rateof-retu~n

on a carrier's total net investment employed in

transportation and to sanction differential pricing.

If the

realized rate-of-return is lower than the one adjudged to be
fair, the railroads contend that revenues are inadequate.
More importantly, it is argued that coal shippers should be
held responsible for meeting a disproportionate share of
systemwide revenue needs.

The justification rests on the

fact that the railroad industry is being called upon to invest billions of dollars in new plant and equipment to cope
with the surge in demand for coal.

It is asserted also

that, for a significant segment of existing rail traffic,
competitive market conditions prevent carriers from raising
\

rates to fully allocated cost levels; any attempt to do so
would result in the loss of cqmpetitive rail traffic to alternative modes of transportation.
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The statutory language contained in Section 205 of the
Act is similar to the legislative mandates under which all
economic regulatory agencies operate.

The traditional ap-

proach to regulating public utilities is to restrain total
profit level-=> to some efficient (i.e., "fair") rate-of-return on a company's total net investment.

This task is ac-

complished by setting the revenue level equal to the sum of
actual expenses, depreciation, and a fair rate-of-return on
invested capital.

Capital is supposed to include all fixed

assets actually used--and necessary to use--under conditions
of efficient operations in supplying the utility's services.
The traditional approach is best suited to the regulation of
a public utility possessing the sole franchise to supply a
given geographic area or market.

Under its common carrier

service obligation, the utility may be required to undertake
investments in unprofitable services; however, since the
rates of all offered services are regulated, the rate s·tructure is designed to produce a systemwide revenue level suff i c i ·e n t to y i e 1 d a n a ve r a g e re t u r n e q ua 1 to t he o p po r t u n i t y

cost of capital.
The key point to be recognized is that the extent to
which revenue need and the rate-of-return on net investment
have any meaningful connection is directly dependent on the
extent to which a utility's rate base reflects the net depreciated value of necessary, productive and efficient assets.
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When this happens to be the case, and the issue of general
inflation is set aside, the traditional approach will result
in the realization of revenue levels adequate to maintain
and to replicate the existing asset base.

Because of these

underlying assumptions, however, one must question the methodology's practical utility and reliability in being able to
correctly gauge railroad revenue needs.
Railroads provide services over existing facilities
inherited from the past.

Proper planning functions involve

not only decisions about the financing and implementation of
future investment projects, but also an ongoing examination
as to whether rail services should be maintained with existing plant.

Ample documentation is available to suggest that

much of the railroad industry's asset base consists of idle,
redundant or obsolete capacity. 1 Most rail facilities were
constructed in an earlier era, under vastly different market
conditions than pertain today.

Despite a steady

shrinkag~

in fixed plant over the last few decades, the industry continues to support an extensive network of redundant mainlines
duplicating one another between major points, unprofitable
branchlines, unused sidings, and obsolete yard facilities.
While attention has focused primarily on the problem of excess trackage, a recent study of railroad yard technology
requirements, for the years 1975 to 2000, concludes that
from thirty to fifty percent of existing yard facilities will
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have to be downgraded or abandoned. 2

None of this excess

capacity should be maintained or replicated.

Its mainten-

ance serves only to inflate systemwide operating costs.
One could argue that common carrier service obligations
require railroads to make future investments in unprofitable
services.

This argument tends to confuse legal and adminis-

trative issues with the realities of rail transportation.
Although common carrier service obligations do require the
continuance of service, the experience of the last thirty
years demonstrates that railroads have largely reserved
scarce investment funds for upgrading rail facilities moving
profitable traffic; the facilities of unprofitable traffic
have experienced disinvestment and deferred maintenance.
The 4R Act and current legislative proposals for regulatory
reform have served to reinforce this behavior and to encourage rail management to expedite the liquidation of unprofitable rail services and assets.
This discussion has a direct bearing on the ICC's ratemaking practices in recent western coal rate cases.

Coal

rates have been based on modified Rail Form A costing estimates, interpreted as representing the full cost of coal
traffic services at the revenue need level.
niz~

One must recog-

that these modified Rail Form A costing procedures pro-

vide estimates of adjusted fully allocated system average
variable and fixed costs that are derived from precisely the
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same historic asset base upon which rate-of-return calculations are made.

When one considers this problem, together

with the previously mentioned problems inherent in these
costing procedures, it seems incongruous that system average
costs would be used in the formulation of coal rates; especially when the characteristics of unit-train operations
lend themselves to the development of specific actual cost
data.

DIFFERENTIAL PRICING
The controversy over revenue adequacy is also closely
related to the ongoing debate over the merits of differential
pricing.

Advocates of applying differential pricing to coal

movements justify this ratemaking practice on grounds that
competitive market conditions, for a significant segment of
rail traffic, will not permit carriers to raise rates to fully allocated cost levels.

Coal shippers are alleged to bene-

fit from being charged more than the total service costs of
coal movements, as long as the lower rates

~pplying

to com-

petitive traffic exceed the variable.costs of .providing those
services.

The logic of this justification rests on the fact

that rates exceeding variable costs make some revenue contribution to the maintenance of a rail carrier's system.

Con-

sidering the present makeup of the railroad industry's fixed
plant facilities, it is not exactly clear how coal shippers
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benefit from the preservation of much of the existing system.
In the lon; run, correct rate design calls for all services
to be held responsible for repaying the total economic costs
for which they are causally responsible.

A precondition to

reversing the degeneration of the industry's financial performance is the development of an efficient rate structure.
Rates equal to the cost of continued service over time, making allowance for an adequate rate-of-return on servicespecific investments, contribute to the achievement of a financially healthy industry and encourage new investment.
The revenue to variable cost ratio is a standard yardstick for measuring the revenue contribution of various commodity groups to covering railroad systemwide fixed costs.
By definition, any rate producing revenue equal to 100 percent of variable costs makes no such contribution.

Rail Form

A costing procedures again are used to estimate the denominator of the ratio.

The ICC has determined the theoretical

ratio--one equal to 150 percent of variable costs--that all
commodity groups would have to achieve for the entire systemwide fixed costs to be recovered and for the railroad industry to earn a 10.6 percent return on its invested capital.
The railroads claim the 1heoretical ratio is closer to 185
percent.

In any event, at present, approximately seventy

percent of all rail traffic makes a revenue contribution of
less than 150 percent of variable costs; the average for this
3
group is roughly 105 percent.
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These figures have been cited frequently as supporting
evidence that competitive rail traffic is unable to pay its
own way.

While it is undoubtedly true that much existing

rail traffic cannot be priced according to its fully allocated costs, the figures presented above are based on rates,
revenues, and variable cost levels which are the product of
a regulated environment.

The 4R Act mandates, however, that

competitive rail traffic be freed from the rein of regulation;
and if placing maximum reliance on the marketplace is to have
any meaning in serving public policy objectives, then the fostering of competition will result in lower cost levels by virtue of the shedding of unnecessary and unproductive assets,
appropriate restructuring and consolidation of operations, rationaliz~d

rate structure designs, and enhanced efficiency.

Increased ratemaking flexibility should also improve revenue
contributions.

Competitive rail traffic cannot be character-

ized by a homogeneous set of market conditions; the intensity
of competition varies among different classes of shippers,
services, and submarkets, and rates can be adjusted to reflect
these varying situations.

If the totality of these actions

do not improve significantly the financial health of the nation's railroad industry, one must conclude that the 4R Act's
deregulation provisions constitute bad public policy; more importantly, one must conclude that noncoal-hauling railroads,
no matter what course of action is pursued, are dtiomed to
bankruptcy.
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The overriding objection to subjecting coal movements
to differential pricing is that the ratemaking practice fails
to address the fundamental causes of revenue deficiency.

No

simple panacea can restore the industry to financial health.
Public policy prescriptions must confront directly the interactive and mutually reinforcing character of railroad problems: restrictive work rules; low rates of productivity growth
and technological change; inadequate freight car management
systems; the need to refine expedited abandonment, consolidation and merger procedures; and the lack of proper incentives
to encourage rate

experimentation and to develop more effec-

tive marketing practices.

Left to its own devices, Adam

Smith's invisible hand of competition should serve as a positive factor in remedying these ills.
Nonetheless, it is of vital importance that both the ICC
and the Congress pay equal attention to formulating a sound
maximum rate policy and to taking seriously the market dominance provisions of the 4R Act.

Adam Smith's invisible hand

was never intended to be effective in dealing with monopolistic pricing situations.

Under competition, a railroad is

free to exercise its judgment between price and service policies designed to maximize its income, while pursuing farsighted objectives and efficient business conduct.
competition requires rail

shippers

Effective

to have available feas-

ible alternatives to rail transportation to limit monopolistic
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pricing behavior, to increase the variety of services being
provided, and to create incentives for achieving economic efficiency.

The absence of direct price competition permits a

railroad to raise rates far above its costs of service or to
offer less than satisfactory service without fear of competitive response.
MARKET DOMINANCE AND MAXIMUM RATE REGULATION
Section 202 of the 4R Act provides that no railroad rate
can be disapproved on grounds of being unreasonably high un1 ess the ICC finds the proponent carrier to possess "market
dominance."

The "market dominance" concept refers to an ab-

sence of effective competition from other rail carriers or
modes of transportation for the
a rate applies.

11

11

traffic or movement to which

On October l, 1976, the ICC adopted three

threshold level tests to implement this provision:
1. Market share test--the proponent carrier(s) has
handled seventy percent or more of the involved traffic or
movement during the preceding year.
2. Cost test--the rate at issue exceeds the variable
cost of providing the service by 160 percent or more.
3. Substantial investment test--the affected shippers
or consignees have made a substantial investment in rail-related equipment or facilities which prevents or makes impractical the use of another carrier or mode.4
A positive finding on any one of these three threshold
level tests creates a rebuttable presumption that market dominance exists.

The presumption may be rebutted by specific
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evidence demonstrating the presence of competition; and should
a rail carrier fail in this effort, it then has the burden of
proof of showing the proposed rate is just and reasonable.
The market dominance inquiry, it should be noted, is merely
a jurisdictional test for maximum rate regulation.

The ICC

also must evaluate the rate in relation to service cost and
revenue requirements to determine its reasonableness.
With the exception of the . substantial investment test,
the threshold level tests adopted by the ICC rely upon data
that are aggregated for individual railroads, groups of railroads, or regions .

. Although attempts have been made to ad-

just aggregated data to deal with individual movements,
which are usually at stake in market dominance proceedings,
the thrust ·Of the ICC s actions to date has been to increas1

ingly promote the notion of aggregate threshold tests as being the most

suitabl~

mechanism for identifying the presence

or absence of competition.

Several irreconcilable drawback.s

are inherent in this approach.
Aggregate threshold tests, by their very nature, are designed to characterize entire rail transport markets, or a
set of submarkets, as being either monopolistic or workably
competitive.

This notion runs counter to the grain of both

intuition and experience.

The intensity of competition can

vary greatly among different classes of shippers, services,
and submarkets.

Taken individually, or in a combination, ag-
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gregate measures are simply incapable of capturing the important supply and demand conditions of rail markets that form
the basis of modal choice, physical distribution strategies,
and plant location decisions.

Important factors in this re-

gard include direct transportation cost levels and differentials, service quality differentials, shipper and commodity
characteristics, physical distribution strategies, barriers
to entry, and the like.
Another complication is that the ICC's aggregate threshold tests are static, inasmuch as they attempt to describe
market structure characteristics at a given point in time.
The dynamic nature of market supply and demand conditions is
brushed aside for the sake of regulatory expedition.

Trans-

portation markets are continually experiencing changes with
t~e

passage of time as demographic shifts take place, tech-

nological innovations are introduced, public policies are
reformulated, and international events take a turn for the
worse.

These influences may exert a telling impact on modal

market shares in a relatively brief period of time.

It seems

advisable, therefore, that market dominance procedures should
make allowance for considering past events and likely future
trends.
On January 17, 1980, the ICC reopened its original market dominance proceeding as Ex Parte No. 320 (Sub-No. 1),
Rail Market Dominance and Related Considerations, to con-
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sider a new rulemaking proposal.

This proposal has serious

implications for regulatory control over rail markets.

To

correct perceived problems, the ICC intends to eliminate the
market share and substantial investment tests and to place
sole reliance on a modified form of the cost test:

"We are

here proposing a standard under which a prima facie case that
market dominance exists can be made by a protestant which
shows ... that a rate exceeds variable costs by 180 percent or
more;

11

for rates falling within the range of 150 percent to

180 percent of variable cost, the protesting party is to be
held accountable for establishing the absence of effective
competition; and no rate falling below 150 percent of variable
cost is to be subject to suspension and investigation procedures on the issue of maximum rate reasonableness.

Rail Form

A costing procedures will be used as the basis for making the
appropriate variable cost calculations. 5 The U.S. Senate's
proposed Railroad Transportation Policy Act of 1979 (S. 1946)
and the House's proposed Rail Act of 1980 (H.R. 7235) contain
maximum rate provisions supporting the adoption of similar
standards (see Chapter Three).
All the problems associated with the revenue to variable
cost ratio will be magnified as it becomes the sole threshold
test in market dominance determinations.

The ratio is capable

only of measuring average profit or revenue margins.

Yet, no

relationship necessarily exists between profit margins and the
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intensity of competition.

High profit margins may be the

outcome of superior marketing strategies, technological innovations, and efficient operations, brought about by competitive forces.

The McDonald's hamburger chain, no doubt,

annually realizes a very high revenue to variable cost ratio, but few observers would conclude the fast food industry
lacks intense competition.

On the other hand, profit margins

and price levels may appear reasonable at first glance, even
in the absence of direct competition, because management is
devoting little attention to cost control and service quality.
One of two unintended consequences is likely to materialize from a complete reliance on this single threshold test.
If the threshold level is established to reflect the railroad
industry's average profit margin, or some margin adjudged to
be

11

fair, 11 the test is likely to misclassify a large portion

of existing rail traffic for ratemaking purposes.

Alterna-

tively, if the threshold level is set equal to the profit
margin(s) of the industry's most lucrative traffic, de facto
deregulation of market dominant traffic is likely to occur.
It is interesting to note that the question of potential
competition has little meaning in this context; the higher a
maximum rate level is allowed to rise, the closer a regulatory body comes to ensuring that some alternative source of
transport supply exists at that price.

The most curious as-

pect about the ICC's persistance in moving in this direction
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is found in that agency's market dominance study, performed
by A.T. Kearney, Inc.

Although cited in the notice of pro-

posed rulemaking, the study contains the following conclusions:
-The revenue/cost ratio is theoretically one of
the best measures of rail market power. Based
on the statistical analysis in this study it is
one of +he poorest. This conclusion recognizes
that ra~l rate structures originally evolved
under very different competitive conditions and
that there has been systematic regulation of
rates since the 19th Century. As was mentioned
previously in this chapter, high revenue/cost
ratios (high relative to rail carrier averages)
are more often found for intensively competitive
traffic than for non-competitive traffic. To employ a revenue/cost ratio test as a means of
identifying market dominant traffic is likely to
misclassify a substantial proportion of the move- ·
ments.6
A related problem concerns the possible reverberations
this proposed maximum rate policy may have on the future willingness of rail carriers and major coal shippers to negotiate
long-term contractual agreements (contract rates).

The cru-

cial decision facing rail management is whether current investment expeditures should be recouped over the short term,
by charging high rates now, or over the long term.

Maximum

allowed rate levels much greater than the full cost of providing unit-train

service~

good faith bargaining.

create disincentives to engage in

Indeed, railroads may be tempted to

adopt a policy of short-run profit maximization to ensure
their investments are amortized fully during a period over
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which coal traffic can be projected with reasonable certainty.

To be· sure, there are limits to this kind of business

conduct; if a competing rail carrier is readily accessible
to a coal shipper, the competitor's offering of a contract
rate can prove the short-run profit maximizer's undoing.

If

not, then even the distant prospect of coal slurry pipelines
may not diminish the appeal of pursuing a quick investment
payback period.

Rail carriers always will have the option

of reducing a rate or entering into a long-term contractual
agreement at some future point in time to counter eventual
slurry pipeline competition.
The issue of

ma~ket

dominance took a radical departure

from established standards when the ICC served its decision
of January 15, 1980 in Incentive Rates on Coal--Axial, Co.
to Coleta Creek, Texas (Coleta Creek).

A coa 1 tariff of

$20.85 per ton was authorized for shipments to Central Power
and Light Company's (CP&L's) new coal-fired generating station at Coleta Creek, Texas.

Agency review of the reasonable-

ness of the proposed rate was deemed unnecessary because "the
market offers substantial competition. 117
This conclusion was based on a finding that the western
railroads hauling coal to Coleta Creek faced effective competition from South African coal suppliers.

CP&L had considered

coal sources in Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Australia, and
South Africa before committing itself to purchase the coal in
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question.

This comparative shopping and the fact that South

African coal had been used in the generating station's shakedown operations was judged to constitute evidence of competition.

Note was taken also of the utility's ability to assign
its long-term supply contract to third party interests. 8 Fi-

nally, the decision included a ruling that none of the three
rebuttable presumptions were satisfied.

In a divergence from

precedent, the ICC concluded that CP&L had not met the substantial investment test, even though the company had invested
$15.5 million in coal-hauling equipment; the market share test
was viewed as not relevant to a new movement; and the cost
test was not satisfied because the estimated rate to variable
cost ratio proved to be . less than 160 percent. 9
The ICC's justification for the Coleta Creek market dominance determination is of incalculable importance; if the criteria embodied in the decision

a~e

allowed to become the ac-

cepted norm--the case recently has been recalled for reconsideration--then the global supply of coal and the prudent
management practice of considering alternative modes of transportation and coal suppliers before reaching a final decision,
can be used as sufficient arguments for complete railroad
ratemaking flexibility.

One must clearly recognize that

Coleta Creek does not invoke a unique set of factual circumstances, and is, therefore, applicable to a wide range of similar cases.

Railroad rates pertaining to other commodities,
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such as chemicals, primary metals, automobile products and
grains, could be subjected to precisely the same criteria.
As soon as a shipper initiates discussions with foreign and
national suppliers, the relevant geographic market can become suddenly the international and national arenas, and all
associate~

Altho

international/natior1l modes of transportation.
1

~arket

conditions for the railroad industry are

vastly different from those of 1887--the year in which the
Act to Regulate Commerce was passed--the structural changes
in our national economy do not mitigate the importance of
being concerned with monopolistic pricing behavior in individual instances, and with the need to offer shippers reasonable rate protection.

This need is not justified on incon-

trovertible evidence demonstrating the likelihood of largescale bankruptcies, massive unemployment, and so on, in the
absence of maximum rate regulation; on the contrary, the
likelihood is that the great majority of the shipping public
has access to some alternative form of transportation, at
some price, and can ultimately adjust plant locations and
physical distribution systems to cope with the eventual realities of rail transportation.

Given sufficient time (i.e.,

the proverbial long-run), even war-torn national economies
can make similar adjustments.

If this is the manner in which

one wishes to interpret "new realities," the interpretation
represents no more than a jaded view of the benefits to be
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reaped from a complete reliance on the marketplace.

The

position taken in this report is that the prevention of
severe short-run economic dislocation effects to both producers and consumers alike, when detectable and capable of
being avoided, is sufficient justification for offering
shippers reasonable protection against monopolistic pricing
behavior.

It is also a proper public policy objective.

Chapter Six details a more flexible framework for dealing
with the issues of market and maximum rate regulation.
ECONOMIC, LEGISLATIVE, AND REGULATORY CONSTRAINTS
TO COAL UTILIZATION
A host of other constraints pose serious roadblocks to
large-scale increases in domestic coal production and consumption levels.

These constraints include federal oil im-

port and western land leasing policies, the scarcity of capital funds and western water supplies, and environmental,
health, safety, and strip mining laws and regulations.

Con-

sidered individually, these factors appear innocuous; but
their cumulative impact may prove to be a telling blow to
existing coal conversion programs.

Indeed, it is a fitting

irony that in spite of continuously rising unit-train tariffs,
western coal may experience relative prosperity in comparison
to eastern coal and competing fuels, solely because the cumulative impact of these constraints is less onerous to the
development of western coal.
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Chapter Two and Appendix A present comprehensive overviews of the obstacles to national and regional coal develepment.

A number of cost estimates of these impacts are cited.

Since government programs, policies, and plans tend to produce social benefits, as well as social costs, the sheer
magnitude of these activities makes the issues far too complex to render a brief assessment in this chapter.

Finally,

Appendices B and C use much of this information to evaluate
future prospects for inter- and intrafuel competition.
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CHAPTER TWO
NATIONAL ENERGY PROBLEMS, PLANS, AND LEGISLATION

INTRODUCTION
This chapter is divided into two major parts.

The first

half of the chapter provides an overview of the national ener. gy problem, although special attention is devoted to the State
of Texas.

The first section addresses the reasons for the

national energy problem.

A brief account of historical and

evolving patterns of energy use is presented to serve as a
point of reference for evaluating coal's potential contribution to the energy mix.

The second section of the overview

addresses specific issues related to domestic toal production:
the regional supply and demand for coal, statistics describing
the utility sector's usage of coal, and the potential of this
resource in meeting the energy demands of other sectors of the
economy.

Next, energy issues in Texas are reviewed.

The role

of oil and natural gas in the state is highlighted, as well as
t~e

reasons for the rescission of Docket No. 600 of the Texas

Railroad Commission.

This review is followed by a discussion

of the future utilization of coal in Texas' industrial and
utility sectors.
The second half of the chapter summarizes the policy initiatives taken by the federal government to spur .a greater
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reliance on domestic coal reserves.

The federal energy

reports and executive policy initiatives produced by the
Nixon, Ford and Carter Administrations are reviewed.

Coal

conversion legislation, primarily the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 and the Powerplant and
Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 (FUA), fs covered next,
followed by a discussion of the administration of the FUA.
Criticisms are then offered of the Department of Energy's
implementation of the coal conversion program.

The chapter's

final comments on federal coal policy explain why the outlook
for hastened coal conversion appears to be bleak.
REASONS FOR THE NATIONAL ENERGY PROBLEM
The aftermath of the Arab oil embargo of 1973 led the
American people to realize that abundant supplies of inexpensive energy could not be guaranteed.

Member countries of

the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC),
instead of selling oil to individual buyers at negotiated
prices, decided as a unified body to establish a single
price for every purchaser.

Since the short-run demand for

oil proved to be highly price inelastic, the oil cartel's
successive price increases withstood whatever threats of
counteraction ·were proposed by developed countries.

By the

end of 1974, oil buyers were paying eight times as much
for oil as they had in 1969, only five years earlier. 1 At
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the time of the oil embargo, imports accounted for thirty-six
percent of the United States' petroleum consumption.

Three

years later, in 1977, that percentage had risen to forty-two
percent, and subsequently rose even higher. 2
This nation's dependence on imported oil could not have
been foreseen at the beginning of the twentieth century, when
domestic coal reserves provided about seventy percent of the
nation s energy requ1remen t s. 3
•

t

•

By 1909, however, domestic

crude oil production, including natural gas liquids, had
reached a level of 500,000 barrels a day.

This figure repre-

sented a greater total production than that of the remainder
of the world's producing countries combined; and, not surprisingly, the United States became the world's leading oil
exporter.

Insofar as oil was cheaper than coal, the former

also became the primary source of energy for American industry. 4
The availability of seemingly unlimited supplies of cheap
oil was not to last forever.

In 1948, an event occurred that

foreshadowed the energy crisis of the 1970s:

the United States,

for the first time, imported more oil than it exported.
Another event of great significance was the fact that much less
expensive crude oil had begun to be produced in the Middle East.
The ultimate impact of these two occurrences was delayed, nevertheless, by restrictions imposed on the quantity of crude oil
that could be imported.

These restrictions, established in

the late 1950s, protected domestic oil producers from being
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undersold by foreign suppliers; domestic production continued
to increase to meet the unabated growth in demand for cheap
oil. 5 In 1970, domestic oil production peaked, and to satisfy
its ever growing appetite for oil, the United States abandoned
its import restrictions to enable the importation of greater
amounts of oil from the Middle East. 6
The resulting dependence on foreign oil has wreaked havoc
with the United States' economy.

Cheap energy encouraged a

national lifestyle which has become energy intensive.

Because

of a twenty-eight percent decline in the real cost of energy
from 1950 to 1970, many·energy consuming products sprung into
widespread use.

From 1950 to 1970, America's energy consump-

tion increased by almost one hundred percent.

The rapidly

emerging technological developments of the 1950s and 1960s
were largely based on the availability of inexpensive energy. 7
This country presently consumes about thirty percent of
the world's energy production, while accounting for only six
percent of the world's population.

The result is a level of

per capita energy consumption twice as high as that of West
Germany, a nation with a similarly high standard of living. 8
To ensure the future health of the nation's economy, it is
extremely important that steps be taken now to lower America's
reliance on foreign oil.
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PRESENT ENERGY MIX
The United States currently obtains approximately onehalf of its energy from petroleum, twenty-five percent from
natural gas, eighteen percent from coal, four percent from
9
nuclear energy, and three percent from hydropower.
Although
oil and natural gas account for three-fourths of America's
energy consumption, these two energy sources comprise only
seven percent of this nation's energy reserves.

Coal, on the

other hand, represents ninety percent of our recoverable
energy reserves. lO

There are several reasons why the nation's

energy mix has evolved in this manner.
Coal production began around 1830 for use in steamboat
and railroad steam locomotion, and in the steel and iron
industries.

Although wood still supplied the nation with

about ninety percent of its energy needs as late as 1850, by
1900 coal had risen to preeminence and was then providing
about seventy percent of all of this country's energy.

For

about the next forty-five years, coal remained our major
source of energy; its uses included residential heating and
electric power generation. 11 As late as 1947, the railroads
used twenty percent of the coal produced, industry used
forty-seven percent, and the residential/commercial sector
used eighteen percent.

Twenty-nine years later, however,

this pattern of use had changed drastically, with coal use
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virtually nonexistent in the rail industry, cut to one percent
in the commercial/residential sector, and reduced by one-half
12
in the industrial sector.
The main reason for the drastic decline after 1945 was
attributable to availability of equally abundant and inexpensive fossil fuel substitutes, which were also environmentally
more safe.

This was particularly true in the South and South-

west because of those regions' close proximity to the sources
of oil and natural gas production.

After pipelines connected

the South and Southwest to other parts of the country, the
Northeast and Midwest were able to use natural gas more extensively. The use of oil also increased. 13
If the United States is to become energy independent,
coal must once again represent a major part of the nation's
energy mix.

It is highly doubtful that oil imports can be

eliminated altogether, and nuclear energy has an uncertain
future for playing an important role in generating . electricity.
Although the phased lifting of price controls on domestic
oil and natural gas will stimulate production, it is anticipated that the contribution of those fuels to the total energy
mix will decline sharply. 14 With these uncertainties in mind,
it is necessary to explore further the nature of domestic
coal reserves.
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REGIONAL SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR COAL
Coal is not a uniform commodity.

There are many different

grades of coal, and its classifications--mainly, anthracite,
bituminous, subbituminous, and lignite--vary primarily according to their Btu and sulfur content.

Furthermore, coal produc-

tion is not evenly distributed around the country; although the
country's chief coal fields are spread across several wide areas, including Appalachia, the Midwest, the central and northwestern plains states, the Rocky Mountain area, and the Pacific
Coast, about eighty percent of the coal mined in the United
States comes from fields located east of the Mississippi River~ 5
Western coal has a much lower sulfur content; its range is in
the area of 0.6 to 0.7 percent of volume, Wiile the sulfur
content of eastern coal is in the range of 2 to 4 percent of
volume. 16 But, western coal has a lower heat value than its
eastern counterpart. 17 Figure l shows the various types of
coal produced in different areas of the country.
It is apparent in looking at the location of these coal
producing areas that there are several states which do not posess coal deposits; hence, if coal use is to become widespread,
an adequate transportation system must be developed to enable
the movement of coal from areas in which it is mined to the locations in which it will be ultimately consumed.

The 1977 ori-

gin and destination areas of coal shipments are presented in
Table 1.
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Figure 1
United States Coal Supply Regions
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Table 1
Origin and Destination of Coal Shipments
( 1000 net tons)
Origin District•

Destination

Eastern
Pennsylvania

Western
Pennsylvania

Northern
West
Virginia &
Panhandle

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Canada
Colorado
Connecticut
Delware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana

2,019

3,069

648
1

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

4,854
14
1,626
257

2

252
26
184

28

754
7,238

9
181

Wyoming
Destination Not Revealable
Destination and/or Consumer
Uses Not Available:
Great Lak11 Movement
Canadian Commercial Docks
Vessel Fuel
U.S. Dock Storage

Tidewater Movement
Overseas Export
(Includes Shipment to
Mexico)
Railroad Fuel
Coal Used at the Mines and
Sales to Employees
Other
Net Changes in Mine Inventory
Grand Total

p
t

281

1,212

4,296
3
19
15
104

94
32

73

306

1,332
30
S,122
45

6,306
16

1,868

4,107

Illinois

12

3,397
3,675

182
3,439

2,610
6,445

1,243
4,643

21,767
6,408

10

43

411

2,627

81

8,890
1
2

15,960

997
1

1,728

374
6
1,028
111
26

1,437
2
9,032
619
702

1,065
3
186

914
1,223
587

38
74
6

205

634

932

13,405

17

223t
1,217

1,741

73

12

10,966

252

493

625

219

246
320

1,966
21,848
13

5,280

3,947

36,240

2,208

18,560

28,796

18,034

5,590

1,212

1,578

5,623

1,271

58
40

7,872
6
9,755
325

4
234
12,489
183

717
146

439
1
764
13

7,400
8
15,386
1,436

1,811

4,440

4

12

7

41

12

6

28

10

104
3

91
8
(33)

(I)

4,515
106

2,068
12

4

2,426
98

14

82

19
6

15
268
57,633

(219)
32,030

74
1,223
521
21,201

574

1,373

1,186

3,429
499

Indiana

217

833

l

12
78

West
Kentucky

363t
13,40i

1,273

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

2,574

58

934

No;2

562

23
93
1,108

Southern

64

16

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

4,558

Southern
No. l

Ohio

8
(220)
39,237

9,417
28

16,423
95

38

606

91

(750)

(197)

356

91

(87)

66

l 59,036

50,242

54,326

26,081

46,315

22,789

41

Denotes negative.
Coal-producing districts, see appendix.
Portion of shipments to Florida is included with Georgia.

Source: National Coal Association, Coal Traffic Annual 1978 (Washington, D.C.: National Coal Association, 1979), pp. 7-8.
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Iowa

Southeastern

ArkansasOklahoma

Southwestern

Northern
Colorado

Southern
Colorado

New
Mexico

Wyoming

Utah

North
DakotaSouth
Dakota

Montana &
Washington

43

17,292

493
150

7,718

700

1,171

210

1,605

234

120

235

98t
1,338
37
184

15
212
30

502
4
2
47

370

64

375

702
2,807
1
28

30

17

122
1

40

6,562
202

11
1,337
259

343
3,466
2,574

323
19

4,154
3,312
41

120
123
177

31
284

so

4,830

23

8,865

939
150
2,055
1

1,350

11

28
3
12
2

4,046
1,920
225

16
229
9

3,227
115
952

271
2

7
217

73

16,560
1,494

11

6
4

451

13,291

10
6

224

7

10

14

8,249
78
28,801
13,873
1,895
22,898
3,408
2,725
5,833
863

41
7

7,883
2,760
23,114
21,805
5,161

2,722

17
8,151
5,742
35,21 s
12,706

4

13,342
154

5,040

710

23

23

2,244
3,589

9,039
6,142
28,079
77
4

74,132
2,152
260
60,848

751

482
41
4,587
78

5,933
19,117
474
38,299
48,931

2,601
8,888
12,910
22,171
8,224

8,207

11
9

3,486
10,036

159

4
44

6,166
1,315
232

17

69

24,860
493
8 , 568
24i
2,986
15,447
10,535
35
663
163

3,286

6,891

Total

192
118
7

3,258

36,005
249

319

10
(27)
502

22,935

25

17
(4)

72

1,188

27,655

605

125

177

58

32

347

48

12,275

21,754

46,023

9,179

11 ,974

39

222
(7)

:so

986
222
4
674,729

Table 2 gives projected 1980 and 1985 tonnage figures for the
regional supply and demand for coal.

The reason why a region

must engage in both the importation and exportation of coal,
as shown in Figure 2, is because not all grades of coal are
For example, lignite deposits

suitable for all intended uses.

found in Texas cannot be used for steel processing; therefore,
Texas' steel producers must import coking coal.

Table 2
Projected Regional Supply and Demand for Coal in 1980

(million tons)
REG I 0 N*

New
England

MidAtlantic

East North
Central

West North
Central

South
Atlantic

East South
Central

West South
Central

Mountain

Pacific

Total
Net
Usage

3.6

97.5

213.0

63.4

137.1

94.6

15.4

39.0

3.9

Total
Supply

0.0

81.7

135.2

39.7

152.7

144.9

18.3

170.7

.9

Net
Imports

3.6

15.7

77.9

23.7

-15.5

-50.3

-2.9

-131.7

2.9

Projected Regional Supply and Demand for Coal in 1985

(million tons)
N ew
England

MidAtlantic

East North
Central

West North
Central

South
Atlantic

East South
Central

West South
Central

Mountain

Pacific

Total
Net
Usage

15.4

150.9

261.9

82.9

175.2

102.3

30.2

46.1

10.3

Total
Supply

0.0

96 .7

159.9

55.9

180.7

167.9

21.5

265.4

3.8

15.4

54.2

101.8

27 .0

-5 .4

-65.6

8.7

-219.3

6.6

Net
lmpo~

*Regions listed in Figure 2.
Source: Compiled from data appearing in U.S., Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration, Energy Available
for State and Local Development: Projected Energy Patterns for 1980 and 1985, by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978).
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Figure 2
Inter- and Intraregional Coal Flows: 1975 and 1985
(million tons)
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*Map prepared before National Energy Plan. Total estimated production: 1.16 billion tons.

Source: U.S., Department of Transportation, Memorandum for the Secretary of Transportation, Report of the Coal Transport a ti on Task Force:
"Transporting the Nation's Coal-A Preliminary Assessment," Washington, D.C., February 1, 1978, p. 1-5.

It appears that the extent to which the supply of coal
can be balanced among the regions depends directly upon the
geographical size of the defined regions.

If all coal de-

posit areas are aggregated into only two regions--one east
and one west of the Mississippi River--then the estimated
coal reserves are fairly well balanced, with forty-six
percent located in the East and fifty-four percent found in
the West. 18 Even so, the historical demand for energy has
not been evenly distributed across the country; the more
populous and industrialized areas required more energy than
the sparsely populated areas of the country.

As the centers

of industry and population in the country continue to shift,
however, so will regional energy demand.

As alluded to

earlier, certain parts of the country have traditionally
experienced low demand for coal.

These areas are New

England, California, Texas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma, all

of

which have been heavily dependent on oil or natural gas.

But to the extent that the goals of the National Energy Plan
are attained, one can reasonably expect the distributed demand for coal to become more national in scope.
Utilities are the Largest Users of Coal
The use of coal in the last several

dec~des

concentrated in the electric utility sector. 19

has become
Currently,

more than seventy percent of all domestic coal is consumed
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as a boiler fuel for electric power_ generation. 20

It is

interesting to note that even though the utilities' demand
for coal increased from 179 million tons to 457 million tons
over the period of 1960 to 1975, coal's total share of the
utility market declined from fifty-two percent in 1960, to
forty-four percent in 1975. 21 This relative decline occurred
despite the fact that coal enjoyed a twenty-three percent
cost advantage over oil.

Notwithstanding this fact, utilities

converted 29,000 megawatts of capacity from coal to oil over
the period 1965 to 1972; 22 this can be explained partially by
environmental requirements (see Appendix A), by the fact that
utilities were beginning to view nuclear energy as their
cheapest source of power generation, and by the fact that
utilities might be willing to pay a premium for a fuel, such
as oil or natural _gas, that frequently proved to be easier
to transport and store and contained a higher heat content value.
Yet, b€cause seventy percent of current coal production is
used for the generation of electricity, it is obvious that
major

~vents

taking place in this sector will exert the most

influence on the future development of domestic coal reserves.
The factor likely to have· the greatest impact on the
utility sector's use of coal is the viability of nuclear energy.
Events subsequent to the accident at the Three Mile Island
nuclear plant may well have altered the future status of nuclear
energy:

capital costs and time lags in construction of nuclear
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plants are increasing rapidly, making them economically
less favorable; and today's uncertain regulatory and financial climate may cause utility management to reexamine its
traditional support of this fuel.

The assumptions one

makes about the future viability of nuclear power are
critical to estimating the projected used of coal in the
United States.

It is widely believed that the country will

rely more and more on electricity to meet its energy needs,
and either coal or nuclear energy, to a large extent, will be
required to generate electricity insofaras oil and natural
gas are being phased out.*

Hence, the less nuclear energy

is used to generate electricity, the greater will be the
demand for coal.
Use of Coal in Other Sectors
The industrial sector is the second largest consumer of
coal, standing behind only the public utility sector.

In

1977, 572 million tons of coal were consumed by all sectors
of the economy.

According to the U.S. Department of Justice,

478 million tons were used by utilities to generate electricity
(seventy-one percent oftotal coal production); 77.4 million
tons were used by the steel industry (eleven percent of total
coal production); 60.3 million tons were used by private

*Other possible candidates for utility fuel feedstocks
are examined in Appendix B.
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industry to produce steam or to generage electricity (nine
percent of total production); 52.4 million tons were exported
(eight percent); and 7.0 million tons were sold in the

spot 11
market for residential and commercial use (one percent). 23
11

While steel producers are still the second largest user
of coal, the steel industry's percentage of total national
consumption has declined significantly since 1950. 24 Other
industrial sectors using coal for steam, electricity, and/or
space heating are:

chemicals, paper and allied products;

stone, glass and clay products, including cement production;
primary metal products; and food and kindred products.

Table

3 provides 1985 projections of coal consumption for various
sectors of the economy.*

ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN TEXAS
Role of Oil in Texas
During much of this century, Texas has not only been
the national leader in energy production, but also the leader
in primary energy consumption.

An important reason for

this, of course, is the consumption of energy by the petro25 Two years
. l 1n
. d us t r1es.
.
. .
an d petroc hem1ca
l eum re f in1ng
after oil production peaked in the United States, production peaked in Texas as well.

In 1972, total production of

*The many problems associated with forecasting future
energy consumption levels and energy mixes are discussed
later in this chapter.
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Table 3
Estimates for Increased Coal Use in the United States: l977, 1985
(million tons)

Use Sector

1977
Consumption

1985
Minimum

Consumption
Medium

-106
Maximum

Tons/Year
Desired

Electricity Generation

490

750

800

850

900

Industrial Combustion

57

100

125

150

200

Metallurgical Coking

77

70

75

80

80

7

5

5

5

5

10

15

20

20

54

50

55

60

60

671

985

1,077

1,170

1,265

2

5

10

25

5

Domestic Consumption
Synthetic Fuels
Exports
Total Production
Imports

Source: W. C. J. van Rensburg, H.B. H. Cooper, Jr., W.R. Kaiser, and S. H. Spurr, "Coal Problems and Prospects,"
in National Energy Policy Issues (Austin: Council on Energy Resources, University of Texas, June 1979),
p. 127.

crude oil amounted to

approximate~y

1.3 billion barrels,

flowing from approximately 167,233 wells.

In the years

prior to 1972, crude oil production had been rising at a
slow pace.

The total number of producing wells reached
a high of 199,119 in 1964. 26
Prnduction subsequently declined and, wtth the
decline,

t~e

state has become a net importer of crude

oil~

Indeed, the change from 1952 to 1916 proved to be rather
astonishing; in 1952, Texas exported a net total of
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appro~i-

mately 335.8 million barrels of oil; by 1976, it imported
a net amount of approximately 124.l million barrels.

The

state imported no crude oil from foreign sources up to 1970;
however, by 1976, only six short years later, approximately
456.l million barrels were being imported from abroad. 27
Role of Natural Gas in Texas

In a similar manner, natural gas production reached its
peak in 1972.

Approximately 9.55 trillion cubic feet (tcf)

of natural . gas were withdrawn from the ground that year, and
approximately 8.66 tcf were marketed.
all-time highs.

Both figures were

Prior to that time, production levels

experienced steady increases.

For example, in 1952, a total
of only 5.29 tcf had been withdrawn. 28 With the decline in
natural gas production, a decline in net

e~ports

quickly

followed, falling to 3.08 tcf by 1975.
Docket No. 600
The decline of available supplies of natural gas in
Texas had an immediate effect on the state's energy policy.
In 1973, the Railroad

Co~mission

of Texas (RRC), which regu-

lates the production and sale of oil and natural gas within
the state, issued Docket No. 489, a statewide curtailment
order, with distribution priorities being based on end use.
Natural gas requirements for boiler fuel use were given the
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lowest priority.

The intent of the Railroad Commission's order

was to persuade boiler fuel users to convert from curtailment
prone na t ura 1 gas to Coal. 29
On

December 17, 1975, the RRC issued Docket No. 600,

entitled "Elimination of Natural Gas as a Boiler Fuel in Texas."
The order limited the transportation or sale of natural gas
as a boiler fuel by any state regulated natural gas supplier
to no more than 100 thousand cubic feet per day (mcf/d) per
customer.

Existing contracts remained valid, provided that

no alterations occurred to extend their length or to increase
the terms of supply. 30 The order was intended also to require
a ten percent reduction in natural gas deliveries,

beginning

January 1, 1981 and extending through December 31, 1984, to
boiler fuel users consuming more than an average of 3000 mcf/d
or more.

Deliveries to such users were to be reduced an

additional fifteen percent beginning January 1, 1985, making
the total cutback equal to a twenty-five percent reduction. 31
The order allowed the RRC to grant public interest exemptions to the restrictions.

Furthermore, natural gas utilities

were required to report all end user boiler fuel deliveries
averaging 500 mcf/d or more. 32 On March 3, 1976, an "Amended
Order on Reconsideration" to Docket No. 600 was issued, raising
the 100 mcf/d natural gas limitation to 3000 mcf/d.

By in-

creasing the minimum to 3000 mcf/d, the RRC greatly reduced
its administrative workload by exempting a multitude of small
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industrial users {estimated to be about ninety percent of all
. 33

users, but only five percent of the total demand).
Docket No. 600 was repealed in January 1979.

reasons for repeal were given by the commissioners.

Several
One

reason was to eliminate the uncertainty as to whether the
enactment of the Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of
1978 {FUA) preempted state jurisdiction.

Secondly, the

commissioners viewed the coal rate increases granted by
the Interstate Commerce Commission {ICC) as a way to allow
the railroads to rehabilitate their rail networks at the
expense of those Texas utilities that had previously switched
to coal.

Clean Air Act regulations would have all but

foreclosed continued industrial expansion and economic
growth along the Gulf Coast.

At the time Docket No. 600 was

repealed, then Secretary of Energy James Schlesinger urged
increased use of natural gas, contrary to the intent of the
FUA and Docket

No~

600.

A final reason for repeal was the

feeling that Texas' utilities should be allowed to utilize
existing natural gas fired powerplants over their remaining
.
34
use f ul l 1ves.

Future Utilization of Coal in Texas
Coal use in Texas followed the same historic pattern
of decline as was experienced elsewhere, except that the
magnitude of the decline was · even more pronounced.
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In the

first third of this century, much of the energy for electric
generation, space heating and railroad steam locomotion in
the state was supplied by coal or lignite.

As Texas hegan·

extracting large amounts of oil and natural gas, coal use
declined, dropping to virtually zero during the second third
of the century.

After the Arab oil embargo, coal and lignite

use experienced a rebirth, supplying 1.8 percent of the
state's total energy consumption and 8.1 percent of the electricity generation by 1975. 35
Notwithstanding the effect of the recent repeal of
Docket No. 600, the percentage increase in future coal use
is likely to be greater in Texas and in the surrounding
southwestern states than in the rest of the country.

The

recent use of coal has been so low in the electric utility
sector that there will be much more opportunity to switch
from another fuel to coal.

Texas uses four times- as much

natural gas for electricity generation than does any other
state. 36

The state is also home of many energy intensive

industries which, considered in the aggregate, have the
potential of becoming almost as important a source of demand
for coal as the utility sector.

The petrochemical industry

is the largest energy consumer, but in addition, increased
demand for coal in Texas is expected to come from petroleum
refining,

pulp and paper, cement and related products,
primary metals, and other industries. 37 It is estimated
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that the electric utility industry in Texas will use fifty
to fifty-five million tons of surface lignite per year by
1985, while the use of western coal for electricity generation will experience growth from a base of zero in 1975
to somewhere in between forty to fifty-five million tons per
38
year in 1985.
This level of use will mean that twentyseven percent of the state's electricity needs will be met
by lignite and

twenty~five

percent by coal.

The chemical industry in Texas consumes only 20,000
barrels of oil equivalent per day less than does the electric utility sector. 39

Therefore, projections of the state's

total coal use would prove to be quite sensitive to the assumptions made about the anticipated amount of coal to be used
by the chemical industry.

The chemical industry requires

oil and gas for two purposes:
and

to produce process heat, steam

electricity, and to use as a feedstock.

Coal could

be substituted for either of these uses, although largescale conversion of plant boilers from natural gas to coal
is an unlikely eventuality by virtue of the fact that coal
boilers are much larger than their natural gas counterparts,
and the amount of sp~ce ~vailable in a plant is limited. 40
Coal also could be used as a feedstock--it was the primary
feedstock of the chemical industry before World War II--but
it requires much less efficient and more costly processing. 41
The development of synthetic crude oil from coal liquefaction
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and gasification may further increase the demand for coal
by the chemical industry.

White and Clemons have estimated

that, if lignite were to be used as both a boiler fuel and
a feedstock, thirty-nine million tons would be needed
to meet petrochemical demand by 1985.

If only newly in-

stalled petrochemical capacity were to use lignite, then
1985 usage would amount to seventeen million tons.

Esti-

mates are not provided for the amount of coal that will
be required by the other industries.
Table 4 presents van Rensburg's, et al., 1985 estimates of total coal use in Texas by sector.

These results

come close to those of White and Clemons in predicting the
amount of future coal consumption by the electric utility
sector, but are slightly more pessimistic about the prospects of industrial utilization.

The forecasted amounts

for the metallurgical coking sector range from zero to
two million tons per year, while no usage is predicted for
domestic and retail purposes.

The average total 1985

level of coal consumption is forecasted to be on

t~e

order of 128 million tons, an amount five and one-half
times as great as the twenty-three million tons consumed
in 1977.
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Table 4
Forecasts of Total Coal Use in Texas by Sector in 1985
Coal Consumption-Million Tons Per Year

Lignite Coal

Subbituminous Coal
Average

Range

Average

40

3645

0

18

8-25

2

Average

Range

Electricity Generation

58

55-61

Industrial Generation

3

0-6

Metallurgical Coking

0

0

Domestic and Retail

0

0

Synthetic Fuels

s

Use Sector

Total Consumption

66

1977 Consumption

17.5

Bituminous Coal

1-6

Average

Range

98

91-106

23

9-37

0-2

0-2

0

1-6

0

0-1

56-73

51

44-71

4.5

Range

Total Use

3

0
0-3

6

1-11

128

1.0

1-10
101-156

23.0

Source: W.C.J. van Rensburg, H.B.H. Cooper, Jr., W.R. Kaiser, and S.H. Spurr, "Coal Problems and Prospects," inNational
Energy Policy Issues (Austin: Council on Energy Resources, University of Texas, June 1979), p. 128.

Utility and Industrial Conversion to Coal Fired Boilers
in Texas
Table 5 gives a listing of existing natural gas fired
powerplants in Texas having a capacity of at least 350 megawatts of electricity (mw(e)), that are owned by members of
the Electric Reliability Council of Texas, and may be converted to coal.

Table 6 gives a listing of future powerplants

in Texas, most of which are anticipated to be fired by coal.
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Table 5
Existing Ercot Gas-Fired Capacity
That Might Be Converted to Coal
(3 50 MW or larger)

Unit

Capacity

Lake Hubbard #2 (DAPL)
Lake Hubbard #1 (DAPL)
Mountain Creek #8 (DAPL)
North Lake #3 (DAPL)
Greens Bayou #5 (HOLP)
Cedar Bayou #1 (HOLP)
Cedar Bayou #2 (HOLP)
Cedar Bayou #3 (HOLP)
W. A. Parrish #4 (HOLP)
P.H. Robinson #1 (HOLP)
P.H. Robinson #2 (HOLP)
P. H. Robinson #3 (HOLP)
P.H. Robinson #4 (HOLP)
Webster #3 (HOLP)
Sam Gideon #3 (LOCR)
Thomas C. Ferguson #1 (LOCR)
V. H. Brauning #3 (SAAN)
0. W. Summers #1 (SAAN)
0. W. Summers #2 (SAAN)
DeCrodova #1 (TEPL)
Stryker Creek #2 (TEPL)
Tradinghouse Creek #1 (TEPL)
Tradinghouse Creek #2 (TEPL)
Valley #2. (TEPL)
Valley #3 (TEPL)
Eagle Mountain #3 (TEES)
Graham #2. (TEES)
Handley #3 (TEES)
Handley #4 (TEES)
Morgan Creek #6 (TEES)
Permian Basin #6 (TEES)

515Mw
375 Mw
550Mw
350Mw
413Mw
750Mw
750Mw
750Mw
565 Mw
441 Mw
441 Mw
565 Mw
750Mw
375Mw
340Mw
430Mw
390Mw
400Mw
400Mw
775Mw
500Mw
565 Mw
775Mw
550Mw
375 Mw
375 Mw
375 Mw
400Mw
425 Mw
500Mw
540Mw

Total

15,164 Mw(e)

50 Mw or larger

8,860 Mw

14 Units

350-500 Mw

6,304 Mw

16 Units

15,164 Mw

30 Units

Total

Source: Martin L. Baughman, "The Impacts of the
National Energy Plan on the Electric Utility Sector
in Texas," in A Preliminary Assessment of the
President's National Energy Plan (Austin: University of Texas, May 11, 1977), p. 234.
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Table 6
Steam Electric Plants Projected to Come on Steam, 1978-1987

Utility

Plant

San Antonio Pub. Ser. Brd.
Bryan, City of
Texas Power & Light (TU)
Tex.as Power & Light (TU)

Deely

Southwestern Pub. Serv.
Lubbock Power & Light Dept.
Texas Power & Light (TU)

Harrington
Holly Ave.

Houston Lighting & Power
Lower Colorado River Authority
Gulf States Utilities
Central Power & Light (CSW)
Southwestern Elec. Pwr. (CSW)
Brazos Electric Power Coop.
Southwestern Pub. Serv.
Lower Colorado River Authority
Houston Lighting & Power
Houston Lighting & Power
Texas Power & Light (TU)
Texas Power & Light (TU)
Texas Power Pool
. Southwestern Elec. Pwr. (CSW)
Houston Lighting & Power
Southwestern Pub. Serv.
Texas Power & Light (TU)
Houston Lighting & Power
Texas Power & Light (TU)
Texas Power & Light (TU)
Southwestern Elec. Pwr. (CSW)
Houston Lighting & Power
Texas Power Pool
Texas Power & Light (TU)
Houston Lighting & Power
Lower Colorado River Authority
Texas Power Pool
Southwestern Pub. Serv.
Texas Power & Light (TU)
Texas Power & Light (TU)
West Texas Utilities (CSW)

Unit
No.

Dansby
Monticello
Martin Lake

2
l
3

418

2

750
317
53

2
2
3
6

Martin Lake
Parish
Fayette
Sabine
Coleto Creek
Welsh
San Miguel
Harrington
Fayette
South Texas
Parish
Sandow
Comanche Peak
Gibbons Creek
Welsh
South Texas
South Plains
Comanche Peak
Plant X
Twin Oak
Forest Grove
Pirkey
Plant X

100
750

Fuel
Type

Completion Date
Orig.
Cu"ent

Coal
Gas

0/0
9/74
12/77
12/77

Coal
Coal
Coal
Gas

12/78

2/78
3/78
4/78
4/78
6/78
6/78

750
660

Coal

6/78
12/78

Coal

3/78

2/79
3/79

550
480

6/79

550
528
400
317

9/76
1/79
2/80

9/79
12/79

2
1
3

Coal
Oil
Coal
Coal

3/79

5

Coal
Coal
Coal
Uran.
Coal
Coal
Uran.
Coal
Coal
Uran.
Coal
Uran.
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal

6/79
6/80
12/79
10/80

2
7
4
1
3
2
2

1
2
2
4

Un sited
Martin Llti:e
Allen Creek

Cap
(MW)

550
1250
600
545
1150
400
528
1250
513
1150
750
750
750
640
750
200
750
1150

Unsited

1

San Miguel
South Plains
Unsited
Twin Oak
Lake Diversion

2
2

300
400
513

2

750
750
640

Coal
Uran.
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal

3/79
4/81
1/80
6/82
2/82
1/82
0/0
1/82
3/83
1/81
12/78
6/84
3/85
6/84
12/79
3/80
6/84
6/83
0/0
1/86
1/82
3/87

2/80
4/80
6/80
6/80
10/80
12/80
1/81
1/81
4/81
2/82
3/82
6/82
1/83
3/83
1/84
1/84
2/84
3/84
6/84
2/85
3/85
6/85
6/85
6/85
1/86
1/86
3/87

Source: National Coal Association, Steam Electric Plant Factors (Washington, D.C.: National Coal Association, 1978),
p.120.
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Accordi~g

to Martin L. Baughman, three noneconomic

criteria must be satisfied before a natural gas plant will
be considered for conversion to coal:
1. The unit must be relatively new to ensure adequate
remaining turbine generation life to reasonably amortize the
additional capital expenses. As a practical matter, this
consideration limits conversions to plants becoming commercially available in 1970 or later. If converted in the 1980s,
this would leave about fifteen years of remaining useful life
in the turbine generator set;
2. The unit must be located in an area in which the
environmental affects of a coal plant would not preclude
conversion; and
3. The unit must be located in an area to which coal
can be supplied.42
The process of conversion involves tearing down the natural
gas boiler, then building a coal fired boiler, adding the
appropriate pollution control equipment, and finally, reconnecting the piping to the turbine/feedwater system.

Because

the rebuilt coal plant would not require a turbine

generator,

feedwater equipment, cooling equipment, certain control
equipment, or some site preparation, the cost is less than
that of a new coal fired plant. 43
The average cost of converting a large powerplant unit-500 mw(e) or larger--from natural gas to coal is estimated
to be $265 per kilowatt (kw) in 1980 and $350 per kilowatt
in 1985.

For smaller units in the neighborhood of 200 mw(e),

the average costs of conversion are projected to be from
sixty-five to seventy percent greater per kilowatt than those
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associated with the conversion of a large unit.
higher, the

a~erage

costs of

converti~g

Still

small units

are

projected to be $450 per kw and $580 per kw in 1980 and
1985, respectively.

These numbers can be compared with the

estimated cost of $425 per kw in 1980 and $600 per kw in
1985 for building a large new coal fired plant. 44
The physical act of conversion takes about three years
to complete.

Baughman is not enthusiastic about the

pros~

pect of a large-scale conversion program: "if the utilities
were to undertake conversion of just the fourteen

~nits

larger than 500 mw(e), they are likely to place reliability
of supply in jeopardy.n 45 Most of the natural gas fired
capacity in the state can burn oil as an alternate fuel:
The· practical matter of phasing conversion so that
reliability will not be jeopardized will severely
hamper even the modest conversion program unless
additional capacity can be constructed beforehand-a remote prospect in today s regulatory environment.
Utilities in this state will be hard pressed just
to keep up with demand growth, let alone convert
or ~eplace existing plants. When the possible
lack of facilities to transport coal to the site
of existi"ng large gas-fired units is factored
in, there could well result no change whatsoever in capacity configuration in this state
in response to the administration's plan.46
1

Less information is available on private industry's
plans to convert to coal.

As mentioned earlier, industry

conversion will be somewhat constrained by the lack of space
for a coal fired boiler; the development of economical coal
gasification or liquefaction processes, no doubt, would
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solve this problem and spur industri.al utilization of

coal~

Celenese Chemical Company announced plans in ltovember 1976
to convert its four existing natural gas

plants to coal;

the first conversion project was completed in November 1979,
but the company decided subsequently to abandon its conversion plans for the other three units.

Three other Texas

chemical companies--Amoco Oil, Union Carbide, and

~onsanto~

were considering building a joint facility to produce process
steam from coal for use by their three plants located at
Texas City, Texas.

At the time the White and Clemons study

was being conducted, a final decision on the proposed facility
had not been made; more recent information about the current
status of the project is not available.

David White, Coordina-

tor of Coal and Geothermal Programs of the Texas Energy and
Natural Resources Advisory Council, believes that very few
other business enterprises in the state intend at this time
to make much use of coal. 47 It is difficult to render an
informed judgment on this matter, however, because the planning activities of private industry are not subject to
regulatory oversight and information reporting requirements.
FEDERAL COAL POLICY INITIATIVES
A major goal of recent federal energy policy and legislation has been to encourage major users of boiler fuel to
substitute domestically produced coal in the place of increasingly expensive and uncertain supplies of fuel oil and natural
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~

gas.

This goal of coal conversion has been constrained by

federal environmental legislation and regulation.

Federal

coal policymakers have accepted the existence of environmental
laws and regulations as a permanent feature of the energy/
environmental framework and have concentrated on supporting
the development of advanced coal combustion and emissions
cleanup processes, which will enable fuel users to burn coal
and still meet federal environmental standards.
Federal energy reports and executive policy initiatives
were developed during the administrations of Presidents Nixon,
Ford and Carter.
coal policy:

Portions of these efforts addressed national

forecasts were made of future coal production

and consumption levels; federal research, development and
demonstration (RO&O) initiatives were proposed; constraints
affecting the use of coal were identified; and, in the case
of President Carter's National Energy Plan (NEP), specific
legislation was proposed.
The Nation's Energy Future, published in December 1973
by the Atomic Energy Commission at the request of President
Nixon, proposed an ambitious program which, among several
options, called for the increased use of coal, first to
supplement, and later to replace oil and natural gas. 48
The report suggested that a public/private RD&O effort be
established for the years 1975 through 1979 at a total cost
of $5,175,000,000.

Three billions were to be provided by
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private industry, while the remainder was to be federally
funded. 49 The report recommended establishment of the
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) to
plan and coordinate the program and to direct the major
share of the federal government's involvement. 50
The Nation's Energy Future identified major RD&D
initiatives in the areas of mining, direct combustion,
synthetic fuels, and environmental control.

Mining

initiatives included development of new and improved techniques for surface and underground coal and oil shale mining,
as well as for land reclamation.

Other initiatives were

aimed at increasing worker productivity and coal recovery
rates, while at the same time meeting environmental and
health standards.

Direct combustion research was intended

to focus on development of atmospheric and pressurized
fluidized bed combustion processes.

Environmental control

projects included advanced flue gas desulfurization, frontend cleaning, and lime/limestone absorption. 51
This report identified the now familiar list of obstacles
to and constraints on the accelerated use of· coal as a boiler
fuel.

Accelerated direct combustion was limited by the amount

of coal available, transportation delivery capability, and
the availability

of equipment to modify existing powerplants

and major fuel burning installations (MFBis).

Other obstacles

dealing with the problems of land reclamation, low worker pro-
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ductivity in the underground mines, air pollution, waste from
scrubbers, and the difficulty of micron particulate removal
were noted. 52
Several institutional constraints also were cited.

The

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) required the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for all federal
projects.

Environmental standards set requirements for research

and development that could not be avoided.

It was acknowledged

that coal mining would face competition for water and land use
from other users.

Antitrust laws would prohibit oil companies

engaged in coal RD&D from sharing the results of their work.
Government coal leasing

~olicies

were cited.

In addition, safe-

ty laws, lack of manpower for RD&D, and market uncertainties
were seen as institutional constraints to the increased use of
coal. 53
Five short-term goals were established.

Stack gas cleaners

were to be improved, as well as mining and reclamation techniques.
Gasifiers for the production of low-Btu gas were also to be improved.

Hydrogen supplies for coal conversion technology were

to be enhanced.

Finally, materials were to be developed for
the construction and operation of coal conversion plants. 54
Mid-term (1968 to 2000) goals were set to improve the economic viability and reliability of converting coal to oil and
natural gas, improve catalysts for fuel conversion processes,
and to assess and minimize the environmental aspects of energy
production. 55
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During the Ford Administration, the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) published two major energy reports:

Project Inde-

pendence Report, in November 1974, and National Energy Outlook,
in February 1976.

Unlike The Nation's Energy Future, which pro-

posed major coal policy initiatives, the portions of the FEA reports addressing coal concentrated on predicting future supply
and consumption levels.
The Project Independence Report did take note of the uncertainties which clouded the market outlook for coal.

Most of

these uncertainties were caused by federal policies and legislation.

Strip mining legislation, the Clean Air Act, western coal

lands leasing policy, oil import policy, and natural gas pricing
policy were listed as institutional causes of uncertainty. 56 ·
In April 1977, President Carter proposed his comprehensive
National Energy Plan (NEP).

The NEP outlined a coal conversion

program which, in modified form, became the Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act (FUA).

President Carterls coal conversion

initiatives were designed to make oil and natural gas unattractive to boiler fuel users.

To this end, the NEP proposed to

levy a tax to raise the cost of oil and natural gas to utility
and industrial users, while at the same time providing an investment tax credit for coal conversion programs. 57 The NEP
placed prohibitions on burning oil or natural gas in new boilers.

In addition, existing plants with the capability to burn
coal were to be prohibited from burning oil or natural gas. 58
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The NEP declared that environmental air quality standards
would not be sacrificed to coal conversion.

All new facilities,

including those which were designed to burn low-sulfur coal,
would be required to implement best available control technology (BACT). 59 The NEP stated that the President would support an amendment to the Clean Air Act which would prevent significant deterioration of air quality standards. 60 In addition
to the

Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) require-

ment, the NEP proposed to commission studies on the health
effects of increased coal use and supported national strip
. .
l eg1s
. l a t"ion. 61
m1n1ng
The NEP proposed to accelerate coal RD&D that would enable
coal to meet environmental requirements and be substituted for
oil and natural gas.

The President proposed to expand efforts

in the areas of flue gas desulfurization, fluidized bed combustion, fine particulate and sulfur oxide emissions control,
solvent refined coal, and low and high Btu gasification.
Federal funding for these projects was pegged at $527 million
in fiscal year 1978, roughly the same as the level of funding
proposed in 1973 in The Nation 1 s Energy Future. 62
President Carter predicted that the NEP would cause domestic coal consumption in 1985 to increase by an amount equal to
6.5 million barrels of oil equivalent per day (BOED), or 565

million tons of coal per year above the 1976 level.
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Coal con-

sumption in 1985 under the NEP would be 2.4 million BOED
(200 million tons) above 1985 consumption levels without
the NEP. 63
In 1979, President Carter proposed his second National
Energy Plan, known as NEP-2.

NEP-2, which was submitted to

Congress in May 1979, following the President's April 5
energy policy address to the nation, listed several goals
for increased coal use.

First, strong enforcement of the

recently passed FUA would stimulate conversion from oil and
natural gas to coal.

The federal government would accelerate

RD&D to improve coal emissions technologies, develop improved
combustion processes, and increase the nation's synthetic
fuels capacity.

A final goal of NEP-2 was to correct oil and

gas pricing distortions which served to encourage the use of
those fuels. 64
To reach those goals, the President proposed several
measures.

He directed the Department of the Interior (DOI)

to accelerate coal leasing on federal lands.

Increased funding

for low cost efficient mining technology was promised, and
support for coal slurry pipeline 1 egislation was articulated.
NEP-2 additionally recommended intervention before the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) to promote marginal cost pricing
for coal transportation.

In order that federal coal policy

might be more clearly defined, the President directed the
Department of Energy (DOE), the Department of the Interior, and
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the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to prepare and
submit to him a coal policy study within a sixty day period. 65
By July 1979, White House officials were of the opinion
that the Administration's sixty day coal policy study would
not be completed and published in time.

The study had become

bogged down in interagency disagreements over environmental
policy. 66 DOE had earlier won a victory in that struggle
when - ~he

Office of Management and Budget (OMS) ordered DOI

and EPA to discuss modifying the Clean Air Act to increase
coal use without violating air quality standards. 67

Before

these disagreements were resolved, the need for the study
was obviated by the President's post-Camp David energy initi68
.
a t ives.

As alluded to earlier, many of the executive policy
initiatives involved predicting the national level of coal
consumption and supply.

Such predictions are the necessary

first step in the formulation of federal coal policy--it is
only after understanding the uses to which coal is currently
being put and ascertaining the amount of coal that is presently
being consumed, that the government can indentify sectors that
could increase coal use.

The conversion to coal is a long-

range undertaking, requiring the adaptation of existing facilities and the production of new equipment for producing, transporting and burning the coal.

Predictions of future produc-

tion and consumption of coal are required so that manufacturers
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can tailor their production to meet future demand.

To this

end, such predictions have been made by private sector groups
and in government studies such as those mentioned earlier.
The Project Independence Report predicted two scenarios
for coal production in the 1977 to 1985 period.

The Business-

As-Usual (BAU) scenario, which was based on recent trends,
predicted a production range of 755 to 1,100 million tons
per year from 1977 to 1985.

The Accelerated Demand (AD)

scenario, which encompassed a number of institutional changes,
predicted that production could range from 926 to 2,063
million tons per year. 69
National Energy Outlook proposed no new policy initiatives for coal.

Like the

Project : Ind~peAdence

Report, it

forecasted future levels of coal production and consumption.
This report predicted that by 1985, domestic consumption of
coal would range from 960 to 1 ,263 million tons per year. 70
The report emphasized that levels of coal consumption were
extremely sensitive to oil prices and electricity growth rates,
and especially to the future of nuclear energy. 71 In addition, air pollution regulations were cited as major constraints
on coal use. 72
The National Coal Association predicts that 887 million
tons of coal will be produced in 1983; 73 the Bureau of Mines
estimates that 21.3 quadrillion Btu (869 million tons) of coal
will be consumed in 1985, and in 2000, 34.8 quadrillion Btu
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(1.4 billion tons) of coal will be demanded. 74

The Edison

Electric Institute predicts that, in a low-growth case,
16.3 quadrillion Btu (665 million tons) will be consumed
domestically, and according to its figures, 19.5 quadrillion
Btu (796 million tons) will be consumed in the low-growth case. 75
The General Accounting Office cast doubt on the reliability
of the National Energy Plan's estimates of future coal consumption-76

A University of Texas study showed that it is

highly unlikely that the goal of stimulated conversion could
be met, even if it were based on accurate projections, since
the NEP also mandated measures that would effectively constrain production and demand. 77
But it is doubtful that the NEP's forecast or any other
forecast

of coal supply and demand could be based on anything

more than conjecture.
future events:

A forecast must make assumptions about

the growth rate of total energy demand; the

fuel mix that will meet this demand at the different price
levels; what those price levels will be over time; and the
regulatory climate that will exist.

Each of these assump-

tions must be defined for every year in the forecast period.
The current energy market is too volatile, and the assumptions
used in the forecasts are so sure to be wrong

that a meaning-

ful forecast cannot be made.
The Department of Energy (DOE) expressed this belief in
July 1976 when it decided to update its coal forecast after
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changes in oil prices and uncertainties over the growth of
nuclear power made the most recent projections totally out
of date.

Those projections were developed over the winter

and sent to the Department of the Interior in April 1979
to help plan its coal leasing schedule.
tions predicted that

~985

The April projec-

production would range from 977

million to 1 .09 billion tons, compared to 1977 production
of 988 million tons.

1990 production was pegged at a low
of l .29 billion tons and a high of 1 .58 billion tons. 78
DOE conceded that it would be difficult to develop
new projections due to the uncertain world energy situation.
Coal forecasters would have to assess the impact of the
Three Mile Island nuclear reactor accident, New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS), issued by the Environmental
Protection Agency for coal fired plants, major coal rate
increases granted by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the drive within the Administration and Congress to accelerate
the development of synthetic fuels, the proposed beginning
to phased decontrol of domestic oil prices, and OPEC price
increases.

It was felt that the environmental standards

and increased costs of transportation would retard demand
for coal, while the other factors cited would either increase
or have a neutral effect on coal demand. 79
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COAL CONVERSION LEGISLATION
The coal policy initiatives just cited have been embodied in legislation to some extent.

Congress created the

Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) in
1974, and in 1977, merged ERDA with the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) to establish the Department of Energy (DOE).
DOE, which also assumed control of many energy activities
undertaken by other agencies and departments, is responsible
for implementing most of the coal RD&D programs proposed
during the 1970s.
Federal coal conversion programs began with the Energy
Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (ESECA).
ESECA empowered the Federal Energy Administration to prohibit
powerplants or MFBis from burning natural gas or petroleum.
Before this prohibition could be enforced, FEA was required
to find that it would be practicable for the facility to
burn coal, that coal and coal transportation facilities would
be available, and in the case of a powerplant, that reliability
of electrical generation would not be impaired.
i

The

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was required to certify
that the plant would be able to comply with applicable air
pollution requirements.

Any powerplant or MFBI in the early

stages of planning could be required by FEA to be redesigned
to burn coa1. 80
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Wfth the passage of the FUA in

~ovember

1978, ESECA

was amended and its coal conversion program supplanted.
The primary goal of the FUA was to reduce oil imports and
substitute plentiful domestic coal for increasingly uncertain
supplies of oil and natural gas. 81 Powerplants and MFBis
which consumed 100 million Btu per hour or more were made
subject to the FUA.

Powerplants · and MFBis were termed "new"

if their construction or acquisition began after April 20,
1977, the date President Carter proposed his energy program. 82

New powerplants and MFBis were barred from burning oil
or natural gas as boiler fuel, but could win temporary or
permanent exemptions from this prohibition.

A general exemp-

tion could be granted due to lack of alternate fuel supplies,
site limitations, or environmental requirements.

A temporary

exemption could be based upon the future use of synthetic
fuels, 1f the Secretary of Energy determined use of oil or
natural gas by a powerplant or MFBI to be in the public
interest, or if, in the case of an oil burning plant which
consumed fewer than 300 million Btu per hour, that plant
were to switch to coal or another alternate fuel at the end
of the exemption.

These temporary exemptions were to last

up to five years, but could be extended to a total of ten
years. 83
A number of permanent exemptions
to boiler fuel users.

w~re

made available

Permanent exemptions could be granted
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due to lack of alternate fuel supply, site limitations, environmental requirements, or adequate capital.

State or

local siting limitations which precluded the construction
of a coal burning plant or MFBI were made grounds for exemption.

Permanent exemptions could be won for cogeneration,

emergercy

ope~ation,

certain coal/oil or coal/gas mixtures,

to assure reliable electric service, and for peakload and
intermediate load powerplants. 84 Before any temporary or
permanent exemptions could be granted, however, the Secretary of Energy was required to find that coal/oil or coal/gas
mixtures or the use of fluidized bed combustion would be
neither economically nor technically feasible. 85
The FUA prohibited existing electric powerplants from
burning natural gas as a boiler fuel on or after January 1,
1990.

Powerplants which did not burn natural gas during 1977

were prohibited from converting to that fuel.

A powerplant

that burned natural gas was prohibited from burning greater
quantities of that fuel than it burned on average between
1974 and 1976. 86 The Secretary df Energy could order existing
oil or natural gas burning powerplants or MFBis to convert
to coal, if those plants \'ere capable of burning coal. 87
The same range of exemptions available to new powerplants
and MFBis was made applicable to existing facilities. 88
Utility systems dependent on natural gas could, in
lieu of applying for exemptions on a case-by-case basis,
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submit a system compliance plan.

Under such a plan, a util-

ity system would shift existing natural gas fired plants to
intermediate and peakload use.

New baseload capacity would
be supplied by coal or nuclear powerplants. 89
ADMINISTRATION OF THE FUEL USE ACT
The responsibility for implementing the FUA has been
given to DOE's regulatory arm, the Economic Regulatory Administration (ERA).

The heart of the Act's administration lies

in the criteria for exemptions from fuel switching contained
in the administrative regulations promulgated by ERA.

The

rulemaking process began in November 1978 when ERA proposed
regulations covering new facilities and transitional facili ti es .

A tr a ns i t i o na l fa c i l i t y i s o ne wh i c h -wa s no t opera . .;

tional on April 20, 1977, the date President Carter announced
the NEP, but for which a contract for construction or acquisition had been signed prior to November 9, 1978 (the date of
the FUA's passage by Congress).

Proposed rules describing

the Fuels Decision Report (FDR), which petitioners would have
to submit when filing for exemptions, were also issued in
November. 90 In January 1979, a proposed rule to permit pub1 ic interest exemptions for burning natural gas instead of oil
was published in the Federal Register.

Proposals for existing

facilities and the system compliance option were issued in
late January. 91
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Certain provisions of the proposed rules elictted critical comments from affected utilities, industrial boiler fuel
users, and state and local governments.

As proposed, the

Fuels Decision Report (FDR) was an all encompassing, exhaustive document which the petitioning firm was required to include with its application for exemption.

The proposed FDR

required the petitioner to tell ERA how it decided to seek an
ex e mp-ti o n .

Th e c i r c um s ta nc es un de r wh i c h t he de c i s i o n to

seek exemption was made and the name of the person who made
the actual decision to petition for exemption were required.
The petitioner was required to include an analysis of its
ordinary operating requirements, a description of the company's business, its attempts to use alternate fuels, and
its conservation efforts.

In addition, the firm's chief

executive officer was required to certify the accuracy and
integrity of the petition.

The FDR was assailed as being

overly prescriptive and expensive to prepare.

The Council

of Industrial Boiler Owners estimated that the proposed FDR
would take up to two and one-half years to compile and could
cost a company from $150.000 to $200,000. 92 In the face of
such heavy criticism, ERA deleted the extensive certification
requirements from the interim rule issued in May 1979.

The

interim rule also provided for pre-petition conferences to
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help petitioners identify the alternate fuels to be considered when preparing the FDR. 93
Another source of disagreement lay in the nature of the
economic exemptions allowed by the FUA for facilities when
the cost of coal use substantially exceeded the cost of using
imported oil.

ERA proposed a test whereby the petitioner

would have to show that the added cost of using coal exceeded
the cost of burning imported petroleum by a range of thirty
to eighty percent.

Commentors pointed out that the upper

range was excessive and not in accordance with FUA.

ERA
chose the thirty percent figure for the interim rule. 94
The proposed rules shifted the burden of finding the
use of fluidized bed combustion to be technically or economically infeasible to the petitioner.

The FUA had placed

that burden on the Secretary of Energy.

ERA, after receiv-

ing comments which pointed out this inconsistency, modified
the rule to state that ERA would first have to make a generic or site-specific finding of the suitability of FBC before
it shifted the burden to the petitioner. 95
Interim final rules for new facilities were issued in
May 1979, and the interim phase of rulemaking ended in July,
when regulations were issued for existing facilities and
system compliance options.

Although questions were answered
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by the interim rules, the 1.3 index continued to be criticized.

The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) charged in its

comments on the interim rules that the thirty percent cost
increase requirement was too high and violated the intent of
Congress.

EEI quoted from studies performed by DOE's Energy

Information Administration and the Council on Wage and Price
Stability (COWPS).

These studies concluded that a ten per-

cent cost increase would achieve substantially all the social benefits hoped for from reducing oil and gas use in
the utility sector.

EEI added that neither the FUA nor the

conference report gave any hint that cost determinations
should be based on a formula derived from social benefits
while ignoring the magnitude of private costs which ultimately would be passed on to consumers. 96
COWPS prepared another study for the Regulatory Analysis
Review Group (RARG) in response to the interim rules.

This

study concluded that the FUA prohibition on burning oil and
natural gas would not have a significant impact on lowering
consumption and imports of oil and natural gas.

If experi-

ence under the FUA were t1 confirm this projection, COWPS
suggested that Secretary of Energy Duncan consider recommending to Congress that the FUA be repealed. 97
The COWPS report stated that the limited impact of FUA
would be due to increased prices of imported and domestic oil
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and natural gas.

Higher prices would induce more and more

voluntary fuel switching, thereby cutting projected oil and
natural gas savings attributed to FUA to one-fourth of the
level projected earlier.

The Energy Information Administra-

tion, which had earlier projected savings of l .3 quadrillion
Btu per year by 1990, revised its projection to 0.3 quadrillion Btu per year.

Even the revised savings were based on

DOE projections that the actual price of gas would be lower
than the import price of residual fuel oil.

The report con-

cluded by stating that the additional costs imposed on utilities and industrial users as a result of fuel switching could
substantially exceed the social benefits of reduced oil imports.98
Notwithstanding the criticisms leveled against the proposed and interim rules, ERA has

pr~ceeded

tion of the coal conversion program.

with implementa-

Its first significant

action has been to accept and act upon petitions for public
interest exemptions.

Under the FUA and the final rule issued

thereunder in April 1979, ERA is allowed - to sanction nil to
natural gas switching if the petitioner can certify that the
switch is not displacing coal.

As of October 1979, 982 peti-

tions for public interest exemptions had been received.

746

plants were declared eligible for exemptions, and 231 exemptions were issued.

Such switching was criticized by the

president of the National Coal Association, who charged that
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oil to gas switching indirectly cut coal use.

He cited ex-

amples of deferral of long-term contracts and requests for
downward revision of existing coal supply contracts.

He

stated that these developments were occuring at a time when
the industry had excess capacity of 100 million tons per year
and 15,000 miners were out of work. 99 ERA denied that coal
use was displaced by oil to gas switching and added that the
exemptions were temporary and limited to plants which could
burn only coal or natural gas. 1 OO
Table 7
FUA Impact on Lowering Projected Oil/Gas Consumption and Import Levels

Without
FUA

1985
WithFUA

Without
FUA

$0bbl

$2 bbl

16.31
2.58
2.83

16.34
2.74
2.74

16.34
2.74
2.74

5.55
6.63
10.48

6.02
6.44
10.20

2.60
0.27
1.92

10.94

1990
With FUA
$0 bbl

$2 bbl

23.54
0.30
0.99

23.59
0.36
1.06

23.57
0.34
1.09

6.04
6.44
10.22

6.68
7.86
11.33

7.40
7.59
11.15

7.46
7.59
11.10

3.15
0.18
1.49

3.17
0.18
1.47

3.09
0.22
2.10

3.96
0.10
1.59

4.02
0.10
1.52

11.01
1.81

11.02
1.81

6.63
1.54

6.47
1.43

6.46
1.43

$42.50

$42.43

$27.14

$26.17

$26.12

Utility Fuel Consumption (Quads/Year)
Coal
Oil
Gas
Industrial Fuel Consumption (Quads/Year)
Coal

Oil
Gas
Industrial Steam Boiler Consumption (Quads/Year)
Coal
Oil
Gas
. Imports (Quads/Year)
Oil
Gas

1.96

Import (Billions of Dollars/Year)

$43.05

Source: "Review Group Finds Little FUA Impact on Lowering Oil/Gas Use Imports," Inside DOE, November, 9, 1979,
p. 12.
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ERA has outlined its strategy for implementing the coal
conversion program.

It plans to concentrate its limited re-

sources on plants which offered potential for large oil
savings, had recently run at high capacity, were relatively new,
and had previously burned coal.

ERA plans to issue orders prohibiting oil-burning at twenty plants in 1980. 101 That figure

may

increase in light of the final DOE appropriations bill

cleared by Congress in November 1979.

The budget for ERA's

coal utilization section, which administers the FUA, was
boosted from $20 million to $26 million in fiscal year 1980
so that the coal conversion program could be accelerated. 102
ERA is discovering that it will be extremely difficult
to force utilities to convert their powerplants from oil to
coal by administrative fiat.

These difficulties have recently

been illustrated by the controversy surrounding the proposed
conversion of Long Island Lighting Company's Northport plant.
The four-unit, l ,548 mw plant burns about thirteen million
barrels of oil each year, and is regarded as one of the largest potential conversions in the nation.

ERA issued proposed

oil burning prohibition orders for the plant on December 21,
1979.

The proposed order piqued the interest of several

New York congressmen who sit on the House Science and Technology Committee's natural resources and environmental subcommittee.

At a hearing held in March 1980, the local con-

gressmen charged that the proposed orders had been issued
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without adequate assessment of coal transportation and handling requirements, boiler conversion requirements, and noise
and waste disposal impacts.

ERA's Robert Davies, who heads

the coal conversion program, replied that the Northport
plant had been recommended for conversion by the President's
Commission on Coal, the National Coal Association, and New
York State.

Davies added that, according to information

submitted by Lilco, the cost

o~

conversion would be $383

million, a far cry from the one to two billion dollar figure
quoted by subcommittee chairman Joseph Ambro. 103
A further obstacle facing ERA in its attempt to order
the Northport conversion is the existence of court orders
obtained by local officials which may bar Lilco from switching
that plant to coal.

Northport is subject to a consent order

prohibiting increase in noise, solid waste, and other pollutants.

The supervisor of the town of Huntington, which lies

adjacent to Northport, told the House Science and Technology
subcommittee on natural resources and environment that the
town would enforce the order if ERA were to require conversion.104
ERA has acknowledged at least one other local court action blocking conversion of a coal-capable plant.

Virginia

Electric Power Company (VEPCO) had tabbed its Yorktown plant
for conversion, but local officials obtained a court order
barring the utility from burning coal at that plant. 105
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Opposition from congressmen, utility companies, and local
officials is not the only factor which is delaying implementation of the FUA.

ERA is required to issue an adequate Environ-

mental Impact Statement {EIS) before a plant can be converted
to coal.

Recognizing the impacts that a massive coal conver-

sion program could have on the Northeast, ERA has decided
not to issue final orders prohibiting Northeastern powerplants
from burning coal until 1981, after a regional EIS to assess
total environmental, health and transportation effects from
coal conversion is issued.

The regional EIS will determine

if all of the 60 plants slated for ERA prohibition orders
should be required to convert to coal.

Detailed separate

reports will addresss fuel availability, transportation, air
quality, waste disposal, and health effects. 106
ERA officials administering the FUA coal conversion
program concede that it has been plagued with delays.

An

ERA report, sent to Congress in March 1980, maintains that
the powerplant conversions ordered to date will save 262,000
barrels of oil per day, but admits that potential savings
of 373,000 barrels per day will likely not be achieved until
1990 because of the delays.

The report states that utilities

may need tens of millions of dollars in up-front capital to
finance new and upgraded coal handling facilities and to install pollution control equipment.

Further obstacles to con-

version cited in the report include utility company objections
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to EPA air quality impact modeling, stringent air quality
standards issued by states such as New York and Massachusetts,
and the difficulty of complying with emissions ceilings set
by the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) provisions of the Clean Air Act amendments.

The report concluded

that a federal grant program is needed to remove the barriers
.
107
which have delayed_potential conversions.
NEW DEVELOPMENTS
The Carter Administration has for some time felt that
a financial stimulus may be necessary to speed up the coal
conversion program.

In the last five years, only three of

the fifty-four conversion orders mandated by ESECA and FUA
have been carried out.

This failure was, in part, due to

the financial straits of many utilities.

After seven months

of planning, which included a battle royal between DOE and
ERA over the issue of sulfur dioxide (S0 2 ) emissions, the
Administration sent a two-phased, ten billion dollar
proposal to Congress on March 6, 1980.

Phase I of the pro-

posal, designed to cut utility oil and natural gas use by one
million barrels of oil equivalent per day by 1990, assigns
$3.6 billion in grants for 107 generating units at 50 plants,
earmarked for conversion.

Phase II will distribute six

billion dollars to utilities, mostly in the Southeast, Southwest and California in order to help them voluntarily cut
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systemwide oil and natural gas use by switching to coal~
hydropower, renewable resources and conservation. 108
The President's proposal is projected to result in
the additional use of forty to forty-five million tons of
coal annually during the 1980s.

Mr. Carter rejected EPA

demands for tighter

so2

acid rain problem.

Instead, he followed DOE's recommendation

emission standards to combat the

that utilities be required only to meet existing air quality
standards, set $400 million aside for advanced coal scrubbing
systems, and asked Congress to act on the acid ·rain problem. 109
Congressional staffers will only predict that the future
of the Administration's bill is uncertain.

Intense debate

is expected over the issue of sulfur dioxide emissions and
their contribution to acid rain in the Northeast. Hot debate
is also predicted over the idea of bribing the utilities to
convert to coal when it is already in their economic interest
to do so.

The Senate Energy Committee, which will consider

the bill, is less than enthusiastic about Phase II, and it
may be deleted.

In addition, utilities, noticing that the

new plan will open the FUA up to amendment, will try to change
the Act's 1990 ban on natural gas burning.

And renewable

energy advocates will ask why the plan pushes coal conversion
to the virtual exclusion of alternate energy sources. 110
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COMMENTS ON FEDERAL COAL POLICY
Federal coal policy is based upon two premises.

First,

oil and gas are too valuable and in too short supply to be
burned as boiler fuel; these fuels should be replaced by coal.
Second~

air quality standards should not be relaxed, even if

the standards preclude the use of coal in some areas.

The

. goals which result are, not surprisingly, contradictory.
One cannot replace clean fuel with dirty fuel and still have
clean air, unless one provides a technological fix which will
make coal a clean fuel.

The government is investing hundreds

of millions of dollars in coal RD&D in an effort to build
the necessary technological bridge.

In anticipation of in-

creased demand for coal, the government is in the process of
increasing coal leasing on federally owned land.

In order

that the coal conversion process might be hastened, the
federal government has legislated coal conversion by the passage and implementation of the FUA.
It appears that the steps taken by the federal government will, in the case of coal RD&D and increased leasing,
be less successful than h1ped.

DOE's management of its sev-

eral coal RD&D projects . has been roundly criticized by the U.S.
General Accounting Office (GA0). 111 And it appears that commercialization of the widely heralded new direct combustion
processes will not occur until the 1990s. 112 As far as
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increased leasing of federal land is concerned, the Department
of the Interior must have reliable forecasting data on which
to base its leasing decisions.

Given the volatile world

energy market, it will be extremely difficult for DOE, or any
other entity, to make accurate projections of future demand
for coal.
It is the linchpin of federal coal conversion policy,
the FUA, that seems to be the most misguided federal action
of all.

The FUA was based on the assumption that supplies

of natural gas would always be tight.

The natural gas short-

ages of the 1970s, which formed the background for the push
to coal conversion, were primarily caused by federal pricing
policy which discouraged the dedication of natural gas to the
interstate market.

With the passage of the Natural Gas Policy

Act in 1978, this situation was alleviated.

Supplies of

natural gas increased enough so that many boiler fuel users were
able to shift from residual fuel oil to gas, and the demand for
imported oil softened.

Although boiler fuel users were able to

shift to natural gas in the short-run, market forces will force
them to replace their old boilers with new coal fired boilers
without regulatory prodding.

The FUA has been criticized by

boiler fuel users and by the federal government's own Council
on Wage and Price Stability.

The FUA may, in many instances,
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force premature conversion to coal, and will certainly impose
costs to utilities and industries which will be passed on to
consumers.

The Carter Administration has elected to subsidize

accelerated conversion by administrative order by proposing
a ten billion dollar utility welfare package.

As noted

earlier, that proposal faces an uncertain future.
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CHAPTER THREE
NATIONAL RAILROAD PROBLEMS AND RECENT RAIL LEGISLATION

INTRODUCTION
This chapter is divided into two major parts.

The first

part provides a brief outline of the fundamental causes of
past and present railroad problems; topics of discussion include rail freight transportation markets, the nature of
intermodal competition, the

finan~ial

plight of the nation's

railroad industry, and the regulatory framework within which
rail carriers operate.

Although rail problems are varied,

complex and often mutually reinforcing, no attempt is made to
offer a comprehensive overview.

Voluminous literature exists

on the subject for readers wishing to probe more deeply.
The sole intent of the following outline is to present a
larger frame of reference for the analysis of western coal
transportation.
The second part of this chapter summarizes legislative
activities in the area of railroad regulatory reform.

Con-

. gressional purpose is reviewed and the major provisions of
both recently enacted legislation and proposed bills are high1 ighted.

The amount of specific attention devoted to each

pr0vision is directly dependent on its relevance to the
regulation of western coal traffic.
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The following legislative

bills are discussed:

Regional Rail Reorganization Act of

1973 (3R Act); Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform
Act of 1976 (4R Act); the Carter Administration's proposed
Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979 (s·. 796}; the Senate's
proposed Railroad Transportation Policy Act of 1979 (S. 1946};
and, finally, the House of Representatives' proposed Rail Act
of 1980 (H.R. 7235).
NATIONAL RAIL PROBLEMS
NATURE OF RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION MARKETS
Most existing railroad tracks, roadbeds and terminal
facilities were constructed between 1870 and 1920 to serve
transportation markets prevailing at that period of time.
Sweeping changes have taken place in the geographic distribution of population and economic activity over the past fifty
years, creating serious problems for the railroad industry.
These sweeping changes have included:
l.
A shift in population from the northeastern and
north central regions of the United States to the West and
the South;

2. An even more pronounced shift in manufacturing activities in the same directions;
3. A shift in population within regions from rural to
urban areas; and
4. A shift in manufacturing activities located within
urban areas from the central cities to the suburbs.l
As the nation's economy matured, the volume of freight
typically well suited to rail transport failed to grow in
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proportion to the rate of economic growth.

The evolution of

consumption patterns and technological progress reduced the
relative importance of heavy materials to the economy.
geographic

distributio~

The

of industrial production also changed,

partly in response to the changing composition of economic
activity and partly in response to the changing character of
the nation 1 s transport system.
This relocation of manufacturing activity and consumer
markets transformed the spatial patterns of freight flows in
ways that lessened the ·relative volume of long-haul intercity
freight movements.

Railroads were quite simply participating

in what proved to be inherently slow growth markets.

Further-

more, rail management failed to adapt its operations with
sufficient alacrity to these changing market conditions in
terms of both the types of rail services being offered and
the manner in which those services were being provided.

To

compound these problems, the emergence of new transportation
modes circumscribed the freight markets in which railroads
traditionally enjoyed a commanding cost or service advantage. 2

INTERMODAL COMPETITION
Figures 3 and 4 indicate the extent of modal market share
losses suffered by the railroad industry over the course 9f
the last forty to fifty years.

The railroad's percentage

share of total ton-miles of intercity freight declined from
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Figure 3
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74.7 percent in 1929 to only 36.2 percent in 1976; its percentage share of gross operating revenues, derived from all
regulated intercity traffic movements, experienced a comparable decline from 76 percent in 1940 to 37.7 percent in 1975.
The primary beneficiary of these losses has been the
intercity trucking industry.

Total intercity motor carrier

revenues rose to fifty-six billion dollars by 1976, an amount
which ~xceeded railroad revenues by a multiple of three. 3
During the 1960s, rail carriers lost manufacturing traffic,
on both short- and long-hauls, to motor carriers in sixteen
4 I t s hou ld be
.
ou t o f t wen t y- f our maJor
comma d"t
1 y groups.
noted, however, that railroads still transport roughly seventy percent of coal ton-miles and sixty percent of grain
ton-miles, as well as being the principal mode of transportation for pulp and paper products, automobile products,
chemicals, and primary metals. 5
Trucks were first introduced in significant numbers in
the ,ear 1y 1 90 0 s .

A sequence of tech no 1o g i ca 1 de ve 1op men ts

led to improvements in trailer carrying capacity and engine
horsepower.
~igns

A wide range of truck sizes and specialized de-

also were introduced to fit the varying service require-

ments of shippers.

Such rapid innovation was fostered by a

large number of competing truck and trailer manufacturers.
In the face of shifting industrial activity, the motor carrier
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industry soon discovered that it could offer faster, more
reliable and more flexible

transportation services than

rail carriers in competing for highly valued manufactured
commodities.

An additional competitive advantage was pro-

vided by the public sector:
The rapid growth of trucking and inland
waterway carriage has been facilitated by public
construction and maintenance of rights-of-way.
Publicly provided highways and inland waterways
require no direct capital investment by truckers
and water carriers, thus lowering the fixed expenses and corporate investment base of these
modes. Publicly provided rights-of-way have the
additional advantage of exemption from property
taxation. In 1975, ad valorem taxes on rightsof way amounted to $167.4 for Class 1 railroads. 6
The advent of an extensive pipeline network and the resurgence of inland water carriers have served only to intensify
competitive pressures.

Direct railroad/pipeline competition

was confined originally to crude oil, and more recently to
refined petroleum products.

The single most important factor

favoring the use of pipelines over rail transportation has been
lower unit costs for high volume traffic flows.

These lower

costs are attributable to the fact that pipeline technology
is ideally suited to unidirectional commodity movements and
lends itself almost entirely to automation.

In 1976, pipe-

1 ines produced two-thirds as many ton-miles of traffic as rail
carriage, requiring on~y one-thirtieth as many employees. 7
The resurgence of inland water carriers can be explained
by

the combination of improvements in towboat and barge tech-
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nology, and the federal government's construction, expansion
and maintenance of the nation's navigable inland waterway
system.

Average towboat horsepower on the Mississippi River,

for example, has grown by approximately fifty percent since
1967.

The rate of traffic growth on inland waterways has been

almost five ptrcent per year over the last decade.

The prin-

cipal commodities hauled in waterborne commerce are petroleum
and related products, coke and coal, and sand, gravel and
stone.

The transportation characteristics of these commodities--

large volume shipments, highly sensitive to price, relatively
insensitive to service, and easy to handle--account, for the
most part, for the competitive advantage of water carriage~ 8

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF RAILROADS
The railroad industry currently is in poor financial health.
On 1976 gross operating revenues of $18.6 billion, Class 1
railroads earned only $468 million in net railway operating
income.

This income figure translated into a 1.65 percent

rate-of-return on an average net investment of $28.3 billion
in rail plant.
percent.

The return on net worth in 1976 was only one

Another indicator of financial malaise is the in-

dustry's cash flow problem.

Cash flow is of critical impor-

tance because it provides capital needed to renew investment
in fixed plant and equipment.

In 1976, cash flow from depre-

ciation and retained ordinary income was $1 .3 billion less than
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capital expenditures, forcing rail carriers to seek capital
funding from external sources.

The negative cash flow also

adversely affected net working capital--current assets

min~s

current liabilities, exclusive of material inventories-which, at the end of 1976, reached a deficit of $40 million. 9
This financial picture is in sharp contrast to the earnings'
record of other regulated surface freight transportation modes
(see Table 8).
Table 8
Rate of Return in 1976 for Regulated Freight Carriers

Return on
Net Investment*

(%)
Class I Line-Haul Railroadst

Return on Equity+
Net Income Basis
(%)

1.60

2.33

Class I Intercity Motor Carriers
of Property

25.76

23.67

Class A & B Water Carriers by
Inland and Coastal Waterways

20.73

17.18

9.85

26.01

Pipeline G>mpanies

*

Net carrier operating income divided by net investment in carrier operating property and equipment, plus working
capital.

+ Net income divided by shareholders' and proprietors' equity.

t

Excludes Amtrak and AutoTrain.

Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, 9lst Annual Report of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Fiscal
Year Ending June 30, 1977 (Washington, D.C.: Interstate Commerce Commission, 1978), Tables 10, 12, and
15.

The situation confronting the railroad industry has been
capsulized as follows:
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In brief, the railroad industry has been caught
in a vicious cycle. Its deteriorated financial
condition has caused it to cannibalize its rail
plant, defer maintenance, and delay capital
expenditures, use up its working capital and
drastically alter its debt structure. This has
resulted in increased expenses, poorer rail service, and less revenue, as shippers have turned
to competing modes. Thus, the poor financial
condition of the industry has indeed become selfperpetuating. There is a limit to the cycle,
bankruptcy; a consequence which hal come closer
and closer with each passing year. 0
While the various indicators of financial performance
paint a dismal record of earnings for the railroad industry as
a whole, one must recognize that .these indicators represent
averages.

Table 9 shows the range of 1976 earnings for indi-

vidual rail carriers.

The disparate rates-of-return on net

investment are rather striking.

The Norfolk and Western,

Southern Railway, Missouri Pacific, Union Pacific, and Chesapeake and Ohio realized returns ranging from six to eight percent.
Nine other rail carriers enjoyed similar or better returns.

At

the other extreme, eleven rail carriers produced financial deficits; three of the eleven currently are being reorganized
under the Federal Bankruptcy Act.

They are the Boston and Maine,

the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific,

and the Chicago, Milwaukee,

St. Paul and Pacific.
REGULATION
It is a widely shared belief that economic regulation, as
administered by the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), has been
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Table 9
Rate of Return on Average Net Investment Versus Total Operating Revenues for Class I Reporting Railroads in 1976
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a major contributing factor to the present state of affairs
prevailing in the railroad industry.

Although the enactment

of the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of
1976 (4R Act) and more recent legislative regulatory reform
~roposals

promise to loosen the rein of governmental control,

it is importaJt to understand the manner in which economic
regulation has been traditionally applied.
The first notable feature of surface transportation
economic regulation is that the railroad industry has been
fully regulated in terms of rates, service discontinuance,
mergers and acquisitions, and so on, whereas its primary
competition has been either partially regulated or unregulated.
Table 10 shows the percentage of regulated ton-miles, by modes
of transportation, in 1975.

This differential treatment of

modes is explained by the manner in which the 1887 Act to
Regulate Commerce, originally applying only to railroads,
was subsequently amended by legislative enactments to incorporate other transportation modes.

The Motor Carrier Act

of 1935 brought motor carriage under the jurisdiction of the
ICC.

The Act, however, classified motor carriers into five

distinct categories, the :our most important being:

common

carriers, which hold themselves as being ready to serve the
general public; contract carriers, which operate for hire
under special agreements; private carriers, which are restricted
to transporting the goods of the firms owning the carriers; and
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exempt carriers, which are not subject to regulatory control.
The Transportation Act of 1940 brought inland water carriage
under the same regulatory framework, classifying this mode
in a similar manner as motor carriage.

The result was that

less than one-half of the motor carrier industry and less
than one-fourth of inland water carriage were tightly regulated.

Indeed, insofar as all railroads are classified as

common carriers, only truck and waterborne commerce falling
within the first category of service are regulated in a comparable fashion.

Railroads have experienced particular diffi-

culty competing with private motor carriers and exempt
11
.
wa t er carriers.
Table 10
Federal Regulation by Mode, 1975
Percentage of Industry Regulated*

Mode

100
84.4
44.0
15.5
00.3

Rail
Oil Pipeline
Truck
Inland Waterways
Great Lakes Shipping

*

Percentage based on total ton-miles per mode.

Source: U.S., Department of Transportation,Prospectus for Change in the Rail Freight
Industry (Washington, D.C.: Department of Transportation, October 1978), p. 49.

The Hepburn Act of 1906, Mann-Elkins Act of 1910, and
the Transportation Act of 1920 together empowered the ICC to
set maximum and minimum rates, as well as to prescribe speci-
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fie rates.

Any existing or proposed rate suspected of being

unreasonable or unjust could be suspended and investigated;
and, if

late~

found to be unreasonable or unjust, the rate

could be declared unlawful.

In addition, the preamble to

the Transportation Act of 1940 enunciated as natural transportation policy the provision of" ... fair and impartial regulation of the modes of transportation ... so administered as
to recognize and preserve the inherent advantage of each .... 1112
Several adverse consequences are believed to have resulted
from the exercise of this authority over rates in the name
of national transportation policy.

Lengthy

delays in ren-

dering final decisions on the reasonableness of rates translated into lost railroad revenues.

The ICC disapproved

many rate proposals for being too low and, therefore, unlawful,
because their implementation quite likely would have caused
traffic diversion from other modes of transportation.

Other

rates were held down or reduced, at the expense of railroads,
to achieve various social goals.

And finally, it is argued

that the ICC perpetuated value of service pricing to cross
subsidize losses incurred in the provision of services whose
rates were maintained at unjustifiably low levels to achieve
social goals and modal traffic balances.
.
13
spurre d th e grow th o f t rue k ing.

This behavior

Another area of concern has been the regulatory time
lags involved in rendering decisions on rail line abandonment
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and merger applications.

Prior to the enactment of the 4R

Act, many abandonment proceedings lasted two or more years;
in the interim, railroads were forced to continue unprofitable operations.

During the years 1955 to 1970, an average

of two and one-half years was taken to grant final approval
in the fourteen cases involving rail mergers, acquisitions,
or control. 14 The list of criticisms could be expanded
easily to include restrictions placed on rail carriers to
acquire another carrier belonging to a different mode of
transportation, data reporting requirements, the stultification of incentives to innovate, rules pertaining to freight
car availability and the return of empty cars, and the like.
RECENT RAILROAD LEGISLATION
REGIONAL RAIL REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1973
The financial collapse of the Penn Central Transportation
Company in June 1970 triggered a series of events which eventually transported the problem to the Congress of the United
States.

Over the next three years, the Penn Central struggled

to reorganize under Section 77 of the Federal Bankruptcy Act.
During the period, seven additional railroads--Ann Arbor,
Boston and Maine, Erie Lackawanna, Lehigh Valley, Lehigh and
Hudson River, and the Reading--declared bankruptcy.

Together,

the eight companies accounted for more than forty-six percent
of the revenue ton-miles in the Eastern District (as defined
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by the ICC) and over thirteen percent of total freight tonmiles carried in the nation in 1972.

The railroads pro-

vided service in seventeen states located in the northeast
and midwest regions of the country. 15
Despite attempted reorganization, operating deficits
became so large during receivership that liquidation appeared
inevitable for many of the debt-ridden companies.

The

Congress responded by enacting the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973 (3R Act), which became law on January 2,
1974. 16 The legislative action provided a new approach to
the reorganization of bankrupt railroads:
only

LO

its purpose was not

preserve, but also to improve service.

To implement

its broad objectives, the 3R Act created the United States
Railway Association (USRA) and assigned it responsibility
for restructuring the services and properties of participating
railroads within the framework of a "Final System Plan."
The Act also

establi~hed

the Rail Services Planning Office

within the ICC to involve the general public in the planning
process, and to evaluate the plans developed by the USRA.
Finally, the Consolidated Rail Corporation, a new forprofit company, was created to acquire and operate the restructured properties conveyed under the final system plan. 17
A federal financial assistance program was established
to aid carriers, shippers and communities.

Government loans

were provided to finance the participating carriers through
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.

the transition period, and the Secretary of Transportation
was called upon to administer payments for local rail service continuation.

Railroad properties excluded from the

final system plan, however, were to be liquidated unless a
financially responsible party agreed to purchase the properties or offer appropriate operating subsidies.

It is of

particular interest to note that the passage of the 3R Act
represented the first occasion upon which Congress sought
to legislate a resolution of the need for railroads to
shed themselves of unprofitable rail services.

This recog-

nition laid the foundation for more comprehensive governmental actions in 1976.
RAILROAD REVITALIZATION AND REGULATORY REFORM ACT OF 1976
The Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act
(4R Act), signed into law on February 6, 1976, represents
landmark legislation designed to fundamentally alter the
framework of railroad economic regulation. 18 .The purpose
of the Act, as set forth in Section 101, is "to provide the
means to rehabilitate and maintain the physical facilities,
improve the operations and structure, and restore the financial stability of the railway system of the United States."
The emphasis of congressional policy is to "foster competition among modes of transportation, ... to increase the attractiveness of investing in railroads and rail service-related
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· · .~p
, _:J~!

enterprises" and to ''permit railroads greater freedom to
raise or lower rates for rail services in competitive markets. 11
The Act's major provisions seek to achieve a number of
objectives.

The ICC was directed to reform its entire rule-

making structure and to devise a new uniform cost and accounting system.

Another section called for an updating of the

Interstate Commerce Act and all attached amendments to
simplify the present law so as .to harmonize all regulations
subject to it.

Shorter time limits were established to ex-

pedite merger and consolidation proceedings, and the Secretary of Transportation was encouraged to study potential
mergers which could strengthen the railroad industry.
A Railroad Rehabilitation and Improvement Fund was
established

11

to provide capital which is necessary to furnish

financial assistance to railroads •.. for facilities maintenance, rehabilitation, improvements, and acquisitions, and
such other financial needs as the Secretary approves .... "
The Secretary of Transportation was authorized to sell $600
million in

11

fund anticipation notes" and to provide up to

one billion dollars of additional financial assistance
through guaranteed loans.

The Secretary also was given

authority to administer a local rail service assistance program; funds totaling $360 million were made available, on a
declining federal/local matching share basis, for operating
subsidies, purchase or rehabilitation of light density lines
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and for planning grants.
were mandated.
report on:

Furthermore, a number of studies

The ICC and/or the DOT were instructed to

corporate structures existing in the railroad

industry; present practices of providing federal aid to
railroads; the anticipated effect of any branchline abandonment occurring outside the seventeen state northeast and
midwest region covered in the 3R Act; the financial and
physical conditions of the nation's rail transport system;
and on other subjects as well.
Revenue Adequacy Standard
The most important provisions of the 4R Act govern
rate regulation and railroad revenue requirements.

Section

205 directs the ICC to:
develop ... reasonable standards and procedures
for the establishment of revenue levels adequate under honest, economical, and efficient
management to cover total operating expenses,
including depreciation and obsolescence, plus
a fair, reasonable and economic profit or return (or both) on capital employed in the business .... The Commission shall make an adequate and
continuing effort to assist such carriers in attaining such revenue levels. No rate by railroad shall be held up to a particular level to
protect the traffic of any other carrier or mode
of transportation ....
This standard represents a clear congressional signal that
rate proceedings should give primary consideration to railroad revenue needs.

The standard is to be implemented within

the framework of a new conceptual approach to rate regulation.
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Minimum and Maximum Rate Regulation
The Act limits the ICC's authority to prevent rate reductions.

Section 202(b) holds that no rate contributing to

the going concern value of a carrier may be declared unreasonable or unjust.

A rate is presumed to make such a contribu-

tion when it equals or exceeds the variable costs of providing a given service.

The purpose of the minimum rate stan-

dard is to promote competition by permitting a greater degree
of rate flexibility.

The ICC is still empowered, however,

to disapprove rates which discriminate among shippers, routes,
or ports.
Maximum rate regulation is restricted to markets in
which railroads possess market dominance.

Market dominance

is defined as "an absence of effective competition from other
carriers or modes of transportation, for the traffic or movement to which a rate applies. 1119

The ICC must render a find-

ing on the presence or absence of effective competition within
a ninety day period; during that period, a rate may be suspended.

A finding that a rail carrier does not possess market

dominance ends all

inquiry

into the issue of reasonableness.

The ICC has developed three threshold level tests to
implement this provision:
1. the proponent carrier has handled 70 percent or more
of the involved traffic or movement during the preceding year;
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2. the rate at issue exceeds the variable cost of providing the service by 160 percent or more; and
3. the affected shippers or consignees have made a substantial investment in rail-related equipment or facilities
which prevents or makes impractical the use of another carrier
or mode.
A positive finding on any one of these three threshold level
tests creates a rebuttable presumption that market dominance
exists.

The presumption may be rebutted by specific evidence

demonstrating the presence of competition; and, should a rail
carrier fail in this effort, it then has the burden of proof
of showing the proposed rate is just and reasonable.
Capital Incentive Rates
The 4R Act contains one other important rate provision
having direct relevance to western coal transportation.

Sec-

tion 206, entitled "Rate Incentives for Capital Investment,"
permits special rate applications by railroads to promote
large-scale capital investment in the industry.

A carrier

may file a notice of intent to publish a capital incentive
rate, provided that it is based on a capital investment of
at least one million dollars by one or more carriers, shippers,
or interested third parties.

For the investment to qualify,

it must be related to the movement to which the rate applies.
After the notice is filed, the ICC has six months in which
to determine whether the proposed schedule is just and reasonable.

If such a determination is not made, the capital incen-
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tive rate automatically goes into effect and cannot be set
aside for a five-year period; the rate can be raised to
the variable cost level, however, should it be found to reduce
the going concern value of the carrier.
RAILROAD DEREGULATION ACT OF 1979
The Railroad Deregulation Act of 1979 (S. 796), prepared by the Carter Administration, was introduced to the
Congress on March 27, 1979. 21 As its title suggests, the
proposed bill provides for substantial deregulation of
the railroad industry.

The executive branch contends that

drastic action is necessary because "the industry is in a
deep and dangerous de cl i ne . • . whi l e prof i ts have fa 11 en and
costs have soared. 1122
Rate Provisions
Complete deregulation of rates is proposed for the longrun.

Correspondingly, railroads are to be excluded from the

general ratemaking provisions of the Interstate Commerce

Act~

The bill also eliminates the right of rate bureaus to discuss single line rates, limits a carrier's right to discuss
and vote on joint line rates, and requires most rate bureau
meetings to be open to the general public;

two years after

enactment of the bill, the ICC's authority is eliminated to
. grant antitrust immunity ''to rate bureau agreements that
provide for general rate increases or decreases or broad
tariff changes. 1123
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A

fiv~-year

transition period--January 1, 1980 through

December 31, 1984--is proposed to allow shippers sufficient
time to adjust their operations and marketing patterns to a
new competitive environment.

During the transition period,

railroads may raise or lower rates, free of regulatory
interference, by seven percent per year; 24 rates falling
outside of this "zone-of-reasonableness" may be subject to
investigation upon shipper complaint.

Maximum allowed rates

are to be set at levels yielding no greater than twice the
rates-of-return on capital used in the provision of services,
whereas minimum allowed rates must cover incremental costs. 25
Contract rates are exempt from these maximum and minimum
rate provisions.
Captive Shipper Test During Transition Period
Before the ICC may undertake a rate investigation, a
complaining shipper must first demonstrate that it will be
competitively damaged by the imposition of the proposed rate
and that it will like1y prevail on the merits of the case ·
in any subsequent investigation.

Once an investigation is

initiated, the complainant must prove the unavailability
of an alternative form of transportation to obtain rate re1 ief; submitted evidence must address the absence of existing
and potential transportation opportunities, private carriage
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RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION POLICY ACT OF 1979
The Railroad Transportation Policy Act of 1979 (S.1946)
was reported favorably out of the Senate Committee on Commerce,
Science and Transportation on November 27, 1979, and was passed
by the entire Senate on April 1, 1980.

It is generally con-

ceded that S.1946 was drafted as a compromise measure in response to the objections voiced against S.796.

The purpose of

this bill is:
... to promote the revitalization of the railroad
industry in the United States by providing substantial regulatory reform. The bill takes steps to
provide the railroads with greater pricing flexibility while retaining protection for captive shippers; it would also streamline the administrative
process by simplifying transportation regulation
and providin§ for -expedited time frames wherever
practicable. 1
Rate Provisions
A zone of rate freedom is established for making automatic rail cost increase adjustments, based upon a rail
index to be compiled or verified by the ICC. 32 A zone of
rate flexibility permits rates to be raised each year up
to a limit of five percent above the adjusted rail cost
increases; the maximum authorized total increase in any
five-year period is fourteen percent. 33 The intent of this
provisionis to assist rail carriers in achieving adequate
revenue levels.
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A jurisdictional threshold level test replaces the 4R
Act's market dominance concept for ascertaining the applicability of maximum rate regulation.
revenue to variable cost ratio
segment of traffic.

The ICC is to develop a

with regard to a particular

If the rate charged by a railroad ex-

ceeds the threshold level ratio, the ICC, at its own discretion or upon challenge by an affected shipper, may initiate an investigation; if the agency sees fit not to conduct an investigation, it must explain the reasons for its
decision.

The determination of a maximum reasonable rate

is to be based on the following considerations:
l. the amount of traffic which is transported at revenues below variable cost and efforts made to minimize such
traffic;
2. the amount of traffic which contributes only marginally to fixed costs, and the extent, if any, to which
rates on such traffic can be changed to maximize the revenues from such traffic; and
3. the carrier~ mix of rail traffic to determine whether one commodity is paying a disproportionate share of a carrier's overall revenues.3~
It is worth noting that the jurisdictional threshold level
quite likely will vary among different groups of commodities.
Section 103 of the bill delineates several criteria to be
used in the development of revenue to variable cost ratios,
including revenue needs, national energy goals, and the extent to which rail traffic is contributing to fixed costs.
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No changes are proposed in the 4R Act's minimum rate
provision.

Rail carriers are given authority to establish

contract rates, which are deemed to constitute a distinct
class of service.

Contracts may define the nature of the

services to be provided in terms of safety and inspection
standards, escalation charges, car compensation, extensiofl
of credit, etc.

Railroads also may impose a surcharge on

a joint rate, but any connecting carrier has the option of
cancelling the surcharge in the event that the surcharging
line earns at least 110 percent of variable costs associated
with the movement at issue.

Finally, the bill proposes a

phase-down on general rate increases during the next three
years and calls for separate studies by the ICC and DOT to
ascertain the feasibility of eliminating general rate increases.
Other Provisions
More stringent deadlines are imposed for abandonments and
for most acquisition and consolidation proceedings.

Unopposed

abandonment applications are to be approved within forty-five
days, while the remainder must be processed and decided upon
within a

nine~month

waiting period.

The bill also eliminates the

mandatory waiting period now required after an abandonment certificate is issued and before the discontinuance of service may
actually occur.

Existing standards and procedures relating to

major merger applications are retained.
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However, two changes are proposed for smaller restructuring
transactions among raiJroads, including the purchase or sale of
assets and trackage rights agreements:

for transactions having

regional or national significance, the ICC is required to reach
a decision within ten months; for transactions of lesser significance, a decision must be reached within six months.
These changes are intended to encourage rail system rationalization and restructuring through actions less than merger.
Other provisions clarify the ICC's authority to exempt particular segments of rail traffic from regulation, to require
reciprocal switching agreements found to be in the public
interest, and to grant rail carriers an easement to cross
another's property for the purpose of rail line construction
and expansion.
RAIL ACT OF 1980
The Rail Act of 1980 (H.R.7235) represents the most recent
legislative attempt to reform railroad economic regulation.
The measure passed the House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce on May 16, 1980, and is, in many respects,
quite similar to S.1946.
Rate Provisions
A rail carrier may establish any rate, unless the ICC
finds there is no

effective competition for the traffic in
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question.

When a rate is challenged on grounds of reasonable-

ness or justness, the rail carrier has the burden of proving
that effective competition exists.

To satisfy this burden of

proof, it must be demonstrated that some actual or potential
alternative means of transportation

is available, or that

the rate in question results in a revenue to variable cost
ratio equal to or less than the "cost recovery percentage.

11

If a railroad demonstrates either of these two conditions,
the ICC has no jurisdiction over the rate. 35
Alternative means of transportation are presumed available in the event similar traffic has been transported recently in comparable quantities by the shipper, using another
mode of transportation at rates not substantially greater
than the cost of using rail; or in the event a consignee can
obtain sufficient quantities of the commodity from another
supplier, at a delivered cost not substantially greater than
the delivered cost by rail.
The

revenue to variable cost ratio standard is to be cal-

culated as follows:
A representative, valid and reliable sample of carload movements such a; the 1 percent waybill sample
would be obtained fron : each railroad. This sample
indicates a number of characteristics and the revenue associated with each movement. The variable
costs for each movement would be determined by a
costing method such as Rail Form A. This permits
an estimation of a revenue to variable cost ratio
for each movement whose percentage values would
then be rank ordered from the highest to the lowest
without regard to the commodity or any other move-
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ment characteristic associated with the costed
sample. This would result in an estimation of fixed
plus variable costs for the sample as a whole.
The next step would be to determine which revenue
to variable cost ratio, if used as an upper limit,
would permit revenues to cover estimated fixed and
variable costs for the sample in question. Thg
ratio would be the 'cost recovery percentage'~
It should be stressed that this cost recovery percentage establishes only the limits of jurisdiction for maximum rate regulation.

It represents the point at which the ICC is authorized

to consider just and reasonable rates should no actual or potential transportation alternative be available.
point, emphasis must be placed on revenue adequacy

Above that
in render-

ing a judgment about the reasonableness of a rate.
Capital incentive rates are repealed and any such rates
in existence must be phased out, unless both parties to the
agreements concur in their continuance.

As with S.796 and

S.1946, authorization is given for contract rates between one

or more carriers and one or more shippers for specific services, under specific rates and conditions.

The ICC may dis-

allow a contractual agreement, only if it unduly impairs the
ability of a carrier to fulfill its common carrier service
. t.ions. 37
o bl 1ga
A carrier is allowed, after January 1, 1981, to cancel
any joint rate which is uniform over a destination area with a
radius of more than one hundred miles.

A surcharge may also

be imposed unilaterally on a joint rate which is applied to
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all competing joint routes; however, it may be cancelled by
any participating carrier upon demonstration that the surcharging carrier is recovering at least 110 percent of its
variable costs under the joint rate, without the surcharge. 38
Antitrust immunity for rate bureaus is continued, but collective
discussion, agreement or voting on single line rates is prohibited.

After January 1, 1984, collective discussion, agreement

or voting on interline rates is restricted to carriers involved
in the interline shipments. 39
Other Provisions
The ICC is directed to approve any merger not found to lessen competition substantially, to create a monopoly, or to
constitute a restraint of trade.

Rail carriers are permitted

to negotiate with motor carriers, provided the transaction is
consistent with the public interest, enables the rail carrier
to use motor carriage to the public's advantage, and does not
restrain competition.

In addition, it is not a violation of

a railroad's common carrier service obligation to honor its
contractual agreements, during seasons of peak demands, before
responding to other requests for service.

The bill contains

virtually the same provision regarding easements for crossing
rail properties as appear in S.796 and S.1946.

And, finally,

a Railroad Accounting Standards Board is established to promulgate costing standards for the purpose of achieving uniformity
and consistency in railroad cost accounting practices.
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CHAPTER FOUR
OVERVIEW OF COAL RATE STRUCTURES AND
RECENT WESTERN COAL RATE CASES

INTRODUCTJON
This chapter provides an overview of past and present
coal ratemaking activities.

First, an account of the evo-

lutiofl of the eastern coal rate structure is presented.
Regulatory decisions, competitive circumstances, and other
historical events which have played major roles in shaping
its development are highlighted.
Next, the economic issues addressed in recent western
coal rate cases are reviewed in detail.

The manner in

which these issues have been treated by the Interstate
Commission (ICC) represents a continuing effort to develop
a maximum coal rate policy on a case-by-case basis to
implement major provisions of the Railroad Revitalization
and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (4R Act).*

These rate

proceedings have become embroiled in a bitter dispute over
the proper method of costing western coal movements, and
over the matter of what constitutes a reasonable profit

*Chapter Five provides a comprehensive discussion of
ex parte proceedings initiated to promulgate standards for
implementing the market dominance, revenue adequacy, and
capital incentive rate provisions of the 4R Act. The potential effects of rail contract rates and coal slurry pipelines
also are examined at some length.
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level on coal traffic.

As a result, on May 23, 1978, the

ICC instituted the still pending Ex Parte No. 347, Western
Coal Investigation--Guidelines for Railroad Rate Structure,
to establish formal guidelines for determining maximum just
and reasonable rate levels.*
The chapter ends with a brief discussion of some service-related features of unit-train tariffs which either
directly or indirectly affect shipper transport costs:
minimum volume requirements; penalty provisions; switching
charges; unloading provisions; and penalty provisions for
failure to tender the minimum required volume of traffic.
While not receiving as much publicity as coal rate increases,
service-related features have become matters of dispute as
we 11 .
EVOLUTION OF EASTERN COAL RATE STRUCTURE
The eastern coal rate structure has been shaped by
competition among railroads, other transport modes, and
coal mine districts.

The ICC's traditional policy has been

to consider the reasonableness of coal tariffs on an individual basis.

Under the legal standards prevailing before

*Chapter Six contains an economic analysis of both
issues addressed in recent coal rate cases and pricing proposals submitted in Ex Parte No. 347. More importantly,
specific recommendations are presented for western coal ratemaking and costing determinations, market dominance determinations, and contract rates.
1
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the enactment of the 4R Act, coal tariffs were evaluated
in terms of:

a comparison of the rate in question with

established rates for comparable shipments in the same
territory; tl1e relationship between the rate and the cost
of providing the service; and the economic effects of the
partic~lar

r1te on shippers, communities and/or regions.

No specific attention in rate proceedings was devoted to
the financial condition of rail carriers. 1
Ex Parte No. 270 (Sub-No.4), served March 14, 1975,
gives a detailed account of the development of the eastern
coal rate structure. 2 Eastern coal rates evolved over a
number of years, with single car rates originally predominating; for ratemaking purposes, they were organized according to the principle of grouping mines within a particular
coal field.

Coal hauled from all mines falling within the

boundaries of a given group were charged the same rate to
a soecific market.

Mines within the group located nearest

to the destination point generally were charged the lowest
rate, and were known as the base group; more distant origin
groups were charged correspondingly higher rates.

And, in

many cases, destination p)ints also were grouped, with all
markets located within the territory of a specific destination group being charged the same rate for coal hauled from
a given origin group territory.

By the time Congress passed

the Act to Regulate Commerce in 1887, a group rate structure for eastern bituminous coal was already in place.
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The precise system of differential pricing for various
origin/destination territories initially was designed for
the purpose of equalizing the competitive opportunities of
coal mine operators.

The rate structure was progressively

altered in the intervening years, however, to account explicitly for the evolution

of new forms of competition eventu-

ally taking place between

r~ilroads

and other modes of trans-

port, among alternative sources of energy, and among different
coal producing districts.

As a consequence of these events,

origin/destination territories have been continuously added,
deleted, expanded and/or reduced. 3 Figures 5 and 6 show the
current boundaries of origin/destination coal ratemaking
regions.
In 1939, the ICC approved multiple car rates on blackstrap molasses, followed by a series of cases in the 1950s
in which competitive pricing for multiple car shipments of
eastern coal were permitted to enable railroads to meet
barge competition.

This approval represented a fundamental

change in regulatory policy.

From the very beginning of

railroad regulation, a single carload of traffic was held
to be the basic unit for pricing.

The ICC felt that the in-

stitution of discount rates for large volume shipments, no
matter what the justification, constituted at least potential discrimination against shippers not possessing the
scale of operations to take advantage of the lower rates;
hence, multiple car rates were specifically prohibited. 4
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Figure 5

Origin Rate Groups for Coal
Map Showing Ratemaking Regions, Coal Producing Districts and 1972 Production
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Bituminous Coal Producing Districts as Defined in the Bituminous Coal Act of 1937 and Amendments
The districts were originally established to aid in formulating minimum prices of bituminous coal and lignite. Because
much statistical information was compiled in terms of these districts, their use of statistical purposes has continued
since the abandonment of that legislation in 1943.

Note: The main freight rate structures are those (I) from the Appalachian Region to Trunk Line and New England Territories; (2) from the Appalachian Region to Central Freight Association Territory; (3) from Indiana-IllinoisWestern Kentucky Region to Central Freight Association Territory;(4) from Indiana-Illinois-Western Kentucky
and Appalachian Regions to the Great Lakt Ports (lake-<;argo traffic); ( 5) from Indiana-Illinois-Western Kentucky
and Appalachian Regions to the Southeastern territory; (6) from Indiana-Illinois-Western Kentucky and Appalachian Regions to Tidewater Ports; and (7) from the regions west of the Mississippi River to all territories.
Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, Ex Parte No. 270 (Sub-No. 4), Investigation of Railroad Freight Rate
Structure-Coal, 345 ICC 71at119 (served March 15, 1975).
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Figure 6
Destination Rate Groups for Coal
Map of Rail Freight Rate Territories

Classification

Gulf of Mexico
Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, Ex Parte No. 270 (Sub-No. 4), Investigation of Railroad Freight
Rate Structure-Coal, 345 ICC 71at129 (served March 15, 1975).

The first annual minimum volume rate for coal transportation was approved in 1959 to meet the threat of mine
mouth generation of electricity.

In return for the reduced

rate, the consignee agreed to receive 1 ,500,000 tons of
coal over designated routes during a twelve month period.
Volume rates were introduced later to prevent utilities
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from switching to natural gas.

The decision to authorize

such rates was based on a finding that "special conditions
attached to the reduced rates increased transportation efficiency by producing heavier loads than are otherwise obtained in the same equipment and by encouraging the use
of high-capacity efficient cars in high-volume, regular
competitive movements. 115
On January 21, 1960, the first truly unitized train
service was initiated in Alabama in response to plans to
construct a coal slurry pipeline.

The rail operation was

established to deliver 10,000 tons of coal a day, five days
a week.

Unit-train service entails the dedication of an

entire train to hauling a single commodity.

The trains

shuttle back and forth between single origin and destination
points in a continuous service cycle; they are usually employed
as part of a larger coal transport system, including rapid
loading and unloading facilities, and origin and destination
points capable of handling large volumes of coal.

Substan-

tial cost savings are realized because of the large volume of
traffic involved, greatly reduced turnaround times, and minimal switching and car handling requirements. 6 Many of the
factors taken into consideration in the establishment of unittrain services and rates are listed in Table 11.
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Table 11
Coal Unit-Train Cost Considerations
1.

Origin Service Considerations
a.
b.

c.
d.

2.

Line-Haul Service Considerations
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

3.

Trackage necessary to reach mine
Loading method
(I) Flood loading with railroad performing pull-through service
(2) Gravity-roll loading
(3) Use of car puller or mine-operated switcher
Loading time for each train
Loading schedule of mine

Train schedule
Routing
Train size (cars and power consist)
Trackage upgrading
Trackage grades
Annual tonnage to move
Traffic density over routing
Interchange facilities over joint routes
Types of cars (carrier or shipper owned)
Train labor characteristics

Destination Service Considerations
a.
b.

c.
d.

Trackage necessary to reach receiver
Unloading method
(I) Automatic unloading with railroad performing pull-through service
(2) Plant switcher or car puller positioning cars for rotary dumping
(3) Older, more conventional methods
Unload time for each train
Unload schedule of receiver

Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, Ex Parte No. 270 (Sub-No. 4),Jnvestigation of Railroad Freight Rate Structure-Coal, 345 ICC 71at115, 117 (served
March 15, 1975).

The majority of current coal traffic in the East moves
under specific point-to-point large volume rates.

Although

not all the traffic involves unit-train movements, most
of the rail services are tailored to the needs of particular
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•
7
s h1ppers.

Furthermore, multiple car, annual volume, train-

load and unit-train rates do not necessarily follow the
historical pattern of rate differentials, but, nevertheless,
do continue to be influenced by similar competitive factors.*
RECENT WESTERN COAL RATE CASES
The characteristics of western coal transportation are
significantly different from those prevailing in the East.
Western coal reserves are spread over a much wider geographic
area, are far removed from their primary markets located in
the Midwest and Southwest, and, for the most part, are completely dependent on rail transportation.

Since the develop-

*Multi~le car rates apply to shipments of two or more
cars, usually involving a minimum of l ,500 tons of freight.
Trainload rates apply to shipments of sufficient tonnage,
usually 5,000 tons or more, to make up an entire trainload.
Both trainload and unit-train services entail the delivery
of freight by the trainload, but the latter contemplates the
dedication of entire trains, typically consisting of one
hundred or more cars, to a single commodity being delivered
on a continuous basis. Annual volume rates are preconditioned
on the requirement that a minimum amount of traffic be tendered over the course of a year. Volume rates can be combined with single car, multiple car and trainload rates,
but unit-train volume rates are the most commonly used
tariffs. It must be emphasized, however, that no uniform
set of definitions for rail services has ever been developed.
The lack of standardization has led to a great deal of confusion in past rate proceedings; for example, some tariffs
haye applied trainload rates to as few as fifteen carloads
of freight, whereas mult~ple car rates have applied to as
many as thirty carloads.
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ment of these coal reserves has occurred relatively recently,
no well established rate structure exists to afford a reliable basis for conducting rate comparisons.

Of equal im-

portance, the first major coal rate proceeding coincided
with the enactment of the 4R Act.

It should be recalled from

Chapter Three that the Act mandated fundamental changes in
the regulatory rate evaluation process:

it required the ICC

to promulgate standards and procedures for determining adequate
revenue levels, and to make a continuing effort to assist
railroads in attaining those revenue levels.
This section reviews ten western coal rate cases, all
involving either contested unit-train volume rates or capital
incentive rates.

With the exception of the first case, all

were decided after the 4R Act became law.

The purpose of

this review is to highlight the ICC's decisions on major issues
addressed in the rate proceedings; only new issues and changes
in the ICC's previous positions are discussed in any particular
l

case.

Table 12 lists the ten cases in chronological order

and provides a summary of the major issues addressed in each of
the cases.

Tables 13 and 14 contain information on proposed

and approved rates, and on the characteristics of the respective western coal movements in question.

Finally, Table 15

lists the various components of unit-train service costs which
were evaluated in one of the cases, delineating both the
rail carrier's and the complainant's cost estimates.
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SAN ANTONIO I
The first significant western coal rate case to come before the ICC was San Antonio, Texas, Acting By and Through Its
Cfty Public Service Board v. Burlington Northern, Inc., Et Al.,
(San Antonio I).

Prior to the enactment of the 4R Act, the

Burlington Northern and the City of San Antonio had been negotiating a unit-train tariff for the transportation of coal to
the city s municipally owned public utility.
1

Although tenta-

tive agreement had been reached on a rate of $7.90 per ton,
the carriers* refused to publish the rate and revised their
quotation upwards to $11.09 per ton.

San Antonio claimed

that it had made irrevocable commitments, based on the lower
quotation, to invest $250 million in a facility and program
designed to generate electricity from coal. 9 After repeated
attempts to secure reinstatement of the $7.90 rate, the city
filed a c6mplaint with the ICC. requesting that a just and
reasonable rate be prescribed.

Since the original agreement

supposedly contained a rate escalation formula, to be applied
on July 1 of each year, the carriers revised their quotation
a second time, on July l, 1975, to $12.70 a ton.

In October of 1976, the ICC prescribed a rate of $10.93
per ton, based on rate comparisons with similar unit-train

*The defendent carriers in the rate proceeding were the
Burlington Northern, Colorado and Southern Railway, Fort Worth
and Denver Railway, Chicago and Northwestern, and the Southern
Pacific.
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Table 12
Major Issues in Recent Western Coal Railroad Rate Cases

[Pfllntmentr

Rfie Co,,,,,.,UO,U
San Antonio I
1976

Rate comparisons were med
to detamine if propoted iate

was too high.

Fixed Pltmt ln11ntmmt

Con of Ozpit41 or
Rnenue Nttd (CC)
,Embedded debt rate was to
:11e usc:d in costing. Currml
CC could be used in ndemaking though it was not
considc:n:d in this CUC.

(FPI)

First time total cost of FPI
Capital cost of CAL set at
was assigned to coal through equipment trust certificate
an additM to Rail Form A- rate.
only past or cuuent FPI was
allowed in additive-capital
costs of FPI set at current
rates.

need was given
considention in rate mating. No specific formula .
was used.

Entire cost of new CAL assigned to Cochise but only
system-wide aw:nge CAL
costs assigned to Smithen
Late-ICC preferred average
CAL costs.

Pre-1973 Oil Embugo rates
and rates established to develop Western coal mmet
are no longer compuable.
Rate comparilOm were med.

R~nue

San Antonio II
1978

Rate comparisons were reducecl further in significance
but still med in determining
if the existing rate needed
to be raised.

For the first time an explicit formula was used to allow for cost of capital;
1o.n was med as the "tew:nue need factor."

FPI additM was said to
be an overstatement; it
was reduced 30%.

Kings Mill

Rate comparisons were discussed but not used.

11 % and 11.6% "revenue
need factors" assigned to
the two railroads involYed
to meet cost of capital.

FPI additive was again
admitted to be an overstatement but no reduction was made.

Cocbile&
Smithers Lake
1977

~4

Locomoma (C&:L)

CoUDCil Bluffs
1978

1979

San Antonio III
1979

Applied 10.6% cost of capital figure de~pcd in Ex
Parte No. 353.

30% reduc-:FPI must be
tion re:apportioned
.among all coal
unjustified:traff"IC on the
:route where
•inw:stment
made.

pealed as

:was

Arkansas

Warned railroads not to
recycle FPI through Rail
Form A. This would result in a double counting.

1979

Iowa
1979

Rate comparisons

WCl'C

uscd

to justify fa/J-bock rt11a.

Rate comparisons MIC discussed but oot used to set
~r«tt

Nevada
1979

Rejected 13% cost of equity
was med to figure the

"re¥enue need factor" because the capital structure
was different than that used
Ex Pute No. 353.
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Ruled that fully allocated
costs for coal traffic would
be computed using the
system-wide variable to
total cost ratio.

Ozpittd Incmme
RtZta (CIR)

Carrier-Owned

Can

&it cl Switch

Escalation

(BclS)

Clauie1

Unit train service need
not be offered in carrierowned cars if IOme
other service was.
Costs were adjusted
to reflect shipperowned can.

Maintenance
of Way

Model
Rule1

Origin
Rate
Group1

Could not be
made mandatory.

First CIR cases. Rates
filed under CIR procedures were allowed
to stand.

Capital incentive rate
turned down became
the railroad used bait
and switch tactics.

Ftdl-&ck
Rater

Disability clause Standard Rail
was not required Form A mainto be in tariff.
tenance-ofway costs were
used.
ICC found that use of
B4S tactics by railroad
had undermined intent
of CIR Act to attract
capital to railroads and
denied a capital incentive rate.
B&S was acknowledged
to have taken place in
San Antonio I. No action
was taken.

Capital incentive rate
was allowed to stand.

Declined to
establish model service rules
for coal tariffs.

Found that B4S tactics
had not been used.

Alowed 7% inaeue above
fdy allocated costs com-

,.ted at the "revenue need
lewd." Purpose was to offId inadequate revenues
om noncoal movements.

Refused to rule on
charges of B&S tactics.

Burden of proof
to challenge fallback rates wu on
protestant shipper.
Refused to
establish an
origin rate
group for
Gillette,
Wyoming.

Diffen:ntial pricing, i.e., the
'J'S inaeue WU denied to a
ailroad that hauled only

Burden of proof
to challenge fallback rates was on
respondent carrier.

am.
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Table 13
Rate Infonnation Regarding Recent Western Coal Railroad Rate Cases
ICC Proceeding

Case•

Date
Decision
Issued

Rate Approved

Rate Proposed

Period of
Review
(months) Per Ton

Milli per
Ton-Mile

Per Ton

Milhper
Ton-Mile Statu1 of Judil:W Renew

ICC decision upheld 8th c-.._

San Antonio I

Oct. 13, 1976

17

$12.70

$10.93

6.6

New rate

Cochise

Nov. 28, 1977

6

8.64

16.5

8.64

16.5

New rate

9.92

18.97

Petition for Supreme C.ourt
review pending

Smithers Lake

Nov. 30, 1977

6

15.60

9.7

15.60

9.7

New rate

17.89

11.13

Petition for Supreme C.ourt
review pending

Council Bluffs

June 15, 1978

6

7.38

11.1

San Antonio II

Oct. 19, 1978

12

18.23

11.04

Celanese

Nov. 7,1978
Jan. 9,1979

SWEPCO

May 21, 1979

11

11.35

10.95

10.24

9.9

San Antonio III

May 23, 1979

7

18.23

11.04

18.18

11.01

Arkansas

June 14, 1979

21

12.78

9.4

12.78

9.4

Iowa

July 13, 1979
July 13, 1979

14
10

7.38
10.69

11.1
14.2

7.25
8.23

10.9
10.9

Nevada

July 31, 1979

10

9.21

19.8

7.91

17.01

*

7.73

Cu"entRate

Increa1e <ner
Milli per Prior Rate
Ton-Mile
(percent)
Per Ton

ICC found rate ineligt"ble for capital-incentive rate treatment
16.12

9.8

None

47

Pending D.C. Cir.

Newrate
11.27
16.03 Pending 5th Cir.
15.00
10.56
15.00
6
10.56
8-----------------------------------------------11.35

10.95

Pending D.C. Cir. & 5th C"tt.

18.18

11.01

Pending D.C. Cir.

New rate

14.66

10.74

Pending 5th Cir.

39
New rate

7.47
10.82

11.2
14.3

Pending D.C. Cir. cl 8th Cir.

12

7.91

17.01

Pending 9th & 10th Cir.

New rate
13

All cases are referenced in footnotes.

Source: U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Report on RailrO<Jd Coal Rates and Public Participation: <nenightof
ICC Decision Making, Committee Print 96-IFC 40, 96th Cong., 2d sess., February 1980, p. 156.

Table 14
Movement Infonnation Regarding Recent Western Coal Railroad Rate Cases
Movement
Case•

Carrier (s)

Origin

San Antonio I
Cochise
Smithers Lake
Council Bluffs
San Antonio II
Celanese
SWEPCO
San Antonio III
Arkansas
Iowa

BN-SP
SF-SP
BN-SF
BN
BN-SP
DRGW-SF
BN-KCS
BN-SP
BN-MP
BN
BN-CNW
UR-UP

Belle Ayr, Wyo.
Gallup, N. Mex.
Cordero, Wyo.
Belle Ayr, Wyo.
Cordero, Wyo.
Hayden, Colo.
Belle Ayr & Eagle Junction, Wyo.
Cordero, Wyo.
Belle Ayr & Jacobs Junction, Wyo.
Belle Ayr, Wyo.
Rawhide & Caballo Junction, Wyo.
Hiawatha, Utah

Nevada

*

Destination

Elmendorf, Tex.
Chochise, Ariz.
Smithers Lake, Tex.
Council Bluffs, Iowa
Elmendorf, Tex.
Kings Mill, Tex.
Flint Creek, Ark.
Elmendorf, Tex.
Redfield, Ark.
Council Bluffs, Iowa
Sergeant Bluff, Iowa
Moapa, Nev.

Length of
Haul (miles)

Annual Volume
(million tons)

1,644.0
523.0
1,607.0
664;0
1,651.0
703.0
1,036.5
1,651.0
1,365.0
663.0
754.0
465.0

3.0
LO
5.0
2.4
3.0
.55
1.75
3.0

t
2.3
1.6
.40

Minimum
Car
Volume per
Trrrin (toru) Owru!nlrip

11,275
7).77
11,550
11,025
11,275
7,300
10,657
11,275
11,391
10,399
9,850
7,600

Shipper
Shipper

Shipper
Shipper
Shipper
Shipper

Shipper
Shipper

Shipper
Shipper
Shipper

Carrier

All cases are referenced in footnotes.

t 1.9 in 1979 to 5 by 1982.
Source: U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Report on RailTO<Jd Coal Rlltei and Public Partidpation: OPenightof
ICC Decision Making, Committee Print 96-IFC 40, 96th Cong., 2d sess., February 1980, p. 157.
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Table 15
Summary of Variable and Fully Allocated Cost Categories
(per ton and per carload)

Restatement at
10.6%

Functional Area
Station clerical services
Special services
Claims clerical
Switching (origin & destination)
Gross ton-mile
Train fuel
Locomotive unit-mile
Crew wages
Train-mile, other
Car inspection
Train supplies and expenses
Switching-other than unit train
Switching-unit train
Car repairs-user responsibility
Railroad owned car charge
Helper service
Loss and damage
Total variable cost:
a. Per carload
b. Per ton*
Additional locomotive investment
Additional caboose investment
Additional maintenance-0f-way
Additional fixed plant investment:
a. 1976
b. 1977
c. 1978
d. 1979
e. 1980
f. 1981
g. 1982
Additional return on investment
Total variable cost plus additives:
a. Per carload
b. Per ton*
Constant costs
Total fully allocated costs:
a. Per carload
b. Per ton*

Defendants'
Estimate
$

11.09
0.38
1.41
4.84
341.81
64.33
77.26
112.54
27.11
17.84
12.91
8.07
0.67
12.47
4.40
0
0.72
697.82
6.74
136.60
2.32
26.68
4.52
8.01
47.30
45.91
47.93
33.46
30.56
109.51

Complainants'
Estimate
$

After-Tax
Level

0
21.0
0.92

8.48
0.38
L85
6.27
341.81
64.33
93.82
112.51
25.80
17.84
12.91
8.07
0.67
12.47
4.40
0
0.92

689.06
6.65
0
0
0

712.53
6.88
38.12
0.25
0

8.48
6.21
1.85
6.27
395.59
0
93.82
108.79
25.80
23.85
13.01
2.37
0
0

$

0

4.28
7.56
44.44
43.11
0
0
0
103.03

1,190.62
11.50
333.41

748.08
7.22
206.06

953.32
9.21
322.45

1,524.03
14.72

954.14
9.21

1,275.77
12.32

59.02

*Based on 103.55 tons per car.
Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commimon,Arkansas Power and Light Co. vs. Burlington Northern, Inc., 361 ICC
482 at 518 {1979), Docket No. 36719.
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movements from Belle Ayr, Wyoming to Pueblo, Colorado and to
Amarillo, Texas, respectively, and on what jt determined to
be the fuliy allocated cost* to the rail carriers of moving
coal to San Antonio. 10 Thus, the traditional criteria of rate
comparisons and cost of service were employed to establish the
maximum reasonable rate level.

Two additional rulings in-

volved decisions that rate escalation clauses may not be imposed upon shippers and that railroads are not required to
provide unit-train services in carrier owned cars. 11
Several of the ongoing controversies over the proper method of costing unit-train services find their origin in this
first of three rate cases concerning the same movement of coal
to San Antonio.

In the presentation of their cost evidence,

the carriers argued that planned incremental investment expenditures in

11

coal-related

11

fixed plant and equipment, and the

allegedly higher maintenance-of-way expenditures associated
with unit-train service, should be added to Rail Form A variable cost estimates.**

They also argued that Rail Form A

*Fully allocated cost equals the sum of the estimated longrun variable cost of a given movement of traffic and a prorated
share of a rail carrier's systemwide fixed costs.
**The ICC frequently has employed Rail Form A costing procedures to evaluate the reasonableness of railroad rates. Rail
Form A was developed originally to compute territorial cost
scales for the purpose of assessing to what extent major railroad rate structures were systematically related to differences
in service costs. The costing methodology is designed to associate changes in costs with changes in traffic volumes, when
the costs of particular classes of service cannot be directly
identified and assigned. Chapter Six provides a detailed discussion and evaluation of Rail Form A.
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costing procedures should be modified to reflect a 14.8 percent rate-of-return on existing investment in roadway properties and rolling stock; the intent was to replace Rail Form
A's use of the embedded debt rate (i.e., the system average
cost of current fixed debt obligations).

These proposed

changes in normal ratemaking practices were justified on
. grounds that planned incremental investments in heavier rail,
longer sidings, improved signalling, new locomotives and
cabooses, and so on, were required solely to accommodate the
. growth in coal traffic; heavier unit-train movements required
higher maintenance-of-way expenditures than general traffic
movements; and the 14.8 percent rate-of-return more appropriately reflected the cost of embedded capital . 12
The ICC approved a portion of the "fixed plant investment additive" to cover roadway capacity expansion expenditures to be incurred over the course of the following year.
This action was taken despite shipper objections that the

di~

rect assignment of such incremental investments to Rail Form
A variable cost estimates constituted no more than a double
counting of the same expenditures.
locomotives and cabooses

~ere

The capital costs of new

set at the prevailing rate of

equipment trust certificates, because "from a practical standpoint, it is not possible to predict what the rate of return
or cost of capital will be at some future time, if and when
the diesel units are purchased. 1113
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The maintenance-of-way

additive was rejected on the basis of insufficient evidence to
corroborate the defendents' contention.

Finally, the ICC also

rejected the proposed application of a 14.8 percent rate-ofreturn on existing roadway properties and rolling stock.

The

proposed percentage was viewed as representing a return on
earned income, rather than being an element of service cost;
rates-of-return on investment are calculated by subtracting
either actual or anticipated operating costs from actual or
anticipated operating revenues, and then dividing that sum
by the appropriate investment base.
COCHISE AND SMITHERS LAKE
The first two capital incentive rate cases decided by
the ICC were l"ncentive Rate on Coal--Gallup, New Mexico to
Cochise, Arizona (Cochise) and Incentive Rate on Coal-Cordero, Wyoming to Smithers Lake, Texas (Smithers Lake).*
Section 206 of the 4R Act created a category of special rate
applications by railroads to promote large-scale capital
investment in the industry.

A carrier may file a notice of

intent to publish a capital incentive rate, provided it is
based on a capital investment of at least one million dollars ·
by one or more carriers, shippers, or interested third parties.

*The rail carriers involved in Cochise were the Santa Fe
and Southern Pacific, whereas Smithers Lake involved the
Burlington Northern and Santa Fe.
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After the notice is filed, the ICC has six months to rule on
the reasonableness of the proposed tariff and, once the tariff goes into effect, it cannot be set aside for a five-year
period.
The ICC approved the carriers' proposed rates of $8.64
per ton in Cochise and $15.60 per ton in Smithers Lake.

The

180 day procedural limitation, however, prevented full consideration of all the novel issues raised in these two cases.
Furthermore, to the

exte~t

that Section 206 was designed to

facilitate investment planning between carriers and shippers,
it is doubtful the Congress ever envisioned the possibility
that a shipper, having already invested a substantial sum
of money in rail facilities, ,would become the protestant in
the first capital incentive rate case. 14
Although both proposed rates were found reasonable on
the basis of rate comparisons with similar movements of traffie, notice was given that 11 rates implemented or negotiated
at a time when the railroads were attempting to develop a
volume coal transportation market should not be given controlweight in establishing the maximum reasonableness of a
new rate proposed under current conditions. 1115 The ICC also
li~g

ruled that any rates established prior to the 1973 oil embargo
possessed little or no value as a criterion for ascertaining
reasonableness.

Rail carrier revenue need was explicitly con-

sidered to abide by the revenue adequacy provisions of the 4R
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Act.

No particular revenue adequacy standard was applied or

believed necessary, because the estimated revenue to variable
cost ratios of 159 percent in Cochise and 163 percent in
Smith~r~

Lake were adjudged to fall within reasonably accept-

able bounds.

Significance was attached to the increasing mar-

ket value of coal and to the need to allow differential pricing when market conditions permitted railroads to engage in
the practice. 16
A final issue in Cochise concerned the matter of "fallback" rates, which represent a penalty in the form of a higher
rate when a shipper or consignee fails to tender the prespecified minimum volume of traffic for rail transport.

The pro-

testant requested the inclusion of a disability clause in the
tariff to provide for suspension of the fallback rate in the
event a rail carrier is responsible for the failure to meet
minimum volume requirements.

The request was denied on the

grounds that the 4R Act made no allowance for lifting common
carrier service obligations. 17
COUNCIL BLUFFS
The ICC denied the proposed capital incentive rate in
Incentive Rate on

Coal~-Bell~

Iowa (Council Bluffs).

Ayr, Wyoming to Council Bluffs,

Information developed in the rate

proceedings revealed the Burlington Northern had reneged on
an earlier agreement by filing a capital incentive rate at

nearly twice the level of the initial quotation.

It was con-

cluded the carrier had conducted bad faith bargaining, with
the intent to engage in

11

bait and switch" tactics.*

Emphasis

was placed on the facts that the capital incentive rate was
filed immediately following the decisions in Cochise and
Smithers Lake, and only after the shipper had made substantial
investments in rail facilities. 18 ·The ICC felt obliged to
condemn such behavior, because its continuance would serve to
discourage external sources of investment in the railroad industry.19
SAN ANTONIO II
In October 1977,

the first San Antonio rate proceeding

was reopened on petition of the involved carriers.

The ICC

prescribed a rate of $16.12 per ton, which represented a
forty-seven percent increase over the rate prescribed in
San Antonio I.

Two considerations proved crucial in reaching

a final decision.

The first concerned the carriers' failure

to supply actual cost data on the San Antonio unit-train coal
movement:

*Bait and switch refers to a bargaining tactic in which
the intent is to initially offer an attractively low rate,
until the shipper is effectively locked into using rail transportation by virtue of having signed a long-term coal supply
contract with a mine operator, or by having already invested
a large sum of money in rail facilities; afterwards, the rate
is raised substantially.
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The need for actual operating data is particularly
important given the "bait and switch" tactics employed earlier by the defendents •.. While the defendents continue to withhold this needed data,
any uncertainties which result should be construed
against them. The prescription we make today does
not, of course, prevent the defendents from submitting such specific data if they believe it would
justify a change in the maximum reasonable rate
leve1.zo
The second consideration, and the major factor accounting
for the magnitude of the rate increase, was the allowance of a
10.2 percent rate-of-return on investment (coined a "revenue
need factor") above the reestimated cost of service.

The rate-

of-return was based on a debt cost of 8.1 percent, a debt/
equity ratio of 35:65, and an effective tax rate of 15 percent.
It was specifically designed to enable the defendent carriers
to recover the incremental investment expenditures required
to accommodate San Antonio's coal traffic.

21 ·

The application

of the 10.2 percent figure was in response to the findings of
Ex Parte No. 338, Standards and Procedures for the Establishment of Adequate Railroad Revenue Levels, served February 3,
1978.
The original fixed plant investment additive estimate
was reduced by thirty percent, from forty-two cents to twentynine cents per ton.

Since the rail carriers did not supply

actual cost data, insufficient information was available to
substantiate to what extent coal and noncoal traffic, using
the same routes, benefitted from the incremental investment
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in capacity expansion and upgrading.

It was acknowledged also

that, to some extent, Rail Form A costing procedures and the
fixed plant investment additive may have reflected the same
elements of service cost.

Another point of contention focused

on the proper method to prorate system average fixed costs for
the calculation of fully allocated costs.

The carriers argued

that tons and ton-miles should constitute the basis for alloeating fixed costs, whereas the City Public Service Board of
San Antonio supported the adoption of
to systemwide total cost ratio.

a systemwide variable

Insofar as the first method

penalizes heavy traffic movements, the ICC ruled the carriers' recommendation would place an unfair burden on unittrain services in recovering a disproportionate share of overhead expenses. 22
KINGS MILL
The findings in Incentive Rate on Coal--Hayden, Colorado
to Kings Mill, Texas (Kings Mill) were issued in two parts:

the

decision approving the proposed capital incentive rate of
$10.56 per ton was issued November 7, 1978; the opinion explaining the

decision was delayed until January 9, 1979.

Kings Mill is the only western coal rate case to have involved
a nonutility.

Celenese Corporation, the protestant, had

signed a coal supply contract to implement its program to convert from natural gas to coal as a boiler fuel.
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Following the

rate decision, plans to convert three of its four Texas
plants were scrapped.
Pending the final outcome of Ex Parte 353, Adequacy
of Rail

R~Venue,

11 percent and 11.6 percent revenue need

factors were awarded to the Rio Grande and Santa Fe, respectively.

It was acknowledged again the fixed plant investment

additive likely overstated expenses, but the amount was adjudged to be minimal and "will ensure that the carrier recovers its actual costs more certainly than by the use of
conventional Rail Form A costs. 1123
Rate comparisons were discussed at length and full consideration was given to the arguments of both parties; however, because no agreement could be reached on what elements
of the rates and movements were comparable, it was decided
to attach little weight to this criterion.

The ICC further

declined to establish model or standardized service rules
governing switching charges, bond requirements, and treatment of shipper owned cars. 24

SAN ANTONIO III
The ICC authorized a maximum reasonable rate of $17.23
per ton.

The significance of San Antonio Ill, however, de-

rives from the explicit sanctioning of differential pricing
by the application of a seven percent revenue increase to

ensure systemwide revenue adequacy:
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The question is one of determining the extent to
which some shipments should subsidize others in
the interest of producing a financially viable
rail system. There is no simple formula for making that determination .... we believe a rate of 7
percent above fully allocated costs (calculated
at the revenue need level) is reasonable in the
interest of providing increased revenues to meet
the system needs of the defendents. This figure
represents our best judgment as to an appropriate 25
increment to be borne by the San Antonio movement.
The revenue need factor for covering incremental investment expenditures in "coal-related" capacity expansion and up. grading was raised from 10.2 percent to 10.6 percent, as a result of the final revenue adequacy determination rendered in
Ex Parte No. 353.

Finally, the original fixed plant invest-

ment additive estimate was restored by, a decision to repeal
the thirty percent reduction.

Upon reevaluation of the evi-

dence of record, it was concluded the carriers had, in point
of fact, demonstrated that incremental fixed plant investments
were caused solely by coal shippers and that the portion
(forty-three cents per ton) allocated to San Antonio was
reasonable. 26
ARKANSAS
The Burlington Northern's and Missouri Pacific's proposed
rate of $12.78 per ton was approved in Arkansas Power and Light
Company, Et Al., v. Burlington Northern, Inc., Et Al.,
(Arkansas).

The most significant issue of the rate proceeding,

in terms of its impact on calculated service cost, was a $2.10
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per ton additive for fixed plant investment.

The complain-

ants had sought a reduction in the additive by arguing that
noncoal traffic stood to benefit from the fixed plant investments.

The ICC rejected this viewpoint in stating "we are

convinced that the additional investment would not have been
made but for unit-train coal service. 1127
Concern was voiced, however, over the possibility of
double counting such investments in future rate proceedings
by recycling fixed plant investments through Rail Form A
costing calculations.

Double counting would take place, if

planned investment expenditures initially are reflected in
co a 1 rate s as an

11

add i t i ve

11
,

an d then a re i n c 1 ude d a sec on d

time in the rate base by incorporating them in Rail Form A
costing calculations, immediately after the expenditures are
actually made.

To prevent this practice, carriers were or-

dered henceforth to submit detailed status reports describing
investment expenditures according to line segments; and, in
turn, the ICC's Bureau of Accounts was ordered to examine all
future Rail Form A statements to verify that those expenditures are excluded from carriers• system average costs. 28
No finding was reached on charges of

11

bait and switch"

tactics because of the lack of supporting documentation of
bad faith bargaining.

In any event, the decision regarding

the reasonableness of the rate in question was said to have
been based solely on the evidence of record, not on what may
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have transpired during the negotiating process.

Since the

Arkansas rate proceeding did not involve a capital incentive
rate filing, the Councfl Blu.ffs ruling on "bait and switch"
was held to be irrelevant. 29
IOWA
I & S No. 9199, Unit-Train Rates on Coal--Burlington,
Northern, Inc., (Iowa) dealt with one of two coal traffic
movements considered in Council Bluffs--from Belle Ayr,
Wyoming to Council Bluffs, Iowa.

The most notable aspect of

the present case is that the ICC approved virtually the same
rate, this time filed under normal statutory notice provisions,
that it had denied in Council Bluffs, when filed as a capital
incentive rate schedule.

As with Arkansas, the nature of the

rate filing proved to be the underlying rationale for drawing
a distinction between · the similar rate proposals:
It has long been established that a carrier is
entitled to initiate rates, and to adopt such
policy of ratemaking as it deems wise, subject
to the Commission's review powers .... We have
stated that so long as such voluntary established
rates are reasonable or otherwise lawful, we
would not interfere with the carrier's managerial
prerogatives .•.. The Commission acknowledges that
this policy places hardships on shippers who must
invest large sums of money in reliance on a rate
agreement. A recent Commission policy change
should help to solve this problem. The Commission
has recently changed its policy to allow carriers
to file tariffs proposing contract rates .... Unfortunately, the negotiations between these parties occurred before issuance of our policy statement and the carriers have never filed a ~8ntract
rate tariff for this particular movement.
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An additional area of dispute concerned the appropriate
time horizon for recouping planned fixed plant investments.
While acknowledging an anticipated twenty-year service life
for the assets at issue, the railroads contended the utility
was committed to moving coal from the mine served by the
Burlington Northern for only a five-year period; if the railroads were not permitted to recover their capital costs within
the shorter time horizon, they argued these assets might never
be fully amortized.

This petition was denied, however, on

grounds that generally accepted accounting principles required
assets to be depreciated over their useful lives and that future rail users, other than the utility, should be held responsible for paying a prorated share of the capital costs. 31
Moreover, the ICC denied the utility's. request for an origin
rate group to be established covering all mines in the Gillette,
Wyoming area.

It stated evidence of varying transportation

costs in hauling coal from the various mines did not justify
uniform rate treatment. 32
NEVADA
In Bituminous Coal, Hiawatha, Utah to Moapa, Nevada
(Nevada), the Utah Railway's and Union Pacific's proposed rate
of $9.21 per ton was disallowed.

Since the Utah Railway re-

lied exclusively on coal traffic for its revenues, no case
could be made for the application of a seven percent revenue
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increase to ensure systemwide revenue adequacy.

The Union

Pacific's cost evidence was found to contain unreliable elements and imprecise methodologies used to update or tailor
general statistics to the particular coal movement.

In the

absence of sufficient cost evidence, the ICC quite simply
was in no position to determine what constituted a reasonable
rate. 33
OTHER ISSUES
Service-related features of unit-train tariffs also have
been the object of dispute between railroads and rail users:
shipper provision and maintenance of coal cars; unloading provi§ions; desired cycle times; switching charges; minimum volume requirements; and fallback rates.

Testimony submitted

in Ex Parte No. 347 by the Western Coal Traffic League (WCTL),
an association of coal shippers representing primarily electric utilities, highlights some of the shippers' concerns.
On the basis of its experience, the WCTL asserts that
railroads all too often have refused even to discuss the question of supplying carrier-owned coal cars.

As a result,

utilities have become re1uctant owners of large car fleets and
have fallen heir to the attendant repair and maintenance problems which go with such ownership.

Its testimony cites several

examples of recent coal tariffs to show no particular rate relief is offered to rail users for having assumed these invest-
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ment and maintenance responsibilities.

While requiring spe-

cial charges for switching shipper owned equipment, many of
the tariffs contain no provisions regarding the manner in
which this equipment is to be handled; hence, no incentives
. t f or min1m1z1ng
. . . .
ex1s
eye l e t.imes. 34

Another point of concern is the lack of uniformity in
the terms, conditions and circumstances under which railroads
render the same basic services.

An examination of various

tariffs revealed no detectable relationship, for example,
among times allowed for unloading, penalty rates for exceeding
allowed times, and the overall freight rates. 35 The same
findings applied to minimum volume requirements and to fallback rates.

A typical unit-train coal tariff requires a

coal shipper to tender a specified minimum annual volume of
tonnage to qualify for the lower volume rate.

The WCTL ar-

. gued the required volumes of traffic appeared to be based
solely upon the railroads' estimates of shippers' annual coal
utilization levels.

Moreover, fallback rates appeared to

lack economic justification; most of the reviewed cases indicated that fallback rates, rather than being based on step
increases which graduate as the amount of tendered tonnage
declines, are simply established at levels substantially
exceeding volume rates.

Particularly annoying to shippers is

the absence of reciprocal obligations on the part of railroads:
the fallback rate must be paid, even when the failure to meet
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a minimum volume requirement is entirely attributable to the
inability of a rail carrier to provide needed services. 36
These issues will be highlighted again in Chapter Five in the
section dealing with contract rates.
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CHAPTER FIVE
WESTERN COAL TRANSPORTATION REGULATORY ISSUES

INTRODUCTION
This chapter

~rovides

a comprehensive discussion of three

ex parte proceedings and two related subjects which have become
central issues in western coal ratemaking activities.

The ex

parte proceedings were initiated to promulgate standards for
implementing major provisions of the 4R Act.

The first part

briefly highlights western railroads' revenue needs and reviews
revenue adequacy procedures and standards developed in Ex Parte
No. 338 and Ex Parte No. 353.

The second part conducts a simi-

lar review of the market dominance standards established as a
result of Ex Parte No. 320; the ICC's interpretation of the
market dominance provision of the 4R Act and the shortcomings
of the maximum rate regulation jurisdictional tests are critically evaluated.
Afterwards, intermodal competition in coal transportation
markets is discussed, with special emphasis given to the potential impact of coal slurry pipelines.

The limited success of

capital incentive rate filings under Ex Parte No. 327 (Sub-No. l)
also is examined.

The chapter concludes with an evaluation of

the potential benefits and disadvantages of negotiated contractual agreements (contract rates) between shippers and rail carriers involved in western coal movements.
such agreements are noted as well.
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Current obstacles to

REVENUE

kDE~UACY

Chapter

nree described the

~oor

financial performance

of the nation's railr6ad industry. - A record of continued low
earnings has

~ ed

to deferred maintenance and a consequent de-

terioration in fixed plant facilities, to a weakening of railroad capital

~trutJures,

and to postponed or scrapped capital

investment plans to upgrade and expand rail capacity.
Federal

R~ilroad

The

Administration has estimated total capital

requirements at $42.5 billion for the 1976-1985 period.

Capi-

tal requirements are defined to include roadway property expenditures, equipment expenditures, debt repayment and working
capital.

Over the same time span, rail carriers are expected

to generate between $26.3 billion and $29.5 billion.

The

difference in these two sets of figures represents a ten-year
capital shortfall ranging between $13.l billion and $16.2
billion. 1
Western railroads have experienced generally greater
traffic growth rates and higher earnings than their eastern
counterparts.

Despite these facts, the Federal Railroad Admin-

istration forecasted a ten-year capital shortfall of between
$3.Q billion and $4.4 billion for rail carriers operating in
the Western District (as defined by the ICC). 2 Tau 1 e 16 cont~ins

the results of another forecast showing the

~xten~

to

which western revenue levels will have to grow, over the remair
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der of the century, just to maintain minimum necessary net income levels.

Table 17 lists, by individual rail carrier, an-

ticipated capital investments in western coal movements.

Table 16
Rail Revenues Necessary to Maintain Minimum Necessary Net Income for Western Railroads
(millions of 1971 dollars)

Operating Costs
Payroll Taxes
State and Local Taxes
Minimum Necessary Net Income
Revenues

1985
$5,641
688
179
738

$ 9,040
1,587
226
1,039

$7,246

$11,892

2000

Source: U.S., Office of Technology Assessment, A Technology Assessment of Coal Slurry Pipelines (Washington, D.C.: U.S . Government Printing Office, March 1978), p. 56.

Table 17
Projected Railroad Investments Related to Western Coal Unit-Train Movements
(millions of 1978 dollars)

Railroad

Years

Locomotives/
Cabooses

Roadway

Total

ATSF
Union Pacific
Southern Pacific
Missouri Pacific
Burlington Northern

1979-83
1979-83
1978
1978-83
1978-82

$150.0
250.0
133.2*
80.0
341.8

120.0
50.0
96.4*
17.0
837.0

270.0
300.0
229.6
97.0
1,178.8

*

Includes funds for hopper cars.

Source: Patrick Haar, "Freight Rates for Western Coal," in Texas Energy Issues, 1979, ed. Stephen H. Spurr (Austin:
LBJ School of Public Affairs, University of Texas, 1979), p. 126.
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ADEQUACY _OF REVENUE PROCEDURES AND STANDARDS
Section 205 of the 4R Act directed the ICC to promulgate
procedures and standards for determining adequate revenue levels and to assist rail carriers in the attainment of those
revenue levels.

On March 16, 1977, the ICC issued a Notice

of Proposed Rulemaking and Order, Ex Parte No. 338, which so1 icited public comment on the subject.

A final decision was

served February 3, 1978.
In establishing a procedural setting, the first order of
affairs was to provide for separate periodic proceedings to
make annual revenue adequacy . determinations.

The intent was

to deemphasize reliance on general rate increase proceedings
in promoting the financial health of the railroad industry.
The ICC further decided "revenue adequacy is only one factor
to be considered, and does not supercede other pertinent aspects
of the reasonableness determination. 113

Public comments had

indicated the issue of rail carrier efficiency was of widespread importance to rail users and that they would welcome
the development of improved methods to monitor and encourage
efficiency.

This issue was set aside for additional considera-

tion on grounds that it may not be subject to quantification.
Several shippers also alleged significant volumes of traffic
continue to move at rates maintained below variable cost levels.
While the question of noncompensatory services was held to be
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sufficiently important to deserve attention in revenue adequacy
proceedings, the present lack of specific cost data precluded
narrowing the scope of inquiry to investigate the revenue contributions of individual commodities and traffic movements. 4
No single financial measure was found to be completely
acceptable for ascertaining revenue need.

It was decided fu-

ture rate proceedings should consider a composite of three
types of financial measures, without predetermining what individual wei.ghts should be attached to the various measures.

The

cost of capital was deemed to be an appropriate measure of a
fair return on invested

capit~l.

T~e

adopted regulations

require findings on four aspects of cost of capital:

cost of

embedded debt; cost of new debt; cost of equity capital according to market value studies; and cost of equity capital according to comparable earnings.

Financial ratios (fixed charge

coverage, debt/equity ratio, common stock market value to book
value ratio) were viewed as indicators of carriers' ability
to attract and retain new capital funding from external sources.
And finally, funds flow analysis* was regarded as a logical
method for estimating prospective cash requirements and revenue
shortfalls under a variety of circumstances. 5

* Funds flow analysis refers to a methodology whereby the
railroad industry's prospective need for funds--cash needs for
working capital, procurement of equipment, retirement of debt,
payment of dividends, and so on--is measured against industry's ability to obtain funds from operating revenues or from
external sources.
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In the application of these procedures to individual carriers, however, it was adjudged sufficient simply to determine
whether existing revenue is adequate or inadequate.

Eviden-

tiary requirements initially would be held to a minimum, allowing interested parties the opportunity to submit any additional information believed to be pertinent to the case at hand.
Practical experience to be acquired in rate proceedings was
seen as the appropriate process for refining procedures govern.
ing
revenue a d equacy f.in d.ings. 6

On December 5, 1978, the first cost of capital determination was rendered in Ex Parte No. 353.

The cost of embedded

debt, defined as "the interest and comparable charges on outstanding debt and preferred stock,

11

was set at seven percent.

A variety of market value studies, utilizing methods listed in
Table 18, were examined to establish the cost of equity capital.
Primary consideration was given to the discounted cash flow and
equity risk premium methods.

Reasonable estimates were found

to fall within the range of 12.5 percent to 13.6 percent. Selecting the approximate midpoint of this range, the ICC concluded the current cost of equity capital to be thirteen percent. 7

Most of the partie~ involved in the proceeding agreed

to a proposed capital structure consisting of forty percent
long-term debt and sixty percent common equity.

Hence, by

adopting a 40/60 capital structure ratio, a debt cost of seven
percent and an equity cost of thirteen percent, the composite
cost of capital was computed as follows: 8
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7.0 x •.40 =
13.0 x .60 -

2.8
7.8
l 0. 6*

Table 18
Market Value Studies

Number

(%)

Method Used
Equity Risk Premium
Earnings-Price Ratio
Discounted Cash Flow
Earnings-Price Ratio
Discounted Cash Flow
Equity Risk Premium
Equity Risk Premium

11.S
12.0
12.S
12.S

13.0
13.6
13.1 to 14.1

Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, Ex Parte No. 353,Adequacy of Railroad
Revenue (served December 5, 1978), p. 21.

The cost of current debt was established at 8.4 percent.
While not used in the cost of capital computations, the percentage was viewed as potentially applicable ·to rate proceedings considering new investment projects. 10 The cost of
equity capital also was ascertained on the basis of comparable
earnings studies; the resulting 15.5 percent determination led
to expressions of concern over the reliability of this particular method:

* In its 1979 cost of capital determination, Ex Parte No.
363, the estimate was raised to eleven percent. This estimate
was based on an embedded debt rate of 7.25 percent, a cost of
equity capital of 13.5 percent, and the same 40/60 capital
structure ratio.9
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... we are not satisfied that the problems of objectivity and comparability have been resolved, particularly in view of the problems presented by use
of different accounting systems. Finally, we have
concluded that even if these problems could be resolved, comparable earnings studies do not provide
a true estimate of the cost of capital .11

MARKET DOMINANCE
Section 202(b) of the 4R Act ·provided that no railroad
rate could be denied on the basis of being unreasonably high
unless the ICC finds the proponent carrier to possess "market
dominance" over the service of the traffic involved.

This new

"market dominance" concept refers to an absence of effective
competition from other rail carriers or modes of transportation for the "traffic or movement to which a rate applies."
Thus, the rates for a given type of railroad service may be
regulated or not regulated, or both, depending upon the transportation characteristics of the markets in which the service
is being supplied.
This new approach to regulation was adopted in recognition of the fact that the railroads' competitive environment
had changed significantly over the years and that the existing
regulatory framework was not aligned with the realities of the
transportation market. 12 Congress required the ICC to devise
procedures and standards for rendering market dominance determinations.

Any such procedures for market dominance implemen-
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tation must be viewed in the spirit of the 4R Act and the need
to tailor all aspects of the regulatory process to the current
realities of each type of rail

tr~ffic.

ICC INTERPRETATION OF MARKET DOMINANCE PROVISION
On March 10, 1976, the ICC issued a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking and Order, Ex Parte No. 320, 13 which set forth procedu~es

that would be used to determine if a rail carrier pas-

sessed market dominance over the traffic or movement to which
a rate applies.

This notice presented

v~rious

rebuttable pre-

sumptions which were being considered to identify market dominant traffic in rate proceedings.

The notion of rebuttable pre-

sumption means that any further evidence concerning market
dominance may be presented to overcome the presumption.

After

further research and public comment provided by railroads,
shippers, U.S. Department of Transportation, and other interested parties, the ICC narrowed and revised the rebuttable presumptions set forth in Ex Parte No. 320 to three.

Market domin-

ance is presumed to exist when one of the three following
threshold tests is met:
1. The proponent carrier or carriers have a market share
greater than or equal to seventy percent of the relevant market.
If the rate was collectively made, the market shares of all carriers involved in the discussions or of carriers which joined
in the pu·blication of the same rates are to be combined in the
market share calculation;
2. The rate equals or exceeds 160 percent of variable
costs; and
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3. Shippers or consignees have made a substantial investment in rail-related equipment or facilities which prevents or
makes impractical the use of another carrier or mode.
The burden of proof of market dominance is initially on
the protestant of the rate at issue.

The protestant must, in

his formal, verified protest, include "evidence upon which the
Commission may base a determination with regard to market dominance.

11

For rate increases, the likelihood of market dominance

must be demonstrated before a rate may be suspended on grounds
that it exceeds a just and reasonable maximum.

If rail market

dominance is not demonstrated, the rate cannot be found to be
unjust and unreasonable under this provision.

The market domin-

ance inquiry, it should be noted, is merely a jurisdictional
test; it is not the end of the inquiry.

Under the provisions

of the 4R Act, a finding of market dominance does not mean a
rate is necessarily unreasonable.

The ICC must evaluate a rate

to determine its reasonableness in relation to carrier ·service
costs and revenue requirements.

Moreover, the question of mar-

ket dominance can only be resolved if that issue is addressed in
the protestant's original complaint or if the ICC investigates
on its own initiative.
For rate decreases, a rate is considered just and reasonable so long as it contributes to the going concern value of
the railroads.

The ICC has followed the directive provided in

the 4R Act, which states that any rate covering the variable
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cost of supplying a service will be :considered to contribute
to the going concern value of the railroads. 14 More importantly, rates which do not make a contribution to the going
concern value of the railroad may be raised to variable cost
levels without regard to market dominance considerations.

In

its final order, the ICC stressed "that the presumptions adopted herein (Ex Parte No. 320) are not the exclusive means
of proving market dominance.

11

Any further relevant evidence

may be presented by either party.
ANALYSIS OF MARKET DOMINANCE TESTS
Market Share Test
Rail market share is one of the three presumptive tests
employed by the ICC to determine the presence or absence of
effective competition.

In antitrust law, a finding that a

company exercises dominance over a market depends not rinly
on the statute being invoked, but also on the judges' dis·position toward other factors in the case.

Because many considera-

tions are unique to each case, no single market share level
has ever been held to constitute an absolute maximum threshold
level, above which violation of the law takes place.

Under

the Sherman Act, market shares as low as five percent have
been found to be illegal, whereas, in other instances, ones
as high as eighty percent have been found to be legal.

The

courts have consciously left open-ended the question as to
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what the trigger point for market dominance may be. 15

The

ICC, however, has established a seventy percent market share
test as a rebuttable presumption of market dominance.
is

There

no theoretical justification for the selection of this

particular percentage.
Estimates of the percentage of rail traffic that would
meet the market share threshold test were produced by the
ICC in its 1977 report to Congress on Section 202 of the 4R
Act. 16 The ICC estimated, at the time of the study, that 44.7
percent of rail tonnage would likely meet the threshold tonditions for market dominance under the market share test. 17
This percentage represented an aggregation of individual commodity and geographic markets, and is, therefore, limited in
its usefulness for analyzing individual markets.

Further

analysis yielded the following observations:
1. Bulk commodities are significantly more rail market
dominant than are manufactured goods.
2. The definition of geographic and commodity markets
greatly influences test results. As geographic regions or
commodity groups are aggregated, rail modal share declines.
3. If railroads do not discuss the rate in bureau meetings (i.e., use independent notice before docketing), intramodal rail competition becomes visible as a factor and has
the effect of lowering the estimate of rail market dominance.
4. In regions where barge competition is available,
rail market dominance is lower.
5. Rail market dominance increases as the length of
haul increases.18
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:1

The second observation proves to be the key determinant
of the ultimate success or failure of the market share test
'

in serving as a suitable indicator of the presence of effective competition.

Rail market shares tend to be significantly

lower when large geographic market ·aggregations are considered,
rather than small ones. 19 The 4R Act defined a market as "the
traffic or movement to which a rate applies."

The ICC has in-

terpreted the term "rate" to encompass the points and rates
in the tariff at issue. 20 While sometimes synonymous, a tariff can apply to a much broader range of commodities and regions than a single rate.

Tariffs can vary from point-to-point

tariffs, to mileage tariffs, to regional or territory-wide
tariffs.

Thus, the definition of the relevant market will

not be uniformly consistent.

It will vary on a case-by-case

basis, since the tariff at issue will vary.

Furthermore, it

becomes clear railroads will exercise some control over the
definitions of market insofar as they design, publish, and
file the tariffs which describe the markets.
Reliance on a disputed tariff to determine the definition
of the relevant market in a given case is clearly lacking in
theoretical precision.

In economic theory, a market is usu-

ally defined as a set of products whose mutual cross-elasticities of demand and supply are high; 21 it consists of a11 goods
which

a~e

regarded by most customers as mutual substitutes or

complements.

While this idea is intuitively reasonable, it
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is impossible to develop a "theoretically correct" threshold
value for cross-elasticity which could serve as the definitive
criterion for market determination.

Even if it were possible

to measure cross-elasticity easily, it is still a matter of
subjective judgment when selecting a particular level of
cross-elasti~ity

to delineate the boundaries of a market.

The correlation between the market described by a rail tariff
and the "true" or "ideal" market is not likely to be high.
Whatever procedure is developed for defining "the market,"
the history of antitrust enforcement provides ample evidence
that market definitions can become a prolific source of litigation and dispute. 22 If the regulatory requirement for finding
the presence of effective competition entailed first, a procedure for market definition and second, a procedure for
market share estimation, the time and cost for filing, protesting and defending rate actions would probably be increased
many fold.

The increase in procedural cost likely would im-

pede rail ratemaking flexibility, while accomplishing little
in terms of more efficient protection of shipper interests.
Even if all these obstacles could be resolved, there
still appears to be a serious procedural flaw in this approach.
Once a market has been defined and a decision made as to market dominante, the market conditions are presumed to remain
23
unchanged until the ICC specifically finds otherwise.
A
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finding of market dominance under the current approach would
likely apply to shippers and carriers who were never given
an opportunity to present evidence in the case.

Were such

parties subsequently to bring convincing evidence of the inaccuracy of the market definition, the entire market definition procedure necessarily would have to be repeated.

This

implicit presumption of the static nature of markets, which
is built into the market share test, leads to another critical consideration.

It has been argued that typically, under

cross-sectional analyses, a given commodity moving on a given
route will move almost entirely via one mode. 24 No recognition is given to potential competition, and to prevailing
cost and service differentials among different modes of transportation.

Indeed, potential competition has been specifically
excluded by the ICC from an initial market dominance - filing. 25
While the railroads may possess a greatet than seventy percent
share of a given market, they may not, in reality, be able to
exercise market dominance over the traffic in question if a
small increase in their rates would cause a major modal shift.
This bias should be recognized when examining the ICC's market
dominance findings under the market share threshold test,
since it would likely lead to an overstatement of rail traffic
that is considered market dominant.
For reasons such as these, the market share presumptive
test is of questionable value when considered by itself in a
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.J

market dominance case.

The perplexing problem of market

definition may be reflected in the fact that both shipper and
carrier response to market dominance procedures under the 4R
Act has been slow, as documented by the ICC in its 1977 report
to Congress and in a subsequent summary report which reviewed
those cases in which market dominance was at issue. 26 Both
reports confirmed the fact that shippers were having difficulty
in understanding the statutory concept of market dominance and
suggested that the presumptive tests may be the cause of such
difficulty.
Substantial Investment Test
Substantial shipper investment in rail facilities is
the second presumptive test.

It represents the notion that

shippers, once having made large-scale "sunk

11

investments in

rail _transportation facilities and equipment, are limited in
their freedom of modal choice.

The ICC has maintained the

position that the exact dollar amount of investment which
"locks" a given shipper into using rail transportation cannot
be precisely gauged.

The ICC has considered several arguments

regarding what types of rail-related investments should be included in the substantial investment test, but conclusions as
to the nature of a "substantial investment" are left to the
discretion of the ICC in its individual rulings on the subject .
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It is clear that some form of shipper investment is necessary in any use of transportation, regardless of modal

choice~

A private dock is probably the most common investment, but
even if a public loading/unloading facility is available, a
shipper typically will have clerks or other employees assigned
to the maintenance of transportation records.

Obviously, all

rail traffic is the result of some investment on the part of
the shipper.

The ICC, in its 1977 report to Congress on the

4R Act's ratemaking provisions, suggested that a

11

substantial

investment" will generally be defined as an investment over
and above that which would normally be necessary in the transportation of a given commodity.

Thus, general purpose facili-

ties, office staff, and ancillary handling equipment, although
possibly relevant in individual cases, usually have been excluded from consideration.

By contrast, shipper owned freight

cars usually qualify for consideration in establishing the
substantial investment test.

In the case of large coal move-

ments, shipper investments generally take the form of new
hopper cars, special loading and unloading facilities, and
rail line spurs to connect generating plants to mainlines.
This substantial investment test for market dominance
has not proved controversial in practice.

In the eight-month

period following the promulgation of standards in Ex Parte
No. 320, there were thirty-nine protests involving market
dominance claims.

Not a single protest, however, was based
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solely on the substantial investment test.

Where the test was

employed, it was used in conjunction with one or both of the
other two rebuttable

pr~sumptions,

and usually in conjunction

with the-market share test. 27
Revenue to Variable Cost Ratio (Cost Test)
The third rebuttable presumption of market dominance is
the so-called "cost test.

11

11

Where the rate in question exceeds

the _variable cost of providing the service by 60 percent or
more,

11

the traffic to which the proposed rate applies may be

considered market dominant.

Once again, additional evidence

concerning market dominance may be presented to overcome this
presumption; for example, the proponent carrier may concede
that a protested rate is greater than sixty percent over variable costs, but contend that no market dominance exists on the
basis of other evidence.
The ICC has provided estimates of the rail traffic likely
to meet the threshold condition of market dominance under the
cost test.

In total, the ICC estimated that 11.1 percent of

rail traffic would meet the threshold conditions of market
dominance under the cost test. 28 Other findings of the cost
test analysis were:
1. A relatively small number of commodities accounted
for a major share of the market dominance. These included
grains, a variety of iron and steel products, iron ore, coal,
motor vehicle parts, and petroleum products.
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2. Profitability varies widely among commodities. In
general, manufactured commodities appeared more profitable
than bulk commodities.
3. No trailer-on-flatcar traffic was found to be market dominant under the cost test.
4. The results of the test were not highly sensitive
to minor variations in the revenue/cost ratio.
The last finding is illustrated in Table 19, which shows
the results of cost tests performed with various ratios, ineluding 1.50, 1.55, 1.60, 1.65, 1. 70, and 1.80.

Using a

test ratio of 150 percent, only 14.9 percent of rail traffic met the threshold point for market dominance, while using
a higher ratio of 180 percent, 6.5 percent of rail traffic
tonnage met the threshold condition.

As ICC Commissioner

Betty Jo Christian has noted, "These variations (in the cost/
revenue ratio chosen for the test) are surprisingly small,
and indicate that this test may not be of great practical
.
"f"1cance. 1129
s1gn1

Table 19
Percentage of Dominant Interstate Tonnage as Determined by Various Threshold Revenue/Cost Ratio Levels

Results of Sensitivity Test
Interstate Tonnage

Threshold
Revenue/Cost
Ratio

Dominant

I.SO
I.SS
1.60
1.65
1.70
1.80

1,124,606
994,131
841,331
743,660
654,715
490,649

Non-Dominant
S,382,348
S,Sl2,823
S,665,623
5,763,294
5,852,239
6,016,305

Dominant
14.9%
13.1%
11.1%
9.8%
8.7%
6.S%

Percent Change
in Dominance
from 1.60
+3.8
+2.0

-1.3
-2.4
4.6

Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, The Impact of the 4-R Act Railroad Ratemaking Provisions (Washington, D.C.: Interstate Commerce Commission, October 5, 1977), p. 37.
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The 160 percent figure finally was chosen, according to
the ICC, to implicitly allow the railroads a realized aftertax rate-of-return (profit) of six to ten percent.

(It

should be noted that the Ex Parte No. 320 decision preceded
Ex Parte No. 338 by approximately eighteen months.)

Further-

more, the 160 percent figure was chosen because it affects
only eleven percent of rail tonnage. 30 In arriving at the
160 percent figure, the estimated six to ten percent rates-ofreturn were based upon Rail Form A variable cost calculations.
The importance of rail costing to the validity and reliability
of this test for market dominance merits its further discussion.

A few basic features of Rail Form A need to be realized

at the outset:
1. The Rail Form A costs employed by the ICC are usually
based on average costs for all movements on a given railroad.
Rail Form A costs simply do not reflect specific movement
costs. Cost information relating to different levels of resource utilization on various components of individual railroads is not recognized in the Rail Form A averaging procedure. Only with considerable adjustments have specific movement costs been estimated by the ICC.
2. The use of Rail Form A information will always be
retrospective in that the "costs" are derived from accounting
data from the preceding year(s). Rail Form A will provide a
general indication of a railroad's margin of revenues over
· average costs for prior years, but it will not indicate
whether a specific, current rate is adequate to justify new
investment. Rail Form A costs, being based upon historical
data, will not necessarily function as a good guide in evaluating rates which will have to be ef~jctive in producing adequate future revenues for railroads.
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The above anomalies in Rail Form A costing, when coupled with
the eccentricities of railroad rate structures, yield data
which are meaningful at the aggregated level, but which are
very difficult to interpret for the individual movements that
are usually at issue in a market dominance proceeding.

The

issues and implications of Rail Form A costing will be discussed more fully in the next chapter.
The underlying rationale of the revenue to variable
cost ratio is that it serves as a measure of the contribution
to profit being made by the traffic under evaluation. 32 A
high ratio would be indicative of above normal profits.
The relationship between above
power is not a new concept.

no~mal

profit and market

The hypothesis is that, through

the exercise of market power, a carrier can charge a rate
higher than one sustainable under intense competitive conditions. 33

Thus, if one railroad dominates certain traffic due ·

to the lack of competition, the revenue to variable cost
ratio would reflect such a situation.

But this hypothesis

can become murky under further scrutiny.

Although one can

generally state that the exercise of market power will lead
to the realization of high profit levels, profitability alone
is not a sufficient condition to conclude the existence of
market power.

Profitability can just as well indicate the

presence of competition, rather than its absence.

An inno-

vative railroad may achieve a high revenue to variable cost
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ratio as a result of efficient planning and resource allocation.

Such a railroad deserves to be rewarded with a high

level of profit.

But the continuous realization of high pro-

fit levels over a number of years without further indication
of productivity gains would likely reflect the existence of
entry

to other potential competitors, i.e., the
flexing of market power. 34 The distinction between these
barrier~

two cases is very difficult to determine empirically; especially in the rail industry, with its inadequate cost data,
and where market entry and exit and pricing behavior

may~ot

accurately reflect that situation which would exist in an unregulated market structure. 35
Given the circumstances described above, the revenue to
variable cost test also appears questionable when taken by itself as a determinant of market dominance.

Its use would

likely gain greater credibility if taken as a complement to
other measures of market power.

The mere passing of this test

does not in itself constitute sufficient evidence of market
dominance.
NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAYING ON MARKET DOMINANCE
On January 17, 1980, the ICC reopened its original market
dominance proceeding as Ex Parte No. 320 (Sub-No. 1) to consider a new rulemaking proposal.

The proposal is intended to

facilitate a more integrated approach toward the major problems
of the rail industry:
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The controversy over the current market dominance
regulations is much less significant than the continuing inability of many railroads to generate
sufficient revenue to meet capital needs, to provide shippers with adequate service, to institute
needed managerial innovations, and to enhance their
ability and willingness to compete in new transportation markets. We are concerned that misconceptions about our treatment of market dominance may
have led to similar misreadings of our attitude toward these more fundamental issues, and m~~ have
had a chilling effect on rate innovation.
To correct these perceived problems, the ICC intends to eliminate the market share and substantial investment tests and to
place sole reliance on a modified form of the cost test: "We
are here proposing a standard under which a prima facie case
that market dominance exists can be made by a protestant
which shows ... that a rate exceeds variable costs by 180 percent or more

11
;

for rates falling within the range of 150 per-

cent to 180 percent of variable cost, the protesting party is
to be held responsible for establishing the absence of effective competition; and, finally, no rate falling below 150 percent of variable cost may be subject to the ICC's suspension
and investigation procedures on the issue of maximum rate
reasonableness.

Rail Form A costing procedures will be used

as the basis for making the appropriate variable cost calcu37
.
a ions.

1 t

The similarity between this proposal and those contained
in the maximum rate provisions of S. 1946 and H.R. 7235 (see
Chapter Three) are rather striking.
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Chapter Six probes more

deeply into the question of market dominance and maximum rate
regulation.

The public policy implications of relying solely

on the use.of a revenue to variable cost ratio are evaluated
at length, and an alternative approach is outlined.

INTERMODAL COMPETITION IN THE TRANSPORTATION OF COAL
COAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
In the following pages, various options for mine-to-market distribution of coal will be examined in terms of their
feasibility and impact upon intermodal competition in the
transport of coal.

The transportation systems to be consid-

ered include the rail network, waterways, highway system,
pipeline systems, and electric transmission lines.

The first

three systems are direct movers of coal via containers (i.e.,
hopper cars, barges and trucks).
incl~de

hi~h-Btu

The pipeline option would

coal slurry, and coal conversion products such as
gas or liquid fuel.

The transmission lines consid-

ered are the bulk carriers of electrical energy, primarily
the extra high voltage (EHV) and ultra high voltage (UHV)
transmission lines, transporting energy from mine-mouth power
plants to load centers.
A first transportation option considered is conversion
of coal to high-Btu gas or liquid fuel near the mines and
transported by pipeline to destinations for uses as domestic
heating fuel, as fuel for gas-fired steam electricity genera-
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ting facilities, or for other commercial uses.

A large body

of literature has dealt with the technology and economics of
these processes, and a wide range of conclusions has been
drawn.

It is, however, a reasonable contention that the

need for federal financial assistance and the uncertainties
concerning site location, construction, and operating costs
make it an unlikely major transportation
foreseeable future. 38

alternativ~

in the

A second coal transportation option is the location -0f
coal-fired electric plants near the mines and transmission of
electricity by EHV or UHV lines.

Mine-mouth generation has

. grown rapidly since 1965, as shown in Table 20.
has been in response to several factors.

This trend

First, innovations

in transmission technology through the use of EHV and UHV
lines have significantly lowered transmission costs, making
plant location near a mine more attractive.

Second, "the

tendency to build long-distance transmission lines to permit
pooling of power also makes

such remote siting less costl -y,

since the transmission lines can often be routed near fuel
sup pliers." 39 Such 1 i nes, conceptually, are the energy equival ents of unit-trains in that they are carriers of bulk power
over long distances.
There is some evidence, however, that only a

f~w addi~

tional mine-mouth, coal fired plants beyond those already
planned ever will be built. 40 An initial belief that distant
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location in lightly populated areas would circumvent environmental and pollution problems is no longer held (see Appendix
A).

Most of these plants are so large that even with good par-

ticulate emission control, substantial amounts of pollutants
may spread over a large area.

Also, the large water require-

ments of such generating plants substantially decrease the
economic efficiency and cost advantages, as well as creating
institutional and 1ega1 barriers to this transportation alterna ti v.e.
Table 20
Transportation of Coal by Mode

Year

Railroad

Percent

Waterways

Percent

Truck

1965
1967
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

371
404
398
409
382
394
397
397

73
73

60
67

71

71

68
69
66
67
66

81
59 .

12
12
13
13
11
12
12

68
62
66
74
60
66
57
66

*
t

70
69
68

11

Percent

13
11
12
12
11
11
10
11

Mine-Mouth*

34
47
62
64
67

Percent

6
9
10
11
11

Used at
Mine f

12
19
25
4
3
4
4
5

Percent

Total

2
3
4
1
1
1

511
552
560
602
551
596
591
603

Percent

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Coal transported to electric-utility plants adjacent to or near the mine-included in "Used·at Mine" prior to 1970.
Includes coal used at mine for power and heat, made into beehive coke at mine, used by mine employees, used for all purposes at
mines. Includes "mine-mouth" prior to 1970. Includes slurry-pipeline post, 1971.

Source: U.S., Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Mineral Yearbook, 1965-1974 vols. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1966-1975).

A third coal transportation option is via the nation's
waterway system by barge.

During the last decade, shipments

of coal and coke by water have been on the order of one hundred
million tons per year, accounting for sixteen percent of the
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total commodity transport via waterways alone.

An additional

forty to fifty million tons have involved the use of more than
one transportation mode. 41
In Texas, barge shipments accounted for 330,000 tons of
coal delivered in 1977, of the total 21.8 million tons delivered that year (see Table 21).
sively for metallurgical coal. 42

This amount was almost excluThe shipments were primarily

of Illinois basin coal (from Kentucky or Illinois) traveling
down the Mississippi River.

Nationally, most waterway movements

of coal have involved the transportation of Appalachian region
coal via the 9,000 miles of Ohio River and Mississippi River
systems.

The Missouri River, however, is a navigable waterway

from its confluence with

th~

Mississippi River above St. Louis,

upstream to Sioux City, Iowa, which is regarded as the nearest
waterway point of access to the western coal fields.

Some in-

crease in barge traffic, then, may result from the off-loading
of western coal at Sioux City or St. Louis for transportation
down the Mississippi River to points accessible to Texas.

Cost

estimates on combined rail/waterway movements of western coal
to Texas have not been available, and the potential competitive
impact on rail movements alone has not been estimated.
The ability, though, of the nation's waterway system to
provide significant competition to railroads for the expected
increase in coal traffic is open to question for another reason.
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Table 21
Method of Transportation of Coal Delivered in Texas, 1977

Volume (thousand short tons)
Electric
Utilities

Industrial
& Other

Metallurgical

Total

521

347

5,458

2

328

330

4,590

Rail

Barge or Barge and Rail

370

370

14,101

1,545

15,646

18,691

2,438

Truck
Mine-Mouth via Truck
or Conveyor Belt
Total

675

21,804

Source: Railroad Commission of Texas, The OutkJok for the Texas Rail System, by Arthur D. Little, Inc. (Austin:
Railroad Commission of Texas, December 1979), p. 124.

The annual capacity of the waterway system may be a limiting
factor.

The annual capacity of a waterway system is a func-

tion of mileage, water depth, and lock size.

A number of

locks have already been identified as potential congestion
points that would impede the flow of waterborne coal generated
.
d
by 1ncrease

.
43
pro d uct1on.

These congestion points would re-

quire long-term structural solutions through the modification
or replacement of existing locks.

In addition, it should be

noted that significant increases in any of the other major
commodities moved by barge also could create congestion points.
The capacity, then, for any part or all of the U.S. waterway
systems to accommodate increases in coal traffic would require
a detailed analysis of the potential increases in traffic for
all commodities, and not just coal.
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A fourth option in the movement of coal is via the nation's highway system.

Highways, however, are not major long

distance transportation routes for coal.

An average truck-

load shipment covers only fifty to seventy-five miles, as opposed to an average haul of 300 miles for railroads and 480
miles for barges. 44 The movement of coal by truck is limited
primarily to intrastate movements between a mine and a nearby
powerplant or movements between a mine and a rail or barge
loading facility.

Truck and highway movements of coal, being

predominantly local, have grown in response to the siting of
coal-using facilities in the mining area.

Nearly seventy per-

cent of truck coal traffic goes to electric powerplants; the
electricity is generated and is
points by transmission lines.

then shipped to consumption
The coal movements by truck of-

ten will be much shorter than the bulk power movements that
follow.

It is not expected that the highway/truck transporta-

tion system will play a significant competitive role in the
evolution of coal transportation as coal demand increases significantly over the next decade.
Two important modes of transportation to be discussed in
terms of potential intermodal competition are coal slurry pipelines, and the nation's railway system, primarily in the form
of coal unit-trains.
~od~s

What will be the capacities af , the two

in the face of large increases in the demand for coal

transportation?

Do coal slurry pipelines pose a considerable

threat to railroad revenues?
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COAL SLURRY PIPELINES
A_slurry pipeline is basically any pipeline that carries
a solid material suspended in a liquid carrier.

While the

idea of using a pipeline for the transport of solids in slurry
form is not new, until recently such use has been limited to
relatively short lines.

Slurry transport of coal is develop-

ing as a potential mode for long distance, large volume, interstate coal movements.

At the preparation end of the pipeline

near the supplying mine, coal is broken into a fine granular
form and is mixed with approximately equal amounts of water
to form a slurry.

At the receiving end of the pipeline, the

water is separated from the coal; the coal is then used as
fuel in a local powerplant or is transshipped by another transport mode, such as by barges.

Some have .proposed using the

separated water to meet part of a powerplant's cooling water
requirements or as process water in another industry.

Tech-

nical arguments for and against such proposals, however, have
not been resolved to this date.

Coal slurry pipelines are

operated in a fashion similar to crude oil or other pipelines.
The pipe is usually buried two to four feet beneath the surface and flow within the line is maintained by a series of
pumping stations located at eighty to one hundred mile intervals.
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At present, only one coal slurry pipeline, with an annual
capacity of 4.8 million tons, is operational.*

This pipeline,

the Black Mesa pipeline, is shown in Table 22.

The other pipe-

lines being planned or in the process of being developed could
provide an estimated transportation capacity of about 100 to
· 140 mill ion tons per .year.

A recent study ·conducted by the

Office of Technology Assessment suggests, however, that a total
annual capacity of approximately 200 million tons could be
reached by the year 2000.

It should be noted, though, that

slurry pipelines possess fixed capacities, once their design and
construction have been completed.

Increased demand at the re-

ceiving end of a slurry pipeline is unlikely to be met by increased flow through the pipeline.

The economics of slurry

pipelines require that they be operated at (or very close to)
full capacity.
Coal Slurry Pipeline Cost
The limited experience to date with coal slurry pipelines
makes detailed cost comparisons with railroad transport difficult.

*One additional slurry pipeline exists, but is not in operation. The 108-mile Ohio pipeline, listed seventh on Table 22, be. gan operating in 1957 and carried 1 .3 million tons of coal annually, for six years, from a southern Ohio mine to a Lake Erie
powerpl~nt.
The advent of coal unit-train tragsportation over
the same route put the pipeline in an uncompetitive cost position
for such a short haul.
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Table 22
Coal Slurry Pipelines

Length
(miles)

Pipeline System

1. Black Mesa*
2. Alton
3. Gulf-Interstate-Northwest
4. San Marco
5. Wytex
6. ETSI
7. Ohiot
8. Florida

273
183
1,100
900
1,260
1,378
108
1,500

Annual Capacity
(million tons)

Estimated
Water
Requirements
(acre-feet)

4.8
11.6
10
15
22
25
1.3
15-45

3,000
8,000
7,000
10,000
15,000
20,000
1,000
10,000-30,000

* Only line presently in operation.
t First operated in 1957; not presently in operation.
Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, Ex Parte No. 347, Western Coal Investigation-Guidelines for Railroad
Rate Structure, Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Washington, D.C.: Interstate Commerce Commission,
October 19, 1979), pp. 440.

Most cost estimates are based upon either the operating experi·ences of oil and natural gas pipelines or on engineering studies
of coal slurry

~ipelines.

Present knowledge, however, does in-

dicate that coal slurry pipelines provide substantial scale
economies as the volume of traffic and length of haul increase;
decreasing average cost is realized because of a nonlinear relationship between pipeline capacity and pipeline cost; and because certain fixed costs, such as those associated with dewatering facilities, are independent of pipeline length. 45 Current estimates indicate that pipelines are economic at volumes
of about ten million tons per year or more, for lengths of
hauls of 1,000 miles. 46 These characteristics clearly fit the
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movement of coal from the western coal fields to Texas.

In

areas where terrain makes rail service circuito.us or where rail
lines do not presently exist, slurry pipelines even may be the
economic choice for smaller scale projects and for shorter hauls.
A comparison of the increases in unit-train rates over the
last five years with estimates made for pipelines suggests that
for each one percent increase in the Gross National Product,
unit-train tariffs are expected to increase by l .42 percent,
while coal slurry pipeline rates may increase by approximately
0.28 percent. 47 Proponents of slurry pipelines contend the limited sensitivity of pipeline costs to general inflation--explained by the capital intensive attributes of the operation-makes this mode an attractive method for hauling coal.
Nevertheless, one cannot draw definitive conclusions about
the superiority of slurry pipelines over unit-train operations
a t t he pres en t ti me .

0 n e re po rt s ta t e d th a t 11 I t do es a pp ea r p rob -

able in certain instances, especially where large volumes and
distances are involved, pipeline tariffs will be less than historical unit-train tariffs. 1148
11

But another report concluded:

In sum, it appears that the cost advantage of large shipments

is not determinable.

Rather, the uncertainties in each mode

(slurry pipelines and unit trains) yield virtually identical
confidence intervals.

It is this author's contention that this

is ... illustrative of uncertainties that will only be reconciled
with actual operation. 1149

The most recent rate hikes in western
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coal unit-train operations may affect the comparative costs of
the two modes, but no conclusive evidence is available to demonstrate exact service cost differentials.
Market Power and Economic Rents
Comparative cost analyses usually attempt to ascertain
which mode of transportation is able to transport given services
more cheaply.

In the context of potential rail/slurry pipeline

competition for coal, it also is necessary to consider which
mode will transport coal more cheaply.

When this consideration

is raised, the issue of economic rents appropriated by the railroads through the exercise of market power gains importance.
Under this consideration, the potential effects of slurry pipeline development on railroads take on a

diff~rent,

·more visible,

form.
The issue of economic rents in intermodal competition is
. 50
. t he f.ie l d o f t ranspor t a t.ion economics.
an ac know 1 e dge d concept in
The existence of rents (a reflection of monopoly power) is seen
as the difference between rates and costs in the transportation
of a given commodity.

In terms of coal transportation, the

potential rent that could be appropriated by a railroad is the
difference between the sum of the Free on Board {FOB) price of
coal and actual transportation costs, and the lowest delivered
price of an alternative fuel.
by the segment "DC".

In Figure 7, this is represented

A crucial question arises:
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do rents exist

Figure 7
Simple Model of Rate Determination

..

Price

Delivered price of
alternative fuel

,
D
Appropriable
rent
I

c

Coal price plus
transport cost

FOB coal price
B

0

A

Quantity

Source: M.B. Zimmerman, "Long-run Mineral Supply: The Case of Coal in the United States," Ph. D. dissertation,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1975.
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in the rail transportation of ·coal?

One study concluded that

rents do, indeed, exist in the rail transportation of coal
and that, on the average, these rents amounted to thirteen
percent of costs in the Midwest and seventeen percent in the
East, with the difference reflecting greater waterway competition in the midwestern regian.

In the West, the monopoly power

of railroads in the transportation of coal is fairly well taken
for granted, but the existence or degree of rents in railroad
rates is highly disputed.
The mere possibility of reaping rents introduces other
important issues.

To begin with, it suggests that if slurry

pipeline costs are higher than unit-train costs in particular
cases, but lower than unit-train rates, slurry pipeline development inevitably wciuld reduce railroad revenues, even if the
railroads maintained their

cu~rent

level of traffic.

Secondly,

even where slurry pipeline costs might prove to be higher than
unit-train rates, the existence of slurry pipelines, at least
as a potential competitive threat, would tend to set a limit
on a railroad's ability to maintain

exorbita~t

rates.

In both

cases, slurry pipelines would prevent the railroads from exercising flagrant price discrimination.
One must recognize that, at the present time,

slurry

pipelines and railroads cannot be considered on an equal basis.
The fundamental fact is that railroad operations currently
exist, while slurry pipelines essentially do not.
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Further-

more, as will be discussed below, slorry pipelines still must
surmount institutional barriers even to gain entry into coal
transportation.

The existence of rents appropriated through

market power is important to this issue.

The policy choice

concerning the development of slurry pipelines does not center
·on slurry pipelines alone, or on

unit~trains

alone; rather, the

choice consists of unit-trains alone or both railroads and
pipelines considered together.

Consequently, if rents do

exist in rail transportation of coal, benefits of slurry pipeline entry must include not only possible gains in production
or cost efficiency, but also gains in "exchange" efficiency
as rents may be redistributed from the railroads to consumers.
While such distributional questions are subject to debate from
either side, they must be considered in a policy deliberation.
Capacity Constraints
An important consideration in a policy deliberation over
the development of slurry pipelines, and the likely diversion
of toal traffic from untt-trains, is the potential capacity
constraints faced by each mode.

Capacity constraints can be

divided into two interrelated· issues:

the p.hys tea 1 capac,.i.ty

or capability of each mode in terms of equipment, line capacity, etc.; and the financial

of each to fund the

ca~ability

subs.tantlal investment requ.ired·.

ln th:e' case of slurry pipe-

1 i nes , i t i s no t c l ea r th a t the l a r ge c a p i ta 1 re q u i rem en t
0
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1

(estimated to be over five billion dollars in the near term) 51
can be secured easily, especially in the light of certain institutional uncertainties which will be outlined below.

Cur-

rently planned or operational slurry pipelines have a total
capacity of 100 to 140 million tons per year, ·which does not
represent an exceedingly large share of the 1,000 million tons
of coal projected for 1985 production.
In terms of rail capacity, while site specific problems
may arise, most sources envision no transportation capacity
problem for rail movement, at this time or in the foreseeable
f~ture,

because lead times for railroad investment decisions

. generally are shorter than those for new coal mines or coalusing facilities.

Furthermore, the railroads involved in the

huge increases in western coal movements already have demonstrated their intentions to

incr~ase

trackage and upgrade the
capacity of existing lines as demand requires. 52 Nevertheless,
given that coal constitutes 18.9 percent of all railroad carloadings~

the advent of slurry pipelines as a major competitor

could have a significant impact upon the ability of railroads
to generate their required capital funds. 53 The potential
limiting effect of slurry pipelines on rail tariffs must be
weighed against the potential limiting effect of pipelines
on the ability of railroads to generate their total investment
requirements.

Does the value of increased intermodal competi-

tion outweigh the potential negative impact that may be imposed
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on the rail investment market?

This is an important question

that national coal transportation policy must address.
Institutional/Legal Constraints on Slurry Pipelines
The rate at which the coal slurry pipeline industry may
develop as a viable competitor to the railroad industry in
th e tr a ns po rt a ti o n o f co a 1 i s. a ma tt e r o f s pe c u1 a ti o n , es p·e cially in regard to the constraints imposed by two key institut i o na 1 i ss ue s , i . e . , wa t e r a va il a b il i ty
eminent domain.

a nd th e q ue s ti o n o f

Water for coal slurry pipelines is not a

serious problem in most

ea~tern

states.

However, all but one

of the pipelines currently under study originate in western
states where water is already a scarce resource (see Appendix A).

Coal slurry pipelines and other energy related indus-

tries {powerplants and coal gasification plants) will have to
compete for water with recreation, domestic needs, existing
industrial activities, as well as farming.

While

water supplies may be physically available in many
i t i s no t 1 e ga l l y a va i l a b1e .

suffi~ient
in~tances,

The r i g ht to us e wa t e r fo r s 1 ur r y

pipelines may be difficult to obtain for a number of reasons:
1 • Al t ho ug h s om e a va i 1 a bl e wa te r i s no t now be i n g us e d·,
the right to use that water may have been reserved already.
This affects the water's availability for future pipeline
use. For example, international treaties, interstate compq.cts,
Indian rights and federal reserve rights are all in this catego r y , a nd may 1 i mi t the qua nt i t y o f wa_te r a va i1 a b1 e i n a g i ven
state or river basin;
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2. Legislative restrictions in certain we~tern states
prohibit exporti~g water, while other states require special
legislative permission;
3. Certain states disallow or discourage transferring
existing water rights from agricultural to industrial use;
4. The "use preference pol icy" of states can invert
normal priorities and require the pipeline use of water to
yield to uses initiated after the pipeline is operational;
and

5. In certain cases, applications for the right to use
water from a particular source already 4xceed the total available supply of water from that source.5
The problem of water access facing slurry pipelines may
be mitigated by the fact that certain unconventional sources
of water that are unuseable or too expensive for other uses
can be used economically by slurry pipelines.

Coal slurry

pipei'ines can use saline, brackish, and other low quality
water unsuitable for agricultural and many industrial uses.
In fact, slurry pipelines could prove to be an effective process for removing saline water from river basins currently
having high salinity problems.

Federal dollars that are cur-

rently earmarked for saline water disposal could be redirected
and the slurry pipelines would have the benefit of a noncon55
troversial water source for their operations.
Some of the
proposed slurry pipelines plan to use ground water from deep
well sources that are sealed by rock from surface and other
more attainable ground water.

Such water has been estimated

to be prohibitively expensive for irrigation and other uses,
but is considered to fall within a cost effective range for
slurry pipelines. 56
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The question of eminent domain is equally controversial.
Since all planned or proposed pipelines cross existing railroad
lines at numerous points, and since railroads have an obvious
interest in restricting pipeline development, the railroads
have refused to sell rights-of-way to the slurry pipeline
companies.

Proposals have been made at both the state and

federal levels to grant pipeline developers the right to exercise the power of eminent domain.

Six western states have

specifically granted eminent domain to coal slurry pipelines. 57
H.R. 4370, which is currently before the U.S. House of Representatives, has taken the approach to grant federal eminent domain
authority to coal slurry pipelines upon the attainment of acertificate of public convenience and necessity from a federal a. gency and to regulate them as common carriers.

As to whether

Congress will pass H.R. 4370, or a similar bill, in the near
future is open to doubt.

The answer to the issue of eminent

domain, however, ultimately may be decided in the courts.

The

10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver has ruled recently
that Energy Transportation Systems, Inc. (ETSI) may lay coal
slurry pipelines under Union Pacific's tracks in western states.
The federal court ruling concluded that Union Pacific holds only
a ··surface easement on the properties in question and does not
own title to the subsurface.
one

11

The court opinion stated that

cannot conclude that Congress created a 'Maginot Line' in

the form of limited easement through which the railroads'
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58

commercial rivals may not pass" when it gave the railroads
land grants in the 1860s.

If the Court of

Appeal~

decision

is sustained by the Supreme Court, then the most significant
institutional barrier currently facing the development of
slurry pipelines effectively will · have been removed by the
judicial system.

The court's favorable decision to the slurry

pipeline developers may be a signal for the advent of legislative concessions by the railroad lobby in the arena of slurry
pipelines.

If railroads are not allowed to withhold granting

rights-of-way to slurry pipelines, then it would be in the
railroads' interests, at the least, to have the slurry pipeline companies facing regulatory controls similar to those
imposed upon the railroad industry.

The view is that the

railroads would be better off with a regulated competitor
than an unregulated one.
Intermodal competition in the transportation of coal remains uncertain in its extent and outlook.

It is certain

that the rail industry will continue to dominate future movements as they do now.

But the emergence of coal slurry pipe-

lines as a strong competitor for a.certain class of raovements
is significant in that competition is thereby created in markets
that are currently captive to the railroads.

The railroads'

bitter opposition to the advent of a new, alternate mode is
enlightening, especially when rail demand is expected to increase enormously even if all planned slurry pipelines were
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to become operational within the next five years.

The old

saying that "the tail wags the dog" appears to be true in this
instance.
CA~ITAL

INCENTIVE RATES

Section 206 of the 4R Act, Capital Incentive Rates, provides for

speci~l

rate applications by railroads to facilitate

large-scale rail-related investment into the industry.

The

original intent of Section 206 was to encourage negotiated investment and rate agreements between railroads and shippers
for this purpose and to expedite the often protracted administrative and court proceedings involving rate schedules based
on large-scale investments.
MAJOR PROVISIONS
Under the provisions of Section 206, a railroad may file
a notice of intent with the ICC to publish a capital incentive
rate provided that it is based on a capital investment of at
least one million dollars by one or more carriers, shippers, or
other interested third parties.

For the investment to qualify,

it must be related to the movement to which the rate applies
and must be for the purpose of providing innovative or improved
service or of attracting new traffic.

Most, if not all, western

coal movements would easily qualify for this special rate filing
due to the substantial investments required to upgrade roadways
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and to purchase locomotives and hopper cars.

While capital

incentive rates may be based on investments of shippers or
carriers, only railroads may file a capital incentive proposal.
After the notice of intent is filed, the ICC has 180 days
in which to determine whether the proposed schedule is unlawful.
If such a determination is not made within this time frame, the
capital incentive rate automatically goes into effect.

Once

the rate is in effect, it cannot be set aside or found unlawful
by the ICC on grounds of being unreasonably high for a period
of five years.

The ICC can, however, order the rate revised

to the variable cost level at any time should it be found to
reduce the going concern value of the carrier.

Ex parte general

rate increases are generally applicable unless their use is
explicitly excluded in the terms of the agreement.
Despite objections from shippers, current ICC regulations
provide that the burden of proof on the issue of lawfulness in
capital incentive cases lies with the protestant, rather than
with the proponent railroad.

The procedural requirements ap-

plicable to other types of rate cases place the burden of proof
on the proponent carrier to justify the lawfulness of a rate
as mandated in legislative provisions.

Section 206, however,

is silent on this issue for capital incentive rate filings,
and the ICC has determined that the burden of proof in these
cases lies with the protestant.
tion on two considerations.

The ICC based this determina-

First, the stated purpose of the
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4R Act

is to encourage investments in railroads and rail

service related enterprises, and placing the burden of proof
on the carrier proposing the capital incentive rate would
thwart congressional intent.

Second, since a qualifying

capital incentive rate schedule automatically goes into effect
unless a finding of unlawfulness is made, the protestant is
thus .the proponent of an order of unlawfulness under Section 556
of the Administrative Procedure Act and has the burden of proof
on the issue.
USES OF CAPITAL INCENTIVE RATES
While it was hoped that the capital incentive provision
of the 4R Act · would encourage needed capital infusion into the
railroad industry, it has been used sparingly over its relatively short existence.

To date, only six filings under this

provision have occurred, five cases involving the transporation
of western coal and one involving the movement of sand and
. gravel.

There are several plausible reasons for the limited

capital incentive rate filings.

First, at least in western

coal movements, railroads have been able to secure favorable
tariffs from the ICC without the use of the capital incentive
provision.

Second, it is likely that with pending national

legislation proposing various degrees of rail deregulation,
railroads are reluctant to tie themsleves to a rate for a five
year period.

Third, there may be a reluctance to utilize a
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new provision, just as there would be for most new proposals
with only a brief administrative history.
The first two major western coal proceedings after the
passage of the 4R Act were filed as capital incentive rate
proposal .s.*

Because of this, the interpretation of other

major provisions of the 4R Act, such as revenue adequacy,
clouded the use of the special rate filing.

In addition, the

fact that the rates in both these cases were protested by the
shippers after they themselves had made substantial investments in rail-related facilities further obscured the potential
of the capital incentive prdvision as a vehicle for negotiated
agreements between shippers and carriers.
In Ex Parte No. 327 (Sub-No. l}, Capital Incentive Rate
R~gulations,

~(t}here

served

Aug~st

20, 1979, the ICC stated that

is no question that the primary purpose of

t~e

4R

Act's capital incentive provision was to encourage large-scale
negotiated rates.

Section 206 of that act originally contemplated contract-like rate filings ... " 59 This expectation has

not been realized.·

Where capital incentive rates have been

filed, they have not been successful in facilitating largescale negotiated rates between railroads and shippers in connection with substantial investments.

Though all capital in-

centive rates that have been approved to date have involved

*These two cases were Cochise and Smithers Lake.
four.
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See Chapter

situations where both carrier and shipper have made at least a
one million dollar investment, a negotiated contract rate has
yet to be filed

under the provision.

Instead, Section 206

has been used by the railroads simply to secure more favorable
tariffs.

In Council Bluffs, the capital incentive rate provi-

sion was used by the proponent railroad as an economic weapon
in an attempt to extract a tariff substantially above the level
that previously had been agreed upon.

This occurred after the

utility had invested $9.4 million in rail cars and spur tracks
in reliance upon the perceived agreement.

The ICC ruled that

the capital incentive provision could not be used because the
activity of the railroad

11
•••

violated the basic intent of the

statute to attract investment from all sources. 1160

The fail-

ure of capital incentive rates to achieve negotiated rate
agreements has played a major role in the ICC's disenchantment
with this provision.

In Ex Parte 327 (Sub-No. 1), the agency

stated that ''(w)e now feel that the encouragement of capital
incentive rates at negotiated rate levels can best be achieved
by promoting contract rate making. 1161
CONTRACT RATES
The use of negotiated and binding contractual agreements,
or contract rates, is suggested frequently as at least a partial
remedy to many of the problems and uncertainties associated
with western coal movements.

Contract rates have the potential
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of providing the necessary stability and consistency in ratemaking to enable both carriers and shippers to make rational,
long-term investment decisions.

Effective contract rate nego-

tiations for the transportation of western coal have the potential to reduce litigation before the ICC by providing for binding agreements made in private negotiations.

Such agreements

could also replace capital incentive rate filings as a vehicle
for negotiated investment decisions and facilitate capital infusion into the railroad industry.
Until recently, however, the ICC maintained that the use
of contract rates by railroad carriers was illegal per se except
under limited circumstances.

While the Interstate Commerce Act

remains silent on the issue of contract authority for railroads,
the ICC held that such activity was in violation of Section l
of the Act, constituting a ·destructive competitive practice
within the meaning of the national transportation policy.

Under

this interpretation, among all regulated transportation modes,
rail·roads were alone in being denied use of contract rate agreements or exemption from rate regulation. 62
This strong stand against contract rates by the ICC was
~ltered

in Ex Parte No. 358-F, Change of Policy Railroad Contract

Rates, issued November 9, 1978.

The agency reversed its position

in regard to contract rates, declaring that they now can be
"filed with the Commission under normal procedures, arid their
lawfulness will be determined on a case-by-case basis. 1163
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DEFINITIONS AND FORMS OF CONTRACT RATES
As defined in a study prepared by the Federal Railroad
Administration,
(c)ontract rate means an agreement between railroad(s) and shipper(s) which obligates the shipper(s) as well as the railroad(s) to meet agreed
conditions in order to receive specified services
at the stated rate(s), and which sets binding terms
and conditions of servi~e for repetitive movements
over a period of time.
As such, contract rates are differentiated from normal rate
publication in three principal respects:

contract rates apply

to a sequence of shipments over a period of time rather than
to individual shipments;

obligations are assumed by shippers

and receivers to tender specified portions of their traffic
in return for rate and service benefits; and services may be
organized to meet the requirements of the contract movement,
without regard to the service patterns applicable to movements
under normal tariffs. 65
There are two principal forms of contract rates, percentage agreements and aggregate volume agreements. 66 In percentage agreements, the shipper agrees to tender a stated percentage of his traffic in a commodity (generally eighty percent
or more) between two points over an agreed period of time uti1 izing the line of the contracting carrier.

A reduced percen-

tage rate is granted to the shipper by the carrier.

Under ag-

gregate volume agreements, the shipper agrees to move a specified minimum tonnage during a specified period of time in return for a lower rate.
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Percentage agreements, if made available to all shippers,
would probably provide for the most total traffic and mitigate
issues of discrimination against shippers of different volumes
but similar commodities.

There may be no economic justifica-

tion, however, for extending lower rates to movements of small
shippers.

Minimum volume agreements, at least where volume is

essential to the rate,

~re

more rational in economic terms.

They offer a greater potential for service improvement based
upon economies of scale, particularly when substantial new
investment is required.

Risks to railroads are greater with

percentage agreements because carriers accept the loss implied
by a traffic slump.

The shipper fulfills its obligation merely

by tendering the agreed percentage, no matter what its total
volume of traffic happens to be.

Under minimum volume agree-

ments, this risk is shifted to the shipper, and the railroad
may depend on minimum levels of traffic. 67
Contrac~s

also may include specifics relating to service,

penalty, and escalation provisions of the tariff agreement
which directly or indirectly influence cost to the shipper.
Many of these specifics have been of particular concern to
shippers of western coal and have been the subject of bitter
disputes in the absence of negotiated agreements between shippers and railroads.

The particulars include:

penalty provi-

sions for failure to tender minimum volumes (e.g., fallback
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rates); requirements that shippers provide freight cars; and
specifics regarding unloading provisions, switching charges,
and cycle times.*
In general, in addition to service clauses, any legislative or other provision of contract rate authority should
include a number of basic features to protect against possible
abuses and to increase potential benefits.

First, rate levels

should be compensatory to the railroad(s) involved.

Long-term

contracts should cover the long-run incremental costs of the
specific movement.**

This should help to prevent destructive

intramodal competition.

Second, the duration of the contract

should not be limited or specified by a legislative or other
provision, but should be determined by the economit foundation
of the agreement (e.g., by the life of a coal-fired electric
utility plant).

All contracts over one year in duration should

be reviewed by the ICC to ensure they do not interfere with
common carrier obligations.

A time limit should be set for

this review, however, to prevent excessive administrative delays.
Third, penalty provisions against both shippers and railroads
for failure to meet contractual obligations should be allowed,
but not required.
ally incurred.

*

Penalties should not exceed the costs actu-

In the case of fallback rates pertaining to

These issues were discussed earlier in Chapter Four.

** The concept of long-run incremental cost is discussed
in Chapter Six.
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coal movements, total revenues generated from this penalty provision should not exceed the difference between the actual revenue paid for the reduced tonnage of coal hauled and the revenue that would have been paid if the entire contracted volume
had been tendered.
prohibited.

Fourth, unilateral rate increases should be

Rate adjustment clauses should be specific and re-

late directly to components of increased or decreased costs.
Fifth, provisions should be made for third party intervention
to challenge contract rates; this would be particularly desirable in situations governing contracts between railroads and
utilties for which unreasonably high tariffs easily could be
passed on to consumers due to the utility's monopoly status in
its service area. 68
BENEFITS AND DISADVANTAGES OF CONTRACT RATES
Contract rates offer a number of benefits to railroads and
shippers alike.

In addition, benefits would accrue to the gen-

eral public, insofar as contract rates are likely to resu1t in
a more efficient utilization of transportation resources and
new capital investment to help revitalize the railroad industry.
Potential benefits to

rail~oads

include the guarantee of revenue

over the contract period to cover the capital costs and to facilitate the financing of new investments.

Contracts also could as-

sist railroads in gaining new traffic and help prevent the loss
of existing traffic.

This could be directly beneficial to west-
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ern coal movements where the certainties of contract rates may
support pending decisions of utilities and industry to convert
to coal-fired systems.

Other potential benefits to railroads

include a fuller and more efficient utilization of railroad labar, equipment, and facilities, a tailoring of services to
specific movements, and a facilitation of system planning. 69
Potential benefits to shippers include lower rates based on efficiency and economies of scale, rate stability, and service
improvements.

Contract rates also could facilitate shippers'

planning activities.
Potential disadvantages to railroads include the risk of
miscalculation of contract rates, especially where new capital
investment is involved.

From the standpoint of the railroad,

minimum volume agreements would minimize this risk more so than
percentage agreements because greater absolute traffic volumes
would be guaranteed.

Other drawbacks include possible penalties

for failure to meet contract obligations (this risk increases if
the cooperation of other railroads is necessary); potential destructive intramodal competition, including the possibility of
the shipper playing one railroad against another in negotiating
a lower rate; and possible interference with the common carrier
obligations of railroads.

These concerns may result in the ex-

hibition of caution on the part of railroads before entering
into contract agreements. 70
Disadvantages to shippers appear minimal.

Percentage agree-

ments would entail lesser risks to shippers for failure to meet
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contract specifications due to a decline in traffic volume;
rate savings could theoretically be greater, however, under
minimum volume agreements where the risk of traffic decline
is on the shipper.

Contract rates also would limit the flexi-

bility of shippers to utilize other transportation modes over
the duration of the contract. 71 Even so, the very nature of
contractual agreements is one of trading off flexibility for
known terms.
LEGAL STATUS OF CONTRACT RATES
Major Rate Cases
Prior to Ex Parte No. 358-F, contract rates involving
percentage agreements were deemed illegal per se, and volume
agreements were allowed only in limited situations.

The major

impediment was the ICC's interpretation of the Interstate Commerce Act.

In previous decisions, percentage agreements were

found to be unlawful, since they were construed to be a destructive competitive practice.

The two major cases expressing the

ICC's previous position are Contract Rates on Rugs and Carpeting from Amsterdam, N.Y. to Chicago; Ill., 313 ICC 311 (1961),
(Contfact Rates), and Guaranteed Rates from Sault Ste. Marie,
Ontario, Canada to Chicago, Ill., 315 ICC 311 (1961), (Guaranteed Rates).

In both cases, a reduced rate was offered to

shippers willing to commit a large percentage of their traffic
in a specific commodity (eighty percent and ninety percent, res-
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pectively) for a one year period.

The agreements were found

to be unjust and unreasonable under Section 1 of the Interstate
Commerce Act in that they constituted a destructive competitive
practice within the meaning of the enunciated national transportation policy (the preamble of the Act).

In Guarartteed

Rates, the ICC made a definitive statement that:
{c)arriers which require our approval of their
rates should be on notice that, in the absence
of a statutory amendment, contract rates a9~
agreed charges are deemed unlawful ~ ~While contract rates based on percentage agreements have
been strongly opposed by the ICC, de facto contracts with rates
based on minimum annual volume agreements have been permitted
in limited circumstances.

Such rates have been approved on

numerous occasions where severe market competition was found
to exist.

In most of these cases, the railroads were allowed

to use minimum annual volume agreements to protect themselves
from loss of traffic to unregulated carriers or from technological and market changes.*

Minimum volume agreements have

not been approved, however, where the ICC found competttion
to exist between the proponent railroad and other regulated
carriers.

In these instances, volume rates have been held to

*As cited in Ex Parte No. 358-F, November 9, 1978, ICC
approval of volume rates includes Coal from Ky., Va., and W.
Va., to Virginia, 308 ICC 99 (1959}(annual volume rates to
meet competition from a mine mouth generator); Coal to New York
Harbor Area, 311 ICC 355 (1960) (reduced rates to meet competition from oil and gas); Huron Portland Col., Bal ti.more & Ohio
R. R. co . , 33 2 I cc 6 5 5 ( 1 9 68 ) , · a ff •·d s u b ·n o·m .- , Na tu·r a·1
ps um
Co 1 . v . Un i t e d S ta t e s , 35 3 F . Su p p • 9 4 1 ( W• O". N. Y. 1 9 7 3 ) r a t es
to meet competition from possible construction of a coal slurry
pipeline}.
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be unlawful for the same reasons given in regard to percentage
agreements.

The best example of such a finding is Great Lakes

Ship Owners Association, Et Al., v. Chicago. and N6rth Western
Railway Company, 227 ICC 287 (1970) and 341 ICC 272 (1972).
In this case, the ICC found the volume requirement to be a destructive competitive practice harmful to other regulated carriers in that it precluded intermodal competition.*
Ex Parte No. 358-F
In Ex Parte 358-F, the ICC reversed its previously restrictive policy in respect _ to railroad contract rates as discussed
above.
11

In this general policy statement, the ICC declared that

(c)ontract rates are not in and of themselves unlawful and

they may be beneficial in many situations. 1173

Hence, they can

now be filed under normal procedures with their legality evaluated on their own merits on a case-by-case basis.

This includes

percentage as well as minimum volume agreements, though the
former will be approved fol .lowing 11 the closest of scrutiny" to
determine whether they are economically justified and not anticompetitive.
In changing its policy, the ICC cited the likely benefits
of contract rates, including investment incentives, rate reduc-

*Though the minimum volume requirement was struck down in
cas~~ the rate was allowed to remain on the basis of unittra~n economies (i.e., the minimum volume provision was not essential to the rate).
this
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tions, enhanced service and efficiency, improved planning for
both railroads and shippers, and improvement in the railroads'
competitive position.

Anticompetitive effects, if any, may
be outweighed by these other considerations. 1174 Contract auth-

ority is

limited~

11

in that railroads are not to be relieved of

their common carrier obligations.

On this particular issue,

the agency stated:
Railroads performing service under contract rates
will not be relieved of their obligations as common
carriers to serve other shippers. Where a contract
rate is made for one shipper, other shippers willing
and able to ship a like kind of traffic under substantially similar circumstances and conditions
should be afforded the Q~portunity to enter into
similar contract rates.75
In Ex Parte No. 327 (Sub-No. 1), the ICC again recognized
the potential of contract rates for stimulating large-scale
rail investment and attracting additional profitable traffic in
a more effective manner than had been experienced through the
capital in~entive rate provision of the 4R Act.

In this deci-

sion, the ICC stated that:
Where large-scale rail investment is needed to attract additional profitable traffic, contract rates
usually produce particularly strong transportation
benefits. Railroads receive inducement to invest
from the knowledge that a certain amount of traffic
needed to recoup the cost of the investment will be
produced. Shippers benefit from improved service,
usually at lower rates made possible by the lower
cost of the arrangement. Other rail traffic may
benefit indirectly as well .76
It also noted that there were two areas in particular where benefits would accrue through contract rates with little, if any,
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anticompetitive effects:

in areas where the railroads cannot

compete effectively without contract rates; and in situations
where railroads face little or no transportation competition
due to the inherent characteristics of the movement (e.g., most
large-scale western coal movements).

In the first case, there

is little danger that railroad contract rates would constitute
a destructive competitive practice and may even introduce needed
competition into the marketplace.

In the latter case, a con-

tract rate resulting in a destructive competitive practice is
viewed as even less likely.

"In both these situations, the

need for additional rail capital investment will be particularly
compelling in the upcoming years.

The strongest encouragement

for contract rate making is called for here. 1177
Need for Legislative Provision of Contract Rates
Despite Ex Parte No. 358-F and despite the assertion by at
least one authority that legislative provisions of the 4R Act
provide for ICC approval of railroad contractual agreements, 78
the enforceability of contract rates between railroads and shippers is still very much in question.

This uncertainty is based

in part on the fact that Ex Parte No. 358-F represents a general
policy statement and cannot be relied upon as law. 79 It is unclear, therefore, whether contract rates can be judicially or
administratively enforced, or whether they will be rendered invalid by legislative changes in the standards of regulation. 80
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These problems suggest the need for specific legislation to
allow for contract rate authority to _ guarantee their validity
and to clarify the situation.

Legislation authorizing con-

tract rate agreement for railroads is currently pending before
both houses of the Congress.*
Unless contract rates are binding and enforceable on both
railroads and shippers, there is little reason to believe that
they will be utilized to any large extent.
true for long-term contract rates.

This is particularly

If railroads do not have a

reasonable assurance that there will be a market for their services over the long-term, they will be reluctant to enter into
long-term agreements.

Without such assurance, railroads will

have a strong incentive to pursue a rate policy based on shortterm profit maximization to recoup current investments.

Trans-

1 ated into maximum allowable rates for the transportation of
coal and other commodities, shippers will likewise have a strong
incentive to avoid a "lock-in" effect over the long-term and
will pursue options that provide greater flexibility. 81 Chapter Six will discuss these obstacles more fully and will recommend some remedial courses of action.

*Pending legislation authorizing contract rate authority
for railroads includes S. 1946 in the Senate and H.R. 7235 in
the House of Representatives (see Chapter Three).
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CHAPTER SIX
AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF WESTERN COAL RATEMAKING PROPOSALS
AN~ RELATED REGULATORY ISSUES

INTRODUCTION
The objective of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive
economic analysis of four western coal ratemaking proposals,
which are to be outlined shortly, and of the major coal transportation regulatory issues previously discussed in this report.
The chapter is divided into six parts.

It begins with a brief

review of theoretical approaches to pricing and costing, followed by a discussion of some practical problems encountered in
rail ratemaking activi .ties:

common and joint costs; the nature

of railroad fixed costs; Rail Form A costing procedures; and
differential pricing.
The second part outlines western coal ratemaking proposals
of the U.S. Department of Transportation, Western Coal Transportation Association, Western Coal Traffic League, and U.S. Department of Energy.

These proposals were submitted as part of

the testimonies given by the four parties in Ex Parte No. 347, ·
Western Coal Investigation--Guidelines for Railroad Rate Structure.

The ex parte investigation was instituted on May 23,

1978, to establish formal guidelines for determining maximum
just and reasonable rate levels governing western coal movements.
Afterwards, an evaluation of the proposals is offered and
specific recommendations· and justifications regarding preferred
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western coal ratemaking procedures are presented.

Part four

is devoted to analyzing the current controversies surrounding
the manner in which the revenue adequacy provisions of the
Railroad

Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976

(4R Act) are being applied in current coal rate cases.
Carefully examined are the implied interrelationships among
maximum rate policy, railroad revenue needs, coal-related
investments and differential pricing.

Part five serves a

similar purpose for the concept of rail market dominance;
the ICC's activities in this area are delineated, and a
s~ggested

alternative approach to market dominant deter-

minations is outlined.

The chapter finally concludes with

a discussion on the relative merits of contract rates.
RAILROAD COSTING AND PRICING ISSUES
Any inquiry into the role that economic efficiency considerations play in the formulation of public policy objectives logically should include a discussion of the concept of
marginal cost pricing.

While the theoretical validity of this

concept often is conceded, regulatory practitioners have tended
to deprecate its practical utility in resolving traditional
rail costing and ratemaking problems.
reviewed in the following pages.

These problems will be

For the purposes of the

present discussion, however, the central issue is the extent
to which the cost characteristics of western coal unit-train
operations lend themselves to - marginal cost determinations or
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some acceptable variation thereof; and the extent to which this
approach to pricing affords a more reliable gauge of

th~ a~tual

costs incurred in hauling western coal by rail than do methods
currently employed by the ICC.*
It may well be argued that public policy considerations extend beyond the realm of economic efficiency.

If the continued

provision of rail services is deemed in the public interest, the
pursuit of economic efficiency does not relieve rail management
of the requirement to repay existing fixed debt obligations;
moreover, it does not eliminate the need for individual rates,
as components of the overall rate structure, to generate adequate
systemwide revenues so that future investment funds may be attracted to the industry.

The merits of these arguments, however,

should be evaluated in their own right so as not to confuse distinct and separate issues.

A later section of this chapter will

be concerned with ascertaining to what extent the simultaneous
achievement of revenue needs and economic efficiency is irreconcil abile in terms of western coal ratemaking activities.

Other

*The intention of this discourse is not to cover all the
assumptions, definitions and qualifications associated with
the application of marginal cost pricing; rather, it is to provide a brief introduction on the subject to form a basis for
evaluating the relative merits of various western coal ratemaking proposals. Although the existence of pervasive market
imperfections complicates a discourse on the subject of economic efficiency and raises questions regarding both "second-best"
solutions and optimal income distributions, policymakers must
inevitably make decisions. There is little evidence available
to suggest that some alternative method of pricing is better
suited to accomplishing economic efficiency.
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important regulatory issues also will be evaluated in detail.
In any event, none of these considerations diminishes the importance of determining the full economic costs, by means of
reliable service cost estimates, of providing western coal
unit-train services.

MARGINAL COST PRICING
Marginal cost pricing is defined as the expense incurred
directly in the production of one additional unit of output or
service; incremental cost is interpreted in a similar fashion,
but typically

refer~

to the average additional expenses (i.e.,

average marginal costs) incurred in the production of a finite
block of additional output or service.

It is equally important

to note that marginal or incremental cost may be viewed as an
avoidable cost--the amount by which expenses are reduced by
producing one less unit or block of output.
The relationship between marginal cost pricing and economic effictency is grounded on the assumption that, at any
particular moment in time, society possesses a fixed bundle
of resources to produce all desired goods and services.

The

basic economic task to be performed is to make the best or
most efficient use of society's limited aggregate productive
capacity.

Under these circumstances, a decision to produce

more of any one good or service necessarily involves a corresponding decision to produce less of all other goods and
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services.

The cost to society of

usi~g

scare resources to pro-

duce more of anything (fncluding transportation services) is
appraised in terms of lost opportunities--an opportunity
of alternatives, which could have

be~n

resources, but now must be foregone.

cost~

produced with the same
If consumers are to make

intelligent decisions as to whether somewhat more or somewhat
less of a particular good should be produced, then the relevant
price (and the prices of all other goods and services) must reflect the cost of supplying somewhat more or somewhat less of
that good.

Pricing according to short-run marginal cost per-

forms this market allocation function, because it reflects the
social opportunity cost of providing an additional unit of output, which consumers decide ultimately to either purchase or
forego. 1
The criterion for determining what elements of costs belong in the calculation of short-run marginal cost is causal
responsibility.

The only costs to be considered in deciding

what specific level of output is to be supplied, with available
productive capacity, are the variable costs associated with the
operation of existing facilities.

Short-run marginal cost re-

presents the change in total viarble cost caused by the production of one additional unit of output.

Any distinct element

of cost varying directly with changes in output should appropriately be included in the calculation--e.g., labor, fuel, raw
materials, routine maintenance, and that part of depreciation
dealing with the wear and tear of plant and equipment.
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On the

other hand', to the extent that maintenance expenses, depreciation, interest payments, property taxes, insurance premiums,
administrative costs, and so on, are a function of time, rather
than use, they are not relevant to production decisions; such
costs are legitimately fixed in the sense that they cannot be
avoided or saved with the discontinuance of operations.

As a

consequence, fixed costs serve no useful purpose in the determination of economically efficient prices. 2
The omission of ·fixed costs from the costing calculations
does not mean that pricing according to short-run marginal cost
will fail to generate sufficient revenues to recover the gross
costs of capital (depreciation and return on net investment).
Depending upon the rate of capacity utilization, short-run mar. ginal cost can be lower, equal to, or higher than the average
total cost (or fully allocated cost) of providing individual
services.

When total market demand is sufficiently large to

operate existing facilities at high rates of capacity utilization, some point exists beyond which expanding output levels
can be supplied only by incurring an increasingly higher shortrun marginal cost.

A rate becomes fully remunerative at the

point at which marginal cost is equal to average total cost. 3
As a result, pricing according to short-run marginal cost does
not nesessarily pose an irreconcilable conflict between the attainment of economic efficiency and the need to achieve adequate rates-of-return on inves~m~nt.
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Practical Impediments to Pricing According to Short-Run
Marginal Cost
Several practical considerations suggest that short-run
marginal cost should not be used as the basis for ratemaking.
Instead, marginal cost calculations should be based on a rail
carrier's relevant planning horizon over which investment de- ·
cisions are formulated and implemented, as well as on welldefined incremental blocks of output:
l. Rail carrier management typically makes simultaneous
short-run and long-run decisions. The former involves the multitude of responsibilities inherent in the performance of daily
operations, while the latter is related to investment decisions,
e.g., installing centralized traffic control systems and upgrading roadbeds; it involves also the withdrawal of resources from
unprofitable operations. The nature of the actual time-staging
of output levels and the scale and composition of fixed facilities are experiencing incremental changes. Hence, the distinction between fixed and variable costs and fixed and variable
factors of production becomes murky at best.
2. It would become prohibitively expensive for rail carrier management to make individual marginal cost calculations
for literally the thousands of categories of rail service being
offered. The administrative cost of doing so might well exceed
the economic efficiency gains to be realized by the adoption of
this approach to pricing. In addition, short-run marginal costs
would vary from one moment to the next, in a world of continually changing market demand and supply conditions. The resulting instability in rates would wreak havoc with rail users.4
3. Faced with these problems, the temptation is to calculate and to allocate systemwide average costs, themselves averaged over some time period in the past and assumed to remain constant over some period of time in the future. This method comes
very close to describing Rail Form A costing procedures. Although Rail Form A offers a standardized approach to ratemaking,
it will be pointed out shortly that the costing procedures create
at least as many problems as they solve.
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Pricing According to Long-Run Incremental Cost
Pr i c i n g a'c co rd i n g to 1o n g - r un i n c rem e n t a 1 c o s t , comp ut e d
for a finite block of output, represents a more practical method of determining rates.

The proper size of the incremental

unit of output depends on the perspective of the. decision under consideration.

A decision to schedule one more train a

week, over a given route, involves an incremental unit of output equal to the anticipated average tonnage to be hauled on
that particular run.

When the decision is one to extend or to

completely discontinue service to some block of shippers--as
would be the case with a branchline abandonment--the unit of
output is the entire service in question.
The relevant time frame for defining the

11

long-run

11

is the

planning period over which the time-staging of specific investment projects is taking place.

Since the planning period en-

tails both the replacement of and changes in the scale and composition of productive capacity, the gross cost of capital relating to those investment projects belongs in the calculation
of long-run incremental cost.*

Considering the fact that most

*Establishing a single price on the basis of long-run incremental cost can lead to revenue shortfalls, when a public
utility is experiencing economies of large-scale. Scale, however, relates to the overall operations of a firm, rather than
to an individual .activity. The current 1 iterature on the subject suggests that economies of large-scale are minor in the
railroad industry; rather, diseconomies of large-scale quite
likely characterize the operations of the largest railroads.
See, for example, National Commission on Productivity, Improving Railroad Productivity, Final Report of the Task Force on
Railroad Productivity (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, November 1973), p. 200.
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rail carriers are continually altering their productive capacity in some manner, cost calculations are most logically
based on:

the average incremental capital costs of invest-

ment projects to be completed over some period of years in
the future; and the average incremental variable costs associated with the anticipated future use of those facilities. 5
It is important to recognize that this approach to ratemaking treats capital costs as a function of time--so much
per dollar of investment per year--rather

a function of

th~n

the rate of utilization of existing facilities.

Setting

prices equal to the future capital and variable costs of supplying various rail services permits total costs to be recovered from shippers on the basis of relatively stable rates.
This rate stability has the positive virtue of making it easier for rail users to formulate expectations about the prices
they are likely to pay in the future for transportation visth~ir

a-vis

other long-range business commitments.

TRACEABILITY OF COSTS
A critique of traditional railroad ratemaking practices
requires and understanding of the complications which arise in
dealing with two distinctive features of railroad cost structures:

the presence of "joint" and "common" costs; and the

fact that fixed costs, at any point in time, constitute a large
proportion of total operating costs.

The significance of each

of these features will be discussed in turn.
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Rail carriers are

multiple product enterprises, whose primary business entails
the movement of different types of traffic with commonly used
terminal facilities, tracks and roadbeds, locomotives and
freight cars, centralized traffic control systems, and the
like.

Although some elements of cost are readily ascertain-

able and traceable exclusively to the provision of specific
services, most are not.
classified as either

11

The latter category of expenses is

joint

11

or

11

common. 116

Joint costs arise when the provision of one service unavoidably results in the provision of another.

A decision

to schedule a train for a trip in one direction inescapably
leads to its backhaul.

By definition, true joint costs re-

quire that services be supplied in fixed proportions.

To the

extent that variability in proportions is impossible, joint
costs cannot be traced to separate services.

It is widely

believed that instances of true joint costs are rare and that
some variability in proportions is nearly always possible.
Common costs are similar to joint costs in that they are
incurred in the provision of multiple services, but the use
of resources to supply one kind of output does not unavoidably result in the supply of any other output.

Consequently,

the proportions of various types of services being produced
by commonly used plant and equipment may be varied, frequently over a wide range.

Pervasive common costs are incurred,

for example, in the movement of general freight--the wages of
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locomotive engineers, track inspectors and yard superintendants,
as well as the maintenance and depreciation expenses associated
with rolling stock and both terminal and line-haul facilities.
As long as the proportions of commonly supplied services
and the capacity planned or used for those services can be
varied, the incremental cost of each can be ascertained.

The

incremental cost would be simply the expense of producing a
block of additional output of any one· service, while holding
constant the output levels of all other services.

Even so,

the practical realities of most rail operations preclude the
varying of

propo~tions

of every commodity hauled by rail to

determine separate costs of service.

The usual practice is to

allocate at least part of the common costs _on the basis of
standardized cost allocation procedures or simply to hold
some commodity groups responsible for recovering the bulk of
common costs;

this is achieved in price inelastic markets,

where little competition exists, by charging rates according
to what the market will bear.*
The Nature of Fixed Costs
The second distinctive feature of railroad cost structures
is the fact that fixed costs constitute a relatively large pro-

*The price elasticity of demand for a good or service is
defined to be the percentage change in quantity demanded resulting from a 1-percent change in price. For price inelastic markets, a price increase will result in a corresponding increase
in total revenue.
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portion of total costs; rail assets, which give rise to fixed
costs, have longer productive lives than is characteristic of
the investments of most industries.

Although all costs even-

tually become variable, the short-run for rail transportation
. generally involves a considerable period of time.

Roadbeds,

bridges, repair shops, terminal facilities and rail sidings
are known to have useful lives of up to fifty years or more.
Locomotives and freight cars are subject more to obsolescence
than to wear and tear.

Investment in rolling stock is, there-

fore, more a function of time than it is a function of utilization.
The high fixed costs in rail transport are the result of
the capital intensive attributes of the industry.

Required

annual investment in plant and· equipment is large relative to
annual output.

This means that the cost of capital looms as

a larger element of total operating cost, and that adjustments
of total operating cost to output changes occur at a much
slower pace than is the case for other industries in geheral.
As a consequence, railroads must be able to attract large
amounts of capital funds, if they are to continue and improve
the services being offered. 7
A complicating factor for ratemaking is that fixed and
variable costs, on the one hand, and specific, joint and common costs, on the other, are not mutually exclusive categories.
mon.

Fixed costs may be either specific, or joint, or comThe same applies to variable costs.
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It is important

to understand under what circumstances these two categories
are interrelated.

A frequently mistaken assumption is that

fixed costs belong to a business enterprise as a whole,
whereas all variable costs are traceable to particular outputs.

RAIL FORM A COSTING PROCEDURES
The Commission has traditionally employed Rail Form A
costing procedures to evaluate the reasonableness of railroad
rates.

These procedures were developed originally to compute

territorial cost scales for the purpose of assessing to what
extent major railroad rate structures were systematically related to differences in service costs.

These cost scales were

used in the formulation of territorial class rate scales, in
which rates were compared as ratios to their relevant long-run
variable costs.
Rail Form A costing procedures are designed to associate
changes in costs with changes in traffic volumes, when the
costs of particular classes of traffic cannot be directly
identified and assigned.

The cost calculations consist of

either a two-step or a three-step sequence of computations,
depending upon whether one intends to estimate the long-run
variable costs or the fully allocated costs· of various services.

The first step is undertaken at periodic intervals

(for purposes of updating) by the ICC's Cost and Valuation
Section.

Statistical regression analysis is performed on
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different categories of Class 1, line-haul, railroads' systemwide operating costs, employing cross-section data--i.e., aggregate annaul

data pertaining to the costs of a given year's

operation for all railroads.* . The estimated statistical regressions are used to determine what percentages of .costs vary directly with changes in output levels over the long-run. 8
According to the ICC, for example, 55 percent of maintenance-ofway expenses, relating to switching tracks, vary directly with
changes in traffic volumes. 9 These percentages are then applied
to a particular railroad's most recent annual operating cost-obtained from Annual Form R-1--to derive systemwide long-run
variable cost estimates.
The second sequence of computations entails the estimation
of the long-run variable costs of specific services by applying
Rail Form A distribution methods to the previously derived
systemwide long-run variable costs.**

More

specifically~

the systemwide variable costs are distributed to different

*Aggregate annual data includes operating expenses, rents
and taxes classified by terminal service, line-haul service,
and the remaining expenses not assignable to either terminal
or line-haul operations. The three-way classification is applied to the maintenance-of-way and structures, ~intenance
of equipment, and transportation accounts. No provision is
made for income taxes.
**Rail Form A costing procedures also can be applied to
the aggregate expenses and statistics of carriers whose principal operations are conducted in a particular territory (i.e.,
the determination of regional costs), as well as to the systemwide operating costs of individual railroads. As such, the
procedures can be used to calculate long-run variable costs by
type of cars, net loads, and varying lengths of haul for each
of six ICC cost territories.
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classes of traffic on the basis of individual service units,*
which are designed to reflect the relevant operating characteristics of the services in question.

The final step in-

volves the estimation of fully allocated costs, representing
the sum of long-run variable costs and the remaining body of
fixed costs not assignable to a given volume of traffic.
Various methods have been used in the past for allocating systemwide fixed costs to specific services; depending upon which
method is selected, widely varying estimates are likely to result.**

In recent western coal rate cases, the ICC adopted

the ratio of systemwide variable costs to systemwide. total
costs for allocating fixed costs. 10
Rail Form A costing procedures contain a number of drawbacks for making determinations in regard to either specific
rates or market dominant traffic:
1. Rail Form A costs are based on the average costs for
all movements on a given railroad. The averaging procedures
used do not take into consideration the different levels of
resource utilization on various parts of a rail network. Although considerable adjustments have been made in estimating
the average movement costs of various classes of traffic,
these adjustments still involve the distribution of average
costs, and there is reason to believe that the actual cost
of specified services may differ greatly from average movement costs.

* Service units are measures
functions, such as line-haul costs
miles or car-miles of traffic.
** Typical allocation methods
ton-miles, cars and car-miles, and
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of various transportation
expressed in terms of toninvolve the use of tons and
dollar ratio bases.

2. The use of Rail Form A information always will be
retrospective in that the costs are derived from accounting
data pertinent to operations of the previous year(s). It
will provide a general indication of a railroad's margin of
revenues over distributed systemwide average costs, but will
not indicate whether a specific, current rate is adequate to
justify new investments in an expanding service.11
3. Rail Form A's distribution procedures assume that all
traffic utilizes the same average vintage and mix of plant and
equipment, valued at original cost less accrued depreciation,
as appears on each rail carrier's balance sheet.
4. Additional complications are associated with the manner
in which long-run variable costs are estimated. On the one hand,
it is entirely appropriate to apply statistical regression techniques to a cross-section of operating cost data to estimate
long-run variable costs. However, even if the variable percentages prove to be correct, applying them to a particular railroad's most recent annual operating costs does not yield a
result which has any meaning. Applying a percentage, defined
as a phenomenon to that·place in the long-run, to historical
data, which cover a single year of operations, gives a number
which is not subject to interpretation. The number neither
represents long-run variable cost, nor does it represent
short-run variable cost.
5. Pricing according to Rail Form A computed costs gives
no recognition to competitive conditions, the quality of services being offered, price elasticities of market demand or to
revenue needs.
DIFFERENTIAL PRICING
The complexities of railroad cost structures and their
calculation have led to the widespread use of differential
pricing as the primary form of railroad ratemaking.

Simply

stated, differential pricing is a ratemaking practice which
sets some individual rates above their respective fully allocated cost levels, while other rates are maintained below their
estimated fully allocated costs.

The justification for this

ratemaking practice is grounded on several interrelated argu-
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ments:

(1)

Common costs (especially common fixed costs)

constitute a substantial portion of total rail costs.

These

common costs cannot be easily ascertained and traced to specific classes of service.

(2)

Any individual rate set above

the· specific cost of service will make some revenue contribution into recouping common costs.

(3)

With the existence of

alternative modes of transportation, competitive traffic is
deemed to be particularly sensitive to rail rate levels.

Any

attempt to force all rail rates to cover their fully allocated
costs would prove to be self-defeating:

competitive traffic,

otherwise making some revenue contribution to common costs at
lower rate levels, would be lost to a competitive mode of
transportation.

(4)

If some rates pertaining to competitive

traffic are to be maintained below fully allocated cost levels,
it follows that rail dependent traffic must be charged rates
exceeding fully allocated cost levels; this ensures that the
rate structure produces sufficient revenues to realize an
adequate rate-of-return on total net investment.
The ICC has recently explained the rationale of differential pricing in a slightly different fashion:
A railroad incurs fixed or overhead c-0sts from
its general operations in addition to the specific
costs caused by the provision of the particular service. Thus, its rates cannot be set simply to cover the costs incurred in providing the particular
service, but must be set at a higher level where
possible to make a contribution to the coverage of
fixed costs. A further complication is that fixed
costs cannot be recovered in equal proportions from
each service because demand and competitive factors
place varying limits on the rates thaf can be maintained on different types of traffic. 2
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While both explanations of differential pricing arrive
at the same comclusions, the ICC's version is somewhat misleading.

The specific cost of providing a particular ser-

vice includes both directly traceable variable and fixed
costs.

A rate must be set above its specific cost to recov-

er some portion of both common variable and common fixed
costs.

An additional complicating consideration is that any

rate exceeding variable cost necessarily makes a contribution
to fixed cost.

Therefore, the minimum allowed rate under

differential pricing should be the relevant variable cost
(not the specific cost) of the service in question.

This

confusion arises because, as previously stated, variable and
fixed costs can be specific, joint, or common.

Unless these

distinctions are properly grasped, little headway can be made
in evaluating western coal ratemaking activities.

Failure to

do so in the past has all to frequently led to the mistaken
believe that the recovery of common costs, in general, and of
fixed costs, in particular, should always be treated as a systemwide rail problem.
The justification for differential pricing provides no
basis for determining when individual rates become unreasonable and unjust to rail dependent shippers.

It states only

that the price elasticity of market demand should be considered in the recovery of common costs.

A more important consid-

eration is the extent to which various rail dependent shippers
are called upon to share in the recovery of these costs.
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One

of the main obstacles to making such judgments is the use of
Rail Form A costing procedures and the absence of detailed
information on market demand.
Se~ondly,

the justification for differential pricing has

much less relevancy as a long-term pricing arrangement.

A

railroad provides services over existing facilities inherited
from the past; because of changing markets and competitive
conditions, prudent management dictates that rail assets be
redeployed and restructured to handle traffic likely to be
fully remunerative over the planning horizon.

Although fixed

costs clearly do exist, all rail assets eventually are replaced in kind, upgraded, or liquidated.

To argue that a

rate exceeding variable cost makes some contribution to fixed
cost is no refutation of the equally compelling argument that
all services, in the long-run, must be held accountable for
repaying the total economic costs for which they are causally
responsible, including all future investments.

Any insist-

ence that a particular rate be maintained continually below
long-run incremental cost would represent a perpetual drain
on a company's profits.

A precondition to improving the fi-

nancial malaise of the railroad industry is to rectify the irregularities in the existing rate structure and to encourage
efficient rate design; as well as to identify, finance and undertake investments which are expected to earn at least the
cost of capital.

Rates equal to the total cost of continued

service over time, including the rate-of-return on servicespecific investments, contribute to the achievement of a fi-242-

nancially sound industry and encourage new investment.

In the

long run, unremunerative traffic should appropriately be diverted to competing modes of transportation and the facilities
used to handle this traffic should be eliminated.

The liquida-

tion of rail passenger service and the allowance of branchline
abandonments are based precisely on such reasoning.

More will

be said about the role of correct rate design in the section
_dealing with revenue adequacy.
One could argue that common carrier service obligations
require that railroads make future investments in unprofitable
services and that future investment projects also will involve
common costs and facilities shared in common by both profitable and unprofitable traffic.

The first argument tends to

confuse legal and administrative issues with the realities of
rail transportation.

While common carrier service obligations

do require the continuance of service, the experience of the
last thirty years demonstrates that railroads have largely reserved scarce investment funds for upgrading rail facilities
moving profitable traffic; the rail facilities of unprofitable
traffic have experienced disinvestment and deferred maintenance.

The major provisions of the 4R Act have served to re-

inforce this behavior and to encourage rail management to expedite the liquidation of both unprofitable services and rail
assets.

Finally, it must be remembered that commonly used

plant and equipment can be varied in the proportions of the
kinds of traffic being handled.
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Although future investment

projects will incur common costs, the objective is to attract
a greater proportion of profitable traffic and to reduce correspondingly the volume of unprofitable traffic.
WESTERN COAL INVESTIGATION PRICING PROPOSALS
OVERVIEW OF ISSUES
Many .of the pricing and costing issues just described
were also of central concern to the ICC in rendering decisions
in recent western coal rate cases.

Chapter Four highlighted

the ICC's efforts to formulate a maximum rate policy for western coal unit-train movements on a case-by-case basis.

In do-

ing so, ratemaking activities were progressively altered, principally by modifiying traditional Rail Form A costing procedures so as to incorporated the following interrelated considerations:

cost of service; coal-related incremental invest-

ment expenditures (i.e., fixed plant investment additive);
proper method for allocating systemwide revenue needs; and,
finally, the sanctioning of differential pricing.
This piecemeal approach to ratemaking soon proved to be
an inappropriate forum for full consideration of the pertinent issues.

As a result, on May 23, 1978, the ICC instituted

Ex Parte No. 347, Western Coal Investigation, for the purpose
of establishing guidelines for the determination of maximum
just and reasonable rates.

As a part of their testimony

in Ex Parte No. 347, the four major parties having a direct
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interest in western coal rate issues submitted pricing proposals.

Each of these proposals is summarized in the next

section.

Afterwards, an evaluation of the major issues is

presented and recommendations are offered.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
The Department of Transportation (DOT) proposed a modified
zone-of-reasonableness for the determination of unit-train
rates.

Minimum rate levels, representing the lower boundary

of the zone, would be based on the long-run incremental costs
of coal movements.

Maximum rate levels, the upper boundary,

would be based on the point at which the delivered price per
Btu of coal is found to equal the delivered price per Btu of
competing fuels.

It is fair to assume that, under this

proposal, _ maximum rate levels are likely to increase as the
delivered prices of coal and competing fuels rise, whether or
not the service costs of delivering coal experience increases.
Hence, the DOT is advocating the use of differential
pricing to "ensure an industry-wide railroad rate structure
that yields sufficient revenue so that each carrier can
attract and retain needed capital, while at the same time
striving to ensure that this rate structure is as equitable
as possible to .all shippers and to the general public. 1113
The only exception to this maximum rate policy would occur
when the delivered price per Btu of coal "can be shown to
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cause public hardship," in which case "the Commission may be
required to limit the rate to a more equitable level. 1114
Although the 4R Act specifies that variable costs constitute the benchmark for making minimum rate determinations,
DOT believes that pricing according to long-run incremental
costs is the more appropriate criterion in regards to western
coal movements. 15 The ICC would have final responsibility
for ascertaining which cost elements properly belong in the
definition of long-run incremental costs; nevertheless, it is
recommended that the definition include at least the debt and
equity costs of variable assets, and make allowance for other
projected expenditures over the foreseeable future, or for
an escalation clause to ensure that rates contribute to the
going concern value of a railroad. 16 The justification for
advocating the use of long-run incremental costs is grounded
on the contention that rail costs are constantly changing
and this fact must be taken into account in the pricing of
western coal movements.

Current ways of dealing with rail

costing, Rail Form A costing procedures, and the Uniform
System of Accounts, have the drawback of relying on historical
cos ts or the embedded costs .of s er vi c e • 1 7
The DOT also opposes the use of revenue to variable cost
ratios for determining maximum rate levels, despite the ICC's
adoption of this method in previous western coal rate cases.
Revenue to variable cost ratios are said to understate the
actual costs of providing services.
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In defense of its proposal

that maximum rate levels be based on fuel prices per Btu of
energy, it is noted that two possible situations may arise
in setting rates.

In the first instance, a utility may be

ordered to convert to coal as a boiler fuel; should this
prove to be the case, the maximum rate would be set at the
economic cost of alternative energy sources, where the alternative costs represent the free market prices of substitutable fuels. 18 Should a shipper have a choice among several
competfng fuels and voluntarily agree to a negotiated rate
that results in a delivered price of coal being higher than
those of alternative fuels, the ICC is to take no action in
lowering the rate. 19 One additional wrinkle is that, as
railroad earnings approach the point of an adequate rate-ofreturn on total net investment, there will be no further need
to allow coal rates to rise to maximum allowed levels.

When

that point is reached, attention can be paid also to the
equitable distribution of nonallocable costs. 20
WESTERN COAL TRANSPORTATION ASSOCIATION
The Western Coal Transportation Association (WCTA),
consisting of a group of western coal-hauling railroads, recommended a revenue to variable cost ratio be used as the basis for establishing minimum and maximum rate levels within

*Although no detailed explanation is offered, it is suggested that a shadow price or projected market price could be
developed by formulas to reflect free market price.
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the context of a zone-of-reasonableness.

Minimum rates would
be determined by the variable costs of the service. 21 Establishing variable costs as a base level of 100 percent, maximum

rates would then be set at a level of 220 percent of variable
costs. 22 Similar to the DOT proposal, differential pricing
is espoused as a ratemaking practice.
While noting that new rails, ties, communications equipment, engines, locomotives, maintenance and track rehabilitation are the largest expense items involved in the provision
of unit-train services, the WCTA defers to the ICC to ascertain the appropriate cost elements to be included in the definition of variable costs. 23 The justification for the use of
variable costs is found in Section 202 of the 4R Act, in which
Congress stipulated that no rate could be declared unreasonably low

if it contributed to the going concern value of a

railroad.
Insofar as the ICC has seen fit to include only embedded
debt costs in its variable cost calculations in the past, the
WCTA assumes that, under its proposal, a fair rate-of-return
on net investment would not be considered in the determination
. .
o f minimum
ra t es. 24 Such is not the case for maximum rate determinations.

Rail Form A costing procedures would be ad-

justed both to include the direct assignment of coal-related
incremental investments to the movements responsible for
those expenditures and to make allowance for a rate-of-return
on net investment.

In this regard, it is preferred that all
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planned incremental investments be incorporated in the calculations; this action would result in rate stability over the
anticipated project life of a particular coal movement. 25
Finally, it is suggested that gross ton-miles be used to
apportion incremental investment expenditures among coal
shippers in the event that individual cost responsibility is
not easily ascertainable. 26
As previously mentioned, the WCTA recommended a maximum
rate ceiling of 220 percent of variable costs for its proposed
zone-of-reasonableness.

The 220 percent figure is grounded

on the assumption that any rate equal to 160 percent would be
considered near to the center of the zone-of-reasonableness*
and would include an allocation of systemwide fixed costs
and a return on net investment. 27 In justifying the 220 percent
figure, it is argued that some shippers, due to competitive
market conditions, may pay only the variable costs of rail
service.

The sixty percent of total costs not recouped from

these shippers, therefore, must be allocated to other rail
users, namely coal shippers; this results in the latter's
revenue contributions being 220 percent of variable costs. 28

*This assumption is based on the WCTA's interpretation
of the ICC's findings in Smithers Lake and Cochise. In those
two rate cases, the revenue to variable cost ratios of 163
percent and 159 percent, respectively, reflected fully allocated costs and a return on net investment. See "Reply Statement of the Western Railroads", statement of R. Eden Martin,
September 28, 1978, pp. 24-27.
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WESTERN COAL TRAFFIC LEAGUE
The Western Coal Traffic League (WCTL), an association
of coal shippers representing primarily electric

~tilities,

submitted a cost-based pricing proposal, rather than one
posited on a zone-of-reasonable rates.

The expressed intent

of this proposal is to eliminate the use of Rail Form A costing
procedures and systemwide average costs, whenever possible,
.
. wes t ern coa 1 ra t e cases. 29 As an
as me th o d s o f costing
1n
alternative, it is recommended that rates be based upon
service-specific investments, operating costs, rents and
taxes.

This method is designed to allow railroads to recover

fully all coal-related expenditures, including those associated with both sunk and future fixed plant investments.
A formal step-by-step procedure is outlined for isolating
the specific costs of coal movements from those for which
coal traffic has no causal responsibility.

The initial step

would require railroads to identify their coal transport network, both in terms of fixed plant facilities devoted exclusively to coal transportation, and in terms of those facilities shared in common by coal and other traffic.

Once this

task has been accomplished, expenses would be divided into
four categories to facilitate their identification and calculation:

operating cost (excluding depreciation); sunk roadway

fixed plant investment; incremental fixed plant investment;
and investment in equipment. 30 All expenses exclusively
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attributable to coal movements would be calculated directly,
whereas common costs would be apportioned between coal and
other traffic on the basis of relative traffic densities.
The rationale for creating two categories of fixed
plant investment is to avoid the inadvertent double counting
of capital costs and the use of "betterment" accounting.
It is recommended that investment in sunk fixed plant be
cut off as of December 31, 1977; these assets would then be
depreciated over their remaining useful lives.
date, all new roadway

investments~

After that

including planned expendi-

tures for the forthcoming year, would be placed in the incremental investment category. 31
Because actual roadway maintenance expenditures may
experience sudden fluctuations from year to year, annual data
would be compiled for a five-year period.

A five-year moving

average of maintenance expenses,

with a 1973-77

beginn~ng

base period and then updated annually, would be used in the
calculation of annual operating costs.

In this regard,

"betterment" accounting would be eliminated.

Under "better-

ment" accounting, as track structure is retired and replaced,
the current cost of replacement investment is treated as a
maintenance expense, while any improvements are capitalized.
This practice may result in a substantial understatement of
current earnings.

The WCTL would rectify this distorting

effect by treating the current costs of track structure replacements as capital costs under depreciation accounting in both
the sunk and incremental investment categories. 32
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
The Department of Energy (DOE) proposed a third version
of a zone-of-reasonable coal rates.

In this case, a "minimum
viable tariff" (MVT) serves as the minimum rate level. 13

The MVT is intended to produce revenue equal to the calculated
present value of the current and discounted future incremental .
costs to be incurred over the expected life of a given coal
investment.

Incremental costs are defined as the sum of

variable operating costs and the capital costs associated
with the incremental investment required by the coal movement. 34
No precise formula is offered for making maximum rate level
determinations, but it is suggested that the ICC should logically search for a proper balance in weighing the importance
of energy considerations, monopoly regulation and the need to
establish adequate revenue levels for railroads. 35
The results of a case study are presented to demonstrate
the application of DOE's MVT-methodology.

The study concerns

unit-train operations from the Jacobs Ranch Mine in Campbell
County, Wyoming

to the Houston Power and Lighting Company's

generating plant in Fort Ben County, Texas.

The incremental

investments for this coal movement involve the purchase, by
t he Bu r 1 i n g to n No rt he r n a nd Sa n t a Fe , o f s i x t y - n i ne l o c.o mo t i ve.S ,
at a cost per unit of $603,700 to $639,000, and eleven cabooses
costing approximately $50,000 each.

Expenditures on sidings
and signals amount to an investment of $758,900. 36 The following
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assumptions were made to permtt the calculation of present
values:

the investments were assumed to earn a ten percent

after-tax rate-of-return; the coal movement was expected to
have a life of twenty years; and the salvage value of the equipment was set at ten percent of its original purchase price. 37
The calculation of variable operating costs entailed an
unconventional use of Rail Form A.

Equipment deprectation

expenses and systemwide fixed costs not associated with coal
movements were removed from the cost accounts.

A computer

program was then employed to adjust and modify the carriers'
unit costs in a manner believed to approximate expenditures
directly traceabl~ to the specific unit-train operation. 38
The final task involved a forecast of cash inflows from revenue
which, if added to the variable operating costs, would permit
the railroads to recover their incremental investments and earn
a ten percent after-tax rate-of-return. 39

RECOMMENDED METHODOLOGY FOR RATEMAKING AND COSTING
DETERMINATION OF SERVICE-SPECIFIC COSTS
Western coal unit-train operations possess quite distinctive traits.

They are characterized by large volume,

point-to~

point shipments of a single commodity, moving over well-defined
line segments of a rail network, in cars specifically assigned
to the service in question; in addition, they typically involve
rapid loading and unloading at points of origin and destination,
respectively, and entail minimal yard service ·requirements.
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Insofar as their traffic and operating characteristics can be
readily identified and the relevant costs of both fixed plant
facilities and unit-train locomotive and car consists can be
quantified with relative ease, western coal movements lend
themselves to the development of specific actual cost data.
The pricing proposal of the Western Coal Traffic League
{WCTL) is illustrative of how the actual costs of unit-train
operations may be determined.

Although the proposal has already

been outlined in general terms, the recommended procedures for
reporting the various elements of cost merit a more detailed
discussion.

The WCTL's reporting procedures are designed to

delineate service-specific investments, operating costs, rents
and taxes; the use of adjusted Rail Form A system average costs
are suggested, however, whenever data collection problems
preclude the identification of any given element of actual
costs.

The purpose of this exercise is to segregate that por-

tion of overall railroad facilities and operating expenses
utilized by coal movements from those having no connection with
the service.

As previously stated, rail freight costs associ-

ated with unit-train services would be divided into four categories.
First, unit-train operating costs {excluding depreciation)
would comprise the freight portion of operating expenses, net
re n ts, a n d bo t h pay r o l l an d p r o pe rt y tax e s .

Fo r p u r po s es o.f

identification and calculation they would be classified as:
those incurred solely in the movement of coal--e.g., locomotive
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and freight car maintenance, fuel consumption, and train and
engine crew wages; and those incurred in the operation of
facilities shared in common with coal and other traffic--e.g.,
signal and communication system operations, train dispatching,
and mainline maintenance. 40 Expense items falling within the
first classification, plus the cost of operating lines limited
to handling coal traffic, would be calculated directly.

Common

operating expenses would be apportioned to coal traffic on the
basis of the ratio of appropriate coal service units to the
corresponding

total service units of coal and other traffic

using the facilities in common.
The second task involves a similar classification of expenses.

A railroad would be required to segregate its coal

transport network in terms of:

fixed plant facilities, by line

segment, devoted solely to hauling coal traffic; and fixed
plant facilities, by line segment, shared in tommon by coal
and other traffic.

Certified valuations of net depreciated

investment, for assets in both classifications, would then be
reported to the ICC.

The sum of the two valuations would cons-

titute the current asset base of the coal transport network.
A return on net investment would be added to calculate the total
cost of capital. 41
Investment in equipment is treated as a distinct category
of expenses.

This separate treatment arises because the WCTL

maintains that locomotives are operated out of pools.

These

pools may serve an entire rail transport network, a geographic
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division, or a traffic division.

It is argued, therefore, that

investment in locomotives cannot be ascribed solely to specific
movements of traffic.

As a consequence, a railroad would be

required to identify all locomotives in the pool used for coal
movements, by series numbers indicating:

manufacturer; type;

year acquired; method of acquisition {purchase, lease or
rental); annual lease payment; and price.

A weighted average

price per diesel unit, for all units, would be developed on the
basis of the ·purchase prices and the capitalized values of the
lease or rental payments.

The weighted average price, together

with information on the capital structure and salvage values,
would then be used to compute locomotive capital costs. 42
Finally, the WCTL

r~commends

that new accounts be estab-

lished to compute and record future investments in rail facilities.
The

computations are designed to amortize fully future invest-

ments over their useful lives, i.e., by means of depreciation
~ccounting.

A railroad would be required again to identify

future investments, by line segment, in the coal transport
newtwork.

These investments would be apportioned on the basis

of traffic density, measured in gross ton-miles, separately
for coal traffic and for all other traffic on the respective
line segments.

Because of verification and forecasting problems,

it is proposed that the projected cost of new plant be prepared
one year at a time.

The procedure would call for a one-year

forecast for the prospective year and a retrospective verification at the end of

the year.

The last step would involve the

t men t s. 43
.
computation of the annua l capital costs of future inves
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ANALYSIS OF PROPER APPROACH TO RATEMAKING
The central point to be drawn from the previous discussion
is that the traditional problems associated with railroad
ratemaking and costing activities are not applicable to western
coal unit-train operations.

Coal-related operating and capital

costs are, for the most part, directly ascertainable and traceable to the provision of particular coal transport services.
The ability to calculate actual costs permits these services
to be priced according to their long-run incremental costs.
Indeed, the Department of Energy's (DOE) pricing proposal is
grounded on this approach to ratemaking.
It will be remembered that the DOE's "minimum viable
ta ri ff

11

(

MVT ) i s based on the ca l c ul ate d present val ue of the

current and discounted future incremental costs to be incurred
over the expected life of a given coal movement.

The relevant

costs are the sum of the capital costs of future incremental
investments in equipment and facilities, and the variable
operating costs (excluding depreciation) directly traceable
to the service at issue.

The MVT is intended to serve as the

lower boundary of a zone-of-reasonable coal rates, because it
would ensure the recovery of all long-run incremental costs.
The DOE readily concedes that western coal traffic will be
called upon to make a revenue contribution to a railroad's
systemwide fixed costs.

To perform this function, coal rates

necessarily would have to be raised above the MVT.
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The major shortcoming of this pricing technique, however,
is not its failure to account for systemwide fixed costs.*
It will be argued shortly that, for a number of reasons, coal
rates should not play a significant role in this regard.

Never-

theless, coal rates should still be held accountable for recouping
the total service costs of unit-train operations.

In the great

majority of cases, the expansion and upgrading of rail

cap~city

to accommodate the anticipated growth in coal traffic is being
accomplished by adding materials to facilities already in place
and currently providing coal transport services.

Pricing ac-

cording to long-run incremental costs would not produce sufficient
revenues to repay the net depreciated investment in existing
coal-related facilities.

If the continuance of these services

is to be justified on a financial basis, management cannot ignore
the repayment of past service-specific investment expenditures.

*The DOE's methodology is incorrect in one respect. Future
incremental investments for upgrading and expanding fixed plant
facilities quite likely will produce future savings in unit-train
operating costs, by reducing average roadway maintenance costs
and coal movement cycle times. DOE calculated variable operating
costs by employing a modified Rail Form A costing procedure to
approximate directly traceable costs. However, to the extent
that future variable operating costs will differ from those
estimated on the basis of current operating expense data, the
correct method for calculating long-run incremental costs is to
discount both future incremental investments and future variable
costs. It may be argued that inflationary trends may tend to
cancel out any future productivity savings. Such may or may not
be the case; careful analysis is required to yield reasonably
accurate forecasted costs. The use of current railroad operating expense data is inappropriate for the task at hand in any
event.
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The correct approach to the pricing of services requiring additions to capacity is to consider the costs of all facilities used in their provision, including existing facilities
which must be maintained over the planning horizon.
Separate depreciation accounts should be maintained for
past and future fixed plant investments to prevent a double
counting of such expenses.

Double counting would take place,

if planned investment expenditures initially are reflected in
coal rates as discounted future incremental costs, and then
are included a second time in the rate base immediately after
the expenditures are actually made.

It should be noted also

that once the historical investments in existing facilities
are depreciated fully, having rates account for the total service costs of unit-train operations becomes no more than an
exercise in pricing according to long-run incremental costs.
The adoption of this pricing technique, therefore, creates no
irreconcilable conflict between the pursuit of economic efficiency and the need to earn the required rates-of-return on
service-specific ·investments.

Economic efficiency is further

promoted i_n an indirect manner because no part of a railroad's
redundant, idle or obsolete systemwide asset base is being allocated to coal movements for purposes of rate determinations.
This is in marked contrast to Rail Form A costing procedures.
A final consideration involves the appropriate future time
frame to be used for incorporating long-run incremental costs
in ratemaking determinations.
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The ideal procedure is to calculate

the present value of the current and future incremental costs to
be incurred over the expected life of a given coal movement;
this is precisely the approach recommended by DOE.
range

The long-

forecasting of future costs and traffic volumes, however,

is subject to a great deal of error and uncertainty.

Further-

more, as market supply and demand conditions change over time,
rail management may decide to postpone, alter, or entirely
scrap parts of its original investment plans in fixed plant
and equipment.
Miscalculations of this sort can be avoided altogether
by verifying and incorporating future costs in the rate base
only as they are incurred.

The WCTL's ratemaking proposal

closely approximates this procedure; incremental investment
expenditures are projected one year into the future.

A

reasonable compromise is to consider five-year investment
plans and traffic forecasts.

Railroads have presented detailed

investment plans and traffic forecasts covering comparable time
periods in both recent coal rate cases and Ex Parte No. 347,
Western Coal Investigation.

So long as the ICC is empowered

to order rate reductions or rebates, rates can be adjusted as
forecasting errors are detected and documented.
The adoption of this kind of coal ratemaking framework
affords several advantages to shippers and railroads alike.
Rates would reflect the actual costs of providing coal transport service.
promoted.

The pursuit of economic efficiency would be

The primary concern of railroads would be addressed:
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that coal traffic revenues produced over time be sufficient to recover the entire capital costs of existing and future coal-related
investment projects.

Shippers would be given reasonable assur-

ances of a degree of rate stability necessary to enable them to
make rational, long-term corporate decisions about their business
operations.

And, finally, uncertainty over transport costs would

be removed as an inhibiting factor in the achievement of the National Energy Plan s goal of increased reliance on domestically
1

produced coal.
Cost Responsibility for Capacity Expansion and Upgraded
Track Structure
The railroads argue that proper costing procedures require
all coal-related fixed plant investments for capacity expansion
be attributed solely to unit-train coal movements.

While carriers

acknowledge that general freight shares these

plant facili-

fixe~

ties with coal movements, it is asserted that if the growth in
coal traffic had not occurred, the incremental investments occasioned by the greater total volume of freight traffic would not
have been required.

It is further argued that the heavier loads

per car and the increased frequency of unit-train movements place
extra wear and tear on tracks and roadbeds, and require longer
sidings.

The concentrated density of coal traffic necessitates

an upgraded track structure--laying of heavier rail, improvements
in ballast, and expenditures on other track materials to provide
a stronger underlying road bed--whereas an equivalent volume of
general freight would not. 44 Both of these arguments must be
carefully examined.
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The growth in coal traffic may clearly create a need to
expand line-haul capacity, given desired service levels, but
the resulting incremental investment expenditures are not caused
solely by the service requirements of coal traffic.

The parti-

cular levels of service capable of being offered by commonly
used fixed plant facilities are governed by the total volume
of traffic.

In this regard, both existing and new traffic,

taken together, dictate the desirability of capacity expansion
and, therefore, both are the cause of incremental investments;
management can decide either to expand capacity to accommodate
the projected levels of both general freight or coal traffic,
or to make more intensive use of existing facilities, thereby
incurring higher levels of maintenance expenditures and/or
reduced cycle times for the entire volume of traffic.
These issues are comparable to those entertained by the
concept of peak/offpeak pricing in dealing with the demand
conditions commonly found in electricity, transit, telephone
and other public utility services.

The amount of money that

must be invested in a public utility depends on the size of
plant it must build, and the size of plant is determined by
the quantity of service it is called upon to render during
periods of peak demand.

Capacity expansion plans are dictated

by projected peak-period use over the planning horizon.
The concept of peak/offpeak-period pricing maintains that
peak customers be held accountable for paying the total capital
costs for capacity expansion (or for the last margin of capacity
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installed) because these users are solely responsible for these
incremental investments.

The crucial point to be realized is

that the same level of capacity would be required, even if offpeak customers decided not to use the service at all.

The ques-

tion of whether offpeak customers benefit from the proyision
of these facilities is immaterial to determining causal cost
responsibility.

This distinction cannot be made among various

peak-period users--whether they be different classes of customers, or old and new customers.

Required capacity levels would

be directly reduced if any group of peak-period users decided
to forego the .service. 45
This reasoning is equally applicable to rail transportation.

Should the existing volume of general freight be appro-

priately reduced, the growth in coal traffic would not necessitate capacity expansion.

When service is being provided with

commonly shared line-haul facilities, management may choose to
vary the levels of either the traffic being carried or the capacity being offered.

If the second choice is made, it is in-

correct to assign the incremental investment expenditures entirely to new traffic.
The second argument is somewhat more complex.

As previ-

ously stated, the railroads assert that the concentrated density of coal traffic requires longer sidings and an upgraded
track structure.

These improvements result in a greater

track expense per unit of traffic thari would an equivalent
volume of general freight.

While seemingly obvious, it must
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be rercognize'd that an- u·p'9 ra·cfed' tra:ck
1

s~tru-ctu~-~

fs not a-· p:r-,e -

condi'ti'ori to the pttys fcal moveme1'f1! of coa·l t 'r·a"ffi<c.
it is

justifi~d

on the basis of minimizing

and cycle times.

R'<r-the:r,

~~int~nan~e

costs

When dealing with commonly used roadbeds·,

the replacement of lighter rail by heavier rail may reflect a
decision to mi-nimize _the operating cost of transpo·rtating· a·
greater volume of total traffic; the higher track expenditures
may be related to th·e total volume moved a·nd not to a particu1 at

segment of it.

To make this judgment, one should logical-

ly artalyze the design and capacity functions of the fixed
plant in question.

ADEQUACY OF REVENUE
MAJOR PROVISIONS OF THE 4R ACT

The 4R Act significantly altered the
i n du s tty was to be reg u l a t ed.

m~rtrter

in which rail

Sec ti on l 01 o f the Act en un c i -

ates congressional intent as follows:
It is the purpose of t~e Congr~~s in this Act
to provide the means to rehabilitate and maintain
the physical facilities, ;~prove tff~ op~rattotts att~
structure, and restore the financial stability of
the railway system of t~e U~ited State~~ attd to p~o
mote the revitalization of such railway system. so
th a t t hi s mode o f trans po t ta ti on wi l l r"e'nt·a i tt vi a-l't l e
in the private sector of the economy and will be
able to provide ett@rgy-efffcient~ e~olagftally co~~
patible transportation services with greater efficie'ncy, eff~ctiv~ne· ss, and economy ....
The

~ajor

ptovisions df the Act restricted

tion over carrier pricing initicttives to
tions, so as to foster competition
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r~gulatory

jurfsdic-

matt~t ddlft·frrctnt

situa-

~~d pl~ce m~xfm~m r~lianc~

on the marketplace; directed the ICC to make a continuing effort to assist the rail industry in achieving adequate revenues;
and called for the promulgation of new procedures and concepts
for railroad costing and pricing.

This final directive is re-

flected in the new rule of ratemaking, contained in Section 205,
which requires the ICC to:
develop and promulgate ... reasonable standards and
procedures for the establishment of revenue levels
adequate under honest, economical, and efficient
management to cover total operating expenses, including depreciation and obsolescence, plus a fair,
reasonable and economic profit or return (or both)
on capital employed in the business.47
It is the above language that the railroads have embraced
and have used effectively in recent coal rate cases and in Ex
Parte No. 347, Western Coal Investigation, to urge the ICC to
determine a fair rate-of-return on a carrier's total net investment employed in transportation and to sanction differential pricing.

If the realized rate-of-return is lower than the

one adjudged to be fair, the railroads contend that revenues
are inadequate.

More importantly, it is argued that coal ship-

pers should be held responsible for meeting a disproportionate
share of systemwide revenue needs.

The justification rests

on the fact that the railroad industry is being called upon to
invest billions of dohlars in new plant and equipment to cope
with the surge in demand for coal.

It is also asserted that

for a significant segment of existing rail traffic, competitive
market conditions prevent carriers from raising rates to fully
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allocated cost levels; any attempt to do so would result tn
th e l o s s o f comp et i ti ve r a i l tr a ff i c to a 1 t e r n a·ti ve mo de·s o·f
transportation. 48

TRADITIONAL APPROACH TO DETERMINING REVENUE NEED
The statutory language

contained in Section 205 of the

Act is similar to the legislative mandates under which all
economic regulatory agencies operate.

The traditional approach

to regulating public utilities is to restrain total profit
levels to some efficient (i.e., "fair") rate-of-return on a
company's total net investment.

This task is accomplished by

setting the revenue level equal to the sum of actual expenses,
depreciation, and a fair rate-of-return on invested capital.
Capital is supposed to include all fixed assets actually used-and necessary to use--under conditions of efficient operations
in supplying the utility's services.

The traditional approach

is best suited to the regulatinn of a public utility possessing
the sole franchise to supply a given

geograp~ic

area or market.

Under its common carrier service obligation, the utility may
well be required to undertake investments tn unprofitabie
services; however, since the rates of all offered services are
regulated, the rate structure is designed to p·roduce a S·Y'Stemw·ide
revenue level sufficient to yield an average return
49
th e oppor t uni. t y cos t o f cap1. t a 1 .
The key point to be recognized is that

t~e

equ~l

extent to

to

w~tch

revenue need and the rate-of-return on net investment ha¥e any ·
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meaningful connection is directly dependent on the extent to
which a utility's rate base reflects the net depreciated value of necessary, productive and efficient assets.

When this

happens to be the case, and the issue of general inflation is
set aside, the traditional approach will result in the realization of revenue levels adequate to maintain and to replicate
the existing asset base.

Because of these underlying assump-

tions, one must question the methodology's practical utility
and reliability in being able to correctly gauge railroad revenue needs.
Problems Associated with Traditional Approach
Railroads provide services over existing facilities inherited from the past.

Proper planning functions involve not

only decisions about the financing and implementation of future
investment projects, but also an ongoing examination as to
whether rail services should be maintained with existing plant.
Ample documentation is available to suggest that much of the
railroad industry's asset base consists of idle, redundant or
obsolete capacity. 50 Most rail facilities were constructed in
an earlier era, under vastly different market conditions than
pertain today.

Despite a steady shrinkage in fixed plant over

the last few decades, the industry continues to support an extensive network of redundant mainlines duplicating one another
between major points, unprofitable branchlines, unused sidings,
and obsolete yard facilities:
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There are now too many miles of track and other facilities of the wrong kind or in the wrong location to survive in a competitive climate. The railroad industry
must make substantial changes in its economic and physical structure .... Unnecessary lines must be abandoned
and traffic consolidation onto parallel connecting
lines, so that service can be maintained, but costs can
be reduced.51
While attention has focused primarily on the problem of excess
trackage, a recent study of railroad yard technology requirements,
for the years 1975 to 2000, concludes that from thirty to fifty
percent of existing yard facilities will have to be downgraded or
abandoned. 52 None of this excess capacity should be maintained
or replicated.

Its maintenance serves only to inflate systemwide

operating costs; and common carrier service obligations have rarely forced railroads to expend limited investment funds on unprofitable business ventures.
This discussion has a direct bearing on the ICC's ratemaking practices in recent western coal rate cases.

Coal rates have

been based on modified Rail Form A costing estimates, interpreted
as representing the full cost of coal traffic services at the revenue need level.

One must recognize these modified Rail Form A

costing procedures have provided estimates of adjusted fully allocated system average variable and fixed costs that are derived
from precisely the same historic asset base upon which rate-of-return calculations are made.

When one considers this problem, to-

gether with all the previously mentioned problems inherent in these
costing procedures, it seems incongruous that system average costs
would be used in the formulation of coal rates; especially when the
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. characteristics of unit-train operations lend themselves ·to the
development of specific actual cost data.

The initial expense

of data collection is not a compelling argument for avoiding
the development of specific actual cost data; by the railroad
industry's own pronouncements, literally billions of dollars
are . being expended by carriers to supply and expand coal traffic
services, and the need for detailed data collection and accurate
costing procedures should

logic~lly

be tailored to the amount of

expenditures being considered.
Differential Pricing
The controversy over revenue adequacy is also closely related to the ongoing debate over the merits of differential
pricing.

Advocates of applying differential pricing to coal

movements justify this ratemaking practice on grounds that competitive market conditions, for a significant segment of rail
traffic, will not permit carriers to raise rates to fully allocated cost levels.

Coal shippers are alleged to benefit from

being charged more than the total service costs of coal movements, as long as the lower rates applying to competitive traffic
exceed the variable costs of providing those services.

The logic

of this justification rests on the fact that rates exceeding
variable costs make some revenue contribution to the maintenance
of a rail carrier's system.

Considering the present makeup of

the railroad industry's fixed plant facilities, it is not exactly clear how coal shippers benefit from the preservation of
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much of the existing system.

Furthermore, a previous section

of this chapter noted that this type of differential pricing
is not a suitable long-term pricing arrangement.

In the long

run, correct rate design calls for all services to be held responsible for repaying the total economic costs for which they
are causally responsible.

A precondition to reversing the

de gene ra t i o n o f the i nd us try ' s f i n an c i a l pe r f _o rm a nc e i s the
development of an efficient rate structure.

Rates equal to

the cost of continued service over time, making allowance
for an adequate rate-of-return on service-specific investments,
contribute to the achievement of a financially healthy industry
and encourage new investment.
The revenue to variable cost ratio

is a standard yard-

stick for measuring the revenue contrtbution of various commadity groups to covering railroad systemwide fixed costs.

By

definition, any rate producing revenue equal to 100 percent of
variable costs makes no such contribution.

Rail Form A costing

procedures again are used to estimate denominator of the ratio.
The ICC has determined ttie theoretical ratio--one equal t-0 150
percent of variable costs--that all commodity groups would ·have
to achieve for the entire systemwide fixed co·sts to he re.c overed
a·nd for the rail road industry to earn a 10.·6 pe-rcent return on
i ts i n vested capital .

The r a i l roads c 1 a i ·m th:e theo ret i ca 1 rat i-o ·

i s c l o s e r to l 8 5 pe r c e n t .

I n a ny e ve n t , a t p re s·e n t , a.p p r o x i mate 1Y

seventy percent of all rail traffic makes a revenue contri:b-uti.on
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of less than 150 percent of variable costs; the average for
this group is roughly 105 percent. 53
Public Policy Implications
These figures have been cited frequently as supporting
evidence that competitive rail traffic is unable to pay its
own way.

While it is undoubtedly true that much existing

rail traffic cannot be priced according to its fully allocated costs, the figures presented above are based on rates,
revenues, and variable cost levels which are the product
of a regulated environment.

The 4R Act mandates, however,

that competitive rail traffic be freed from the rein of
regulation; and if placing maximum reliance on the marketplace is to have any meaning in serving public policy objectives , then the fostering of competition will result in
lower cost levels by virtue of the shedding of unnecessary
and unproductive assets, appropriate restructuring and consolidation of operations, rationalized rate structure designs, and
enhanced efficiency.

Increased ratemaking flexibility should

also improve revenue contributions.

Competitive rail traffic

cannot be characterized oy a homogeneous set of market conditions; the intensity of competition varies among different
classes of shippers, services and submarkets, and rates can
be adjusted to reflect these varying situations.

If the

totality of these actions do not improve significantly the
financial health of the nation's railroad industry, one must
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conclude that the 4R Act's deregulation provisions constitute
bad public policy; more importantly, one must conclude that
noncoal-hauling railroads, no matter what course of action is
pursued, are doomed to bankruptcy.
The overriding objection to subjecting coal movements to
differential pricing is that the ratemaking practice fails to
address the fundamental causes of revenue deficiency.

No sim-

ple panacea can restore the industry to financial health.

Pub-

lic policy prescriptions must confront directly the interactive
and mutual reinforcing character of railroad problems:

restric-

tive work rules; low rates of productivity growth and technological change; inadequate freight car management systems; the
need to refine expedited abandonment, consolidation and merger
procedures; and the lack of proper incentives to encourage rate
experimentation and to develop more effective marketing practices.

Left to its own devices, Adam Smith's invisible hand of

competition should serve as a positive factor in remedying these
ills.
Nonetheless, it is of vital importance that both the ICC
and the Congress pay equal attention to formulating a sound
maximum rate policy and to taking seriously the market dominance provisions of the 4R Act.

Adam Smith's invisible hand

was never intended to be effective in dealing with monopolistic
pricing situations.
Under competition, a railroad is free to exercise its
judgment between price and service policies designed to maxi-
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mize its income, while pursuing far-sighted objectives and efficient business conduct.

Effective competition requires rail

shippers to have available feasible alternatives to rail transportation to limit monopolistic pricing behavior, to increase
the variety of services being provided, and to create incentives
for achieving economic efficiency.

The absence of direct price

competition permits a railroad to raise rates far above its
costs of service or to offer less than satisfactory service
without fear of competitive responses.

AN ASSESSMENT OF MARKET DOMINANCE
CURRENT TRENDS AND PROBLEMS
The concept of market dominance, defined by the 4R Act as
11

the absence of effective competition," is complex and lacks

both theoretical and operational precision.

In virtually all

the approaches used by the ICC (see Chapter Five) to identify
"effective competition," the basis for market dominance was considered to be market power.

Yet, the notion of market ·power does

not lend itself to threshold level determinations because it
exists on a continuum.

It is not possible to ascertain a priori

at what point, on the continuum of rail market power, shipper
abuse

"begins~

11

The ICC must deal with the fact that there can

be varying degrees of market power in different segments of the
railroad industry.
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Implications of Coleto Creek Case
The issue of market dominance

~ook

a radical departure

from established standards when the ICC served its decision
of January 15, 1980 in lntentive Rates on Coal--Axial, Co.,
to

Col~t6 Cr~ek,

Texas (C61.eto Creek).

A coal tariff of

$20.85 per ton was authorized for shipments to Central Power

and Light Company's (CP&L's) new coal-fired generating station at Coleto Creek, Texas.

Agency review of the reasonable-

ness of the proposed rate was deemed unnecessary because "the
market offers substantial competition. 1154
This conclusion was based on a finding that the western
railroads hauling coal to Coleta Creek faced effective competition from South African coal suppliers. 55 CP&L had considered coal sources in Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Australia, and South Africa, before committing itself to purchase
the coal in question.

This comparative shopping and the fact

that South African coal had been used in the generating station's shakedown operation were judged to constitute evidence of
competition.

Note was taken also of the utility's ability to

assign its longter~ supply contract to third party interests. 56
Finally, the decision included a ruling that none of the three
re~uttable

presumptions were satisfied.

In a divergence from

precedent, the ICC concluded that CP&L had aat met the substantial investment test, even though the company had invested $15.5
million in coal-hauling equipment;

-2 74.-

the market share test was

viewed as not relevant to a new movement; and the cost test
was not satisfied because the estimated rate to variable cost
ratio proved to be less than 160 percent. 57
The ICC's justification for the Coleta Creek market dominance determination is of incalculable importance; if the criteria embodied in the decision are allowed to become the accepted norm--the case recently has been recalled for reconsideration--then the global supply of coal and the prudent management practice of considering alternative modes of transportation
and coal suppliers, before reaching a final decision, can be
used as sufficient arguments for complete railroad ratemaking
flexibility.

One must clearly recognize that Coleta Creek does

not invoke a unique set of factual circumstances, and is,
fore, applicable to a wide range of similar cases.

there~

Railroad

rates pertaining to other commodities, such as chemicals, primary metals, and grains, could be subjected to precisely the
same criteria.

As soon as a shipper initiates discussions with

foreign- and national suppliers, the relevant geographic market
can become suddenly the international and national arenas, and
all associated international/national modes of transportation.
The Nature and Problems of Aggregate Threshold Tests
With the exception of the substantial investment test,
the presumptive tests adopted by the ICC in Ex Parte No. 320,
Special Procedures for Making Findings of Market Dominance,
rely upon data that are aggregated for individual railroads,
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groups of railroads, or regions.

Although attempts have been

made to adjust aggregated data to deal with individual

m~ve

ments, which are usually at stake in market dominance proceedings, the thrust of the ICC's actions to date has been to increasingly promote the notion of aggregate threshold tests as
being the most suitable mechanism for identifying the presence
or absence of ·competition.

Several irreconcilable drawbacks

are inherent in this approach.
Aggregate threshold tests, by their very nature, are designed to characterize entire rail transport markets, or a set
of

submark~ts,

tive.

as being either monopolistic or workably competi-

This notion runs counter to the grain of both intuition

and experience.

The intensity of competition can vary greatly

among different classes of shippers, services and submarkets.
Taken individually, or in a combination, aggregate measures are
simply incapable of capturing the important supply and demand
conditions of rail markets that form the basis of modal choice,
physical distribution strategies and plant location decisions.
Important factors in this regard include direct transportation
cost levels and differentials, service quality di ·fferentials,
shipper and commodity characteristics, physical distribution
strategies, barriers to entry, and the like.
Another complication is thBt the ICC's aggPegate threshold
tests are static, inasmuch as they attempt to

de~cribe

structur.e characteristics at a given point in U -me.

market

The dyn ,a-mic

nature of market supply and demand conditions is brushed a5ide
-?.76-

for the sake of regulatory expedition.

Transportation markets

are continually experiencing changes with the passage of time
as demographic shifts take place, technological innovations
are introduced, public policies are reformulated, and international events take a turn for the worse.

These influences

may exert a telling impact on modal market shares in a relatively brief period of time.

It seems advisable, therefore,

that market dominance procedures should make allowance for
considering past events and likely future trends.
Implications of a Single Threshold Test
On January 17, 1980, the ICC reopened its original market
dominance proceeding as Ex Parte No. 320 (Sub-No. 1), Rail
Market Dominance and Related Considerations, to consider a
new rulemaking proposal.

This proposal has serious implica-

tions for regulatory control over the rail markets:

''We are

here proposing a standard under which a prima facie case that
market dominance exists can be made by a protestant which
shows (using the Kearney study or other acceptable data) that
a rate exceeds variable cost by 180 percent or more ....

Un-

der this proposal 150 percent of variable cost is taken to be
the full cost of service. 1158 The U.S. Senate's and House's
proposed railroad deregulation bills (see Chapter Three) contain maximum rate provisions supporting the adoption of a
similar standard.
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All the problems associated with the revenue to variable
cost ratio will be magnified as it becomes the sole threshold
test in market dominance determination.

The ratio is capable

only of measuring average profit or revenue margins.

Yet, no

relationship necessarily exists between profit margins and the
intensity of competition.

High profit margins may be the out-

come of superior marketing strategies, technological innovations, and efficient operations, brought about by competitive
forces.

The McDonald's hamburger chain, no doubt, annually

realizes a very high revenue to variable cost ratio, but few
observers would conclude the fast food industry lacks intense
competition.

On the other hand, profit margins and price levels

may appear reasonable at first glance, even in the absence of
direct competition, because management is devoting little attention to cost control and service quality.
One of two unintended consequences is likely to materialize
from a complete reliance on this single threshold test.

If the

'-

threshold level is established to reflect the railroad industry's
average profit margin, or some margin adjudged to be

11

fair,

11

the test is likely to misclassify a large portion of existing
rail traffic for ratemaking purposes. Alternatively, if the
threshold level is set equal to the profit margin(s) of the
industry's most lucrative traffic, de facto deregulation of
market dominant traffic is likely to occur.

It is interesting

to note that the question of potential competition has little
meaning in this context; the higher a maximum rate level is al-278-

lowed to rise, the closer a regulatory body comes to ensuring
that some alternative source of transport supply exists at
that price.

The most curious aspect about the ICC's persis-

tance in moving in this direction is found in that agency's
market dominance study, performed by

A. T. Kearney, Inc.

Although cited in the notice of proposed rulemaking, the study
contatns the following conclusions:
The revenue/cost ratio test is theoretically
one of the best measures of rail market power.
Based on the statistical analysis in this study
it is one of the poorest. This conclusion recognizes that rail rate structures originally evolved
under very different competitive condftions and
that there -has been systematic regulation of rates
since the 19th Century. As was mentioned previous- .
ly in this chapter, high revenue/cost ratios (high
relative to rail carrier averages) are more often
found for intensively competitive traffic than for
non-competitive traffic. To employ a revenue/cost
ratio test as a means of identifying market dominant traffic is likely to misclassify a substantial
p r o po rt i·on o f th e move men ts . 5 9
A related problem concerns the possible reverberations
this

~roposed

maximum rate policy may have on the future

willingness of rail carriers and major coal shippers to negotiate long-term contractual agreements.

The crucial decision

facing rail management is whether current investment expenditures should be recouped over the short-term, by charging high
rates now, or over the long-term.

Maximum allowed rate levels

much greater than the full cost of providing unit-train services create disincentives to engage in good faith bargaining.
Indeed, railroads may be tempted to adopt a policy of short-run
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profit maximization to ensure their investments are amortized
fully during a period over which coal traffic can be projected
with reasonable certainty.

To be sure, there are limits to this

kind of business conduct; if a competing rail carrier is readily
accessible to a coal shipper, the competitor's offering of a
contract rate can prove the short-run profit maximizer's undoing.
If not, then even the distant

prospe~t

of coal slurry pipelines

may not diminish the appeal of pursuing a quick investment payback period.

Rail carriers always will have the option of re-

ducing a rate or entering into a long-term contractual agreement
at some future point in time to counter eventual slurry pipeline
competition.
Concluding Remarks on Current Activities
Although market conditions for the railroad industry are
vastly different from those of 1887, the structural changes in
our national economy do not mitigate the importance of being
concerned with monopolistic pricing behavior in individual
instances, and with the need to offer shippers reasonable rate
protection.

This need is not justified on incontrovertible

evidence demonstrating the likelihood of large-scale bankruptcies, massive unemployment, and so on, in the absence of maximum rate regulation; on the contrary, the likelihou-0 is that
the great majority of the shipping public, at some price, has
access to some alternative form of transportation, and can
ultimately adjust plant locations and physical distribution
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systems to cope with the eventual new realities of rail trans~

portation.

Given sufficient time (i.e., the proverbial long

run), even war torn national economies can make similar adjustments.

If this is the manner in which one wishes to interpret

"new realities," the interpretation represents no more than a
jaded view of the benefits to be reaped from a complete reliance on the marketplace.

The position taken in this report,

however, is that the prevention of severe short-run economic
dislocation effects to both producers and consumers alike,
when detectable and capable of being avoided, is sufficient
justification for offering shippers reasonable protection
against monopolistic pricing behavior.

It is also a proper

public policy objective.
ALTERNATIVE APPROACH FOR ESTABLISHING MARKET DOMINANCE
STANDARDS
This section sketches out a more flexible framework for
dealing with the issues of market dominance and maximum rate
regulation.

No pretense is made that the following outline

will answer all questions and will prove satisfactory to all
concerned parties.

Rather, what is being offered is an ini-

tial attempt to resolve perceived problems in an efficacious
and equitable manner.
Market dominance procedures and standards should possess
a blend of several attributes:
1. Rail dependent shippers should be provided feasonable
. rate protection.
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2. The time and expense pertaining to regulatory proceedings and litigation should not be so onerous as to preclude all but the largest of shippers from protesting rates.
3 . Ra i 1 c a r r i e rs s ho u1 d be o ff e re d p r o· t e c t i o n a g a i ns t
automatic rate protests.
4. Rail carrier and shipper evidentiary data gathering
activities should prove to be manageable tasks.
5. The ICC's standards should be based on sufficiently
accurate and specific information so as to enable reliable
dominance determinations.
6. The structured framework should be sufficiently flexible so as to act in concert with the implementation of the
other major provisions of the 4R Act.
An Outline of the Proposed Approach
Under this proposal, maximum rate regulation is to be
confined to situations in which a rate is found unreasonable
and involves market dominant traffic movements.

A positive

finding on both triggers an automatic rate investigation and
suspension proceeding.

The full cost of providing continued

service over time for movements to which the rate applies
represents the threshold level test for the determination of
reasonableness.

In this regard, included in full cost are

long-run incremental investment expenditures and a rate-of-return
on invested capital.

The specific merits of this cost standard

were enumerated in a previous section of this chapter.
It is recommended also that two permanent functions be
established within the ICC:
forming detailed market

the first function entails per-

st~dies

of the demand and supply condi-

tions of well-defined commodity groups; and the second involves
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the provision of outreach technical and legal services to
shippers requesting assistance ori evidentiary and procedural
matters.

The initial task of the market study group will be

to identify major segments of rail traffic in which effective
competition is deemed to exist in the great majority of cases.
No need exists to evaluate the operations of every shipper,
or for that matter, every conceivable submarket; the intent is
to gather and analyze sufficiently detailed data to enable informed judgments about whether the potential abuse of shippers
is likely to be pervasive or rare under conditions of complete
ratemaking freedom.

Such studies, however, should probe more

deeply into the controlling market structure characteristics
~

of rail traffic than aggegate measures are capable of doing.*
The identification of markets in which effective competition is least prevalent will allow the ICC to conserve on
the amount of time and resources devoted to market dominance activities.

This exercise also will give the agency a firmer indi-

cation of rail segments in which maximum rate regulation will be
most widely applied, and, therefore, should receive the closest

*Initial startup costs may be high, but not necessarily so.
Existing staff could be transferred within the ICC, insofar as
the agency's traditional responsibilities are likely to diminish
with the passage of time. Moreover, market studies can become
rather routine exercises, once staff are trained and acquire
experience, pertinent data bases are assembled, and appropriate
analytical frameworks are developed and refined.
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scrutiny in terms of regulatory oversight and investigation.*
Unlimited ratemaking freedom, rate experimentation,and rate
structure rationalization are to be promoted in all markets,
subject only to the conditions of rate suspension and investigation.

Notified of the market study findings, rail carriers

can be assured that automatic shipper protest will be the exception to the rule in most markets, unless evidence of egregious
behavior is brought to the agency's attention; but rail carriers also will be put on notice that their ratemaking practices will be monitored closely in a few markets.
It is recommended that ongoing market studies be confined
to segments of rail traffic initially identified as lacking
effective competition in the majority of cases.

The other

segments can be reexamined should changes in market structure
characteristics warrant the reinstitution of special market
studies.

The primary value of the initial and ongoing market

studies is to provide commission members and staff with
more detailed knowledge about the markets being regulated to
improve the decisionmaking process.

For example, should com-

mission members see fit to continue the-sanctioning of

differen~

*A longtime observer of the rail industry may note that rail
dominant markets are easily identifiable and are, in fact, already
known. Nevertheless, this viewpoint misses the true value of
possessing more detailed knowledge about specific markets. Maximum rate regulation applies to rates and traffic movements, not to
markets. The importance of this fact will be clarified later.
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tial

prici~g

for coal movements, the quality of decisions will

be improved by not having to repeat the questions posed in
Docket No. 36970, Annual

V6l~~e

Rates on Coal--Flint Creek,

Arkansas:
Before the Commission can impose a substantial
burden on some shippers, the railroads must show more
than revenue need on a system basis. The Commission
must have additional data, including (1) specific
identification of the traffic that must be subsidized
by other traffic and the reason why rates cannot be
increased on that traffic; (2) the extent to which
the railroads provide service on unprofitable branchlines and the reason(s) why such service cannot be
made profitable or abandoned; (3) identification of
commodities other than coal which would also make
substantial contributions to the railroads' system
revenue needs; and (4) identification and quantification of excess capacity on a carrier's system ....
Until a railroad has shown that it is unable to
increase revenue on its competitive traffic, we will
be reluctant to approve and prescribe rates which
are significantly higher than fully allocated cost
(at the reven~e need level) on traffic as that involved here.6
These ongoing activities can be supplemented by developing the
capability to conduct special studies pertaining to specific
traffic movements at issue in market dominance disputes.

Pro-

vision should be made to initiate special studies at the
request of a commission member, a railroad, or a shipper.

If

insufficient time and resources do not permit a shipper's request to be fulfilled, the ICC mtist be prepared to offer outreach
services to assist a shipper in the development of the specific
kinds of information needed to make the best possible case of a
favorable market dominance determination.

Railroads will have

the option of rebutting any submitted evidence.
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These outreach

services are especially important for assisting shippers
whose rail traffic is not included in markets being studied
on an ongoing basis.

The ICC's notice of proposed rule-

making, reopening Ex Parte No. 320, contains suggestions as
to the specific kinds of information it believes will prove
useful in making market dominance determinations:
The party having the burden of proof may present
any relevant evidence pending to show the presence or absence of market dominance including
evidence which addresses the following issues:
i.
Whether the affected commodity is in
bulk form, the distance involved, and whether water competition is available.
ii.
Federal or state restrictions on highway transportation.
111.
The availability of transportation alternatives including intermodal or private fleet.
Evidence on this issue should include:

A. The availability of transportation
services and rates offered by other rail carriers,
modes or combinations thereof to the · affected
shipper.
B. The availability of private carriage to the affected shipper.
C. The use of alternative transportation services and rates by other affected or similarly situated shippers not participating in the
protest.
D. The use of private carriers by
other affected or similarly situated shippers not
participating in the protest.61
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Outreach services can include literature designed to explain regulatory procedures and other legal matters, as well
as to contain information on appropriate ICC contact persons
and their telephone numbers.

Even a manual can be prepared for

shippers explaining in understandable language how data should
be collected, assembled and presented for regulatory proceedings.
The Office of Public Counsel of the Rail Services Planning Office prepared a similar type of manual for shippers threatened
with branchline abandonments during the reorganization of the
Penn Central Transportation Company into what is now called
"Conrail . 1162

The point of these various activities is to en-

sure that the time and expense associated with regulatory
proceedings and litigation are not so onerous so as to preclude
protests.

At the same time, it is reasonable to expect that the

provision of outreach technical and legal services will not result in automatic shipper protests.

Shippers, in most instances,

simply will not divert resources from their primary business,
unless the perceived harm resulting from a rate increase is
deemed to be of large proportions.
Once market dominance is found, the burden of proof falls
on rail carriers to demonstrate the reasonableness of rates.
It is absolutely essential that, to the extent possible,
service-specific actual costs be required for these calculations.
Only the railroads have access to this kind of data.
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CONTRACT RATES
Negotiated and mutually binding long-term contractual
agreements between shippers and carriers offer the potential
of resolving many of the issues and uncertainties currently
surrounding western coal movements.

Railroads would be able

to upgrade facilities and expand capacity with the assurance
that traffic would be guaranteed and that revenues received
over the contract period would be adequate to amortize fully
all coal-related investments.

Coal shippers would benefit

from the resulting rate stability; increases in rate levels
would be predictable by virtue of mutually agreed to formulae,
spelled out in escalation clauses.

Hence, the total cost of

coal conversion would prove susceptible to more accurate projection, thereby eliminating one of the inhibiting factors faced
by public utilities and private industry in making costly decisions to convert to coal-fired generating capacity.
Long-term contractual agreements can be used also to
address many of the service-related features of the unittrain tariff that either directly or indirectly affect the cost
of coal transportation:

the shipper provision and maintenance

of freight cars; unloading provisions; fallback or penalty
rates; switching charges; and desired cycle times.

These items

often have been the object of bitter dispute between carriers
and shippers (see Chapter Four).

While coal rate cases have

focused almost exclusively on maximum rate determinations, service-related issues have been of considerable concern to shippers
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and are frequently regarded with equal importance.

It is cru-

cial, therefore, that the enforceability of contract rates be
guaranteed to encourage their use and ensure their effectiveness.

Current federal legislative proposals address this -mat-

ter; nevertheless, these proposals do not confront many of the
aspects of contractual agreements mentioned in the previous
chapter.
Should the question of enforceability be resolved,

~ontrac

tual agreements may still fail to serve their intended purposes,
because railroads may possess superior bargaining leverage in
individual situations;

One suggested method for equalizing the

balance of bargaining power is to have shippers form a unified
trade association.

The association could serve as an informa-

tion clearinghouse for both shipper coal supply contracts with
mine opearators and transportation contractual agreements with
rail carriers.

This information could be disseminated to any

interested party upon request, and legal assistance could be
provided on the intricacies of contractual negotiations.

The

trade association could be used further to apprise the general
public of the desire of an association member to transfer or
sell its coal supply contract, when such agreements provide
for their assignment to an interested third party.

This kind

of trade association is hardly a new idea, and if properly
planned, should avoid problems with the U.S. Department of
Justice.
Ideally, three-party negotiations--involving carriers,
shippers and mine operators--should occur simultaneously and
-28~-

arrangements should be made for the simultaneous signing of
coal supply and transportation contractual agreements.

The

three parties would have the necessary information to make
informed contractual decision.s.

Simultaneous negotiations

also would eliminate the possibility of one of the parties
becoming prematurely locked into a particular agreement,
thus reducing its bargaining power in the negotiation of a
second agreement.
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APPENDIX A
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES, REGULATIONS AND LEGISLATION
INTRODUCTION
Excessively high unit-train rates pose one constraint
to the increased utilization of coal. There are many other
factors, however, whose individual and cumulative effects
also constrain the development of domestic coal reserves.
The factors are enumerated as follows.

Clean air legislation

places restrictions on the siting and operation of coal
combustion facilities and on certain aspects of above-ground
mining operations.

The lack of abundant water availability

in certain areas can limit the mining and combustion of coal.
Water quality guidelines restrict the manner in which water
can be used for coal transportation and excavation.

Strip

mine, health and safety regulations constrain both mining
methods and general mine operations; in the latter case,
these regulations may have contributed to the lowering of
workers' productivity.

Solid waste guidelines have an impact

on the methods for disposal of combustion residues available
to utility operators and others burning coal.

Coal leasing

on federal lands, important to western coal production, has
been severely curtailed by a moratorium since 1971, and is
the subject of new federal guidelines.
plants attract large numbers

Coal mines and power-

of workers and their families;
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the settlement of these people in generally undeveloped areas
can create a number of dislocation problems.

Industrial

operators must pay the cost of new or expanded facilities,
including. the cost of compliance with various regulations.
The intent of this chapter is to highlight these constraints
and to evaluate their relative importance in relation to the
development of domestic coal reserves and to rail transportati on.
AIR QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
The increased use of western coal will have a significant
impact on air quality.

Nationally, total emission levels of

pollutants will be altered by the year 2000 as a consequence
of the coal conversion requirements of the National Energy
Plan.

There will be a marked increase of sulfur dioxide and

nitrous oxides emitted--91 percent and 55.l percent, respectively.

In addition, hydrocarbons and carbon dioxide will

increase by 12.2 percent and 5.8 percent, respectively, with
particulates decreasi·ng by 29.9 percent. 1
Regionally, there will be a significant shift of air
pollutant emissions to the western part of the United States.*

*Given the coal conversion assumptions of the national
energy plan, the West's share of emissions by pollutant will
change between the years 1975 and 2000 as follows: particulates--25 percent to 37 percent; sulfur dioxide--22 percent to
29 percent; and nitrous oxides--31 percent to 39 percent.
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This shift is tied to increased coal combustion in the western
states, expansion of energy extraction and conversion activities in the West, and the large reduction in particulate emissions that some eastern states are projected to achieve due to
State Implementation Plans (SIP) and New Source Performance
Standards (NSPS) compliance.

The region west of the Mississippi

River will use thirty-eight percent of the nation's coal by the
year 2000, versus eleven percent in 1975.

The West will mine

forty-four percent of the nation's coal by the year 2000, versus
fourteen percent in 1975.

In sum, the air quality in the na-

tion and the regional distribution of air quality will be altered by coal conversion. 2
CLEAN AIR LEGISLATION
The most important federal environmental constraint to
the utilization of coal is the Clean Air Act and its amendments (1970 and 1977, principally). 3 This legislation is
designed to "protect the public health and welfare" through
the establishment of National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS).

Primary standards were established for the protec-

tion of "public health," i.e., the health of individuals;
secondary standards were set for certain pollutants to protect
the "public welfare," i.e., to limit damage to agricultural
crops and other plant life, soils, animals, and man-made
structures.

These secondary standards, where applicable, are
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the same or more rigorous than the primary standards (see
Table 23).

Each state is required to submit, for EPA appro-

val, a State Implementation Plan (SIP) detailing how it intends to meet the requirements of the Act.
Emissions standards were established for specific
sources of pollution, under the Clean Air Act and its amendments, limiting an emitter to specified levels of pollutants
deemed necessary to meet the NAAQS. When applied in a stricter
fashion to new or significant modified individual sources of
pollution, these standards are known as New Source Performance
Standards (NSPS).

The achievement of NSPS must be attained

through the best available control technology (BACT) applied
in a continuous manner.
~olely

Emission standards cannot be met

through the use of low-sulfur western coal or by the

use of "intermittent" controls such as tall stacks, which
disburse the pollutants. 4 The latest in a series of increasingly strict new performance standards (NSPS}, those of May
1979, requires ninety percent emission reduction of sulfur
dioxide unless the coal meets the strict 0.6 lb. per million
Btu sulfur emission level; in that case a seventy percent
removal level is sufficient.

This standard

means that twelve

pounds of · sulfur dioxide per ton of coal will be produced,
rather than eighty-three pounds of sulfur dioxide per ton
of coal for existing facilities which do not fall under NSPS.
Particulate matter emission levels are reduced under this new
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Table 23
National Primary and Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards
(expressed as micrograms per cubic meter [µ/m 3 ] at 25° C, 760 mm pressure)
Primary Standard
Annual
Mean

Maximum Concentration
(allowed once yearly)

Sulfur Oxides (SOX)
(measured as S02)

80

365
(over 24 hours)

Particulates

75

260
(over 24 hours)

Pollutant

10 milligrams/m 3
(over 8 hours)
40 milligrams/m 3
(over 1 hour)

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

Secondary Standard
Annual
Mean

Maximum Concentration
(allowed once yearly)
1300
(over 3 hours)

60

150
(over 24 hours)

Same as primary standard

Photochemical Oxidants

160
(over 1 hour)

Same as primary standard

Hydrocarbons (HC)

160
(over 3 hours6-9 a.m.)

Same as primary standard

Nitrogen Dioxide (N0 2)*

*

Same as primary standard

100

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 directed EPA to investigate the necessity for establishing a short-term
(i.e., 1-3 hours) standard for N0 2 . EPA must decide on this matter by August 1978.
NOTE:
NOTE:

EPA has proposed a primary ambient standard for lead of 1.5 µg/m 3 .
EPA is considering the establishment of a respirable particulate standard in connection with the
planned revisions to its S0 2 and TSP criteria documents.
Sulfates are among the most significant respirable particulates.

Source: Bradely I. Raffle, "The New Clean Air Act-Getting Clean and Staying Clean," Environment Reporter (Monograph 26) 8, no. 47 (May 19, 1978):23.
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standard from 0.1 lb. per million Btu to 0.03 lb. per million
Btu.

This represents a ninety-nine percent control of particulate matter. 5 Specific regulations pertaining to the NSPS

provision have been set only recently.

The degree to which

this provision will constrain the use of coal is significant,
but difficult to quantify at this time.
Additional standards were set for a category of emissions for which no ambient standards have been set,

11

but

which may cau·se an increase in mortality or serious illness. 116
These are known as National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAPS).

The Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) is authorized to establish a list of and to promulgate
standards for new and existing sources of hazardous emissions.
NESHAPS regulation is expected to become increasingly important as the EPA expands its list of regulated toxic substances
in the future.
The Clean Air Act amendments of 1977 established two
important new criteria:

11

the prevention of significant

deterioration 11 {PSD) of areas cleaner than the NAAQS and
nonattainment provisions which deal with the failure of an
Air Quality Control Region (AQCR) to meet the NAAQS. 7 The
nonattainment criteria are designed to address the failure of
160 of the nation's 247 ACQRs to meet the NAAQS as of July
1975, as required by the 1970 legislation. 8 No new or
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"modified" major source* of pollution can be constructed
in nonattainment areas without a permit.

The permitting

procedure places stringent requirements for control of emissions over the facility in question.

An offset policy pro-

vision allows plants emitting new sources of pollution
to be built in nonattainment areas, "if the emissions from
the new sources can be more than offset by a corresponding
reduction in emissions from other sources in the vicinity 119
providing "positive net air quality benefit in the affected
area."

New facilities must be equipped with such controls
as to assure the lowest achievement emission rate (LAER). 10

The requirements will be difficult and expensive to meet.
Much new industrial development and coal conversion in
nonattainment areas will be effectively prevented.

Busi-

nesses desiring to avoid these requirements will seek to
relocate in rural areas that have no nonattainment problem.
In doing so, they will be confronted with the second major
constraint imposed by the 1977 amendments:
at the

11

those directed

prevention of significant deterioration" (PSD) of

areas cleaner than the NAAQS.
The PSD provisions apply to sources of pollutants
seeking to relocate in clean air areas, but also apply to

*Defined as capable of emitting more than 100 tons
per year of any pollutant.
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sources impacting on clean air areas.

(Plants could

theoretically come under the influence of both nonattainment and PSD regulations simultaneously.)

The PSD provi-

sions pertain to potential sources of emissirins of any
pollutant which exceeds 250 tons per year and for potential
emissions of any regulated pollutant exceeding 100 tons per
year.

These regulations currently apply to industrial fac-

ilities that fall into one of twenty-eight categories,
including fossil fuel fired steam electric plants of more
than 250 million Btu per hour of heat input.

Permit require-

ments under PSD procedures are exempted for plants holding
valid permits prior to March 1, 1978, and providing that
construction was begun prior to March 19, 1979.
The PSD regulations mandate a federal/state land classification system which is

designe~

to place all clean air

areas into one of three classes--ranging from Class I for the
cleanest to Class III for the least clean.

The highest of

these classes contains allowable "increments" for increased
pollution levels up to ninety percent of the NAAQS.

Similar

to achieving the NSPS, facilities operating under the PSD
must use the best available control technology (BACT) to
attain specified emission levels. 11 The result of the
"technology only" criteria is to greatly increase the cost
of compliance.
The degradation of air quality resulting from coal
transportation is a function of the mode of transportation.
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There are two primary modes for transporting western coal-slurry pipelines and unit-trains.
of the slurry pipeline is minimal.

The threat to air quality
It is limited to the

emissions of the compressor stations -that are required every
sixty to eighty miles along the pipeline. 12
Unit-trains are a source of air pollution because of
diesel locomotive air emissions and because of wind blown
coal dust. 1 3

Between 0.2 percent and 2.0 percent of the

volume of coal hauled in a unit-train becomes wind blown
coal dust.

The lower level of coal dust can be achieved by

transporting the coal wet.

Coal dust and diesel emissions

represent eighty-one percent of the total particulates produced during the coal fuel use cycle. 14
The use phase of the coal fuel cycle is the most environmentally exacerbating.

Using the SEAS derived projections

for 1990, the pollutant levels in tons per year for the nation in the use phase are:

particulates--356,270; sulfur

dioxide--3,427,619; nitrous oxides--3,461 ,652;
82,906; and carbon monoxide--277,450.

hydrocarbons--

The above figures

represent absolute increases in coal induced pollutants and
not concentrations.

It should be noted that the use phase

pollutants are predominantly sulfur dioxide.

AIR QUALITY IMPACTS
The impact on air quality of increased coal use can
be described by emission level increases incurred in each
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phase of the coal fuel use cycle--i.e., mining, processing,
transportation and use.

Table 24
1990 Coal Fuel Emission Projection*
(tons per year)
Pollutant

Mining

Processing

Transportation

Use

Particulates
S02
NOx
HC

2,988
2,314
31,715
3,572
19,455

185,506

2,470,998
104,313
721,597
266,829
194,216

356,270
3,427,619
3,461,652
82,906
277,450

co

*

These projections are based upon the Department of Energy's Strategic Environmental Assessment System (SEAS)
model using an energy development input scenario developed by DOE's Mid-term Energy Forecasting System
(MEFS) model.

Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, Ex Parte No. 347, Western Coal Investigation-Guidelines for Railroad Rate Structure, Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Washington, D.C.: Interstate Commerce Com~
mission, October 19, 1979), pp. 5-51, 5-55.

The low impact on air quality in the mining and processing
of coal focuses attention on the transportati-0n of coal and
especially on the combustion of coal.
EMISSION CONTROL TECHNOLOGY--RfGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
The predominant method for particulate control currently in use is the electrostatic precipitator (ESP).
Flue gas passes through an electronic field whi _ ch re,moves
the particulates ·from the gas.
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This technology has been in

use for years and has proven to be highly efficient. 15

Flue

Gas Desulfurization (FGD) is the primary technique for capturing sulfur dioxide. This technique is commonly known as
scrubbing 16 The commercially available FGD processes
11

11

•

are grouped into two categories--throwaway and regenerative.
These categories are derived from the method of treatment
of the by-products created by sulfur dioxide removal . 17
Utilities are more frequently using wet lime or limestone scrubbing technologies of the throwaway variety because the regenerative process is more expensive.

The amount

of waste produced by a throwaway system is a function of the
sulfur and ash content of the coal.

Typically, an eastern

power plant is producing 113 lbs. of sludge per 100 lbs.
of coal burned, for coal containing a five percent sulfur
and nineteen percent ash content. 18 "Opponents of the 1 ime/
limestone wet scrubbers contend that scrubbers do not reduce
the environmental impact, but simply transfer the impact
of sulfur dioxide from the air into the land and water. 1119
The cost of emission control is dependent on the
following variables:

choice of control technology; removal

of sulfur dioxide and particulates; terrain; new or existing power plants; level of system reliability; and
management preference.

The cost of installing a FGD system

currently varies between $50 million to $100 million per plant.
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The costs of control technology alone, applying to the conversion of natural gas to coal and expressed in terms of
1975 dollars, are estimated to be:

Table 25
Emission Control Technology Cost

Control Technology Cost

Nation

$ 10-20 billion
$ 20-50 billion

Utility
Industry

$ 30-70 billion

Control Technology Cost

Texas
Utility
Industry

$
$

34 billion
7-13 billion

$ 10-15 billion

Source: Comptroller General of the United States, An
Evaluation of the National Energy Plan, Report
No. EMD-7748 (Washington, D.C.: General
Accounting Office, July 25, 1977), p. 5-14.

This cost will be borne by the average residential customer
whose electric bill will increase by nine or ten percent,
I

or an amount equal to an increase of 3.61 to 4.04 mills per
kilowatt hour.
The Clean Air Act imposes increased costs in terms of
both time delays and added capital cost requirements.

Time

delays may range from several months to more than a year,
because of the extensive permitting process. 21

Proposed

regulations for the NSPS alone are "expected to require more
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spending than any other single regulation in EPA's eight-year
history," according to EPA s own acknowledgement. 22 Another
1

EPA report estimates the total cost, covering the period of
1977 to 1986, to be on the order of 97.8 billion dollars for
energy related industries to comply with air pollution regulations.23
While the Clean Air Act requirements are the most significant and . pose the greatest constraint to coal deposit
development, they are by no means the only factors (see
Figure 8).

A myriad of other environmental regulations are

applicable to the siting and operation of coal combustion
facilities:
Most federally fssued permits for coal combustion facilities will require the environmental impact statement (EIS) of NEPA (National Environmental
Policy Act). Although the EIS is prepared by the
agency issuing the permit, it is based on analysis
submitted by the applicant and the length of time
required to prepare the EIS depends on the quality
and completeness of those analyses. In addition,
before issuing a permit an agency must obtain a
certificate from the Secretary of the Interior that
the facility will not jeopardize the continued existence of an endangered species. Under the FWCA
(the Fish and Wildlife Coordinating Act), when a
federally permitted project would result in the
modification of any water body (for example, reduction in water flow through consumption by cooling
towers), the permitting agency must consult with
the Fish and Wildlife Service and with the state
agency having supervisory authority over fish and
wildlife prior to issuing the permit. Issuance of
the permit may be enjoined until consultation and
coordination. has occurred and serious consideration must be given to recommendations for mitigation of impacts to fish and wildlife. Finally,
regulations promulgated under the NHPA (National
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Figure 8
Jurisdiction of Federal Control Legislation
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Source: U.S., Office of Technology Assessment, The Direct Use of Coal: Prospects and Problems of Production and
Combustion (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979), pp. 164-65.
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Historic Preservation Act) require all permitting
agencies to determine whether there are historical,
archeological, architectural or cultural resources
affected by the proposed action that are listed in
the National Register of Historic Places or are
eligible for listing. If any of these resources
may be affected, the permitting agency must obtain comments from the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation .
. . . The cumulative effect of all provisions,
each with extensive interagency and public participation requirements, will be to lengthen significantly the time necessary for site approval ...
This leadtime can become costly.24
WATER RESOURCES
The National Academy of Science's Committee on Nuclear
and Alternative Energy Supplies completed a study which
concluded "there is a high probability that fresh water
supplies will significantly constrain the growth of energy
1. n

th e u • s . 1125

Using the Department of Energy's SEAS model,

the following projections of 1990 water requirements were
derived:
Table 26
1990 Water Requirements
Area

Southwest
U.S.

Mining

Processing

Transportation

3,082

646

0

56,198

22,309

47,540

Use

703,375
3,002,513*

*1,000 acre ft./yr.
· Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, Ex Parte No. 347, Western Coal Investigation-Guidelines for Railroad Rate
Structure, Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Washington, D.C.: Interstate Commerce Commission, October 19,
1979), p. 5-58.
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Water is critical to western coal development; in
fact, all phases of coal utilization require significant
amounts of water.

The development of coal slurry pipelines

is totally dependent on the question of access to water in
the West.

Current opposition in this regard is best reflected

in Montana's prohibition on the use of that state's water
resources for coal slurry pipeline operations.

The amount of

rainfall in this area is often less than fifteen inches per
year and the use of western aquifers is politically contraversial, given the total reliance of agriculture on the area's
water supplies, the threat of aquifer depletion, and the complex issue of water rights. 26
Currently, Wyoming has the following water usage pattern:
Table 27
Current Wyoming Water Use

Diversion

Consumption

7,393

2,312

Coal Industry

24

24

Other Industry

75

75

Municipal

68

34

Recreation

65

Use
Irrigation and Livestock

7,625

2,445*

*1,000 acre f t./yr.
Source: Ted Evans Hyde, "An Economic Comparison Between the Coal Slurry Pipeline Proposed by
Houston Natural Gas Corporation and Two Comparable Unit Train Models," M.A. thesis, University
of Texas at Austin, 1978, pp. 167-69.
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The projected water use pattern for Wyoming is as
follows:

Table 28
Projected Wyoming Water Use

Use

1980

1990

2000

Irrigation and Livestock

2,520

2,650

2,743

Coal Industry

132

284

434

Other Industry

94

108

114

Municipal

44

58

67

2,788

3,100

Recreation
3,358*

*1 ,000 acre ft ./yr.
Source: Ted Evans Hyde, "An Economic Comparison Between the Coal Slurry Pipeline Proposed by
Houston Natural Gas Corporation and Two Comparable Unit Train Models," M.A. thesis, University of Texas at Austin, 1978, pp. 167-69.

Sufficient water supplies appear to exist, in years of
normal rainfall, for Wyoming's coal resource development;
however, under drought conditions, restrictions on water use
may be necessary.

The availability of water for the coal

industry's facilities, mines, and powerplants is also critical:
"Ironically, the West, possessor of vast reserves of coal, has
limited supplies of water and may be unable to fully develop
its coal resources because of insufficient water. 1127
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Powerplant

cooling requirements for coal fired steam electric

generation are responsible for the largest use of water to
recondense spent steam.
WATER DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS
The need to develop additional surface water supplies
appears evident, and yet programs intended to accomplish
this objective face several obstacles.

Currently the federal

government is deemphasizing reservoir construction for the
following reasons:
l. The cost of reservoir construction for purposes of
flood control--the traditional modus operandi for surface
water development--is viewed by the Carter Administration as
an inappropriate burden on the federal budget. The President's
veto of reservoir appropriations and the altered cost benefit
analysis criteria for reservoir construction are indicative of
this position.
2. The states are expected to assume a larger share of
the burden for surface water development, given the federal
government's seeming abdication of this responsibility.
However, it is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain voter
approval for the issuance of water bonds to fund these projects.
3. Environmentalists are becoming more and more reluctant to see reservoirs encroach on wildlife habitats. The
"snail darter" is a good example of the ability of environmentalists to slow reservoir development.
4. An additional constraint to surface water development
is that the construction of reservoirs would require the confiscation of land currently being used for farming, producing property tax revenues, or containing valuable mineral
deposits.28
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SOLID WASTE IMPACTS
The use of current Best Available Control Technology
(BACT)--wet lime/limestone scrubbing of flue gases to remove
sulfur dioxide--produces an undesirable spillover problem,
namely solid waste or sludge.

This problem is caused by the

combustion of coal and the removal of sulfur dioxide from the
exhaust gases.

These waste products entail primarily ash and
29
the residues produced by sulfur removal.
The amounts of

solid waste produced by coal development are projected nationally to be:
Table 29
Coal Solid Waste Projections

Component
Total Ash
Scrubber Sludge

1975

1985

2000

39

60

120

5

130

195*

*million tons/yr.
Source: Hal B. Cooper, "Analysis of the Environmental
Implications of President Carter's Reported
National Energy Plan," Preliminary Assessment of
the President's National Energy Plan (Austin: University of Texas, May 11, 1977), p. 289.

Typically, a 500 mw coal fired plant, with lime/limestone
scrubbers and electrostatic precipitators, will produce 7,600
acre feet of solid waste during its lifetime.
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If the plant

burns lignite, this figure is raised to the -0rder of 9,000
to 21,000 acre feet during the plant's lifetime. 30

Although

the amount of land required by a coal or lignite fired
powerplant is not inconsequential--100 to 2,000 acres--the
numbers are small relative to the amount of acreage needed
by a typical powerplant. 31 By the year 2000, over 12,700
acres will be required for waste disposal to cope with
the projected use of low-sulfur w~stern coal . 32
Solid waste disposal creates an environmental hazard
through the process of leeching.
is a function of:

The degree of leeching

the solid content of the waste; the

degree of reaction of the ash and sludge; the nature of
the disposal site; weather conditions; surface soils and
geology; and the type of facility--i.e., pond or landfill. 33
The primary danger of leeching of solid waste is ground water
contamination.

Since leeching is site-specific, standards

governing the disposal of solid waste are difficult to
establish.

Indeed, the degree of actual risk posed by solid

waste is rather controversial.
HAZARDOUS WASTE
According to the Resource Conservation Recovery Act
(RCRA), hazardous waste is defined as "waste, which because
of its quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical or
infectious characteristics may--(a)
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cause, or significantly

contribute to an increase in mortality, or an increase in serious irreversible illness or (b) pose a substantial present or
potential hazard to human health or the environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, rir disposed of or otherwise
managed. 1134 Yet, in December of 1978, EPA decided to place
utility and mining wastes in a "special waste" category.

Al-

though a few difficulties remain to be resolved with this classification, EPA is currently supporting the position that coal
mining wastes are adequately covered by existing regulations.
The primary concern in this area involves the issue of monitoring ground water. 35
The EPA estimates the cost of dry waste disposal to be in
the range of $7.30 and $11.40 per ton.

On a national basis,

the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) estimates the likely
future costs for sludge disposal at: $1,573.3 to $2,613.l million per year in 1985, and $2,206.2 to $3,445.3 million per year
by the year 2000. 36
REGULATIONS AFFECTING THE MINING OF COAL
Federal regulations affecting the mining of coal include:
the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969; Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977; Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 (passed in ·1976); Resource Conservation and Recovery Act; Mining in the Parks Act; the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act; Wilderness Act of 1964; Federal Land
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Policy Management Act of 1976; and the National Forest Management Act of 1976.

While all these statutes constrain the min-

ing of coal in some manner, the first three represent the most
severe impediments.
The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA)
Reactions to the passage of this act range from "not expected to materially affect coal production 1137 to:
will influence the surface coal mining industry
much more than any previous federal or state regu1atory action, ... will affect all U.S. surface coal
operations. Eleven percent of western mines will
be precluded from development under the rules of
the act.38
The main goals of the SMCRA are to:
... ensure surface coal mining operations are conducted in a manner that protects the environment,
ensure adequate procedures are undertaken to reclaim surface areas as contemporaneously as possible with mining operations (and) to strike a
balance between protection of the environment and
agricultural productivity and the nation's geed
for coal as an essential source of energy.3
The standards of SMCRA govern "the removal, storage and
distribution of topsoil; siting, erosion control, drainage
and restoration of coal haul roads; protection of water quality and the hydrologic balance; waste disposal; backfilling;
grading and revegetation; and postmining land use. 1140

To

accomplish these ends, the Act mandates a state permit system
which must meet federal guidelines.
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These include comprehen-

•

~

sive standards pertaining to the performance for surface
mining, as well as to the surface effects of underground
mine operations.

State planning procedures have not yet

been adopted.
Constraints on the production of coal deriving from
the provisions of this Act appear in several areas.

The

first of these constraints is the inability of small mining
operations to meet the requirements of this legislation.
Based on the results -of a survey, the Mining and Reclamation
Council of America predicts that sixty percent of small
operators--i.e., those producing less than 100,000 tons per
year--will leave the coal mining business.

While some of

the resulting slack will be taken up by large companies, many
of the businesses responding to the survey have either cancelled or delayed expansion plans because of anticipated
cost increases.

The percentage cost increases attributable

to satisfying these requirements are estimated to vary from
100 to 300 percent. 41
The cost of reclamation prior to SMCRA ranged . from
$3,000 to $5,000 per acre, which translates into a cost of
$0.20 to $1.00 per ton.

The exact cost of specific opera-

tions depends on terrain, amount of overburden, nature of
overburden, seam thickness, and other site characteristics. 42
The greatest impacts will be felt in Appalachia, because of
the Act s requirement that excavated properties be returned
1
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to their original contour.

The Appalachian area consists of

typically high angle terrain and generally low coal seam
thickness.

Lesser impacts will be felt in the West, where

relatively flat terrain and thick seams prevail.

Land

reclamation costs are estimated to be between three and five
dollars per ton on gentle slopes, and between eight and twelve
dollars per ton in mountainous areas. 43 A full compliance
strategy for reclamation {similar to actual SMCRA) is likely
to result in consumer coal prices being thirty-six percent
higher than those prevailing under a no-regulation base.
For steep terrain, land reclamation costs are likely to
amount to fifty percent of the total cost of production. 44
Other constraints include the lengthy time periods
and associated expenses involved in completing the permitting
procedures.

These procedures take an average of twenty-six

months to complete and entail expenses of $25,000 for a
"typical western site" and require "$71,000 - $112,000
{compared to pre-registration cost of $10,000 - $20,000)
a

11

typical small Appalachian mine. 1145

11

on

Additional expenses

include the posting of a performance bond of at least $10,000
and the monitoring of ground and surface water quality
{see Figure 9).

Finally, SMCRA will remove a considerable

amount of land from the possibility of production;

This in-

cludes federal lands deemed valuable for

and other

recre~tion

purposes, including selected National forest
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lan~s.

~·: ·

Figure 9
Pennitting Network for Surface Mines
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Source: U.S., Office of Technology Assessment, The Direct Use of Coal: Prospects and Problems of Production and
Combustion (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979), pp. 164-65.

These requirements will make coal more expensive to
produce and will make it unprofitable for small, capitalstarved companies to continue their operations.

Specific

estimates as to the overall impact of this Act on total
coal output are difficult to make, given the large degree
of prevailing uncertainty on many matters.
Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975
Sixty-five percent of western coal reserves are owned
by the federal government.

Much of what remains is owned by

the states and by Indian tribes.

Five percent of _ federally
46
owned coal reserves have been competitively leased.
Since 1971, there has been a moratorium on the leasing
of coal reserves; the only exception being three-year shortterm leases allowing for the maintenance of current operations.
The institution of the moratorium was in response to the
limited actual mining taking place on these lands and to
charges that the leases were being held only for speculative
purposes. 47
As a reaction to these and other allegations, the Federal
Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975 was passed in 1976.

The

major provisions of this legislation were aimed at controlling
the speculative holding of coal reserves by requiring the
termination of leases on lands on which production did not
commence within a ten-year period and by
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subje~ting

each lease

to development and continuous operation requirements; reducing concentration of holdings by limiting corporate holdings;
mandating new royalty and bidding provisions . to ensure a better financial return to the public; eliminating the preferenceright lease; and to ensure maximum economic recovery of the resource, establishing the "logical mining unit" concept. 48
This Act further requires that coal leasing decisions be part
of a comprehensive land use planning process.
"The eight-year old moratorium on the leasing of federal
coal lands in the West has drastically reduced the role these
vast resources could be playing. 1149

Because of large capital

commitments, coal mine operations require a twenty- to thirtyyear supply of coal under lease to make the mining of coal
economically feasible.

They will be reluctant to start opera-

tions without adequate reserves, or to continue if new leasing
opportunities do not become available.
A major reason for the nonleasing of federal coal
... has been the reliance on reserve tonnage estimates to decide whether or not to lease coal. Why
should the federal government lease more coal when
16 billion tons of reserve are already under lease
application, and an additional 9 billion under
preference-right lease? This was, and still is
the argument most frequently ventilated in political and environmental circles .... The reserveunder-lease argument carries the built in conclusion: 'Let's put a halt to coal leasing b~cause
the 25 billion tons already leased should be more
than sufficient to satisfy all reserve requirements .... '
In the real world, unfortunately, the reserveunder-lease is limited by insufficient geological
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knowledge, as well as by traditionally misleading
interpretations of just what reserves are and what
they mean as far as providing a land position sufficient for coal production.*
••. the result: reserve-under~lease figures are
a pot pourri of measured, indicated, inferred,
economic and subeconomic reserves and resource
estimates--not all of which were economically
and legally extractable 5~en in 1973 when these
figures were determined.
Current reserves (under projected use increases) may
be enough to supply the nation's needs through the 1980s. 51
However, currently leased reserves would not be
adequate to support expected coal production
levels in the 1990's. The long leadtime required to put a mine into operation requires
a resumption of leg~ing in the early 1980s to
meet these levels.
The elimination of the preference-right lease is another
important factor.

These leases formerly gave an advantage to

those who discovered new reserves in the leasing of those
areas.

Now, in the event of a discovery, the discoverer

must bid along with all other interested parties for the
right to develop the coal deposits.
has the adverse effect of
for new reserves.

These

This provision, therefore,

eliminating incentives to search
11

noncompetitive leases

11

traditionally

have been granted only in areas outside of Known Leasing
53
.
.
areas reserve d f or compe t•t•
i 1ve l easing.
A reas, i.e.,

*· Reserve is the portion of i dent i fi ed resource from which
a useable mineral and energy commodity can be economically and
legally extracted at the time of determination.
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Final rulemaking creating the new Federal Coal Management
Program was approved on July 19, 1979. 54 Leasing is currently scheduled to resume in January of 1981.

However,

litigation by those opposing the new program--primarily
environmental groups--could delay the resumption of any
new leasing.
The National Coal Association, representing coal
producers, generally supports the new leasing program:
but emphasized (that there exist) problems of
workability and specific economic and marketing
judgements which could preclude availability of
sufficient coal for lease on a timely basis .... 55
Considering the fact that the program has not yet been implemented and that the Secretary of the Interior " ... has not yet
made final decisions on several key economic developments ... 1156
much doubt remains as to the future effectiveness of the
program in serving the opposing goals of energy development
and environmental protection.
There is considerable debate as to the magnitude
of lost production which can be explained by federal leasing
policies.

Little doubt exists, however, as to the ultimate

adverse impact on future :oal production if sensible federal
leasing policies leading to economically efficient production
of coal are not implemented.

It remains to be seen whether

proposed federal policies will attain that goal.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
The Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
The Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
is the most significant federal legislation addressing
health and safety in the coal industry.

Its requirements

included the establishment of "maximum allowable levels of
respirable coal dust and methane gas, and safety standards
for roof control, ventilation, electrical equipment,
blasting and explosives, and general operating procedures. 1157
The statute, of course, also increased coal production costs
and critics have pointed to its passage as the major cause,
since 1969, of the steady reduction of the coal industry's
productivity.
Occupation-related deaths and disabilities in the coal
industry traditionally have been high.

Loss of lives is

traced to mine cave-ins and explosions or to the chronic
effects of continually breathing coal dust, which manifests
itself most frequently as black lung disease but is also
called coal

worker~

pneumoconiosis (CWP) {see Table 30).

Work-related injuries are also common.

Health aspects of

coal mining center around the prevention, treatment and
compensation of CWP.

More than 420,000 coal workers or their

widows were awarded black lung compensation between 1970
and 1977.

Four thousand miners have died from the disease
in each of those years. 58 Most of the cost of compensation
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Table 30
Estimates of CWP among Working Miners, 1976, 1985, and 2000
Prevalence Rates
Optimistic
Surface•

Underground

Working Miners
1976 (208,000)
Underground (70%)
145,600
Surface (30%)
62,400

10%

15%

4%

21,840
2,496

17,056

24,336

3%

7%
11,895

10%

3%

16,992
1,797

1,797

13,692

3%

18,789

1%

9,789

5%

2%

16,315
846

84,588
Total

Surface•

Underground

2,496

Total
Working Miners 2
2000 (410,893)
Underground (79%)
326,305
Surface (21%)

4%

14,560

Total
Working Miners2
1985 (229 ,829)
Underground (74%)
169,922
Surface (26%)
59,907

Pessimistic

10,635

1,692
18,007

1

Prevalence rates for 1976 are consistent with the range of current research findings. The 4 percent prevalence rate
for surface miners comes from R. Paul Fairman, Richard J. O'Brien, Steve Swecker, Harlan Amandus, and Earle P.
Shoub, "Respiratory Status of the U.S. Surface Coal Miners," unpublished manuscript done for ALOSH/NIOSH,
1976. The ALOSH study used X-ray evidence to determine the prevalence of CWP. Most of the surface miners had
extensive experience in underground coal mining which contributed to the prevalence of CWP. Prevalence rates
for 1985 and 2000 assume that compliance with the current dust standard will lower prevalence. In addition, increasing numbers of older miners who had years of exposure before 1969 will retire, thereby lowering prevalence
among working miners. These prevalence rates have not been derived mathematically, and should be seen more as
possibilities than as predictions.

2

Workforce estimates are the average of OTA's low-case and high-case labor projections found in Table 6 of the
source cited below, p. 49 .

Source: U.S., Office of Technology Assessment, The Direct Use of Coal: Prospects and Problems of Production and
Combustion (Washington , D.C. : U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979), p. 265 .
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(through 1977) has been paid by the federal government
(5.567 of 5.569 billion dollars).

Table 31
Projected Health Effects of Increased Coal Production
Millions of
Tons Produced
(quads)

Year

Number of
Employees

1

Cases
ofCWP

Cases of 1 ' 2
Chronic
Bronchitis

Cases of 1 ! 2
Severe
Dyspnea

Cases of 1 ' 2
Airways .
Obstruction

197 5 Estimates
Underground
Strip Auger
Total .

279( 7.3)
332( 7.9)

139,500
52,500

18,100
1,300

41,800
15,700

11,200
4,200

41,800·
10,000

611 (15.2)

192,000

19,400

57,500

15,400

51,800

395 ( 9.8)
735 (18.3)

197,500
116,000

25,600
2,900

59,200
34,800

15,900
9,300

59,200
22,100

1,130 (28.1)

313,500

28,500

94,000

25,200

81,300

630 (15.7)
1,170 (29.2)

315,000
185,000

40,900
4,600

94,400
66,300

25,300
14,800

94,400
35,200

1,800 (44.9)

500,000

45,500

160,700

40,100

129,600

1985 Estimates
Underground
Strip Auger
Total
2000 Estimates
Underground
Strip Auger
Total
1
2

Not mutually exclusive.
Not necessarily due solely to coal dust inhalation.

Source: U.S., Office of Technology Assessment, The Direct Use of Coal: Prospects-and Problems of Production and
Combustion (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979), p. 265.

1977 federal legislation permits the imposition of an
operator-paid tax on coal tonnage to pay for future compensation.

Coal companies can deduct this amount from their

taxes--up to 38 percent of their payrolls.

However, most of

the determinations for payments made against coal operators
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have been contested in the courts.

Hence, the federal

government may be forced to continue covering most of the
compensation costs. 59
The above mentioned legislation mandates a federal
excise tax of $0.50 per ton for underground mined coal and
$0.25 per ton for surface mined coal.

This duty was estab-

lished to help offset the government's contribution to
the black lung disease program. 60
There are presently fewer deaths caused by mine-related
accidents than occurred before the 1969 legislation (see
Table 32).

The rate of disabling injuries has, however,

remained about the same.

This unchanging rate may be due to

the large influx of young miners who are entering the industry
to replace retiring workers and to accommodate increased production.

More than half of the working miners have been

hired since 1970.

The eventual acquisition of more experi-

ence, which is strongly related to both labor productivity
and injury rates, and the institution of new training requirements for

deep~mine

workers, may ultimately lead to a reduc-

tion in injury rates without the need for supplemental
. 1 a t•ion. 61
1 eg1s

The cost of accidents is borne by the mine operators, .
taxpayers, miners, and their families.

The average annual

cost, in 1977 dollars, is $153,000 for each fatality and
$4,900 for each disabling injury.
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The mining companies'

Table 32
Accident and Productivity Experience for U.S. Coal Mines, 1967-1977
(tons mined)

Fatality 1
Rate

Injury I
Rate

Employees

Estimatea4
Production
per Day

15.07
15.40
15.61
13.76
12.03
11.91
11.66
11.31
9.54
8.50
3
8.58

103,993
98,831
97,395
102,379
97,740
109,396
100,843
113,169
137,060
137,316
141,411

1,567,175
1,521,997
1,520,336
1,408,735
1,175,812
1,302,906
1,175,829
1,279,941
1,307,552
1,167,186
1,213,306

-43%

+36%

Productivity 2

Fatality 5
per Production
Day

lnjury6
per
Production
Day

.83
1.22
.71
.92
.63
.57
.44
.47
.52
.46
.47

37.64
35.20
36.55
39.54
41.26
46.98
37.86
32.43
40.77
47.31
55.25

-43%

+47%

.10
.11
.13
.14
.11
.10
.07
.12
.15
.09
.12

4.22
4.59
4.33
6.11
7.07
7.10
5.17
6.20
8.11
8.25
9.87

Underground
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
Percent Change 1967-77

.53
.80
.47
.65
.54
.44
.37
.37
.40
.39
.39
-26%

24.02
23.13
24.04
28.07
35.09
36.06
32.20
25.34
31.18
40.53
45.54
+90%

-23%

Surface
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
Percent Change 1967-77

.12
.13
.14
.12
.09
.08
.06
.08
.10
.06
.07
-42%

4.99
5.49
4.79
5.42
5.91
5.53
4.63
4.20
5.28
5.78
5.53
+10%

35.17
34.24
35.71
36.26
35.88
36.33
36.67
33.16
26.69
25.50
27.34 3
-22%

24,064
24,400
25,323
31,103
33,344
35,364
30,475
44,491
57,562
55,993
65,254

846,331
835,456
904,284
1,127 ,795
1,196,383
1,284,774
1,117,518
1,475,322
1,536,330
1,427,822
1,784,044

+171%

+111%

+20%

+134%

1

Expressed in fatalities and disabling injuries per million tons.
Expressed in tons mined per worker per shift.
3
Preliminary estimate.
4
Productivity multiplied by number of employees.
5
Fatality rate multiplied by production per day divided by 106 •
6
Injury rate multiplied by production per day divided by 106 •

2

Source: U.S., Office of Technology Assessment, The Direct Use of Coal: Prospects and Problems of Production and Combustion
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979), p. 280.
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costs include employee compensation, lost production, and
investigatory expenses; these costs constitute approximately
forty-one percent of total accident costs.

Wage losses to the

miner and the public's contribution for accident-related investigations and employee compensation amount to fortyseven percent and twelve percent, respectively. 62 The cost
of pre ven ta t i ve me a s·u res, f o r s a f e t y e q u i pm en t a n d the l i ke ,
is initially borne by the mine operators.

But

all the coal

company incurred costs ultimately are passed along to others
in the form of higher coal prices.
Mine health and safety legislation does not appear to
pose serious obstacles to the production of coal.

Neverthe-

less, a 1971 study suggested that the provisions of the 1969
Act could cause the price of underground mined coal to rise
by one to two dollars per ton. 63 Newer underground and surface
mines should prove to be less costly.

Health and safety legis-

lation has transferred some of the social cost of coal production to the coal mine operators and to the consumer.

Much

of this cost is still borne by the workers and their families.
Current health and safety regulations, while frequently perceived as a nuisance by coal producers and adding somewhat to
the total cost of coal paid by consumers, should not in
themselves seriously inhibit future coal use.
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COAL MINE LABOR PRODUCTIVITY PROBLEMS
Productivity is a measure of the efficiency of an industrial process.

In coal mining, it is expressed as tonnage mined
per worker per shift. 64 Labor productivity rose dramatically
over the period of 1950 to 1969.

This increase "was the re-

sult of the mechanization of underground mining, increased
surface mining and inadequate mine safety standards. 1165
Labor productivity also improved because seventy percent
fewer miners were working in 1969 than in 1950, and because
the period was marked by close cooperation between labor and
management.
Subsequent to 1969, however, labor productivity experienced a steady decline (see Table 32).

A number of factors

account fbr this decline, but measurement problems should be
mentioned

first~

or to sold coal.

Tons produced may refer either to mined coal
Insofar as a greater percentage of coal is

removed today as "waste", ranging from twenty to twenty-nine
percent, statistics pertaining to sold coal may understate
production. 66 Real reductions in labor productivity can be
explained by a peaking and levelling off in the rate of
mechanization in recent years and an increase in the number of
small, inefficient mines whichwere able to operate profitably
only because of the rising market prices during the 1970s.
67
High injury rates lowered productivity as well .
Various
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kinds of federal regulations_ affected the production process
by forcing industry to participate in socially productive
but economically unprofitable activities, such as land reclamation and solid waste disposal.

Finally, frequent work

stoppages have served only to exacerbate problems; an average
of 947 coal industry work stoppages per year occurred from
1970 through 1976. 68
The growth in the productive capacity of western surface mines, coupled with the increasingly nonunion composition of the western coal mining work force, should make the
effect of union-related work stoppages less onerous in the
future.

In any event, these problems should not prove detri-

mental to the future production of coal.

Production levels

can rise by adopting modern technology, and increased production goals can be met without requiring more effort
or improved skills on the part of labor. 69
COMMUNITY IMPACTS
Community impacts currently are not a major constraint
on the utilization of coal.

They may become so, neverthe-

less, if allowed to fester.

Community impacts can be

divided into three broad categories--those arising from the
mining, burning, and transportation of coal.
The transportation of coal often involves the blockage
of roads, safety problems, and noise caused by the continuous movements of unit-trains through the hearts of commu-

nities and towns.

A case study of the Burlington Northern's

mainline corridor in Minnesota and North Dakota suggests that
the rail transport impacts are far from irresolvable, and
that a number of low cost solutions can be implemented to
alleviate these problems considerably.

The report concluded

that the "benefits of rail service clearly outweigh perceived
liabilities in even the most severely hit communities. 1170
Coal mining and power generation present a different set
of problems.

Mine sites are expected to double or triple in

the West over the next five years. 71

This increased activity

will strain the ability of communities to provide adequate
facilities.

The impacts on localities where powerplants are

planned to be built will be greater than those in which only
mining operations are to occur.

The reason is because the

number of mine construction workers is approximately equal
to the number involved in mining operations, whereas powerplants require five to ten times the number of construction
• .
wor k ers as m1n1ng
opera t•1ons. 72

The specific impacts are large-scale increases in housing
needs, followed by increased demands for public services such
as schools.

These demands will invariably exceed the ability

of rural communities to supply them.

Additional problems

occur with the accrual of social service benefits to newcomers at the expense of oldtimers, financial discontinuities,
and strained intergovernmental relations as the local govern-
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ment attempts to expand its base to finance enlarged
.
73
services.
These problems may reduce production by making a
given locality unappealing to workers.

Other disloca-

tions occur when communities attempt to deal with these
issues.

States have decided to pass a small portion of

the expenses of these

11

boom-town" effects on to the con-

sumer in the form of severance taxes on extracted coal.
Increased use of severance taxes (already widely used)
and other taxing schemes may be utilized to help defray
t he t r ue s o c i a l c o s t s o.f th e · co a l de ve 1o pm e n t . 74
11

11

CAPITAL
David Goodman, of the investment banking firm of
Morgan Stanley & Company, believes that although the cost
for coal expansion is large, "the coal industry will be
able to finance its capital needs for coal mine expansion
over the seven-year period 1979-1985. 1175 This belief rests
on the assumption that current industry participants such
as public utilities will actively support the expansion
of domestic coal reserves by supplying sufficient financial credit support and other incentives. Based on a study
performed by ICF Incorporated, $20.5 billion of capital
expenditure .will be required for coal development over the
next seven years.

This sum of money represents only four
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percent of the total corporate capital raised between 1972
and 1978.

Thus, even if all of the capital requirements

were raised from external sources, the capital market should
not be overly strained over the course of the next seven
years. 76 If the $20.5 biilion estimate proves to be correct,
this amount would be a 250 percent increase in capital expenditures over the level of spending of the prior seven ye&rs,
1 9 71 to l 9 7 7. 7 7

INDUSTRY PROFILE
The major coal companies have a variety of owners-seventeen independents, sixteen owned by steel companies,
one by a railroad, thirteen owned by electric utilities,
ten owned by oil companies, and twelve owned by other industries.
cial

There is a pronounced disparity in the relative finanstrength of the independents and the parent-owned coal

companies.

The capital· needs of independent coal companies

are projected at four billion dollars, or 19.5 percent of
the industry's total capital requirements:
The debt capacity of the independents, a function
of their earnings, capitalization ratios, future
prospects, and economic and other industry parameters, is 1 imited. Independent coal companies are
generally viewed by the financial community as lacking earning stability.78
This attitude is grounded on a belief that companies relying totally on the sale of a single resource for revenues
are prone to price volatility, strikes, and an unfavorable
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environmental and regulatory environment. 79

However, the

investment community often is favorably disposed to extending
credit to independent coal companies possessing long-term coal
supply contracts with public utilities, which contain price
escalation clauses.BO

Without long-term contracts, it is

difficult for an independent coal company to acquire sufficient credit for expansion.
Utility coal affiliates are part of vertically integrated utilities that produce coal for their own needs and
"it is unlikely that they would be permitted by their regulatory commissions to expand coal mining activities beyond
satisfying their own needs."

Furthermore, the lack of public

utility expertise in coal matters, capital funding requirements
to expand powerplant capacity, and an uncertain regulatory
environment, all serve as disincentives to coal expansion.Bl
However, the utilities will contribute indirectly to the
investment picture via long-term contracts to fuel their planned
coal fired boilers.

For this new capacity, 34.3 percent of

the required coal will come from utility-owned coal companies
and 25.B percent will come from independent coal companies.B 2
The share of coal expansion funded by oil companies is
~rojected

at 3.B billion dollars.

The oil companies can be

expected to provide their share of the coal capital requirements.

Although their portion of the capital appears signifi-
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cant, it is modest when compared with the oil company capital requirements.

Coal subsidiaries of oil companies will be

active in coal expansion so long as its profitability remains
comparable to other investment opportunities. 83
Steel company coal affiliates produce primarily metallurgical coal, which is neither suitable nor economical for
steam electric generation.

The anticipated capital require-

ments for steel plant modernization also preclude the steel
industry from participating in coal deposit development.
Coal mines owned by railroads must compete directly with
rail operations for capital funds; as with the steel industry,
railroads require capital for the expansion of their own
facilities.

Ironically, this expansion is partially neces-

sitated by the increased use of western coal:
... capital requirements for transportation may
limit the rate of expansion of coal production
that railroads can undertake if they cannot
attract these (coal-railroad-jo~~t-venture)
equity investors in the future.
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APPENDIX B
INTERFUEL COMPETITION
INTRODUCTION
The extent to which alternative forms of energy can
serve as competitive boiler fuels is largely dependent on a
number of continually changing technological, environmental,
economic and governmental policy constraints.

The objective

of this appendix is to supplement the information presented
in Chapter Two on alternative forms of energy by providing
an evaluation of the degree to which the market for western
coal reserves experiences interfuel competition.

Special

attention is devoted to the influence of the Powerplant and
Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 (FUA) in shaping the boundaries of interfuel competition.*

Both the short- and long-

run possibilities of boiler fuel substitution are reviewed.
Consideration is given not only to "conventional" fuels-oil, gas and nuclear energy--but also to the potential contribution of geothermal sources of energy, and to the more
advanced technologies dealing with coal gasification and
liquefaction.

*The specific provisions of this Act were detailed in
Chapter Two. One should also use Appendix A as the primary
source of information for clarifying environmental issues
raised in this appendix.
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BOILER FUEL ALTERNATIVES
Of all the conventional fuels, oil and natural gas often
are considered the most likely boiler fuel substitutes for
western coal.

For purposes of evaluation, no distinction is

to be made between oil and natural gas; most boiler systems,
once converted to natural gas, also possess the technical capability of being switched to oil, and once the investment is
made for oil storage and handling facilities, the cost of
using either of these two fuels is comparable. 1

They do

differ, however, in respect to their environmental characteristics; these differences will be covered in the following
pages.
It is necessary to differentiate between the public
utility and industrial boiler applications of oil and natural
gas.

Unlike industrial boilers, both existing and future

utility boilers fall within the jurisdiction of the FUA.
In addition, forecasting and reporting requirements permit
more definitive statements to be made about alternative fuel
choices available to utilities. 2 It is important to recognize,
nevertheless, that any economic projections of future capital
construction costs and fuel costs presented in this chapter
are speculative at best, especially in an environment of rapidly
escalating prices.

Such projections are intended to serve only

as a reference point to indicate the boundaries of interfuel
compet1tio~.

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
The comparative operating costs of coal, oil and natural
gas fired industrial boilers have experienced significant
changes over the past fifty years.

The result, until recently,

has been a general downward trend in the use of domestic coal
reserves.

This decline has been particularly evident in

Texas, where a majority of the firms comprising the state's
huge petroleum refining and petrochemical complex are dependent
on natural gas for their product refining activities.

Many of

these firms are supplied by their own natural gas reserves,
which are exempt from the FUA's mandate to convert to coal.
As a result, the potential for coal fired boiler conversion
in Texas' industrial sector rests on a case-by-case consideration of relevant economic costs involved in boiler fuel
conversion and on the particular applicability of the FUA's
cost test.
Table 33 presents information on the current range of
feasible alternative choices for firing new industrial
boilers.

It is intended only as a rough guide to indicate

the types of considerations each firm encounters in making
a ·decision to install new boiler capacity or to
existing capacity.

re~lace

Table 34 supplements this infoimation

by giving relative cost descriptions of various boiler
systems.

Coal fired boilers are generally favored at sites

requiring large boiler sizes and high capacity utilization
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Table 33
Alternative Choices for Firing New Industrial Boilers
Limiting Environmental
Considerations

New Facilities and
Site Requirements

Transport
Requirements

New Coal- or Lignite-Fired
Boiler with FGD

Boiler; scrubber; coal
handling; solid waste
disposal and handling;
lime/limestone handling

Rail or barge transport

PSD at boiler

Commercial

New Residual Fuel Oil
Fired Boiler with FGD

Boiler; scrubber; oil
storage; solid waste
disposal

Pipeline or barge terminal

PSD at boiler

Commercial

New Distillate Fuel OU.
Fired Boiler

Boiler; oil storage

Pipeline or barge terminal

PSD at boiler

Commercial

New Natural Gas Fired
Boiler

Boiler

Pipeline

PSD at boiler

Commercial

New Coal or Lignite AFBC
Boiler

Boiler; coal handling;
solid waste disposal
& handling; lime/
limestone handling

Rail or barge terminal

PSD at boiler

Conceptual,
might be
available in
1990 for industrial applications.

New Low-Btu Gas-Fired
Boiler

Gasifier; boiler; coal
handling facilities;
waste disposal at
gasifier

Rail or barge terminal

NAAQS at gasifier;
PSD at gasifier; gasifier solid and liquid
wastes

Commercially
demonstrated
in U.S. except
for H 2 S removal unit

New Medium-Btu GasFired Boiler

Boiler; availability
of medium Btu gas
from off-site producer

Pipeline

PSD at gasifier

Commercially
demonstrated
overseas. No
commercial
U.S. installations

Technical
Feasibility

Source: J.C. Lacy, et al., An Integrated Assessment of Texas Lignite Development, Report No. EDF-011 (Austin: Texas Energy Advisory Council, April 1979), p. 32.
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Table 34
Summary of Annualized Operating Costs for Alternative Energy
Pathways for New Industrial Boilers
Annualized Operating Co~ts, $/10 3 lb stm 1
Heat Rate
Btu/lb 650 psig
750°F stm

Capital
Investment
$106

Annualized
Capital Charges 2

O&M
Costs

Fuel
Costs 3

Total Annualized
Costs

21.6
8.9

1.91
0.80

0.58
0.55

1.96

4.47
1.35

30.5

2.73

1.13

1.96

5.82

7.2
7.0

0.64
0.63

0.41
0.45

2.70

3.75
1.08

14.2

1.27

0.86

2.70

4.83

7.2
1.0

0.64
0.09

0.41
0.04

3.64

4.69
0.13

1350

8.2

0.73

0.45

3.64

4.82

New Natural Gas Fired Boiler
boiler

1380

6.1

0.55

0.35

3.45

4.35

New Coal- or Lignite-Fired
AFBC Boiler
boiler

1400

23.2

2.08

1.14-2.29

1.96

1880 5

6.1
29.6

0.55
2.65

0.35
1.40

2.62

0.90
6.67

1850

35.7

3.20

1.75

2.62

7.57

1380

6.1

0.55

0.35

New Coal- or Lignite-Fired
4
Boiler
boiler
pollution Control
Total

1400

New Residual Fuel Oil Fired
Boiler
boiler
pollution control
Total

1350

New Distillate Fuel Oil Fired
Boiler
boiler
pollution control
Total

New Boiler Fired with Low-Btu
Gas from Coal or Lignite
boiler
gasifier
Total
New Boiler Fired with MediumBtu Gas from Coal or Lignite

6.90-9.66

5.18-6.33

7.80-10.56

1

All costs are mid-1978 dollars.

2

Annualized capital-related charges were calculated as 20 percent of capital investment.

3

Fuel costs used: coal - $1.40/MM Btu; Residual fuel oil - $2.00/MM Btu; Distillate fuel oil- $2.70/MM Btu; Natural gas- $2.50/MM
Btu; Medium-Btu gas - $5 .00 to $7 .00/MM btu.

4

Capital requirements are based on 2 equivalent units each rated at 200,000 lb stm/hr with an average annual operating factor of
64 percent, which equals a 300,000 lb stm/hr facility with an 85 percent annual operating factor.

5

Total heat rates for coal derived gas-fired boilers include gasification efficiency.

Source: J.C. Lacy, et al., An Integrated Assessment of Texas Lignite Development, Report No. EDF-011 (Austin: Texas Energy Advisory Council, April 1979), p. 34.
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rates.

This finding is explained in large measure by the

fact that the annualized capital cost of coal fired boilers
is much higher than those of oil and gas fired boilers.
Hence, economies of large scale have a greater cost-saving
impact on coal fired boilers (see Table 35).

Decreasing

costs occur as higher capacity utilization rates are achieved
because fixed capital costs are spread over a greater volume
of steam production; the result is lower realized average
total operating costs.

Table 35
Steam Costs under Different Capacity Utilization Rates
(1977 $/10 3 lb, Midwest region, 1980 start-up)
Capacity
Utilization
Rate

50

100

200*

300

400

Midwestern Coal

25%
55%
85%

13.87
7.70
5.89

11.97
6.83
5.32

10.46
6.13
4.86

9.94
5.85
4.65

9.46
5.63
4.51

High-Sulfur Oil

25%
55%
85%

9.94
6.42
5.39

8.79
5.90
5.05

7.89
5.48
4.77

7.53
5.32
4.67

7.27
5.20
4.60

Low-Sulfur Oil

25%
55%
85%

8.40
6.03
5.34

7.57
5.65
5.09

6.95
5.37
4.90

6.71
5.26
4.83

6.54
5.18
4.78

Natural Gas

25%
55%
85%

6.99
5.18
4.65

6.26
4.85
4.43

5.72
4.60
4.27

5.52
4.51
4.22

5.18
4.45
4.17

Boiler System Size (MPPH)

*For coal, lesser of stoker and pulverized system steam costs.
Source: U.S., Congress, Congressional Budget Office, Economic Considerations in Industrial Boiler Fuel Choice, by
ICF Incorporated (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1978), p. IV-6.
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This cost behavior can be graphed so that one can view
the breakeven points at which the various combinations of size
and capacity utilization rates just equate the cost of using
coal with the cost of using an alternative fuel (see Figure 10).
Figure 10
Breakeven Sensitivity to Coal Prices
, (Midwest location, 1980 start-up, reference case oil prices)
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Source: U.S., Congress, Congressional Budget Office, Economic Considerations in Industrial Boiler Fuel Choice, by
ICF Incorporated (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1978), p. IV-23 .

. Industrial boilers characterized by combinations of size and
capacity utilization rates appearing above the breakeven curve
wil 1 favor the use of coal, whereas those firms having combina-
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tions located below the curve will select the cheaper alternative fuel.

Such an analysis can yield useful information

to firms engaged in planning activities to ascertain which
type of boiler fuel will serve their best interests.
Because of relatively low capital and operating costs,
natural gas at current prices is far more economical than
either coal or oil; this is especially true in the Southwest,
where natural gas supplies are relatively more abundant than
elsewhere.

Table 36 illustrates the cost savings to be real-

ized by using natural gas as a boiler fuel.

Table 36
Fuel Start-up Costs*
Boiler System Size (MPPH)

50

100

200+

200f

300

400

Western Coal

7.71

6.91

629

6.24

5.93

5.73

High-Sulfur Residual Oil

5.95

5.46

5.08

4.93

4.82

Low-Sulfur Residual Oil

5.65

5.30

5.04

4.94

4.83

Natural Gas

4.75

4.44

4.21

4.13

4.07

*Southwest region; assumes: 1977 $/10 3 lb, 1980 start-up, 55% capacity factor.
+Stoker-fired coal combustion system.
t Pulverized coal combustion system.
Source: U.S., Congress, Congressional Budget Office, Economic Considerations in Industrial Boiler Fuel Choice, by
ICF Incorporated (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1978), p. 4-12.

Regardless of the boiler size, natural gas remains the most
economically attractive fuel for private industry.
other hand, one should note some inherent drawbacks.
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On the
First,

natural gas is subject to a high degree of uncertainty in
terms of both price and supply. 3 This uncertainty poses
problems to industrial firms now heavily reliant on gas fired
boilers, insofar as gas prices typically account for seventy
to eighty percent of the total cost of generated steam.
Secondly, the recently enacted Natural Gas Policy Act allows
for the deregulation of new gas by 1985; it also requires
utility and industrial users to pay the incremental cost of
higher priced gas supplies purchased by the pipeline companies
serving them, up to the equivalent cost of fuel oil.

These

considerations quite likely will disabuse firms of any notions
of investing in natural gas fired boilers. 4
Residual fuel oil is the other traditional alternative
to coal consumption.

Figure 11 illustrates the industrial

boiler breakeven points for midwestern supplied coal fired
boilers versus those fired by high-sulfur oil, low-sulfur
oil and natural gas, respectively.

At 100 million pounds of

steam per hour (MPPH), coal proves to be more economically
competitive than low-sulfur oil at capacity utilization rates
in excess of ninety-seven percent; at 400 MPPH, the breakeven
point drops to roughly sixty-nine percent.

Two factors

appear to be controlling determinants of the future role of
oil.

In the first instance, there exists the adverse influ-

ence of successive oil price increases, again working in concert with the regulatory limitations imposed by the FUA.
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Figure 11
Reference Case Breakeven Points
(Midwest location, 1980 startup)
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Working in the opposite direction are rising capital costs
and interest rates, which tend to adversely affect the purchase price of coal more than oil . 5 One must also consider
that the price of coal will be affected not only by anticipated rail freight rate increases, but also in response to
satisfying the requirements imposed by the Federal Surface
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Mining Control and Reclamation Act and the Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (see Appendix A)~

The eventual manner

in which these opposing forces offset one another will determine the future significance of oil as a competitive industrial boiler fuel.

The likelihood is that industrial users

will shy away from its use.
The next topic of discussion involves coal gasification
and liquefaction processes.

Of the technologies currently

available, the atmospheric fluidized bed combustion (AFBC)
process comes closest to being cost competitive with the more
conventional coal combustion processes. 7 Even so, the AFBC
process has major drawbacks for commercial use, the foremost
being its untested reliability at commercial sizes.

Other

uncertainties concern its questionable ability to comply with
the New Source Performance Standards (NSPS} requiring ninety
percent sulfur removal, and the related problem of solid
waste disposal created by sulfur removal.

The eventual resolution of these problems appears to be at least ten years away. 8
As technologies are refined, coal gasification may become

a feasible alternative for many industries whose operations
are restricted by environmental constraints.

In many areas

of the country, the EPA's emissions offset policy precludes
the option of burning coal directly.

Some firms might be

granted environmental exemptions under special conditions
allowed by the FUA, but this often requires a long and risky
application procedure.

One alternative to seeking such an
-352-

exemption is gasified coal or lignite.

A

n~mber

of techno-

logical and economic problems associated with the production
of synthetic fuels must first be resolved.

Yet, even with

increased costs, these fuels may be an attractive alternative
to burning coal, if the extra cost is outweighed by the expense of complying with the emissions offset requirement or
the fear of having to relocate to another area to expand
operations.
The exact economics of gasification vary with each
application.

Due to the large capital costs involved, gas-

ification is most economical under circumstances in which
demand is continuous, thereby allowing production of the
fuel at a steady pace.

This would make the petroleum refining

and petrochemical industries likely targets for synthetic fuel
use for process heat and process steam generation.

While the

potential for market penetration of gasified coal may be several years away, it does exist in Texas' refining-chemical
complex on some scale of operations; this potential could
represent a significant displacement of conventional coal
combustion methods. 9

PUBLIC UTILITIES
As noted above, the choices among alternative fuels in
the utility sector is tightly controlled by the FUA.

This

legislative mandate covers both existing and new units, but
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under differing circumstances.

Becau.se these differences are

significant, the respective categories are given separate
consideration.
New Utility Boilers
New units falling under the jurisdiction of the FUA are
not permitted to use oil or natural gas as their primary fuel
feedstocks.

Even if utilities were free to choose among al-

ternative fuels, coal still would have the apparent economic
advantage.

The combination of economies of large scale pro-

vided by large coal fired boilers, high oil prices imposed
by OPEC, and limited availability of natural gas have effectively eliminated the use of oil and natural gas as boiler
fuels for major new baseload plants.

As a result, the bulk

of the new powerplant capacity currently planned for construction is based on coal as the primary fuel feedstock.
For this trend to change significantly, and for oil to once
again become competitive with coal-fired baseloaded units,
the levelized delivered cost of oil would have to fall between
roughly fifty and seventy percent. 10
Given that the long-run interfuel competition between
coal and oil or natural gas is extremely limited--making coal
the dominant boiler fuel for newly constructed utilities for
the next twenty years--it is important to investigate the various options open for coal use.

It is equally important to
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remember, however, that these uses are presented only as alternative fuels capable of circumventing railroad transportation and the high tariffs imposed on coal.

The majority of

these coal conversion processes would thus occur at or near
the mine source, with transportation requirements fulfilled
by new and/or existing pipelines.
A large number of technically feasible coal gasification
and liquefaction processes are available, but few have potential application to utilities.

These processes are depicted

in outline form in Table 37.

Many of the gasifying processes
are not expected to become economical until at least 1985, 11
leading to the expectation that conventional combustion methods
will dominate the utility sector through the 1980s, and more
than likely through the remainder of this century. 12
Of the technologies currently in the developmental stages,
the previously described atmospheric fluidized bed combustion
(AFBC) process presently appears to hold the greatest potential
for utilities. 13 The primary advantage it offefs over direct
combustion is the removal of significant quantities of sulfur
during the combustion stage, thus providing an alternative to
the use of scrubbers.

Recent DOE studies have shown that

conceptual AFBC units with capacities of approximately 550 mw
proved to be economically competitive with conventional pulverized coal boilers of roughly the same size. 14 On the other
hand, there are several technical problems that deter the

- ') i::: I

Table 37

Summary of Annualized Operating Costs for Alternative Energy
Pathways for New and Existing Utility Boilers

Annualized Operating Costs, c/kwh
Heat Rate
Btu/kwk
New Coal-or Lignite-Fired Unit
power plant
FGD
Total

Capital
Investment
$/kw

Annualized
Capital Chalges

O&M
Costs

Total
Fuel Annualize.d
Costs
Costs

9,500

475- 575
145- 210
620- 785

1.08-131
0.33-0.48
1.41-1.79

0.3

1.33

3.04-3.42

New Coal- or Lignite-AFBC Unit

9,500

580- 835

1.32-1.91

0.3

1.33

2.95-3.54

Convert Existing Gas-Fired
Boiler to Fire Medium-Btu Gas
power plant
gasifier
Total

9,000

New Facility Fired with LowBtu Gas from Coal or Lignite
(Lurgi)
power plant
gasifier
Total
New Facility Fired with MediumBtu Gas from Moving Bed Slaggmg
Gasifier
power plant
gasifier
Total

9,000

15,000

9,000
13,600

9,000
11,300

Combined Cycle Using LowBtu Lurgi
power plant
gasifier
Total
Combined Cycle Using MediumBtu Slagging, Moving Bed Process
power plant
gasifier
Total

7,500
9,500

7.500
9,100

1.33

- - - - - - - - - - - - - s e e notes - - - - - -.... - - - - - ·
1000
2.28
2.10
1000+
2.28+
0.3
4.68+
2.10

310- 375
665- 880
975-1255

0.71-0.86
1.52-2.01
2.23-2.87

0.3

1.90
1.90

310- 375
435- 625
745-1000

0.71-0.86
0.99-1.43
1.60-2.29

0.3

1.58
1.58 . 3.484.17

260- 345
570- 760
83(),.1105

0.59-0.79
I.30-1.74
1.89-2.53

0.3

1.33
1.33

3.52-4.16

260- 345
370- 530
630- 875

0.59-0.79
0.84-1.21
1.43-2.00

0.3

1.27
l.27

3.00-3.57

4.43-5.07

Notes: All costs are mid-1978 dollars.
Total heat rates for coal derived gas-fired boilers include gasification inefficiency.
Annualized capital-related charges were calculated as 14 percent of capital investment.
All facilities are assumed to have a 70 percent average annual operating factor.
Costs show for medium-Btu gas retrofit case do not include any costs associated with the operation of the
existing gas-fired boilers.
Source: J.C. Lacy, et al., An Integrated Assessment of Texas Lignite Development, RepCH"t No. EDF-01 l (Austin:
Texas Energy Advisory Council, April 1979), p. 51.
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AFBC process from becoming a reliable system for widespread use
by utilities.

These problems, combined with the lack of any

demonstration project to determine commercial feasibility,
make it apparent that any widespread use of AFBC processes may
not take place for at least the next ten years.
Atmospheric fluidized bed combustion also remains an
uncertainty in regard to its environmental acceptability.
Pilot scale operations have indicated that sulfur dioxide
emissions are not in compliance with current New Source Performance Standards (NSPS).

Furthermore, it appears that

large amounts of solid wastes are caused by the AFBC process;
even so, their future disposal may not pose any greater problems than those accompanying the disposal of ash and scrubber
wastes associated with conventional boilers.
Existing Utility Boilers
Powerplants fired by oil and natural gas boilers are concentrated in the coastal areas and in the major natural gas
supply areas (see Figures 12 and 13).

These plants presently

account for a large percentage of the utility sector's total
generating capacity, particularly in the Southwest.

The

percentage of existing boilers fired by natural gas is extremely
high in Texas because of the state's past abundant supplies of
15
the fuel.
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Figure 12
Power Plants: Oil, Gas, Oil-Gas (500 to 999 Mw)
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Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, Ex Parte No. 347, Western Coal Investigation-Guidelines for Railroad Rate Structure, Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Washington, D.C.: Interstate Commerce Commission, October 19, 1979), p. 4-67.

Figure 13
Power Plants: Oil, Gas, Oil-Gas (1000 Mw and larger)
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Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, Ex Parte No. 347, Western Coal Investigation-Guidelines for Railroad Rate Structure, Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Washington, D.C.: Interstate Commerce Commission, October 19, 1979), p. 4-68.

Very few short-run options are available to public utilities to alter this situation.

The excessively high costs of

rebuilding and retrofitting existing powerplant units effectively rule out their conversion for coal use. 16

Although

a recent surge of interest has taken place in the possible
adoption of coal gasification technology, the information
contained in Table 37 indicates that the estimated costs of
generating electricity by such methods are typically even
higher than those of conventional coal fired units; recent
studies have tended only to confirm the higher costs, suggesting that the actual costs may be two times higher than the
estimates appearing in the table. 17

In addition, some doubt

exists as to whether coal gasification technology is sufficiently advanced to accommodate the generation of electricity
. d b y ut"l
on a sea l e require
l
l"t"
1es. 18

The likely outcome of these limitations is that utilities
will simply put off conversion to coal and extend the use lives
of their equipment.

This choice is allowed under the System

Compliance Option of the FUA, provided no new baseload units
are built using oil or natural gas as the primary fuel feedstocks.

These practical considerations have led to some

speculation in recent months that the Railroad Commission of
Texas and the Public Utility Commission of Texas may authorize
renewed competition for natural gas. 19
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Whether this actually

occur, and whether it will be legal, remains to be seen;
but the prospect does offer an interesting possibility of
future opportunities of competition between natural gas and
coal in the state.

NUCLEAR POWER
Whereas coal, oil and natural gas have a variety of
applications, nuclear power is largely restricted to electrical power generation.

Nearly fifteen percent of the

electricity generated in 1978 was accomplished by the use
of nuclear fission.

Figure 14 shows that states located

along the eastern seaboard possess the highest concentration of nuclear power, in terms of both megawatt capacity
and number of plants.

The highest concentration in an

individual state is found in Illinois, which possesses
roughly ten percent of total nuclear megawatt capacity. 20
No nuclear power is currently produced in Texas, although
two plants are now under construction, and at least one
other is in the planning state.

Table 38 provides a list

of the state's future nuclear power plants, and out-ofstate plants which may supply electricity to consumers
in Texas.
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Figure 14
Nuclear Power Plants
(as of December 31, 1978)
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- Planned (Order or Letter of Intent)
- Part Operable/U .C., Part Planned

Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, Ex Parte No. 347, Western Coal Investigation-Guidelines for Railroad Rate Structure, Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Washington, D.C.: Interstate Commerce Commission, October 19, 1979), p. 4-71.

Table 38
Status of Future Nuclear Plants to Supply Texas
Plant (Unit)

Status

Utility

MW

On-Line

1981

In-State
U.C.

Comanche Peak ( 1)

Texas Utilities

1150

u.c.
u.c.

South Texas (1)

Houston Lighting & Power*

1250

1983

Comanche Peak (2)

Texas Utilities

1150

1982

U.C.

South Texas (2)

Houston Lighting & Power*

1250

1985

Planned

Allen's Creek

Houston Lighting & Power

1150

1985

Out-of-State
Palo Verde (1)

El Paso Electrict

1240

1982

Palo Verde (2)

El Paso Electrict

1240

1984

Palo Verde (3)

El Paso Electrict

1240

1986

River Bend (1)

Gulf State Utilitiest

935

1985

*Also share of power to City of Austin, City of San Antonio, and Central Power and Light.
tDenotes total capacity; share to Texas use is: 136MW for Palo Verde 1, 2, and 3, each, and 468 for River Bend.
Source: J.C. Lacy, et al., An Integrated Assessment of Texas Lignite Development, Report No. EDF-011 (Austin:
Texas Energy Advisory Council, April 1979), p. 20.

co·a1 and enriched uranium prove to be poor short-term
interchangeable fuel substitutes, because utilities face constrained operating flexibility within the framework of existing plants; coal plants simply cannot be converted to use
enriched uranium or vice versa.

The only possibility for

short-run interfuel competition is through load dispatch.
Load dispatch reflects the order in which different power
units in a

~tility's

system

ar~

called into service and the

degree to which each unit is utilized.
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By rearranging its

load dispatch, a utility can reduce the relative use of
those units requiring a more expensive fuel by substituting in their place units which consume cheaper fuels.
This same type of substitution can take place among utilities by means of interutility purchases and transfers of
power being generated by units depending on cheaper fuels.
Even so, neither of these opportunities is likely to offer
significant interfuel competition between coal and uranium.
The operating costs of nuclear power rise rapidly as plant
utilization rates decrease.

Hence, it is extremely doubt-

ful that enough spare nuclear power capacity is or will be
available to substitute appreciable amounts of it for coal. 21
The long-run prospects for interfuel competition are
somewhat brighter, since utilities will be in a position
to alter their baseload generating systems.

Large base-

load units are designed for full time operation to meet
basic, continuous demand for electricity.

Technologies

using coal and uranium appear to be quite cost competitive,
at price levels similar to those presently prevailing, in
supplying baseload power generation.

Figure 15 shows

comparative coal and nuclear generating cost estimates
for various regions of the country.
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Figure 15
Comparative Coal and Nuclear Generating Costs*
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*The top section of each bar represents the estimated range of levelized costs for units entering service in 1986
(1976 dollars). The ranges indicate reasonable projected costs, not possible extremes.
Source: Charles L. Rudasill, "Comparing Coal and Nuclear Generating Costs," EPRI Journal 2, no . 8 (October 1977): 7.

Figure 16 disaggregates these generating cost estimates into
their component parts in depicting a

11

representative region.

11

While the capital costs of coal and nuclear power plants
are nearly the same, at high rates of capacity utilization,
nuclear power generation incurs lower average operating costs.
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Figure 16

Typical Levelized Nuclear Generating Costs*

Coal

Nuclear

* 1976 dollars; the sloping shows ranges of estimates
Source: Charles L. Rudasill, ''Comparing Coal and Nuclear Generating Costs," EPRI Journal 2, no. 8 (October, 1977): 8.

Consideration of comparative costs alone, however, would
greatly overstate the likely degree of long-run competition
between these two fuels.

Recent cancellations of nuclear

powerplant projects, combined with a persistantly low level
of orders, an onerous licensing process, and adverse public
attitudes, suggest that nuclear power, at best, has a limited
future role to play in the nation's evolving energy mix.
Future events may change the present scheme of things, but
the ten to twelve years lead time required for plant construe-
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tion means that any nuclear powerplants intended to come
on line between 1990 and 1995 necessarily must be in the
planning stages now.

HYDROELECTRIC POWER
Water power produces about twelve percent of the nation's
total electricity, or some 270 billion kilowatt hours per
year.

The federal government estimates that the country's

water resource base is sufficiently large to enable a doubling of hydroelectric output with very .little difficulty. 22
Such is not the case for Texas; hydroelectric power constituted only about 1 .5 percent of the state's total generating
capacity of electricity in 1973. 23 The lack of adequate

"

water supplies in areas in which the topography of the land
is suitable for constructing hydroelectric facilities ·poses
a major constraintto the development of this source of energy.

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
The nation's geothermal resource base is capable of
produci.ng an equivalent of 450,000 megawatts of electricity,
an amount . slightly less than the nation's current total
1 genera t•1ng capac1•t y. 24
.
e l ec t r1ca

By con t ras t , d eve 1 ope d

geothermal capacity is on the order of 502 megawatts of
electricity, all of which belongs to the Pacific Gas and
. company l oca t e d 1n
. nor th ern ca l 1. f orn1a.
. 25
El ec t ric
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Texas possesses widespread hot water deposits along
extendi~g

its coastal plain,
seventy-five miles.

offshore and inland for about

Under the most favorable conditions,

it is believed the development of these deposits can contribute from 20,000 to 100,000 megawatts of electricity
to the state's electrical generating capacity. 26 Consideration already is being given to constructing a series of
relatively small--ten to fifty megawatt capacity--geothermal
facilities in the coastal area, having an estimated operating
cost of between twenty-five to thirty-five mills per kilowatt
hour.

Furthermore, the distinct possibility exists of dis-

covering and extracting commercial amounts of natural gas to
aid in defraying

some of the costs of construction. 27
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APPENDIX C
INTRAFUEL COMPETITION

INTRODUCTION
As a national resource, coal supplies are abundant--almost
two trillion recoverable tons.

Coal deposits vary in geographic

distribution, with all anthracite

and eighty-five percent of

bituminous coal coming from east of the Mississippi River, and
ninety-seven percent of subbituminous coal and an even higher
percentage of lignite coming from west of the Mississippi River.
The physical properties of this resource differ in heating
value, amount of moisture, and ash and sulfur content.

Depend-

ing on the location of powerplants and other coal burning installations, there are a variety of coal supply options available, but each is constrained by environmental, economic, and
transportation restrictions.
come from western states.

Almost all of Texas• coal imports

This appendix briefly examines the

opportunities in Texas for substituting other varieties of coal
for western coal.
SUBSTITUTES FOR WESTERN COAL
TEXAS LIGNITE
Lignite competes with other fuels chiefly in the generation
of

~lectricity

and industrial process heat and steam.

Texas•

large lignite resource base has the potential of becoming a

major cost competitive intrafuel substitute for western coal
within the state.

Lignite is a low-quality coal with a high

moisture content and a heating value of less than 8300 Btu
per pound. 1 It is found throughout the Texas Gulf coastal
plain, from the Rio Grande to the Red and Sabine Rivers, in
the form of both near-surface and deep-basin deposits, as
shown in Figures 17 and 18.

The principal formations are the

Wilcox, Yegua and Jackson groups; the Wilcox group, located
north of the Colorado River, possesses the highest quality
and thickest seams of coal.

The regional variations in heat-_

ing values, ash content, and sulfur content, are shown in
Figures 19, 20, and 21.
The bulk of the resource base is buried at depths too
deep for economic recovery by strip mining techniques, and
the looseness of the overburden precludes conventional underground mining.

A current estimate of strippable lignite--in

seams three feet thick or more, under less than 200 feet of
overburden--is 12.2 billion tons. 2 Assuming that extraction
efforts concentrate on deposits no deeper than 150 feet, economically recoverable reserves are estimated to be 8.174 billion tons. 3 The magnitude of these estimates is quite small
in comparison to the present amount of economically recoverable western coal reserves; nonetheless, the exact boundaries
between strippable and deep-basin lignite deposits will be
governed by future coal prices.
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Figure 17
Distribution of Texas Near-Surface Lignite
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Source: W.R. Kaiser, Texas Lignite: Near-Surface and Deep-Basin Resources, Report of Investigations, No. 79
{Austin: Bureau of Economic Geology, University of Texas, 1974), p. 4.
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Figure 18
Distribution of Texas Deep-Basin Lignite
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Source: W.R. Kaiser, Texas Lignite: Near-Surface and Deep-Basin Resources, Report of Investigations, No. 79
(Austin, Bureau of Economic Geology, University of Texas, 1974), p. 7.
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Figure 19
Regional Variation in Heating Value of Texas Lignite
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(Austin, Bureau of Economic Geology, University of Texas, 1974), p. 28.
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Figure 20
Regional Variation in Sulfur Content of Texas Lignite
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Source: W.R. Kaiser, Texas Lignite: Near-Surface and Deep-Basin Resources, Report oflnvestigations, No. 79
(Austin: Bureau of Economic Geology, University of Texas, 1974), p. 27.
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Figure 21
Regional Variation in Ash Content of Texas Lignite
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ftigure 22

Effect of Reserve Size on Rate of Increase in Cost of Production

Incremental
Cost of
Production

Cumulative Reserves Mined

Source: Drawn from information provided in J.C. Lacy, et al.,An Integrated Assessment of Texas Lignite Develop-ment, Report No. EDF-011 (Austin: Texas Energy Advisory Council, April 1979), p. 86.

Figure 22 illustrates the interrelationship of lignite and
western coal resource base sizes, relative supplies of each
fuel, and relative coal prices.

After the most easily extracted

deposits are exhausted, the remaining reserves will incur progressively higher incremental extraction costs . . Consequently,
coal prices must continue to rise in order to induce larger
supplies of lignite and western coal.
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Insofar as available

strip mining techniques constrain lignite extraction activities
to a smaller resource basea its incremental cost--initially the
lower of the two fuels--rises at a faster rate until a point of
equivalent cost with western coal is reached.

The demand for

greater supplies of lignite relative to that of western coal
can be expected to decline after the point of equivalent cost
is passed, because of the latter fuel's cost advantage ..
Efforts are presentiy underway to develop extraction techfor mining deep-basin lignite deposits, which are estimated to be ten times the size of strippable reserves. 4 The
~iques

primary process being considered for this purpose is in situ
gasification, which entails the pumping of oxygen into an ignited coal seam to produce a combustible mixture of hydrogen,
carbon monoxide, and methane.

In situ gasification is capable

of recovering up to sixty-five percent of the energy contained
in lignite and eliminates many of the health, safety, and enviro-nmental problems associated with conventional underground
mining. 5 This process is especially appealing to industries
and utilities entertaining the prospect of using synthetic
fuels
ern

rather than relying solely on direct combustion of westcoal or lignite.

While Texas has many proponents of in

situ gasification and several research projects are being
funded to encourage its development, it is far too early to
ascertain the probable scale of future commercial operations.
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Technological problems are limiting its advancement to a very
slow pace and informed judgment is that the process will not
become economically feasible until after the turn of the centure. 6
Within the physical limits of surface mining technology,
Texas lignite is expected to be a cost competitive substitute
for western coal.

Table 39 shows that the delivered price of

lignite to the Texas Gulf Coast is lower than the delivered
price of western coal from Wyoming (Powder River Basin) and
midwestern coal from Illinois (Illinois Basin).*

A number of

factors quite likely will cause the cost of western coal to
rise more rapidly than the cost of lignite, when the entire
coal use cycle--mining, processing, transportation, and use-is taken into consideratian.
The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977
(SMCRA) will affect the operating costs of all U.S. surface
mining activities.

Texas is fortunate, however, in having a

more favorable climate and topography than the semiarid areas
of western states for conducting land reclamation (backfilling,
grading and vegetation).

Another important factor is the im-

posttion of state severance taxes on western coal exported to
customers outside the state of origin to help defray environmental and socioeconomic costs.

For example, the State of

*All of the prices appearing in Table 39 pertain to those
prevailing in mid-1978. Coal prices are based on representative costs for typical mines.
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Montana has imposed a severence tax amounting to thirty percent of the value of its exported coal . 7
Table 39
Alternative Fuel Costs
Powder
River Basin
Subbituminous

Illinois
No. 6

Texas
Lignite

Ash, wt%

11.0

6.0

13.9

Moisture, wt%

11.0

29.0

33.0

3.5

0.5

1.2

11,000.0

8,500.0

6,700.0

Sulfur, wt%
Heat Content, Btu/lb
Minemouth Cost
$/ton
$/10 6 Btu
Transportation Cost
(to the Gulf Coast)
Methods
$/ton
$/10 6 Btu
Delivered Cost
$/ton
$/10 6 Btu

22.00
1.00

8.00
0.47

13.40
1.00

Barge
9.00
0.41

Rail
17.00
1.00

Rail
4.50
0.34

31.00
1.41

25.00
1.47

17.90
1.34

Source: J.C. Lacy, et al., An Integrated Assessment of Texas Lignite Development, Report No. EDF-011 (Austin:
Texas Energy Advisory Council, April 1979), p. 92.

The promulgation of new New Source Performance

Stand~

ards (NSPS) for coal burning installations also will affect
the relative economics of using western coal and lignite.
Under the old emission standards, many utilities contracted
for long-term supplies of low-sulfur western coal to avoid
costly capital investments in scrubbers.
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Sole reliance on

western coal or the use of uintermittent

11

controls, such as

tall stacks, is no longer an option for meeting emission standards. 8

Ebasco Services, Inc., has estimated the difference

in total cost of electricity due to scrubber requirements.
Its findings, for a 1300 megawatt of electricity powerplant
operating at seventy percent capacity, showed the cost per
kilowatt of lignite generation to be thirty percent higher
than the cost of western coal under the old NSPS.

When both

fuels require scrubbing of one hundred percent of the flue
gas, the difference in total cost becomes only five percent. 9
Sixty-five percent of western coal reserves are owned by
the federal government, 10 while Texas' lignite deposits are
privately owned.

Since 1971, there has been a moratorium on

the leasing of federal lands for coal mining, which has drastically reduced the role these vast resources could be playing in satisfying the nation's demand for energy.

Leasing is

currently scheduled to resume in January of 1981; however,
litigation by parties opposing the new program could delay its
resumption. 11 Although considerable debate exists as to the
actual magnitude of lost coal production caused by the moratorium, there

is little doubt about the ultimate adverse im-

pact on the future development of western coal reserves if
sensible federal leasing policies, leading to economically
efficient operations, are not implemented.
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1

Finally, substantial increases in rail tariffs in recent
years have greatly increased the delivered cost of western
coal.

All indications point to a continuation in this up-

ward trend,
11

~t

least in the foreseeable future.

The Texas

Lignite Belt," on the other hand, is served by a number of

competing railroads.

Also, over short distances it may be

more economical for a major user of lignite to build and
operate its own railroad.

And the much shorter hauls within

the state require fewer cars, less trackage, and afford rail
facilities longer useful lives.
sider~d

All of these factors con-

together imply that rail tariffs governing lignite

movements in Texas will rise much more slowly than interstate
12
freight tariffs.

MIDWESTERN AND EASTERN COAL
For industries and utilities located along Texas' Gulf
Coast, the possibility exists for securing supplies of midwestern and eastern coal.

Both fuels contain high heating

values, ranging from 10,500 Btu to 12,500 Btu per pound in
.the Midwest, and from 11,000 Btu to 13,500 Btu per pound in
the East.

As is shown on Table 39 (see page 381), Illinois

Basin coal is cost competitive with western coal when their
prices are expressed in terms of units of heating value (i.e.,
dollars per million Btu).
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The delivered costs of the respective fuels to Texas,
however, prove to be high because of the long average lengths
of haul and because of steep FOB mine prices (from eighteen
to twenty-eight dollars for midwestern coal, and from twentyone to thirty-five dollars for eastern coal). 13 The cheapest
means of transportation is by barge.

Figure 23 delineates

the nation's inland waterway system.

The primary obstacle to

relying too heavily on inland water carriage is the capacity
constraint on waterway traffic flows posed by the system of
locks on the Mississippi River.

These existing bottlenecks

may not be a·ble to handle projected increases in waterborne
commerce.
The potential for utilizing eastern and midwestern coal
certainly does exist, but only at significant costs.

Never-

theless, if western coal unit-train tariffs continue to escalate, Texas' coastal industries and utilities may find it to
their advantage to satisfy a portion of their total energy requirements through the purchase of these two intrafuel substitutes.

FOREIGN COAL
Speculation has arisen recently that, if the delivered
price of western coal continues to rise, many utilities might
soon turn to foreign markets to obtain some measure of their
coal supplies.

The temptation to do so is especially strong
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Source: U.S., Interstate Commerce Commission, Ex Parte No. 347, Western Coal Investigation-Guidelines for Railroad Rate Structure, Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Washington, D.C.: Interstate Commerce Commission, October 19, 1979), p. 4-25.

for utilities located along the Gulf Coast.

Indeed, some util-

ities already have entered into negotiation with a number of
coal exporting nations, including Australia, South Africa, and
Poland. 14 Each has sufficient excess productive capacity to
provide a portion of the utilities' long-term coal supply requirements at comparable, or even lower delivered costs than
western coal.

Significant cost savings are realized by large

volume waterborne shipments of coal, combined with lower foreign labor wages scales.

These cost savings, however, dis-

sipate in direct proportion to the distance coal users are located away from the coast, as a consequence of having to transfer coal traffic to rail or motor carriers.
It is doubtful that many industrial firms will consider
this option; the size of the individual shipments (40,000 to
250,000 tons) are simply too large for most industrial con.
sumpt1on
nee d s or s t orage han dl"1ng capa b·1•t•
1 1 1es. 15 The potential cost savings to well-situated utilities, on the
other hand, could be significant and immediate, once agreement is reached with a foreign coal exporter.

However, such

an eventuality could hardly be deemed in the national interest.
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APPENDIX · D

GLOSSARY

Acre-foot: A measure of water one foot deep by an acre in
area, or 43,560 cubic feet.
Ambient Air Quality Standards: According to the Clean Air
Act of 1970, these standards represent the air quality levels
which must be attained to protect the public health (primary
standards) and welfare (secondary standards). Secondary
standards are more stringent than "Primary Ambient Air Quality Standards."
Anthracite Coal:

A hard, high rank coal with high fixed carbon.

Aquifer: A subsurface zone that supplies economically important amounts of water to wells; a water-bearing stratum or
permeable rock, sand or gravel.
Ash (ash fly): Light-weight solid particles that are carried
into the atmosphere by stack gases.
Bait and Switch: A bargaining tactic in which a rail carrier
offers an attractively low rate until the shipper has locked
itself into the rail service either by signing a long-term
coal supply contract with a mining company or making significant capital investments in coal-hauling rail facilities;
afterwards the rail carrier raises rates substantially.
Best Available Control Technology (BACT): A demonstrated
technology or technique that represents the most effective
pollution control device currently in existence; used to
establish emission or effluent control requirements for a
polluting industry.
Bituminous Coal: The coal ranked below anthracite. It
generally has high heat content and is soft enough to be

-<RO_

readily ground for easy combustion. It accounts for the
bulk of all coal mined in this country.
Black Lung Disease: A group of pulmonary diseases that are
common among coal miners.
British Thermal Unit (BTU): The quality of heat required to
raise the temperature of one pound of water from 62° F to 63°F.
Coal Gasification:
from coal.

The process that produces synthetic gas

Coal Liquefaction: Conversion of coal to a liquid for use as
synthetic petroleum.
Comparative Rates: Rate analysis undertaken by the Interstate
Commerce Commission to compare a proposed rail rate with those
pertaining to similar rail movements to determine whether the
proposed rate is reasonable.
Criteria Pollutants: Six pollutants identified prior to the
passage of the Clean Air Act Amendments which now have estab1 ished Ambient Air Quality Standards, i.e., sulfur dioxide,
particulate matter, carbon monoxide, photochemical oxidants,
nonmethane hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides.
Destination Group: Consists of all coal shippers within a
specified area. All coal hauled from a given or1g1n group
to any shipper in a given destination group is charged the
same rate.
Effluent: Any water flowing out of an enclosure or source to
a surface water or groundwater flow network.
Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP): A device for cleaning stack
gas of particulates. The device first charges particles in
the gas stream and then collects them on an oppositely charged
surface.
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Embedded Debt Rate:
gregate debt.

Average historical interest paid on ag-

Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR): A variety of techniques (other
than conventional pumping) for extracting additional quantities of oil from a well.
Equipment Trust Certificate Rate: Rail carrier payment on
corporate bonds issued to finance the acquisition of railroad
equipment.
Escalation Clause: Specified provision found in rail tariffs
which automatically raises the applicable rate at certain
time intervals or at the occurrence of cost increases.
Fallback Rates: Higher rates charged to shippers in the event
that the minimum required volume of traffic, over the course
of a year, is not tended to the rail carrier for transportation.
Fixed Plant Investment: Railroad investments in fixed facilities such as tracks, roadbeds, depots, sidings, etc.
Flue-Gas Desulfurization: The use of a stack scrubber to reduce emissions of sulfur oxidies (see Stack Scrubber).
Fluidized Bed: A fluidized bed results when gas is blown upward through finely crushed particles. The gas separates the
particles so that the mixture behaves as a turbulent liquid.
Being developed for coal burning to achieve a greater efficiency and environmental control.
Fully Allocated Costs: Variable costs of a particular movement
of traffic plus a prorated share of systemwide fixed costs.
Funds Flow Model: A model used by the Interstate Commerce Commission to establish adequate levels of railroad revenue. The
basic procedure embodied in a model is to project the needed
capital outlays and other cash flow requirements of the rail-
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roads; these estimates are then used to determine railroad revenue need requirements to meet financial obligations. The estimated dollar amounts of revenue need become one of the bases
of establishing reasonable rates.
Going Concern Value Rate: Any rate which is equal to or in excess of the particular carrier's variable costs.
Greenhouse Effect: The potential rise in global atmospheric
temperatures due to an increasing concentration of co2 in the
atmosphere. co2 absorbs some of the heat radiation given off
by the earth, some of which is then radiated back to the earth.
Gross Energy Demand: The total amount of energy consumed by
direct burning and indirect burning by utilities to generate
electri~ity.
Net energy demand includes direct burning of
fuels and the energy content of consumed electricity. The difference between gross and net energy demand is a measure of the
energy losses by utility conversion to electricity. About twothirds of the energy input typically is lost in generation and
transmission.
Groundwater: Subsurface water occupying the saturation zone
from which wells and springs are fed; in a strict sense, this
term applies only to water below the ground table.
Hydroelectric:

Electricity generated by water power.

In Situ Processing: In-place processing of fuel by combustion
without mining. Applies to oil shale and coal.
Labor Force: The number of persons 16 years of age or over who
are either employed or actively looking for work.
Lignite: The lowest rank coal in terms of heat content and
fixed carbon.
Maintenance-of-Way: The costs incurred in the upkeep of a railroad's rights-of-way--track, ties, ballast, etc.
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Metallurgical Coal: Coal used in the steel making process.
Its special properties and difficulty of extraction make it
more expensive than steam coal.
Methane: CH 4 , carburated hydrogen or marsh gas formed by
the decomposition of organic matter. It is the most common
gas found in coal mines.
Multiple Car Rates: Rail rates which apply to multiple car
shipments. Usually less than fifteen or twenty cars.
National Energy Plan (NEP}: The plan presented to Congress
by President Carter in April 1977 to develop domestic energy
resources and to reduce the nation's reliance on imported oil.
New Source Performance Standards: Standards set for new
facilities to ensure that ambient standards are met and to
limit the amount of a given pollutant a stationary source
may emit over a given period of time.
Oil Shale: A finely grained sedimentary rock that contains
an organic material, kerogen, which can be extracted and converted into the equivalent of petroleum.
Particulate Matter:

Solid, airborne particles, such as ash.

Prevention of Significarit Deterioration (PSD}: Pollution
standards that have been established to protect air quality
in regions found to be below the Ambient Air Quality Standards. Areas are divided into three categories to ascertain
the degree to which air quality deterioration in the area
will be allowed.
Prime Farmlands: Land defined by the Agriculture Department's
Soil Conservation Service based on soil quality, growing
season, and moisture supply needed to produce sustained high
crop yields, using modern farm methods.
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Primitive Areas: Scenic and wild areas in the national forests
that were set aside and preserved from timber cutting, mineral
operations, etc., from 1930 to 1939 by act of Congress; these
areas can be added to the National Wilderness Preservation
System established in 1964.
Process Steam and Heat: Steam and heat produced for industrial process uses, such as the activation of drive mechanisms
and product processing.
Productivity: The output of goods or services produced by a
worker in a given period of time, such as one hour.
~: One quadrillion {10 15 ) British thermal units (Btu).
Rail Form A: A series of distribution formulas used to allocate a railroad's systemwide average costs to particular services or movements of traffic so as to determine long-run
variable costs.
Reclamation: Restoring mined land to productive use; includes
replacement of topsoil, restoration of surface topography,
waste disposal, and fertilization and revegetation.
Reserve: The portion of identified resource from which a
useable mineral and energy commodity can be economically and
legally extracted at the time of determination.
Resources: Identifiable mineral or ore deposits that cannot
presently be extracted due to economic or~technological
reasons; and other deposits that have not been discovered
but whose existence is inferred.
Retrofit: A modification of an existing structure, such as
a house or its equipment, to reduce energy requirements for
heating or cooling. There are basic types of retrofit:
equipment, such as a heat pump replacing less efficient equipment; and insulation, storm windows, caulking, etc., designed
to lower energy requirements.
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Seam:

A bed of coal or other valuable mineral of any thickness.

Single Car Rates: Rail rates which are applicable to only
one carload of freight.
Stack Scrubber: An air pollution control device that usually
uses a liquid spray to remove pollutants, such as sulfur dioxide
or particulates from a gas stream by absorption or chemical reaction. Scrubbers are also used to reduce the temperature of
the emissions.
Steam Coal: Coal suitable for combustion in boilers. It is
generally soft enough for easy grinding and less expensive
than metallurgical coal or anthracite.
Strip Mining: A surface mining method that removes the overburden that covers the coal seam in a series of parallel strips.
Subbituminous Coal: A low rank coal with low fixed carbon and
high percentages of volatile matter and moisture.
Subsidence: The sinking, descending, or lowering of the land
surface; the surface depression over an underground mine
that has been created by subsurface caving.
Sulfates: A class of secondary pollutants that includes
acid-sulfates and neutral metallic sulfates.
Sulfur: An element that appears in many fossil fuels. In
combustion of the fuel, the sulfur combines with oxygen to
form sulfur dioxide.
Sulfur Dioxide: One of several forms of sulfur in the air;
an air pollutant generated principally from combustion of
fuels that contain sulfur.
Synthetic Fuel: A fuel produced by biologically, chemically
or thermally transforming other fuels or materials.
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Tariff: Document filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission by the railroads detailing the rates applicable to a
given movement and the conditions upon which the rail service
is to be offered.
Trainload Rates: Rail rates applying to shipments of sufficient tonnage--usually 5,000 or more--to make up an entire
train.
Unit-Train: Generally a train of 100 cars or more, with each
car having a capacity of 100 to 120 tons, hauling a single
commodity. These trains typically travel nonstop between
origin and destination points. This is the primary rail
service used to haul western coal.
Variable Costs: Costs that will vary with changes in the
volume of rail traffic.
Volume Conditional Rates: Rates which apply only when specified volumes of freight are moved within a year.
Western Coal: Can refer to all coal reserves west of the
Mississippi. By Bureau of Mines' definition, includes only
those coal fields west of straight line dissecting Minnesota
and running to the western tip of Texas. Wyoming and Montana
(subbituminous) and North Dakota (lignite) have the largest
reserves.
Zone of Reasonableness: Range of maximum and minimum rates
within which a rate must fall if it is to be considered
lawful and reasonable.
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